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FOREWORE" 

Written at the "end." this "fore"word is neither. But 

soroehow scanoe roeta-signs are in order. 

First of all I need to onnphasize that the present narrative 

does not suggest a nihilistic abandonment of our therapeutic 

practices or proposes a more "true" solution. In contrast, I 

would like to emphasize ny deep respect for those among us who 

have the courage to call themselves (family) therapists and their 

daily atterapts to better the human condition; on the other hand, 

respect does not mean coraplacency or the blind acceptance of some 

roeta-rhetorical truth or practice. Therefore, this dissertation 

is a quest towards what lies beyond the effaced frames of everyday 

reality into a realm where fantasy and r-eality congeal onto a 

domain of undecidability and the Hyperreal. 

Secondly, the text often relies on materials not translated 

in English—all translations of French and German texts are mine 

(and have, in some instances, remained untranslated/able). Any 

"errors' in translation or interpretation are, of course, w 

responsibility. Furthermore, I have attempted to use a 

"gender-free" style; however, as the present narrative indicates. 
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the boundaries between male/female are only suppl«nental 

distinctions where one always already implies the other (cfr. 

Derrida's deconstruction of the "question of woman" in Spurs). 

Stubborn sceptics, however, are given the license to bum me on 

the phallo-vaginal stake of their meta-sexual rhetoric of power. 

Moreover, sometimes the style of writing appears elliptical and 

more evocative than assertive; in contradistinction to the lirnpid 

and clear-cut style of scientific writing, postmodern writing 

needs to be an experiment in vertigo. 

Finally, the "over"sized nature of this dissertation and the 

(maybe too) many quotations are primarily due to my own ineptness 

at editing, but also reflects a desire to give an "interesting" 

account of this "postmodern idea." As such, scroe "things" cannot 

be explained within the piecemeal paragraphs of the scientistic 

model. Therefore, the separate chapters can be read as distinct 

vignettes with their own "message" (which would explain some of 

the repetitions); some chapters mi^t be ccxEpletely useless for 

the reader's purposes, others s/he mi^t feel to be naive and 

underdeveloped. Therefore, I hope that the present document can 

serve as a dialogical tool for more interesting discussion. Oi 

the other hand, many would point out w laziness or lack of 

critical awareness—I agree, but I defend myself by indicating 

that the time has come to "get on with it"—whatever "that" may 

be. S.D. 
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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is an attempt to imravel and unearth—an 

archeaological enterprise—the tacit/traditional assuraiptions 

imderwriting contemporary thinking on family therapy. Throughout 

the present "text" these rhetorical veils are exchanged for 

suggestion for a more humanistic "form" of "therapy" based upon 

dialogue and an ethic of heterology. It is argued that a 

hei^itened awcireness of the rhetoripolitical maneuvers of 

occultation undergirding our theoretical practices and our 

practical thetjries raight prove to be "an .̂ uitidot-e again.st the 

inherent cruelty of therapy" (Maranhao) and will, inevitably, 

account for a "change" in how we do what we (do not) do. 

Tlierefore, five rhetorically effaced roots are examined in their 

tacit interanimations: (a) the hegemony of the meta-narrative of 

(scientific) method; (b) the hegemony of the meta-narrative of 

deMstorised tirae; (c) the hegeraony of the raeta-narrative of 

visualism; (d) the hegemony of mimesis; and (e) the hegemony of 

autonomy. In this vein, the dissertation splits into two halves, 

i.e., a first section on epist-erocjlogy and hermeneutics and a 

second section on the "discoiurse of the Gather." 
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A first section constitutes of an examination nf how the 

dialogical int-eractions of psychotherapeutic "talk" have been 

replaced by a unilateral (and ^ften decontextualiz^d) application 

of meta-cornmunicational theories on therapeutic form, whether 

these theories are syst-emic or p.sychoanalyt.ical. It is examined 

how this practice can be replaced by the archetypal "forrnat" of a 

Socratic dialogue as has been explicated by Gadamer and Maranhao: 

instead of the application of Method to coramunicational practice, 

it is suggested that the chronotopic features of the therapeutic 

context actively resist their encapsulation by any scientific 

harness, but that they, in contrast, present the therapist with a 

challenge for a recursive dialogue of "tecoming" CWliitaker). 

Furthermore, it is shown how the recent episteraological 

preoccupations with "radical constructivism" are also vulnerable 

to similar rhetorical roots, and can, hence, be deconstmcted as 

the expression of a logocentric tradition (Derrida). 

A second section examines how therapeutic discourse, as a 

linguistic practice, can be characterised as a pol>T>hony of 

heteroglot voices which interilluminate the inteimal dialogue of 

language (Bakhtin). It is argued that therapeutic discourse 

presents a context of a highly stylised architectonic of diverse 

languages and voices, which can never be fully excavated and 

heard, as the unsaid (of corar»n sense) provides the essential 



backgroimd for the "activity" of the therapeutic dialogue. As a 

result, the therapeutic task becomes—with Lacan—one of 

"respons-ability," i.e., the ethical duty to reflect the 

discursive resonances of the utterance of the Other in order to 

reach a new level of Self-knowledge. Based upon these 

considerations, therapeutic discourse is examined from a 

dialogical perspective, in which the rhetoric of the monologism of 

therapeutic theories is replaced by a recursive rhetoric of 

self-persuasion and readiness. In this vein, a "discursive 

therapy" (a "mis"nomer to be siure) is suggested as a practice 

beyond the referentiality of language. Indeed, the postmodern 

eraphasis on a sea of intertextuality as an ecosystemic logosphere, 

opens up the way for a therapeutic weaving of a iiyperrealistic 

liologram of discursive in(ter)ventions waiting for their 

particular concatenation by the dialogical interlocutors. As 

such, therapeutic discoiurse is the raost direct expression of the 

ethic of heterology, as only the dialogue with the Other can serve 

as the immediate catalyst for the therapeutic, i.e., discursive, 

ti'.5nsformations. This iraplies tliat tlie fluidity of the 

therapeutic dialogue and its discursive featui-es actively resist 

the cryogenic operations of nomothetic understanding, and always 

remains an "existential" pro-ject. 
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CHAPTER 1 

RHETORICAL ROOTS AND MODERNIST NARRATIVES 

The Rhetoripolitical Face of Scientism 

Even frcan its inception social science has nurtured a special 

allegiance to the rayth that it could—after an acceptable period 

of (methodological) maturation—deny and bypass its dependence on 

values and subjective prejudice and, ultimately, would acquire the 

episteraological validity of the natural sciences (e.g., the 

behaviorist rhetoric). However, cont«nporary social 

science—stooped in endless msthodological discussions and the 

rhetoripolitical warfare of charismocrats—still remains 

"pre-paradigmatic." Indeed, the ludicrous and ultimately absurd 

activity of stating (and re-stating) some positive 

nihilism—transforming the episteraological process of registering 

nothingness into an academic gesture of (methodological) 

approval—collapses autistically inward onto an ascetic, 

roonophonic and repressive silence rather than splattering 

discursively onto a cacophonic and cacographic canvas of 

dialogical polyphony. Therefore, recent atterapta to come up with 

a "new episteroology" for the practice of family therapy/social 



science still betrays a tacit adherence to a "paradigmatic quest" 

for episteraological closure and a raonistic/monastic 

discourse—e.g,, Bateson's ecological atterapt to extrapolate 

models from systems theory and cybernetic modelling to the 

understanding of mind and society (cfr. Marcus, 1985); Piaget's 

development of the structuralist project. 

Notwithstanding the socios«nantic violence and the 

technoscientific delusions engendered by the scientistic 

wave—characterized by its sanitized and existentially estranged 

"research procedures"—the human sciences have not and will not 

celebrate the golden age of paradigrahood. Indeed, the lack of 

visceral irnpact of the "research" data on their iraroediate 

sociocultural environment, is not the expression of scroe 

"methodological iranaturity" but is a reflection of the nature of 

social investigation itself, in that the object of human science 

is also its subject, while both are, in turn, embedded in a social 

context which is primordially a corarounication coramunitv 

(Habermas). 

At this point, it is possible to ask the question—Dilthey's 

old question—whether the methodological requirements of social 

science (as the iroprint of the natural sciences) do not lead to a 

social technology of control and manipulation, or, as Foucault 

would say, "a social praxis of subjugation." Indeed, does the 

covert ethicopractical rhetoric of social science not reflect the 

tacit ideological pre-/intentions of a certain political or 



discursive ordering (cfr. Toulmin, 1982). In this vein, 

self-reflexive and meta-critical analyses of the social science 

paradigms (Habermas, 1971) invariably uncover the rhetorical 

presence of an ideological context and its concomitant normative 

coramitments. Habermas (1971) even suggests that the entire 

concept of a value-free social science (and the methodology 

required for such an ideal) is primarily the historical outcome 

and the cultural consequence of a bourgeois ideology, whose 

assuraptions and requirenents ignore and deflate the humane values 

of an emancipatory social science, while its techno-scientific 

biases in contrast promote a "bureaucratically ordained 

partiality." Therefore, if the emancipatory and humanistic 

pretensions of "scientism," especially as practiced in applied 

domains such as psychotherapy, reflect a horrific waxwork of 

contradiction and illusion, if no "measured criticality" can ever 

percolate onto an entirely value-free and transcultural substrate, 

and if, ccansequently, the uncritical application of the 

scientistic Word may either simply hide ideological 

presuppositic«s or unwittingly generate reactionary political 

consequences (with all its dangerous iraplications), why then do we 

not abandOTi such a project? In addition to a "superficial" answer 

to this question (i.e., the established rotarianism of academic 

life, the behaviorist but blind stiraulus-response-reinforceraent 

cycle undergirding the "academic" publication process, the 

political scene of complacent self-interests), there is a far more 



fundamental rhetoric which eraphasizes the methodological 

requirement of a discontinuity between experience and reality, 

between the investigator and the object investigated which 

advocates that the researcher is not only allowed but also 

required to remain unaware of his own existential make-up as well 

as the sociocultural circumstances and historicophilosophical 

pigmentations of his intellectual milieu (Bateson, 1970; Wilden, 

1970). Moreover, given this effaced/tacit rhetoric, any 

relativizing or perspectivistic amendments to the scientific canon 

are siraply ignored or scoffed at as irrational, irapractical, 

mal-designed, or—worst of all—raetaphysical constructions. 

Apel's insightful study (1968) on the raetaphysical 

groundrules of scientism leads to a deconstruction of the 

positivistic idea of science. He states that one of the roots of 

the "neo-positivistic logic of unified science" is the idea of 

knowledge as description and explanation of objectified data, 

conceived—a priori—as cases of instances of possible laws. This 

idea also includes the understanding and the interpretation of 

symbolic meaning. Apel questions this possibility by, 

.. a heuristic suspicion that a modem "logic of 
science" that does not reflect upon ultimate a 
priori presuppositions has just by this very fact 
inherited a tacit presupposition of traditional 
epist^nology: namely, that one solitary subject of 
knowledge could objectify the whole world, 
including his fellowroen. To put it another way, it 
inherits the presupposition tJiat the knowing 
subject can, in principle, win objective knowledge 
about the world without at the same time 
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presupposing knowledge by sign-interpretation or 
intersubjective understanding, which cannot have 
the character of objectivity. 
(Apel, 1977, p.294) 

How is this to be explained? Logical positivism is cliaracterized 

by several a priori presuppositions. The logic of science posits 

a distinction between facts that are independent of huroan thinking 

(Leibniz' verites de faits) and logic (Leibniz' verites de 

raison). In science, these two "verites" have to come together in 

"the presupposition of an ideal language of science which can 

bring together mathematical logic and experienced facts in an 

unequivocal manner," i.e., an ideal logical language to stand in 

contrast to the "confusion" of natural languages. However, as the 

language used in science presupposes soroe mimetic reference to 

facts, and as these observations presuppose some theoretical 

background, the next a priori presupposition of the logic of 

science is tliat of "convention." However, in keeping with its own 

logical operators, these conventions cannot be derived frcwi 

empirical observation nor can tlney be induced from such an 

observation, for if it were possible to describe conventions by 

means of (linguistic) science, this would in turn presuppose 

conventions with regard to the language used in these 

observational descriptions, and so on, ad infinitum. In short, in 

order to bypass the undesirability of infinite regress, the logic 

of science has to acknowledge the pre-scientific nature of 

conventions; furthermore, Uiis explicit denial fVemeinung) of 

p̂ -si-Bcittntifia ormventi'^nality in logical positivism betrays an 
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underlying but effaced methodological solipsism. Therefore, Apel 

concludes (1977, p.299) that logical positivism, by a selective 

blindness toward its conventionalist foundation and the "a priori 

of comraunication," necessarily degenerates in a methodoloe-ical 

solipsism: 

If one really ?iopes to objectify the whole world, 
including the dimension of corrniunication, by a 
language of a unified science, then one rrust, 
strictly speaking, cling ijo the a priori of metho
dological solipsism, for the totalization of the 
idea of scientific objectivity implies thiat the 
subject of the objectifying science could, in 
principle, practice science without being a rrjember 
of a corrmunication society. He should, on this 
view, be able to follow the rules of the universal 
"t?iing-langu.age: as if tYiey were the nales of a 
"private language." 
(Apel, 1977, p.299) 

Apel's work is irriportant in that it deifjonstrates not only the 

irfiportance of intersubjective meanings and linguistic convention 

in the credibility of scientism, bat also in tibiat it unmasks the 

ideological inriervorkings of a rhetoric on "the construction of 

the real." At tMs point, then, the rrjore fundaraental question 

betjoifje-s: why should the descriptions supposedly originating from a 

privileged and object-ive point of view be an accurate reflection 

of whiat we call the real? In contrast to the methodological 

Tfionogaif̂  and the hypotrofication of the truth claims of scientism, 

we rattier listen to Nietzsche, who, in TVie Gav Science (1976, 

P. 233), argiaes tlriat, 

ft)here is only a perspecrtive seeing, only a 
perspteotive "knowing:" and the mory; 
affects we allow to speak of one tMng. the ifore 
eiyes; different eyes, we can use tc> observe obey 



thing, the more coraplete will our "concept" of this 
thing, our "objectivity," be. But to eliminate the 
will altogether, to suspend each and every affect, 
supposing we were capable of this -what would that 
mean but to castrate the intellect? 
Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as 
science "without any presuppositions"; a 
philosophy, a "faith," raust be there first of all, 
so that science can acquire from it a direction, a 
meaning, a limit, a right to exist. 

As a result, conventions necessarily presuppose language games— 

even tacit conventions about the grararoatical use of words—not to 

mention explicit conventions about definitions, theoretical 

frameworks or statements of facts in empirical science, and, 

hence, an intersubjective consensus about contextual meanings and 

the "coranon sense" of practical life. In a similar vein, Rorty 

believes that, "the application of such honorifics as objective 

and cognitive is never anything more than an expression of the 

presence of, or the hope for, agreement among inquiries" (1979, 

p.335). 

Of course, the tlius described metliodological solipsism is the 

primary reason why the logic of science has barely been able to 

touch upon the specific interests and problems of social life, and 

has had to cling to a scientistic reduction of the ifjetl-iods of the 

humanities to those of the natural sciences. Recent interests in 

constructivism and idealism have acknowledged the recursive nature 

of thie observer and observed; other have erap̂ jasized the aporias of 

participant observation (Maranhao, Dwyer) and the fallacies 

inherent to ethnographic description (Tyler, Crapanzano). Family 

therapy vQsearch, hciwevar, has largely been untouched by any 



hermeneutic atterapt, although recent argumentation about "the 

necessity of episteroology" has been abundant. The question 

remains: if we abandon the "scientific"/solipsistic approach, what 

alternatives do we have? 

Recent development in hermeneutic theory and practice 

(Gadamer, 1975) have examined the limitations of our concept(s) of 

truth invoked by a stratified set of methodological parameters. 

In contradistinction of the scientific method of universalist 

laws, hermeneutics reinstalls Heidegger's notion of a primordial 

world-space, which, prior to "being" a geometrical space, reveals 

itself to Dasein as a hodological space, i.e., an existential 

world of iroads (Gr. hodos = road) geared towards certain 

insti\»mental actions. In contrast to such a raultiplex of 

pragmatic roads, scientism favors one road, one meta-road or 

raethod ("meta-hodos"). Hermeneutics, then, in contrast to the 

blind application of "Method," refers to action within the 

hodological space of Being, action deterrained by Mstory and 

tradition, action involved in sensus corammis. i.e., coranon sense 

and a sense of coranonity (CSadamer). Hermeneutics, therefore, is 

not a roetljod, but an openness, an "access of Being." In 

particular, hermeneutic understanding is inextricably involved in 

a circle of readings (of texts), a circle that cannot be 

penetrated by invoking "value-free data" or non-prejudicial 

meanings. Consequently, a (mis-)reading can only be corrected by 

other (mis-)readings. Therefore, social hermeneutics do not 



concentrate on observable sequences ("interactional or 

coramunicational patterns") of uninterpreted behavior in order to 

categorize then under universal laws; instead, as man is a 

"self-interpreting" being, "what is interpreted is itself an 

interpretation; a self-interpretation which is embedded in a 

stream of action" (Gadamer). Finally, the hermeneutic "procedure" 

par excellence—explicated by Gadamer and Bakhtin—consist in the 

double movement of alienation and re-identification, of excursion 

and return (Gadamer), of transgradience and exotopy (Bakhtin), of 

the dialectics between Selbstverstandnis and Fremdverstandnis 

(Radnitzky). 

Rhetorical Roots of Social Science Episterrjologies 

Coextensive with the analysis of the rhetorical fouiidations 

of scientism, it is possible to formulate a far more fundamental 

meta-critique dealing with thie rhetorical (ly instituted and 

Mstorico-politically effaced) roots of social science, and of 

(family) tlierapy theory/practice in particular. 

In the aftermath and the debris of the scientistic dream 

huraan science testifies of a suburbanization of the soul, of a 

technological fortress whose inliabitants liave voluntarily 

lobotomized themselves on tYte ritualistic altars of objectivity 

and truth. Therapeutic discourse lias not been spared the 

metapljysical constrictions superircposed by the rtiarriage of reason 

and nightifiare that hias polluted the intellectual clirfiate of the 
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late twentieth century: therapeutic endeavors continuously 

gravitate toward a (panoptical and supervised) quest for le_iifit 

Jjalfi—i.e. , the correct intervention at the right time—couched 

in the modernist desire for final enlightenraent and emancipation. 

In this tradition, therapeutic discourse as coramunication—i.e., 

the transcontextual and transpersonal transmission of transparent 

meaning—thrives on the philosophical (and positivistic) premise 

of a univocal correspondence of word and world (Tractatus^ which 

serves as the episteraological guarantee that words mean what they 

say and say what they mean, and which, ultimately, provides a 

methodology for distinguishing between true/false understanding. 

As such, purification of the linguistic operators throu^ iconic 

processes of re-presentation and their subsequent incorporation in 

doctrinaire meta-operators/narratives constitutes the final telos 

of the rhetoric of coramunication. In the present text, the roost 

pervasive roeta-narratives of the scientistic creed are 

deconstructed and, alternatively, replaced by their differend, 

i.e., (therapeutic) discourse as evocation. Although five 

different roeta-narratives will serve as a starting point, it needs 

to be emphasized that there are many more rhetorical ploys which 

guide not only the activities of (scientific) research, but of 

societal life in general. Furtherroore, these five roeta-narratives 

are not to be considered as monolithic entities, but are the roost 

"visible" expressions of a recursive pentacle in that they all 



tiiild upon and "protect" each other in their innerworkings and 

interanimations (cfr. Figure 1). 

Therapeutic discourse as a rhetorical power-play of 

persuasion constitutes the main hypothesis of the following 

narrative. From this perspective, it is subsequently argued that 

a heightened awareness of the tacit ploys of occultation 

underlying our theoretical practices and our practical theories 

might prove to be an "antidote against the inherent cruelty of 

therapy" (Maranhao), and will, inevitably, account for a "change" 

in how we do what we do (not only within therapeutic settings). 

Therefore, the following dissertation is an invitation to suspend 

the familiar rhetorics and decode reality in an atterapt to 

discover the superreality wMch Mdes beMnd the facade of 

everyday life—an enigmatic region with a reality independent of 

any image whatsoever. 

Tlie Meta-Narrative of (Scientific) Method 

introducticTi 

Scientific msthcd represents a rhetoric of t̂ jt-ality, in tliat 

it pirovides ijis with the most forceful exponent of the nietzschean 

will to power to confine reality witlrdn the explainable, with, of 

course, a concomitant rigidification of the definition of tr̂ jith. 

Against the fundairjental hubris of Method, i.e. , its presumption to 
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exhaust the sphere of truth as a justification for the Faustian 

end of manipulating and controlling its objects, the Heideggerian 

notion of "being thrown" provides the entrance for the development 

of a notion of (textual) hermeneutics grounded in tradition. 

sensus comraunis (as "common sense" and a "sense of/for comnunity") 

and contextual dialogue (Gadamer)—always "in medias res." Also, 

Qng's historical exploration of the decay of the pre-Ramistic 

tradition of rhetoric and dialogue after the institution of 

diagrammatized method (a precursor of the positivistic canon) will 

also be tied to a general critique on the limitations of Method. 

The Hermeneutic Critique on Methcxi (Gadamer) 

In Truth and Method (1975) Gadamer objects that the notion of 

scientific method pretends to offer an exclusive definition of 

truth, and suggests to replace scientific truth by a truth based 

upon a "fusion of horizons," which also entails a fusion of 

discourses. (Scientific) raethod has led to a rigidification of 

the definition of truth; moreover, for Gadamer, the 

episteraological focus on "definition" and "defining" has led to 

the replacerfjent of tlie prirrjordial polyphony of curiosity and 

questioning by the hegemonical closui'e and finality of monological 

assertion, i.e., unequivocal "truths." In contrast to the 

monolithic conception of scientific truth , Gadamer posits tliree 

different avenues toward truth: art, history and philosophy. In 
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The following investigation starts with the resis
tance within modem science against the universal 
claira of scientific raethod. It is concerned to 
seek that experience of truth that transcends the 
sphere of control of scientific method wherever it 
is to be found, and to inquire into its legitimacy. 
Hence the human sciences are joined with modes of 
experience which lie outside science: with the 
experiences of philosophy, of art, and of history 
itself. These are all raodes of experience in which 
a truth is coraraunicated that cannot be verified by 
the raethodological means proper to science. 
(1975, p.xii) 

For Gadamer, these conceptions of truth cannot be "proven" or 

"defined" in a "rational" sense, in other words cannot be said to 

be true within a "scientific" format, but somehow they are. In 

contrast to the "characteristica universalis" (Leibniz) as the 

explicit goals of a Science, (Sadaroer enphasizes prejudice and 

Mstorical placement within (tlie Ijuifjanistic) tradition. Against 

the gaifjes of one-upmanship of episteraological rhetoric, Gadarrjer 

counterposes a respect for Ijeiirrjeneutic dialogue (see also: Ong, 

1958). As a result, Gadaifier cannot "define" wliat roethod 

is—definition being a priroary form of the expression of 

Metliod—but there is positively more than one. 

For (Sadaroer, method is an expression of alienation and the 

experience of existential Frerrrilieit. i.e., tlie (Heideggerian) 

condition of being no longer at Ijome in the world. In contrast to 

the existential feelings of belonging fzuhoren) and listening (to 

the language of Being), raethod introduces a plienomenology of 

ahistorical and acontextual alienation—not only from one's 

Mstorical and traditional past, but also from tlie OtJner in one's 
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coraraunity, i.e., a decay of communal sense. The consequence for 

the human sciences is clear: 

If the alienation which the age of mechanics felt 
from nature as the natural world was expressed 
episteraologically in the concept of self-
consciousness and in the rule of certainty, 
developed into a raethod of "clear and distinct 
perception," the human sciences .. felt a similar 
alienation from the world of history. The 
intellectual creations of the past, art and 
history, are no longer automatically part of the 
present, but are objects of research, data from 
which a past can be made present. 
(Gadamer, 1975, p.58) 

Or: the ahistorical context of the scientific method has severed 

the temporal bonds of our self-evident existence, with the 

breakdown of the "humanist" dialogue as its iraroediate consequence. 

As the modernist version of truth depends essentially on the 

possibility that consciousness is self-identical and 

self-tr.9risparent, i.e., that it remains stable in time and that it 

is autonomous, (Sadaroer argues that such a Dasein raust be able to 

avoid the Heideggerian condition of "being thrown." For 

Heidegger, "being thrown" reflect the pre-reflective and 

pre-conscious state of "being-in-the-world": before we are aware 

of or reflect on the (historical) world, we are already in it. As 

a result, episteroological operators—necessarily constituted after 

our existential placement—cannot achieve a prejudice-free or 

value-free purity. As a result, in conti-ast to the radical 

(value-free) beginning of (Cartesian thou^t, hermeneutics is 

always a "being-in-process" within a hermeneutic circle (or 

better, spiral). As prejudice constitutes—for (3adaroer as for 
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Heidegger—the a priori condition of and for consciousness, no 

method or (rational) reflection—such as Descartes's 

indubitability criterion—can ever hope to saturate the 

episteraological clairas of raodemist desire. In an admittedly very 

different vein, Polanyi (1958) examines the presence of "tacit 

Imowledge" prior to scientific understanding, a tacit knowledge 

which is "true" prior to scientific proof and on which the 

concomitant "truthfulness" of science hinges. This tacit 

dimension seems to be the definitive province of hermeneutical 

endeavors and, as such, constitutes a raore fundaraental project 

than the scientific raethod, or better: pre-dates the scientific 

raethod. Hermeneutics, then, is always an archaeological 

expedition in search of the presuppositions of totalising 

raethods—an expedition, however, already colored by its own 

prejudices. 

An iraportant consequence of t l d s rajetliodological 

"undecidability," is that self-consciousness is an unreachable 

goal and that perfect knowledge is an infinite task. This 

"undecidability" of subject and object both reflect Gadamer's 

postmodern intentions, in that unification and totalization are 

actively denied. (Self)-understanding, therefore, is always 

conditioned by its (Mstorical) context, wMch itself cannot 

becorae objectified or fully described in its situational features. 

Tlie very idea of a situation raeans that we are not 
standing outside it and hence are unable to have 
any objective knowledge of it. We are always 
within the situation, and to throw light on it is a 
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task that is never entirely corapleted. TMs is 
true also of the hermeieutic situation, i.e., the 
situation in wMch we find ourselves with regard to 
the tradition that we are trying to understand. 
The illumination of tMs situation—effective-
Mstorical reflection—can never be completely 
acMeved, but tMs is not due to a lack in 
reflection, but lies in the essence of the 
Mstorical being wMch is ours. To exist 
Mstorically means that knowledge of oneself can 
never be ccarplete. 
(Gadamer, 1975, p.269) 

Furtherraore, just as the context of our being cannot be corapletely 

objectified, so our own being cannot be corapletely known because 

we are. Indeed, as ontology always precedes episteroology, there 

always reraains sorae being wMch is: to be understood/ interpreted. 

The Scientific Method, by ignoring tMs "Merarchy," refuses to 

learn tMs lesson: 

Tlie kind of certainty afforded by a verification 
tliat has passed tlirough doubt is different from the 
iriroediate living certainty with wMch all ends and 
values appear in human consciousness when they make 
an absolute claim. But the certainty of science is 
very different from tMs kind of certainty that is 
acquired in life. Scientific certainty always has 
soraething Cartesian about it. It is tlie result of 
a critical raethod that seeks only to allow wliat 
cannot be doubted. Tliis certainty, then, does not 
proceed from doubts and their being overcoroe, but 
is always anterior to any process of being doubted. 
(Gadamer, 1975, p.211) 

In contrast, lierraeneutic understanding is Mstorically prejudiced 

^understanding, i.e., "effective-Mstorical consciousness." 

Obviously the burden of ray argument is tliat tMs 
quality of being deterroined ty effective-Mstoiy 
still dorainates the raodem, Mstorical and 
scientific consciousness and that beyond any 
possible knowledge of tMs domination. The 
effective-Mstorical consciousness is so radically 
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finite that our whole being, acMeved in the 
totality of our destiny, inevitably transcends its 
knowledge of itself. 
(1975, p.xxii) 

In sum: ontology precedes epistemology, we are raore than we (will 

ever) know. 

As a result, understanding is always a Mstorical becoradng, 

in wMch the raeaning of the past is constantly recalibrated by the 

chronotopean contingencies of the interpretive situation. 

"Through being re-actualised in understanding, the texts are drawn 

into a genuine process in exactly the sarae way as are the events 

themselves tliroijigli their aDntinuance" (1975, p.336). TYie text, 

therefore, is an unfinished process of understanding, forever 

cauglit up in its Mstory of being understood. The Mstory of 

understanding is, thus, also tlie effective-Mstory, the 

WirkungsgescMchte. of the text. Consequently, Gadamer's critique 

on methodologism lies in the fact that metliod atterpts to raend the 

alienation of self and world tlirough alienating it frora its 

traditional and Mstorical effects. As a result, instead of the 

alienating and controlling maneuvers of scientific Method (and the 

rfiany relics of its failure), lierraeneutics propagate the 

re-aHpreciation of coraioon sense, as a dense and Mghly energized 

fecund matrix where truth is experienced. Coraroon sense as the 

hermeneutic memento raori of Method (and the rfjodemist rhetoric). 

It is, however, iraportant to recogMze that raethod in itself is 

not sometliing to be avoided; (Sadaraer particularly objects against 

th« t«def initicin of truth depending upon a certain raethodological 
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strategy and the hegeraoMcal pretensions such a stance iraplies. 

Clearly, although the scientific method ndght be useful for many 

areas of life, it is clearly not suitable when dealing with the 

humanistic tradition, for it avoids Mstorical and etMcal 

considerations, for it denies that we belong to and participate in 

the Mstorical event of truth as well as the linguistic unfolding 

of Being. 

Ramism and the Decay of Dialogue (Ong) 

In a similar vein, Ong (1958, 1971)—in M s extensive studies 

on tlie nature of liuioan expression and culture and their 

transformations of consciousness—examines how the primary orality 

of preliterate raian (the oral-aural esiphasis of rhetoric) came to 

be displaced by a (written) method of diagraranatization and 

dialectic logic (Ramism). Indeed, the transformation of the word 

as sound (and as "event") into the written (and fixed) type marks 

the beginriing of the roethodological object-ification reigned by 

the visual (cfr. Tyler, 1984). Ong demonstrates, in a very 

detailed fasMon, how, with tlie introduction of writing, oral 

consciousness, i.e., the kinds of tliought accessible only witMn 

oral-aural culture, came to be displaced by a cMrograpMc 

culture, characterized by tlie taxonomic raiodel of the 

subject/object distinction. Orig (1967, p.227) surtroarises the 

transition thus: 
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At the risk of oversimplification, the transit from 
the older oral-aural sense of a universe felt as 
somehow vaguely alive to the subjective-objective 
frame can be states as follows. .. The Newtonian 
revolution, and its accorapanying exaltation of the 
sense of si^t at the expense of hearing, spelled 
the end of the feeling for a vitalized universe, 
assimilated, at least vaguely, to man and to other 
more or less anthropologized beings. From now on 
the universe was scmething sifted and measured. 
Sight registers surfaces, wMch means that of 
itself it encourages one to consider even persons 
not as interiors but from the outside. Thus 
persons, too, tend to be thought of somehow as 
objects, though an embarrassing kind of objects. 
The entire uMverse consists essentially or 
basically of objects—tMngs. Persons and the 
consciousness they exMbit are unaccountable 
intrusions, foreign to objective reality, wMch is 
voiceless and normally passive. The old more or 
less auditory syntheses had presented the universe 
as being, wMch was here and now acting, filled 
with events. For the new, raore visual synthesis, 
the universe was siraply there, a mass of things, 
quite uneventful. 

Already, we discern how object-ification (and the consequent 

rrdmetic structuire of writing) requires a privileging of vision as 

the episteraological mode by excellence. 

For Ong, Ramist raethod (as the best expression of a 

typograpMc culture/consciousness) replaces the "older" oral-aural 

cultur€d raodalities wMch errpliasized dialogue and rhetoric, or: 

instead of the word as sound and as event (i.e., fluid and 

coeval), the culture of writing petrifies the word as mark and as 

object (i.e., fixed and repeatable). In Qng's account, tMs 

typograpMc transfonoation creates a certain perception of 

reality, cliaracterized ty a need for (visual) analysis, 

diagraifinatic accounting, and bottom-line objectivity. Indeed, in 
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M s discussion on the Ramist method (1958) Ong explicates, on the 

one hand, how Ramisra as the primary method of education in the 

Renaissance (cfr. 1971, 142-164)—many scars still remain in 

contemporary educational practice, as well as in that ultinate 

expression of raodemist/Raraist desire: the computer, as the 

master-analyzer powered by the diagrararoatic flowcharts of its 

interlocking subroutines—instilled an itemizing approach to 

discourse together with a (structuralist ?) penchant for order. 

On the otlter hand, by examiMng the "origins" of the Ramist 

method, Ong traces the "literary empiricism" of Ramus back to a 

commitroent to the (technical) ideals of a bourgeois society. 

Indeed, Ramist method was designed as an "accounting" tool for 

bankers and merchants who, due to the nature of their enterprises, 

needed a more experimental and empirical approach (cfr. Ong, 1971, 

165-189). As a result, the strange confluence (and recursivity) 

of typography and roercantilistic roethod, translated as a 

privileged classroom practice, has led to the "abusive 

generalizations" and the "aberrant extrapolations" (Barthes) wMch 

characterize the unified image of contemporary scientistic mind. 

The essence of Ramist method can be summed up as follows (Ong, 

1958, p.287): 

Ramist rhetoric ... is not a dialogue rhetoric at 
all, and Ramist dialectic lias lost all sense of 
Socratic dialogue and even raost sense of scholastic 
dispute. The Ramist arts of discourse are mono
logue arts. They develop the didactic, schoolroom 
outlook wMch descends from scholasticism even raore 
than do non-Ramist versions of the same arts, and 
i«jwi finally to lase the sense of monologue in pure 
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diagraramatics. TMs orientation is very profound 
and of a piece with the orientation of Ramism 
toward an object world (associated with visual 
perception) rather than toward a person world 
(associated with voice and auditory perception). 
In rhetoric, obviously someone had to speak, but in 
the characteristic outlook fostered by the Ramist 
rhetoric, the speaking is directed to a world where 
even persons respond only as objects—that is, say 
notMng back. 

Consequently, what the postnodem indicates is the present 

transition from a typograpMc age into a new age of 

post-typograpMc orality, i.e., the electroMc age, where the 

hegomony of vision and object-ivity are, in turn, replaced by 

rebirth of the presence of the word (as sound and as event). TMs 

is also, I believe, the direction Lyotard indicates in M s 

analysis of post-industrial society (1984), where tlie density of 

tele-coraouMcational networks not only bjTpasses the legitimation 

of the written word, but also where the fiyeni of perssnal 

coranunication reinstates tlie value of the oral-aural culture. 

Tlie Meta-Narrative of DeMstoricized Time 

Co-extensive with the notion of a trans-enpirical method 

coirjes the concept of objectivity, i.e., of spatial and temporal 

distancing (or "observation"), wMch insures the correctness of 

the execution of the raethod and, consequently, of the validity of 

its truth clairas. Only by raaking the (observed) "Other" a 

distanced Other can lie becorae truth-fully known (according to the 

a priori raethodological canon). Indeed, empirical coragparison and 

tftciMfciVt*'«4t*»t̂-t ia '̂«nly pnaaible when the Other becomes frozen in 
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tirae, ready for a cryogenic transportation towards the raoraent of 

truth. In contrast to such a scMzogenic use of time, raany have 

proposed a re-instateraent of coeval intersubjective time (Ong, 

Greiraas, Tyler, Fabian). Method is characterized by a denial of 

coeval time, i.e., "a persistent and systematic tendency to place 

the referent(s) [of psycho-therapy] in a Time other than the 

present of the producers of [therapeutic] discourse" (Fabian, 

1983, p.31). Cbeval Tinje, in contrast, becones a constitutive 

dimension of the social reality of human discursive comraunication 

and (inter)action. Consequently, in contradistinction to the 

occultation processes at work in the distancing play of Then and 

There—an etMcal choice and a "political physics of time" of a 

questionable quality—, coevalness promotes the creation of a 

shared time (Here and Now) based upon the chronotopic 

contingencies of the context of coraraunicative utterances in 

dialogue. 

It is obvious that such a deMstoricized use of tirae betrays 

an underlying rhetoric—Fabian (1983) translates tMs, for 

antliropological discourse, as the distinction between tlie West and 

the Rest—, i.e., the MerarcMzation of the Kriower and the Known, 

or, of the Self and its Other. Consequently, such a 

clironopolitics (i.e., the terqporal spatialization of the Otlier) 

unraasks traditional ethnograpMc and scientific accounts of the 

Other—whether it be some "primitive" people or tlie 

"scMzophrenic" family—as the ideologically construed instruments 
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of the prevailing powers. Of course, such a spatialization of tirae 

corresponds to the intrinsic spatializations of tjrpography (wMch 

is, of course, the "source" of its spatio-temporal fixity). 

Consequently, any anthropological or therapeutic account of the 

Other is always a story or a rayth—an "operational definition of 

hypocrisy" (Serres, 1977, p.94)—, as , indeed, teraporal 

allochrony is the necessary condition for the possibility of 

anthropological or therapeutic discourse (i.e., a secondary level 

of discourse). In contrast, coevalness—the sharing of the same 

Time—refers to praxis, a here and now (co-)celebration of the 

"irruption of Time," wMch is best exeraplified as a participation 

in a dialogue (Dwyer, 1979). 

The Meta-Narrative of Visualisra 

A cultural/rhetorical preference for the "ocular metaphor" 

displays another tacit assumption of our "observations" not only 

of family's tehavioral patterns but also of their dialogical 

interactions (in therapy). Next to a definite econoray of tirae, 

visualism betrays the eyes as the noblest episteraological 

instrument ("Seeing is believing"). Many autliors (Ong, Tyler, 

Fabian, Yates) have shown the rhetorical efficacy of the metaphor 

of vision in the persuasion and demonstration of "the truth." 

Vision, articulated into the visual-spatial "logic" of 

matl^raatics, forms the essential backbone of the natural sciences 
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whose paradigms—due to their rhetorical successes—are (too) 

eagerly borrowed for other discursive intents (e.g., family 

therapy). 

Ong, in M s analysis of the "decay of dialogue" in the 

roodemist epoch (1958), distinguishes between three distinct 

periods of linguistico-cultural practice: (a) oral and oral-aural 

culture, (b) tj^pograpMc and cMrograpMc culture, and (c) 

post-typograpMc or electronic culture. The decay of dialogue Ong 

situates in the transition frorai preliterate to literate 

consciousness, in wMch the fluidity of the spoken sound is 

sedimented into thie reifying mov^oent of writing and its 

subterranean intent of (roetliodological) objectif ication. On the 

other hand, Ong believes in a resuirgence of orality in tlie 

electrordc, post-industrial, age. Let us examine t M s evolution, 

wMch Ong patterns after tlie Freudian psyclio-sexual stages (1971), 

roore closely. 

For Ong, oral verbalization is "natural" (as such, we talk 

(unconsciously) about our "rrjother tongue"). As a result, the 

consciousness of such a verbomotor society, not botliered by the 

distinction between subject and object or the distinction between 

"things" outside myself, is primarily anirrdstic and vitalistic. In 

such a culture, the "objective" world is only indirectly 

accessible as it cannot be "really" verbalized. Moreover, not 

armed with the spatializing tactics of writing, a distance between 
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the spoken sounds cannot be created: in tMs coeval tirae, the word 

is always present. As a result, 

(a) personality structure built up in an oral 
society, feeling knowledge as essentially soraetMng 
communicated, will be relatively raore concerned 
that tMs knowledge tie in with what others say and 
relatively less concerned with its relationsMp to 
observation. In such a society, knowledge is a 
tribal possession, not a matter of individual 
speculation, [cfr. Lyotard's discussion of the 
orality of the CasMnahua (1983)] .. In a 
society where knowledge is kept accessible only by 
being uttered or largely by being uttered, 
observation is of course not eliminated, but 
minimized. .. One feels knowledge as saa: 
possession rather than as IBK possession. ., The 
oral-aural mind is thus structured to turn by 
preference away from mere tMngs to the richness of 
traditional discourse in wMch true lore about 
tMngs mingles them with lore about man and thereby 
accoraroodates them to the human life-world. 
(Ong, 1967, p. 231-233) 

Such is the nature of the preliterate consciousness of pyifnprv 

orality. 

As was roentioned before, the introduction of writing rriarked 

the transition to a typograpMc culture and a subsequent 

consciousness of reification, wMch found its ultimate expression 

in the Ramist rriethod. 

(F)or the Ramist, analysis assumes exceptional 
inportance, because it is seen as the process 
providing raaterial for one's own discourse. 
(I)t fixes attention on the written word rather 
than the spoken word, for analysis is primarily an 
exercise conducted upon a written text. .. TMs 
special fixation upon what is inscribed rather than 
upon what is spoken makes human expression less a 
conveyance of a truth or of wisdom and roore an 
object upon wMch one preforms an operation. 
Ramist analysis strengthens the tendency to regard 
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the world as a tMng. [Ramist raethod consist of] a 
sMft frora a word-wisdom to a kind of 
classroom-wisdom. 
(Ong, 1971, p. 161-163) 

Moreover, the development of typography was the initial impetus 

for a change of oral-aural consciousness to the denatured word as 

(fixed) sign/distanced tinje. 

Printing made the location of words on a page the 
same in every copy of a particular edition, giving 
a text a fixed home in space impossible even to 
imagine effectively in a pretypograpMcal culture. 
Printing thus hei^tened the value of visual 
imagination and the visual meraory over the auditory 
imagination and the auditory memory and made 
accessible a diagrararoatic approach to knowledge 
such as is realized in the dichotomized tables 
wMch often accorapaMed the typograpMcal treatment 
of a subject at the hand of the Ramists. 
Typography did roore than roerely "spread" ideas. It 
gave urgency to the very roetaphor that ideas were 
iteras wMch could be "spread." 
(Ong, 1971, p.167) 

As such, Ong argiaes tliat the technological invention of writing 

and printing (as well as the roore contenporary electronic 

verbalizations) bring about a restructuring a (cultural) 

consciaosness in that man becoroes alienated from M s life-world. 

Furthermore, tMs alienation—as a double visual fixation—is 

double: not only is tliere a splitting of tlie knower and the known, 

but tliere is also a cleavage, within consciousness, between tlie 

knower and Mmself. Ong excellently surtmarizes the iraportant 

distinction between orality and scripturality and its consequences 

for conscio»asness: 

The total roerger of knower and known in a holistic, 
forraulary experience made virtually irqpossible any 
prograntnatic daveloprosnts in abstract thought . . . 
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The diaeretic effects of writing and print in the 
developments that broke up tMs noetic world to 
establish a line of raore or less disengaged, pure 
thought becorae apparent if we recall that the real 
word, the spoken word, in a profound sense is of 
itself bound to ongoing, lived huraan existence, and 
thus is of itself aggregative, or unitive, the 
opposite of diaeretic or disjunctive or analytic, 
despite the fact that without the word the disjunc
tion necessary for abstract tMnking cannot be 
acMeved. The spoken word, however abstract its 
signification or however static the object it raay 
represent, is of its very nature a sound, tied to 
the raovement of life itself in the flow of time. 
.. A spoken word, even when it refers to a stati
cally modeled "tMng," is itself never a thing or 
even a "sign." .. No real word can be present all 
at once as the letters in a written 'word" are. 
The real word, the spoken word, is always an event, 
whatever its codified associations with concepts, 
thouglnt of as iraroobile objectifications. In tMs 
sense, the spoken word is an action, an ongoing 
part of ongoing existence. Oral utterance thus 
encourages a sense of continuity with life, a sense 
of pariilcipation, because it is itself participa
tory. Writing and print, despite their intrinsic 
value, have obscured the nature of the word and of 
thought itself, for they have sequestered the 
essentially participatory word from its natural 
habitat, sound, and assimilated it to a mark on a 
surface, where the real word cannot live at all. 

[Therefore,] roost persons in technological 
cultiire are strongly conditioned .. to assume 
that the printed word is the real word, and that 
the spoken word is Inconsequential. Permanent 
unreality is more plausible and comforting than 
reality that is transient. 
(Ong, 1977, p.20-21) 

TMs is, of course, the roodemist rhetoric—rhetoric, however, 

wMch seeras to be crumbling due to the advent of the (secondary) 

orality of our electroMc, post-typograpMcal, age. 

Indeed, the technological construction of electronic 

tele-coraraunication opens up a new appreciation of orality wMch, 

however, goes beyond the realm of preliterate orality as well as 
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that of typography. Furthermore, a defiMte sequence can be 

discerned in tMs re-emergence, wMch starts out with the 

invention of the telegraph (electroMc processing of the 

alphabetized word), telephone (electronic processing of the oral 

word), radio (first for telegraphy, then for voice; an extension 

first of telegraph and then of telephone), sound picture 

(electronic sound added to electrically projected vision), 

television (electronic vision added to electronic sound), and 

computers (word silenced once more, and thou^t processes pretty 

corapletely reorgaMzed by extreme quantification) (Ong, 1967, 

p.87-88). 

Although! the visualist and cMrograpMc biases of the 

rooderMst era are incorporated witldn contemporary electrordcs 

(e.g., the conflation of sound and picture in tele-vision), 

orality, once again, gets the upper hand (television without sound 

is, in Cftng's acco«jnt, fairly useless). Hence, we enter a new 

epoch of nfir,r?rir\iF\YY orality—in contrast to the priroarv orality of 

preliterate culture—, a "liyperactivated oral world," wMch, given 

tlie increased possibilities for corrirjun-icational networks and a 

decreased reliance on the necessity of first-hand analysis (tMs 

roetliodological onus now rests on tlie shoulders of the corrpwter), 

lias created the opportunity for new ways of thiriking and new ways 

of searcMng for answers (Lyotard's paralogy of imagination). In 

short: a new post-typograpMcal consciousness! Tlds new, 

post-raodem, consciousness, tMs (re)new(ed) orality, for wMch 
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visualisra and its linguistic sediraents (Ong, 1977, pp. 121-144; 

Tyler, 1984; Bohra, 1980) are only circT.imstantial/Mstorical 

rudiments, airas to reinstate the word as sound, as life-event in 

the chronotopic instance of dialogical speech (Ong, 1973). 

Consequently, in contrast to raodemist pretensions, the computer 

constitutes the ultiraate end-point of the Ramist method of 

analysis and visualism, and will, subsequently, become in the 

postmodern world what the raneraonic commonplaces (loci communes^ 

were for the preliterate poet (cfr. Yates, 1966), i.e., tools for 

the storage and preservation of the discourse of everyday life, 

anticipating further supplementation. The point Ong makes is 

fairly obvious: just like the transition frcm preliterate orality 

to literate typography led to a dramatic change in cultural (and 

episteraological) consciousness, we can expect a new drastic change 

in consciousness given the contemporary transition frora typography 

to post-typograpMc orality. Moreover, tMs change will be raost 

obvious in the way we relate to the presence of the word: will it 

be the roethodological, universal, visually re-presented, 

object-ified text in wMch the Other features as an icon, or will 

it be the pre-judicial, chronotopic, and fluid spoken word, in 

whose dialogue the Other actively participates. Chn tMs 

differentiation, of course, Mnge the series of (episteroological) 

distinction I examine here as roeta-narratives. 
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That visualisra plays an iraportant role in contemporary 

episteroological practice is fairly easy to see. Bohra (1980, p.3) 

gives an excellent example: 

The relationsMp between thou^t and reality that 
tMs thought is about is in fact far more coraplex 
than that of a mere correspondence. Thus, in 
scientific research, a great deal of our tMnking 
is in terms of theories. The word "theory" derives 
from the Greek "theoria," wMch has the same root 
as "theatre," in a word meaMng "to view" or "to 
raake a spectacle." Thus it might be said that a 
theory is primarily a form of insight, i.e., a way 
of looking at the world, and not a form of 
knowledge of how the world is. 

TMs connotation of theory as a "seeing over" is particularly 

relevant in the practice and theory construction of (family) 

therapy given its erophases on observation and super-vision (beMnd 

a one-way mirror). How tMs meta-narrational practice features 

witMn a wider array of intextuating maneuvers will be examined 

FftDre closely in subsequent chapters. Furtherroore, how visualism 

rises to the level of episteroology will be explored in a 

discussion on the rhetorical foundation of "radical" 

constructivism. Finally, an excellent example of the visualist 

maneuver in contemporary theorizir^ can be found in Ryan's project 

(1974)—though very innovative and extremely interesting—as an 

atterapt to formulate a "cybernetics of the sacred." 

The Hegemony of Mimesis 

Recent developraents in pMlosophy (Wittgeristein, Heidegger, 

Derrida) are in agreement that the notion of accurate 
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representation—raade possible by special mental processes and 

intelligible through a general theory of representation—needs to 

be abandoned. Following Rorty, the notion of knowledge as the 

assemblage of accurate representation is considered a Mstorical 

delusion, wMch may be replaced by a coraroon sense conception of 

knowledge wMch eliminates the a priori distinction between 

"representing the world" and "coping with it." Without Descartes' 

distinction between res cogitans (subject/mind) and res extenaa 

(object/nature) and without the Kantian notion of the raind as a 

Mirror of Nature, the notion of knowledge as accuracy of 

representation—oMy recently supplemented by a methodologically 

privileged road towards that accuracy—would not have suggested 

itself. Moreover, the deMal of dialogical co-teraiporality throu^ 

tercporal distancing of the Ot-lner, in combination with a rhetorical 

conviction in the accuracy of visual projection, necessarily 

acquires a theory of re-pi^sentation whose accuracy needs to be 

checked to an original (i.e., a "true" "form"). Only by visually 

r'e-presenting, i.e., unfreezing the copy from its cast of teraporal 

suspension, can assertions regarding truth be raade. "Unfreezing 

the copy," however, requires a "raethod" wMch follows privileged 

procedures wMch insure to bypass (coeval) biases on tlie road to 

truth. 

As a result, the critique on Method, allochroMc tiroe and 

visualisro sirniiltaneously erodes the rhetorical persuasivess of 

rrdmesis, in favor of a corarjonsense conception of knowledge 
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(Gadamer) geared toward a "certain" pragmatisra (of wMch Rorty's 

version gives just one possible "flavor"), characterised by a 

recursive process of ( rairoesis / raethexis ) and fueled by a 

dialogical play of coraraunicational inventio. 

The Hegeraony of Autonoray 

The Mstorico-rhetorical mainstream of logocentric tradition 

has positioned the Self as the center of etMcal action, whether 

in its realist or its idealist versions. Of course, such a 

presuitption fares well within a roetaphysic wMch believes that we 

all "read reality" in a similar fasMon as we all share the saroe 

transcendental Platonic/Kantian/Husserlian features of 

intelligibility; on the other hand, if pMlosopMcal rhetoric does 

not take recoiurse to a privileged realm of transcendentality 

(e.g., constructivism)—i.e., if we are responsible for (the 

construction of) our own universe—, we are still considered 

autonomous in our actions. Autonoray is another rlietorical (but 

effectively effaced) root of interest in the description of 

therapy practice, whether it be individual autonoray (e.g., 

therapist responsibility for therapeutic success—the non-systemic 

version) or systemic autonoray (e.g,, therapeutic self-correction 

of the structurally coupled matrix of ccranunication—the systemic 

version). 

Tlie present reading of soroe of farrdly therapy's rhetorical 

roots airos at an absolute (though tercporary) suspension of 
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external systeras of beliefs, particularly those that purport to 

give an exhaustive and exclusive account of reality. With tMs 

coraes a cjnnicism towards an "etMcal raaster code" (a categorical 

imperative) wMch would then be a kind of universal wisdom about a 

"permanent (i.e., "allochronic") human condition" (i.e., a 

re-presentation of human reality). TMs aspect of etMcs will be 

the topic of Part II in wMch a jurap will be made from textual 

hermeneutics ("theoretical reason," epist^nology) to dialogical 

etMcs grounded in the ccmroonsense features of everyday life. Such 

a dialogical hermeneutics involves the examination of different 

existentialist heterologies/heteronomies, in particular those of 

Bakhtin and Levinas, In contrast to etMcal autonoray wMch places 

the residence of etMcs witMn the Self (qua etMcal values), 

Levinas (and Lyotard) transcend the dialogical concept of 

participation and parity in favor of an asymmetry in wMch the 

Other becoroes the Teacher and Master of etMcal justice. 
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Therapeutic Discourse 
as Corarounication 

Therapeutic Discourse 
as Evocation 

1. roethodological c e r t i f i c a t i o n 
of t r u t h 

2. deMstor ized tiroe 

3. visual ism as epistemology 

4. language as r e -p resen ta t ion 
(mimesis) 

5. autonoray and monologism 

dialogue of 
(self)understanding 

intersubjective time of here and 
now 

listening to the unsaid 

language as participation 
(raethexis) and inventio (poiesis) 

heterology, 
discourse of/with the Other 

Figure 1. Therapeutic Discourse as CorarauMcation versus 
Therapeutic Discourse as Evocation. 



PART I 

FROM EPISTEMOLOGY TO (TEXTUAL) 

HERMENEUTICS 
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For the present purposes, four different "directions" will be 

M^ilighted in sorae detail in order to evoke the extent of tMs 

kind of thought. First, Gadamer (and Ong)—although still 

embedded in a Heideggerian perspective—urges for a replacement of 

a sterile definition of (methodological) truth by a renewed 

interest in dialogue and its rhetorical irmerworkings. Secondly, 

Derrida's oranicoraprehensive critique of the logocentric tradition 

provides an opening towards a better appreciation of rhetorical 

polyphony. TMrdly, by demonstrating the rhetorical roots of 

pMlosopMcal and episteraological discourse, Rorty suggests a 

" liberated/-ing" forra of pragraatisra. FourtMy, by positing desire 

as a rhetorical undecidable Lyotard and Deleuze/(3uattari suggest 

an amnesty for the iroaginative and the inventive wMch are, 

subsequently, re-applied to a paralogical play of new (and pagan) 

games. Finally, these hermeneutic orientations are translated 

into a re-defiMtion of therapeutic discourse in search of "pagan 

instructions, as well as a critique on the rhetorical assuraptions 

of (family) therapy episteroologies, particularly "radical 

constructivisro." 



CHAPTER 2 

THE HERMENEUTICS OF BEING 

Introduction 

Gadamer's hermeneutical insights will serve as the starting 

point for the articulation of "postmodern" interpretation; 

moreover, not only does Gadamer provide a "mode of commencing," 

but he will also serve as the major toucMng stone, a guide-post 

against wMch raany subsequent ideas will be "measured." Although 

Gadamer's work is voluminous, it seems that M s ideas on 

hermeneutics are best encapsulated in the wori^ Truth and Method 

(1960/1975) and PMlosopMcal Hermeneutics (1976). Furtherroore, 

subsequent discussions on therapeutic discourse and 

Socratic/Platonic dialogue (Maranhao) will repeatedly refer to 

Gadamer's concept of dialogical interpretation (1975, 1980). These 

readings of Gadamer have been suppleroentied and considerably 

clarified by roore general works on hermeneutics in general and on 

Gadamer in particular. Specifically, the following text owes rauch 

to the wori^/articles of: Bauraan (1978), Dockham (1980), Hufnagel 

(1976). Misgeld (1977, 1979), Palmer (1969), Weinsheimer (1985), 

and Wolff (1975). Finally, I take Gadamer as a starting point 

37 
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because M s hermeneutic theory is characterized by a congealing of 

ontology, episteroology, etMcs and aesthetics into a never-closing 

spiral of dialogue, wMch is one of the rhetorical tropes I will 

utilize throu^nout t M s dissertation; due to t M s limitation, I 

will not explore other hermeneutic theories, such as those by 

Ricoeur and Habermas. In order to better discern Gadamer's 

contribution to the postmodern endeavor, it is necessary to follow 

M s arguments wMch start with a critique of aesthetics, over a 

re-appreciation of miraesis and tradition, and end with a 

hermeneutic ontology in wMch coraroon sense, tradition, and etMcs 

coalesce. 

Aftfltl.fttic.q and the HumaMst Tradition 

Although Gadamer's thought is extremely rich and deserves a 

raore elaborate discussion, I will prlroarlly concentrate on tliose 

eleroents wMch are irtportant for the purposes of tlie present text, 

i.e., the concept of Bildung, coraoon sense, play as the way of 

being of art, and interpretation as an aesthetic activity. [All 

quotations refer to the English edition of Truth arid Metliod 

(1975), unless otherwise indicate.] 

The truth of/in art is not a "thing" that can be proven by 

roeans of an a priori/privileged Metliod. Indeed, any project 

geared to prove art's "truthfulness" unmasks a rhetorical trutli 

claim wMch coraes from "outside" tine work itself. More 

particularly, such a demonstration or proof of an artwork's 
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"parameters for truth and beauty" (wMch are not necessarily the 

sarae) is self-defeating because it would, self-referentially, 

imply that the truth of art is contingent upon a privileged 

(raeta-narrative of) Method extrinsic to that particular work. A 

sirailar reasoning, but frora different perspectives, undergirds 

Lyotard's discussion of "Figure" (1971) and Derrida's 

exandnation/deconstruction of the parergonality of the aesthetic 

rooroent (1978). In sum: Art is a "different" modulation of truth 

wMch does not rely on proof or does not require a (scientific) 

roethod to cultivate its truth claims. As a result, CSadaroer's 

critique on art does not o M y concern scientific approaches to 

art, but also the narrowing effects of aesthetic theory (such as 

Kant's Critique of Judgment or Hegel's Aesthetics). wMch he 

exposes as the (necessary) occultation processes of a 

roethodological conception of (truthful) knowledge. 

In contrast, CSadaroer's recent works (1975, 1978, 1980) 

atterapt to transcend (Kantian and Hegelian) aesthetics in several, 

though interlllumlnatlng, ways. Gadamer believes that the "true 

being" of art and its accorapanying consciousness can only be 

"truthfully" understood by roeans of a series of "humaMstic" 

concepts. It is important to recogMze that (Sadaroer's intention 

lies in an active unearthing of the rhetorical roots of the 

traditional and humaMstic "origins" of aesthetics, in an 

examination of the Mstory of their effacertent throu^ the 

episteroological efforts of scientific and aesthetics discourses, 
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and. f i n a l l y , in a demonstration (but only t angen t i a l ly ) on how 

these disciursive processes have occulted the t r u e "being" of a r t 

by rep lac ing d i a log i ca l c r o s s - f e r t i l i z a t i o n by raonological/ 

methodological dogma. 

In t M s p ro jec t , Gadamer i d e n t i f i e s a whole chain of 

humanistic concepts: Bildung. corrmon sense, judgment, t a s t e , wMch 

r e f l e c t s the M s t o r i c a l narrowing of a e s t h e t i c consciousness 

throughout (neo-Kantian) pMlosophy. The notion of Bildung (and 

i t s many c o r r e l a t i v e s ) witMn the n a r r a t i v e of Truth and Method. 

i s bes t introduced by Gadaioer: 

Tlie conceptual world in wMch pMlosopMsing 
develops lias a l ready influenced us in the same way 
tlnat the language in wMch we l i v e condit ions u s . 
If thoijight i s t o ]je conscient ious , i t iBJist betjoroe 
aware of these a n t e r i o r inf luences . I t i s a new 
c r i t i c a l consciousness t h a t now lias t o accorrpany 
a l l responsible pMlcsopMsing 5̂tnd wMch takes the 
l i n g u i s t i c and tMri]d.ng l iabits b u i l t up in the 
indiv idual in M s corrmurdcation with M s environ
ment -and p laces them before the forum of the M s 
t o r i c a l t r a d i t i o n t o wMch we a l l belong, 
(p .XV) 

Instead of t he t r a n s c u l t u r a l and a M s t o r i c a l "episteroology" of 

u n i v e r s a l i s t sc ience, Bildung r e f e r s t o "self-"formation, i . e . , 

coming i n t o one ' s own (being) , through M s t o r i c a l and c u l t u r a l 

p a r t i c i p a t i o n . Tlie c u l t u r a l t r a d i t i o n becoroes not an "object" of 

knowledge, but becomes a way of (w) t>eing as i t i s appropriate*! 

and becomes one ' s own tlirough the process of Bildung. In M s 

discuss ion on Bildung. Gadaioer reminds us of Hegelian Bildung 

wMch s t a t e s t l i a t . 
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(i)n forming the object, that is, being selflessiy 
active and concerned with a universal, working 
consciousness raises itself above the irtmediacy of 
its existence to universality—or, as Hegel puts 
it, by forming the tMng it forms itself, 
(p.13) 

For Gadamer, Bildung lias a double stnacture: alienation and 

return, excursion and reunion. Bakhtin's discussion on the 

architectonics of exotopy closely resembles the "roechanics" of 

Bildung (infra). "To seek one's own in the alien, to become at 

home in it, is the basic moveroent of spirit, whose being is only 

return to itself frora what is other" (p. 15). Bildung. as such, 

becomes the experience of the differends, i.e., the alien frcsn 

oneself—an experience of alienated living in/tlirough the Other 

where one finds not only the differences between oneself and the 

Other bjit also the different latencies and potentials witMn 

oneself as "different" ways of being oneself. Consequently, it is 

oneself tliat one finds in the alien. Gadaioer's utilizes the story 

of the prc>iigal son to illustrate the iraportance of Bildijtng: ordy 

after the son has left home he learns the "other," the "alien," 

bjit oMy when he returns can he coroe to appreciate himself—not 

the same self, bat someliow "roore" than Mroself (a "surpluis of 

Being" to paraphrase Bakhtin). Fundamentally, "only" when 

consciousness returns to oneself in the other, is it really 

itself. However, tlds is not a flMte process: return is ordy an 

access of being—spirit is always on the way horoe, but never 

''tî tslly" esfta there-: Bildunj° consists of a never-ending (and also 
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never-beginning) raoveraent toward being raore fully than what Dasein 

is "now." As a result, Gadaraer's concept of Bildung has a crucial 

iraportance in interpretation: the projectivity of (hermeneutic) 

understanding reflects a chalice/challenge of possibilities, and 

raore particularly, of self-developraent. T M s type of 

self-enricMng understanding Gadaraer calls "Interpretation" 

[Auslegung] • In interpretation, understanding, as self-Bildung, 

does not appropriate soraetMng different: it becomes roore itself 

in the "alien," in the Other. Consequently, for (Sadaroer, 

understanding is not a result or an outcoroe of "correct" 

interpretation, but, conversely, understanding—throu^ 

prejudice—is the necessary pre-condition for/of interpretation. 

In short: Auslegung (or interpretation) is the Ausbildung of 

understanding. Furtherroore, as Bildung constitutes an event, an 

"access of being," interpretation can no longer be a "purely" 

cogMtive act, but is the expression (and the iitpression) of an 

ontological event of "becoming." Indeed, throu^ the process of 

interpretation understanding changes (and, by extension, Dasein 

since Dasein ia understanding): interpretation, in CSadaroer's 

"eyes," reflects priroordially a change in the interpreter, not 

only in M s thou^ts and actions, but in what/who s/he ia. 

Interpr'etation is one side of the r'ecursive spiral of Being, i.e., 

(Interpreter / interpretation). An ontological play of becoming 

tlirou^ (textual) dialogue! 
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The step Gadamer makes from Bildung to comnon sense is 

primarily based on M s discussion of Helmholtz' notion of "tact." 

Ti'ie reciufsivity of Bildung requires a sensitivity -and a 

receptiveness towards the unfamiliar, the alien. TMs diplonatic 

openness, i.e., "tact," is a modality of knowing and of being 

wMch is social and intuitive, and wMch is acquired through the 

dialogical activities of Bildung. As such, tact, as the recepti

vity toward "Otherness" always implies a search, a desire to what 

is raore than itself, i.e., the universal and the eternal. However, 

tMs "universal" cannot be understood as a set of fixed axioms or 

general rules wMch are secondarily applied to concrete situa

tions, but raust necessarily reflect the (constantly) changing 

viewpoints of the coramnmity I share with others. TMs implies 

that tact is a product of communal life, i.e., that it is sensi

tive towards a sensus conammis (corrmon sense). 

Tl'iere is scjmetMng iramediat-ely obvious about 
grounding literary and Mstorical studies and the 
raethods of the human sciences in tMs idea of the 
sensus communis. For their objec:t.. the moral and 
Mstorical existence of man, as they take shape in 
M s activities, is itself lai'gely deterrrdned by the 
sensus coraounis. Thus .an argument based on 
universals, a reasoned proof, is not sufficient, 
because what is important is the circumstances. .. 
The sense of the conro-mity rr>8diates a unique 
positive knowledge, 
(p.22-23) 

Corfffion sense or "phronesis" (Arist<jtle) is therefore a knowledge 

rjf the C':jnct̂ t-e and the practical as it is contarfdnate<:l/confirTfje<:l 

by a faith in corfmunal traditions. Corrfoon sense is therefore 

historia-RTly conscious in that it (re)appropriates and applies 
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(applicatio) tradition in the conterrporaneity of the cultural 

dialogue; as such, coraroon sense is roore than a roere "object" of 

episteroology, bit a way [hodoa] of understanding wMch is a way of 

being, i.e., a communal principle of discourse pragmatics. Coranon 

sense as "applicatio." as the confluence of epistemology and 

etMcs, the knowledge of what "needs to be d<Mne." (Sadamer, in M s 

investigation of Vico, concludes: 

what gives the huraan will its direction is not the 
abstract generality of reason but the concrete 
generality that represents the ccximunity of a 
group, a people, a nation, or the whole huraan race. 
Hence the developraent of tMs sense of the 
coraraunity is of prime iraportance for living, 
(p. 21) 

In contrast to tlie "anti-rhetorical roethodologisra" of the 

scientific episteroologies and moderMst discursive formation in 

general, cctaoon sense thrives within the pre-Ramistic rhetorical 

tradition. Common sense is acquired by eloquence and exaraple raore 

tlian by axloroatic desconstration arid forraolaic proof. Furtherroore, 

eloquence is roore than rhetoric: "(t)alking well .. is not roerely 

a rhetorical ideal. It also roeans saying the right thing, i.e., 

tlie truth, and is not just tlie art of speaking—of saying 

whatsoever well" (p.19). As a result, and as was previously 

explored (Apel, 1977), science, as it involves the consensus of a 

linguistic "interpretive coMfluMty," cannot evade the necessity of 

common sense and its foundation of rhetorical argumentation. 

Indeed, a scientific conrauunity implies coraouMcation, i.e., a 

rhetoric (and a politics) of persuasion, wMch constitutes the 
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actual ground and the essential pre-condition for scientific 

knowledge. Consequently, science cannot explicate/efface the 

rhetorical ground it is built upon, i.e., the sense of "being" a 

(scientific) coraraunity, the sense of having a coraroon position and 

direction—i.e., coraroon sense (cfr. Apel, 1968). 

Based upon these two humanistic concepts (Sadamer goes on to 

deraonstrate how "coraroon sense" has been castrated and sterilized 

in Kant's critique on Aesthetics and Judgment, wMch finally 

posits "taste" as "true" ccraioon sense. I will not elaborate on 

t M s discussion as it is not iraportant for further discussion. In 

sum: in contrast to the roetlKxiological requirements and deraands of 

scientific orthodoxy, coraroon sense makes no fundaioental judgments 

but scmehow these judgments are considered "true" as they are 

grounded in the silent consensus of our corarauMty: the truth 

claims of coraroon sense are thus "final" in that there cannot be a 

meta-narrational standpoint wMch transcends the communal ity of 

coraroon sense. T M s mode of knowing (Sadamer describes as a 

"consciousness" in that it is developed throu^ Bildung, i.e,, a 

process of be-coraing at horoe in the alien, (Consequently, coraroon 

sense is a sense for the needs and the motivations of coranuunal 

life, i.e., of lay coraraunity in wMch I live and participate. 

Art's Appeal to Truth 

For Gadaroer, the best exainples of the humaMst tradition are 

found in the aesthetic claim rAnspruchI of art and in the 
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comroonsensical workings of tradition and Mstorical consciousness 

fwirkungsgescMchtliches Bewusstseini. Both aspects need to be 

examined more closely. 

Indeed, although indeterminate in corqparlson to the 

logocentric language of concepts and of form, the language of art 

is anspruchsvoll•• it appeals to us and calls out for us. Somehow, 

art requires of us to "get it right" (Wolff), Mor« importantly, 

tMs "rlghtness" or "truth" of art cannot be given by sorae 

rneta-art-lstlc point of voyeurism, i.e., the criterion of getting 

"it" right cannot be defined by anything outside the artwork 

itself (cfr. Derrida, 1978). The truth of art is part of its 

appeal, its "beauty." It is precisely tlds "validity"—tlie 

validity of tlie beautiful—tliat (Sadaioer seeks, and it can only be 

found, he contends, in the Anspruch of art. More particularly, 

Gadaioer counterposes Anspruch to the Kantian Urtfiil. But in 

contradistinction to the Kantian Urtfiii, Gadaioer's Anspruch is not 

an autonoroous episteroological operation, tut a heteronorrdc 

"(jelassenheit" in that it is soroe"tMng" tliat happens onto us: the 

artwork calls us priroordially, and not tlie otlier way arô jond. 

In tMs context, the notion of Erlebnis ["experience"] is 

introduced as tlie essential experience of tlie artwork. In 

contrast to the alienating roaneuvers of tine episteroologies of 

Method—1. e., the allochroMc break with the past wMch so 

typically cliaracterizes Husserl's episteroological alienation and 

scMzogenesis—Gadaroer focuses on the hermeneutic iirportance of 
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Erletms, i.e., the lived and living immediacy of meaningful 

experience wMch, through the operators of Bildung. automatically 

iraplies a sense of (chronotopic re-)connection with a tenporal 

whole. In sum: in contradistinction to the atemporal, i.e. 

scMzochronic and panchronic, data of scientific methodologies, 

hermeneutics celebrate the constant (and recursive) construction 

of (experiential) meaning in the perpetual dialogue with the 

traditions and the meanings of the past. Consequently, Gadaraer's 

conception of Erlebnis is characterized by the (now farailiar) 

circular, hermeneutic structure of exile and return. As such, 

(Sadaroer considers art as Erlebniskunat. i.e., the production of 

Erlebnis and Bildung: the experience of art, in its structure of 

exotopy and retum, represents the (true) essence of Erlebnis: 

The aesthetic experience is not just one kind of 
experience among others, but represents the essence 
of experience itself. .. The work of art would 
seem almost by definition to becorae an aesthetic 
experience: that raeans, however, that it suddeMy 
takes the person experiencing it out of the context 
of M s life, by the power of the work of art, and 
yet relates him back to the whole of M s existence, 
(p.63) 

Given art's privileged avenue to tlie roeardngful experience of 

human existence, (3adaioer posits the lierroeneutic interpretation of 

art as what makes continuity out of the discontinuity of 

pointillistic existence. 

The pantheon of art is not a tlroeless presence 
wMch offers itself to pure aestlietlc consciousness 
bat the assembled acMeveroents of the human rolnd 
as it has realised itself Mstorically. Aesthetic 
ejcperience also is a mode of self-understanding. 
But all self-understanding takes place in relation 
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to soroethlng else that is understood and includes 
the uMty and the saioeness of tMs other. Inasmuch 
as we encounter the work of art in the world and a 
world in the individual work of art, tMs does not 
reroain a strange universe into wMch we are 
magically transported for a time. Rather, we learn 
to understand ourselves in it. and that roeans that 
we preserve the discontinuity of the experience in 
the continuity of our existence, 
(p.86, ̂ nphasis added) 

TMs self-under si:anding is the essential function of 

interpretation, and, consequently, interpretation is the task 

wMch art posits for existence. Therefore, art is not a finished 

totality cryogenically present to a pure aesthetic consciousness; 

in contrast, art as rhetoric and allegory invites (Mstorical) 

interpretation as, indeed, its essence la: to be understood, i.e,, 

the artwork exists only in its working (Wirkung), only in its 

being experienced. Moreover, as the experience of art is a 

mL-yialitv of .self-understanding. we, in interpreting art, 

recursively interpret ourselves. Therefore, Gadamer maintains 

that art provides us with a privileged Other [a bfilfiroa] or a 

Differend thrxxi^ wMch we understand ourselves—art as a 

privileged access road [bodoa] to the Bildung of 

self-understanding. In addition, tMs understanding is more than 

an episteroological moment, it is an ontological event. 

Given tMs development, a recursive cycle emerges in 

Gadaioer's hermeneutic, i.e., the cycle (art / sel f-understanding). 

TMs r-ecursivity—problematic witMn the logoceMric tradition of 

self-identity and episteraological self-transparency—depicts the 

hermeneutic Self as always, at the same tiroe, the saroe and 
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different , i . e . , i t i s a Self produced by Bildung whose main 

motivation i s the Anspruch of a r t . Recursively, tMs changing 

Self perpetually ( re - ) in te rpre ts the artwork in a Mstor ica l 

raultiplicity of interpretations—multiplex wMch i s essent ia l ly 

characterized as an asyraptotic process toward "true being," Art 

as the Utopia of wholeness and fullness, as the episteraological 

reflect ion of the human desire of f ina l i ty and defIMtiveness, As 

such, the Mstor ica l raultiplicity of interpretat ions offers no 

eraancipatory or raodemist prograra (in a Habermaslan sense)—art 's 

postmodern pigmentation! In interpret ing a r t in a l l i t s 

multif urcations, we cannot transcend tMs polyphony and i t s 

disciursive raultiplicity onto sorae sublated level of unification; 

indeed, the fact tha t we cannot transcend the polyvocality of 

a r t - i s t i c expression and interpretat ion into sorae M^ier 

oranicoraprehensive level of Truth i s the hallraark of i t s t ru th . 

Therefore, the t ru th of a r t i s not ix> be found "somewhere or 

soroetiroe else" but precisely in the chronotopic Erlebnis of the 

works theroselves and in the asyraptotic p lu ra l i ty of t l ieir 

hermeneutical (self-)understanding(s). Moreover, as the mode of 

being of the artwork i s to be in te rpre ted—i.e . , exis ts only in 

interpretat ion/representat ion—the work's multiple interpretaticans 

ref ract the multitudinous facets of the work's t rue being. In 

sura: the work i a the raultiplicity of i t s potent ial 

in te rpre ta t ions , or, siraply: i t i s open to interpreta t ion. As an 

iraportant consequence, there i s no roethodological c r i t e r ion for 
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"correct" interpretation, nor can there be any single, orthodox, 

or canonical interpretation. There is no procedure of 

certification wMch would install hegeroonical truth to a certain 

interpretation: it is, as Kant already pointed out, (all) a 

question of taste (and coranon sense). As a result, the 

raultiplicity and the ( inevitable) proliferation of Interpretation 

through the playing of the artwork in its representations 

constitutes a phencmenological access of being, of becoraing "roore" 

than before—the continuing event of being and truth. 

In addition, the authenticity (or "truthfulness") of the 

experience of art(-istic interpretation) is characterized by the 

ontological event of changing and (self)developing the 

(self-)understanding subject. In tMs context, Gadaroer concludes 

that the truth of art does not reside as a possession of 

(aesthetic) consciousness, but in a Mstorical/ontological 

encounter in language. (Sadaroer concludes: 

We shall see that tMs Involves a far-reaching 
l^rraeneutical consequence, inasmuch as all 
encounter with the language of art is an encounter 
with a still unflMshed process and is itself part 
of tMs process, TMs is what must be eraphasised 
against the aesthetic consciousness and its 
neutralisation of the truth question, 
(p.88) 

For Gadaioer, the experience fErlebnis 1 of the interpretation of 

art is the diffraction of a dialogue, a priioordial encounter, with 

Sprache (language or discourse) caught in the "Mstorical" process 

of its own unfolding as intelligible beings. Moreover, tMs 

.i»ntii>logical event, played out in the dialogue with (the) language 
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(of art) is open, is Bildung. and, as such, the language of art 

keeps on happening, caught in a spiral the language of art keeps 

on happening, caught in a spiral of truthful (self-)understanding. 

In conclusion: the experience of art is an experience of 

truth, but the experience of truth is not of the order of a 

possession (soroetMng we (can) have), open to a procedure of 

roethodological certification and legitimating validation. The 

truth of art is not a soroe-tMng but a never-ending (and, also, 

never "truly" beginMng) event of spiral beccxning. 

Literature as Hermeneutical Margin 

In M s discussion on aesthetics Gadaroer describes literature 

as tine roost privileged platform for the expression of tradition, 

i.e., he understands literature as an ontological event, i.e,, the 

re-present-ation of the past in writing. The work of literature 

mediates between worlds as it (re-)presents the past and the 

past's lesscans for the present. 

Literature is a function of intellectual 
preservation and tradition, and therefore brings 
its Mdden Mstory into every age, ,, What belongs 
to world literature has its place in the 
consciousness of all. It belongs to the "world." 
Now the world wMch considers a work to belong to 
world literature roay be far removed from the 
original world in wMch tMs work was bom. It is 
at any rate no longer the saroe "world," Rit even 
then the normative sense contained in the idea of 
world literature remain eloquent although the world 
to wMch they speak is quite different. ,. Thus it 
is by no roeans the case that world literature is an 
alienated form of that wMch constitutes the mode 
of being of a work according to its original 
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purpose. It is rather the Mstorical mode of being 
of literature that makes it possible for something 
to belong to world literature. 
(p,144, eraphasis added) 

Indeed, the "alienation of voice into tlie loeaninglessness of 

writing" and its subsequent revitalization in a (new) reading and 

interpretation assures a loore "lively" retum of the past into the 

present. As an Iroroedlate result, however, "world literature"—the 

secret roeeting place of art and science—becomes an 

infrastructural term (roach in the Derridean sense) for the a 

priori possibility of different and disparate kinds of literature, 

i.e., art, science, Mstory, etc. If t M s is the case, 

lierroeneutics, as tlie "art of undersi:ariding texts," becoroes 

priroordial, not only because it precedes science/art, but also 

because it reconnects interpretation to Mstory and coraouMty. 

Tlds leads (Sadaioer to soir̂  intricate but essential reasoning 

with regard to the essence of herToene»atics. As (M) the artwork 

comes into (its own) being o M y insofar as it is being interpreted 

and represented; and as (m) lierrooneutics is the art of 

understanding and, as such, cannot be roade subservient to a 

particular aesthetic theory nor to aesthetics in general; (C) 

"aesthetics has to be absorbed into herrosneutics" (p. 146). As a 

result, world literature, as the mediator between past and 

present, becomes the "primary object" of hermeneutics, as the 

reconnection of corrioon sense to the lessons of tradition, 

ffowever, a reintegration wltli a difference: as tliere is no 

ininediate access to tlie past, tradition is only encountered in its 
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(self)-(re-)presentations, wMch are —just like art (and e.g., 

its literary sediments)—a possible (contextual) interpretation of 

the "origin-al" past. Consequently, the past ia only aa it is 

re-present-ed. It is and is no longer what it was: the past, as 

self-different, is (re-)new(-ed). Clearly, self-representations 

of tradition constitute a proliferation of being of the past 

original (con)text. Moreover, as these self-representations of 

the traditional past are, always, our self-presentations, 

expressions of our own tanporal world as our horizon of 

interpretation, we are always already one with (our) Mstory. 

TMs brings Gadaroer to a second section in wMch the importance of 

Mstory and tradition in interpretation and dialogue becoroes the 

main topic. 

Tine Study of History 

The (Historical) Facticity of Dasein 

In the previous section it was demonstrated how hermeneutic 

interpretation, as Bildung. is an asyraptotic process of 

ontological becondng. Moreover, as Dasein, i.e., liuroan existence, 

ia interpretation FAuslegungl. Dasein is never fully corapleted, 

fully self-present, but open to and for interpretation. In 

addition, as tlie past and its traditions can ordy be accessed 

through their self-re-presentations in the present, Dasein's 

knowledge of tradition—wMch is a coraaanal enterprise—requires 

participation in (the coraoon sense of) a Mstorical coraaaMty. As 
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a result, any knowledge, i.e,, any interpretation of/by Dasein. is 

a knowledge in/of/by a (Mstorical) world, and, by extension, a 

form of (self-)understanding. As such, the reason for our abyssal 

self-presence is that we are, first and foremost, Mstorical 

beings. Therefore, Mstory is not roerely a way of knowing (i.e. , 

an episteroological tool), but of being (Heidegger's "facticity" of 

Dasein): raore precisely, it is a way of knowing bv being. Here 

(Sadaroer (pp. 225-234) echoes Heidegger, for whom knowledge of the 

world cannot be divorced from being-in-the-world. Indeed, 

Heidegger contends that existence (Dasein) is a being in the world 

(i.e., Da-sein)—a being wMch cannot be transcended into a M^ner 

level of intelligibility. 

In siraple terros: Dasein continuously interprets itself, and 

tlds process of (self-)understanding—the proliferation of 

Dasein's potential for being—is its Mstory. Finally, as 

understanding is bounded by the facticity of the (forever 

changing) life world, Dasein's "ontological unfolding" is 

asyrrptotic (hence, antl-hegellan) and can, therefore, never be 

fully (self-present): Dasein is always open to new and future 

Interpretations. 

Tradition and Prejudice 

The facticity of Dasein—i.e., liuman existence as a 

being-in-the-world—iraroedlately iraplies that Dasein is "thrown" 

into a pre-existent Mstorical world of tradition fGewesenheit). 
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Thrown into a Mstorical world, Dasein's understanding (of itself 

in that world) is inevitably contaminated by tradition. T M s 

iraplies that understanding—as a priroordial characteristic of 

Dasein—belongs to tradition, in that understanding, as the ground 

for (a raultiplicity of) interpretations, is the way of being of 

tradition. Indeed, the potential ways of being of tradition 

are—in exactly the saroe fasMon as the artwork—its 

understandings, its Mstorical interpretations and 

(self-)presentations. 

Gadaroer's fundamental thes is i s tha t a systeraatic 

roethodization and cer t i f i ca t ion of the process of understanding i s 

ex is ten t ia l ly irrpossible, as Dasein, who does the interpreting 

also i s the interpreta t ion, bat i s , a t the saire tiioe, also loore (a 

potential surplus) than the intended interpretation. 

(I)t still remains true tliat all tlds kind of 
understanding is ultimately a self-understanding. 
.. Thus it is true tliat a person who understands, 
understands Idroself, projecting Mmself according 
to M s possibilities, 
(p.231) 

Consequently, our self-interpretations are always iMtiated by 

what we project upon the alien, the unfamiliar, i.e., our 

prejudices: 

A person who is trying to understand a text is 
always performing an act of projecting. He project 
before himself a loeardng for the text as a whole as 
soon as sorae IMtial raeaning emerges in the text. 
Again, the latter eroerges only because lie is 
reading the text with particular expectations in 
regard to a certain roeaning. The working out of 
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t M s fore-project, wMch is constantly revised in 
terms of what eroerges as he penetrates into the 
roeaning, is understanding what is there, 
(p.236) 

However, tlds projection is bilateral. On the one hand, there is 

Dasein's unique projected roeaMng—unique as oMy that particular 

form of human existence, Dasein, can project it, as it 

part-icipates in its life world; on the other hand, the text 

itself projects its own "possible" meanings, its 

self-re-presentations developed in the trajectory of its 

WirkungsgescMchte. As such, the projection of raeaning eroerges 

from between the cracks of the recursion (Dasein / text). 

Moreover, tliese prejudices/projections are made on the basis of 

consensual expectations (Apel); for exairple, you expect(ed) to 

read t M s in English (and not Japanese) wMch is a prejudice wMch 

you will uphold until the text would suddenly haar structuur 

veranderen en een gans ander verliaal zou beglnnen te vertellen. 

The hermeneutical task is tlien a task of constant recursive 

revision: rather tlian stubbornly persisting in our prejudices, we 

read with an openness in order to revise them. Hermeneutics, 

then, is a "questioning of things" and not a search for 

conflrroatlon of what we already know. The latter is, of course, 

the rhetorical lesson of Moderrdsm and the Aufklarung: only by 

"freezing" or neutralizing prejudice can an objective account of 

the truth be revealed in order to enlighten and emancipate 

roankind. In other words, tlie posltivistic/scientistic 

reconstruction of the task of understanding as the elimination of 
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prejudices and not of their (raore creative) projection reflects in 

fact the (rhetorically enhanced) prejudices of the Enlightenment: 

TMs recogMtion that all understanding inevitably 
involves some prejudice gives the hermeneutical 
problem its real thrust. By the light of tMs 
insist it appears that Mstoricism . . is based on 
the raodem enlightenraent and unknowingly shares its 
prejudices. And there is one prejudice of the 
eMightenroent that is essential to it: the 
fundamental prejudice of the enlightenment is the 
prejudice against prejudice itself. wMch deprives 
tradition of its power, 
(p.239-240, eraphasis added) 

Tradition, Gadaraer raalntains, is always and foreraost prejudicial 

as it draws conclusion prior to any form of (methodical) 

investigation and without a concomitant process of validation and 

certification. In contrast to the tacit prejudice of 

Modernism—1. e., the prejudice that truth claims need to be 

derived objectively and purified from prejudice—tradition and the 

hermeneutical operators revitalize and celebrate the prejudices of 

coraroon sense, in their renewed application and participation in 

the Mstorical world of Dasein. 

In fact Mstory does not belong to us, but we 
belong to it. Long before we understand ourselves 
through the process of self-examination, we 
understand ourselves in a self-evident way in the 
fandly, society and state in wMch we live. The 
focus of subjectivity is a distorting mirror. The 
self-awareness of the individual is oMy a 
flickering in the closed circuits of Mstorical 
life. That is why prejudices of the individual, 
far more than M s judgments, constitute the 
Mstorical reality of M s being, 
(p.245) 
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Truth and/in Dialogue 

For Gadaroer, understanding always means "coming to an 

understanding," a coraroon theme between two participants (e.g. , 

past/present, reader/text, or two partners in a dialogue). 

Our starting-point is the proposition that to 
understand raieans primarily for two people to under
stand one another. Understanding is primarily 
agreement or harmony with another person. Men 
generally understand each other directly, i.e., 
they are in dialogue until they reach agreement. 
Understanding, then, is always understanding about 
soraetMng. Unders1:anding each other raeans under
standing each other on a topic or the like. Frora 
language we learn that the topic is not soroe random 
self-contained object of discussion, independently 
of wMch the process of mutual understanding pro
ceeds, but rather is the path and goal of mutual 
understanding itself. And if two men understand 
each other independently of any topic, then tMs 
roeans that they understand each other not oMy in 
tMs or that aspect, but in all essential tMngs 
that uMte huraan beings, 
(p.158, emphasis added) 

Arriving at a mutual understanding does not iirply a self-

effacement in the interface with the Other, or a corapromise of OLVC 

traditions and prejudices: understanding does not mean the 

dissolution or elimination of prejudicial expectations and 

projections but their satisfaction and completion. Dialogue 

constitutes the "horoe" of hermeneutics. Moreover, 

understanding—as dialogue—is a process of Bildung. a productive 

and creative activity of balancing the familiar and the alien in 

the hope to reach a "coraroon then>s" fdie Sachel. 
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That such a dialogue is true, Gadamer demonstrates by 

indicating the flaws of universal roethodization: if we put our 

faith in a panoptical and oranicoraprehensive raethod and keep a 

disinterested "objectivity" by installing a scMzochronic 

distance, we have—contrary to the silent presupposition—not 

bypassed or discarded our prejudices but rather universally 

affirmed thera, as we protect them frora controversial inquiries and 

place thera beyond the possibility of creative doubt and criticisra. 

Only if we are "truly" (i.e., Mstorically, i.e., ccranunally) 

involved with/in our prejudices can they "truly" be challenged. 

Consequently, the hermeneutic "totality"/recursivity of Mstory 

and its understandings, i.e,, its self-re-presentations, CSadaraer 

calls WirkungsgescMchte—wMch carries the sarae connotations as 

that of the Wirkung of the art-work, but extends it diachronically. 

Finally, the "concept" of WirkungsgescMchte is not sufficient in 

explaining how traditions are to be understood; there is, as its 

inevitable complement, a wirkungsgeacMchtliches Bewusstsein 

(effective-Mstorical consciousness), i.e., a consciousness wMch 

is aware that understanding is (always already) prejudiced by 

Mstory. TMs recursive process reflects what another tradition, 

or better, neta-narrative, would call the cybernetic 

coraplerosntarity of (WirkungsgescMchte / wlrkungsgescMchtliches 

Bewusstsein). WlrkungsgescMchtliches Bewusstsein. then, is the 

essence of hermeneutic consciousness, wMch Gadaroer further 

explicates as the openness of/to experience. 
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Experience, for Gadaroer, is double-edged: on the one hand, 

experience, as an infinite process, refers to the irapossibility 

and the constant deferral of unifying structures and totalizing 

atterapts to explain or control the world; on the other hand, it 

refers to human flMtude, i.e,, the hermeneutical awareness that 

understanding is forever asyraptotic. Consequently, being 

experienced is an awareness of one' s own f iMtude, i.e., the 

resignation that one does not (and cannot) know. 

The nature of experience is conceived in terms of 
that wMch goes beyond it .. [Experience] is in 
absolute antithesis to knowledge and to that kind 
of instruction that follows from general 
theoretical or technical knowledge. The truth of 
experience always contains an orientation towards 
new experience. That is why a person who is 
called "experienced" has beccme such not only 
thrcugh experiences, but is also open to new 
experiences. The perfection of M s experience, the 
perfect form of what we call "experienced," does 
not consist in the fact that someone already knows 
everytMng and knows better than anyone else. 
Rather, the experienced person proves to be, on the 
contrary, soraeone who is radically undogmatic; who, 
because of the many experiences he has had and the 
knowledge he has drawn from them is particularly 
well equipped to have new experiences and to learn 
from them. The dialectic of experience has its own 
fulfilnient not in definitive knowledge, but in that 
openness to experience that is encouraged by 

experience itaelf. 

(p.319, eraphasis added) 

For Caadamer (1980), Socratic dialogue constitutes the 

archetypal form of experience as Socrates' discursive roeanderings 

adumbrate a paradlgro of "indeterminate negation." i.e., the 

knowledge of not knowing. In contrast to the sopMst tactics of 

rhetorical victory, Socratic dialogues evoke, throu^ the constant 
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crossfire of aporetic questioning, the tacit presuppositions of 

established truth and knowledge. Therefore, in contrast to the 

modernist quest for (final) answers, Socratic dialogue is a search 

for questions, or better, for what is question-able. WMle the 

statements and assertions of modernist answers forget or efface 

the prinjordiality of (the) question(ing), dialogue celebrates the 

process of conversation and rhetoric by wMch the question and the 

suitable answers came (in)to be(ing), i.e., the Mstorical Wirkung 

of questioMng. Therefore, Gadamer maintains, modernist 

episteroologies of Method strive for a "final word," wMch would 

once and for all silence the dialogue and its incessant questions: 

in tMs hegemoMcal closure lies a rhetoric of terror in that it 

prevents, and even scolds, the existential task of "being open to 

experience." As a result, hermeneutic questioning consists in a 

Heideggerian openness to Being so that the "nature of tMngs" gets 

a hearing. Here Gadaroer recapitulates Heidegger's eraphasis on the 

existential description of roan as the shepherd of being, the 

responder who responds to and hears the appeal and awaits in 

Gelassenlneit the roessage of world's being (1963). openness to 

tMs appeal, to the "happening" of questioning, to the 

"event"(uality) of the question, is, of course, hermeneutic 

consciousness of the Mstorical self-representations of the world 

into questions, i.e., wlrkungsgescMchtliches Bewusstsein. 

Finally, instead of the sopMst's uMlateral victory of persuasion 

with regard to soroe univocal truth, Gadaroer states that dialogue 
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is its own truth, i.e., the goal of dialogue is dialogue and not 

soroe episteroological telos of final closure or universal 

comroensuration, i.e., a con-elusion. 

Sculpted on Socratic dialogue, hermeneutic interpretation—as 

an existential task—is "coraing into conversation with the text" 

(p.331). It is a task, but not a raethod, as the dialogue with the 

text can o M y occur if the text has sanetMng interesting to say 

to the reader. Consequently, the interested interpreter no longer 

observes frcm an (ob-jective and neutral) (di)stance or states 

raere facts about the text (the structuralist project), but, in 

contrast, starts a conversation, in that he asks questions and 

thus introduces the text into an (interpretive) dialogue. But by 

seducing the text into the dialogical inter-course, it can no 

longer consist of assertions and cold facts but instead in (a 

passionate embrace of) answers and questions—fueled by the 

Wirkung of the text's life. As a result, the recursive 

questioning generated by/throu^ the text and the interpreter 

reflect a dialectical play of understanding Gadaroer describes as a 

fusion of horizons. As the questions raised by the text depend on 

its WirkungsgescMchte. and as the questions asked by the 

interpreter depend on M s wlrkungsgescMchtliches Bewusstsein. tine 

possibilities of true interpretation are multiple (but all belong 

to tlie "original" being of the work—as both text, and inter-preter 

are cau^t within the WirkungsgescMchte of the text and its 

(ontogenetic) potential. Therefore, finality and totality of 
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monological truths are always imdecidable as (its) roeaning is 

cau^t in a perpetual process of re-vision or, better, 

re-experiencing, i.e,, is "open to (re)interpretation," 

Consequently, knowing he cannot have the first or the last word, 

the interpreter reroains open to Mstory—i,e., "the continuing 

event of truth"—as a participant in the perpetual dialogue of 

question and answer. Therefore, as all answers are trapped witMn 

the questioMng spiral of Mstorical consciousness, all assertions 

and monological truths are "undecidable." Dialogue, then, is the 

continuous process of coming to a mutual understanding, reaching a 

coraroon roeaning and, ultimately, creating a cc«Kinon(sensical) 

language. Indeed, the possibility of mutual understanding is 

Inherent to the conversation, raore particularly, to language, as 

we all share and participate in it. In sura: a coraroon 

understanding, a coraroon sense, requires the con-struction (a joint 

project) of coraroon language in wMch the partners can corarauMcate, 

and hence, reach com-(ra)-union. 

Being and Language 

In tMs final section, Gadaroer describes how the fusion of 

horizons wMch underlies hermeneutic understanding always iraplies 

a translation of languages, or: a fusion of languages. Language 

is roost itself, Gadaroer suggests, when it is least objectified, 

when form and content, discourse and world are not distinguished. 

If, with Gadaroer, we accept that the "true" being of language 
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resides in tMs fusion of discourse and world, then we raust agree 

with (Sadaroer's conclusion that the fusion of horizons, as a fusion 

of languages, is a fusion of worlds. At the same tiroe, it implies 

that language is not a raere huraan "possession" but is primordially 

constitutive of what be-ing human actually roeans/ia. Therefore, 

language is not just one among other "things" (some sort of 

"instruraentalism") in the world, as the relation of language and 

world is reciprocal. 

Language is not just one of man's possessions in 
the world, but on it depends the fact tliat roan lias 
a world at all. For man the world exists as world 
in a way that no other being in the world 
experiences. But tlds world is linguistic in 
nature. .. (T)lie ground of tMs staterrent is .. 
iraportant, naioely tliat language lias no independent 
life apart from the world that coroes to language 
within it. Not only is the world "world" only 
Insofar as it coroes into language, bat language, 
too, lias its real being oMy in the fact that the 
world is re-presented witMn it. Tlius the original 
huioardty of language rosans at the saioe tirae the 
fundairental linguistic quality of loan's 
being-in-the-world. 
(p.401) 

As such, (Sadaroer contends that language reflects the margin 

of the world or a "world view," i.e., the limit of 

intelligibility/ understanding witldn that wor(l)d. Tlds 

limit/margin, however, is flexible and can always be eMarged: 

"Those views of the world are not relative in the sense tliat one 

could set tlien against tliem the 'world in Itself,' as if tlie right 

view froro a possible standpoint outside the human language world 

could discover it in its being-in-itself" (p.405). For Gadaroer, 

oadh language provides only a partial view of the world itself. 
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However, each of these raany "language worlds" i s engulfed by one 

coranimal world, wMch only pa r t i a l ly t r i ck les into these specific 

languages, as they are a l l erabedded witMn the one world "in 

i t s e l f . " Gadaroer: 

Every such [partial] world, as linguistically 
constituted, is always open, of itself, to every 
possible insight and hence for every expansion of 
its own world-picture, and accordingly available to 
others. [TMs, however, iraplies tlnat] the infinite 
perfectibility of the huraan experience of the world 
raeans that, whatever language we use, we never 
acMeve anything tut an even more extended aspect, 
a "view" of the world. [However,] (i)n every view 
of the world the existence of the world-in-itself 
is inplied. It is the whole to wMch the 
linguistically schematised experience is referred. 
The variety of these views of the world does not 
involve any relativlsation of the "world." Rather, 
what the world is is not different from tlie views 
in wMch it presents itself, 
(p.405-406) 

As such, every language world represents t M s total world, as all 

langtaage worlds, sharing llngulstlcality, are accessible to all 

others, in that "each one contains potentially within it every 

other one, i.e., every one is able to be extended into every other 

one. It is able to londerstand, froro witldn itself, the 'view' of 

the world that is presented in another language" (p.406). 

Tlierefore, (3adamer (still cauglit in a Heideggerian ontocentrlc 

eraphasis) posits language as the ultimate horizon of 

intelligibility, and, in t M s sense, we can better corqprehend 

Gadarrer's famous dictum, "Seln. das verstanden werden karm. ist 

Sprache" ("Being that can be understood is language") (p.432), 

wMch iraplies that tlie scope of understanding, and of 
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herroeneutics, is coextensive with the all-encorapassing 

universality and infinity of language (see also: Heidegger's 

language as the house of Being), Therefore, in contrast to 

Hegel's phenomenology, it is not Mind that is absolute but 

Language, 

(I)n language the world itself presents itself. 
The experience of the world in language is 
'absolute.' It transcends all the relativities of 
the positing of being, because it embraces all 
being-in-itself, in whatever relationsMps 
(relativities) it appears, 
(p.408) 

As a result, no objective, i.e., object-ifying, science can 

capture t M s linguistic world as, on the one tiand, such a project 

is already situated "after" tlie installation of the object/subject 

.split (with the concorrdtant rrethodological requireroents for truth) 

wMle language essentially precedes (because grounds) tlds 

distinction; on tlie otlier hand, every objective science raiost, by 

necessity, exclude (the language conrauunity of) the researclier 

(Apel's roethodological solipsisro) as well as the roetl'iodological 

legitiroation procedures theraiselves (Misgeld, 1977). Consequently, 

objective (or roethodological) science roast, for Gadaioer, 

necessarily be "relative"; for (3odel (and Derrida), it roast be 

"undecidable"; for Burke, it raust be "ambiguous." 

In contrast, huioan science, i.e., the hermeneutics of 

language, is capable of surpassing t M s "relativity" and capture 

the whole of being, i.e., the non-objectiflable world in wMch we 

live and of wMch we are a part/share. Only language can address 
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tMs whole for "the linguistic nature of the huraan experience of 

the world does not include making the world into an object" 

(p.408)—it is pre-objective. As a result, language transcends 

individual consciousness in a double sense: first, as 

pre-objectif ying, as preceding the subject-object split, language 

guarantees the thematizations and objectifications of the world 

(i.e., the construction of the objects of consciousness); 

secondly, by encompassing and breeding the partial and relative 

language-worlds, Sprache evokes the world-in-itself, i.e., the 

"ir-relative" and coraimmal world (of Being). TMs iraroedlately 

iraplies that "human science," as the herroeneutic understanding of 

Sprache and its sediraients, not only aims at understanding the 

(intelligible) meanings of the Mstorical Wirkung of language, but 

is, self-referentially, also its expression, i.e., the 

self-interpretation of the Wirkung of Sprache. Hence, the 

coraplementarity: ( Sprache / human science ). In tMs vein, 

Gadamer depicts language as the "horoe" of telonging 

r ZT.;gehorigkeit1, the effaced and secret roeeting place where 

subject and object, thought and world, erabrace—prior to their 

absorption by raethodological or episteraological form(ality); a 

belonging not only of consciousness to language, but also of 

language to Mstorical world. 

Summarizing Gadanier's previous arguments: hermeneutic 

experience, as the raodel of oiu: experience of the world, occiurs 

witMn the spoken languages of dialogical exchange, i.e., in the 
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conversation with linguistic texts. The dialectical character of 

hermeneutic experience is apparent not only in the play between 

interpreter and text in wMch interpretations and prejudices are 

perpetually projected and revised, but also in the 

phenomenological structure of question and answer. However, for 

Gadamer, the crucial importance of hermeneutics hinges on the 

ontological dimension of the hermeneutic dialogue. In tMs 

dialogue, "the fundamental thing is that soraetMng is happeMng" 

(p.419). Consequently, hermeneutic experience is not—in contrast 

to a raere roethod—an investigation of tradition, but a 

(re)production of it. As a result, tradition enjoys a 

proliferation of being in that it, prior to tMs particular 

interpretation, did not exist in the way it is now understood and 

experienced. Therefore, hermeneutic experience cannot be 

teleological (or eschatological, for that matter), as it is raere 

"continuance" and not a form of emancipatory progress toward a 

conplete revelation of the thing an_aich. As such, and in tMs 

particular definition, hermeneutics is postmodern. In short: the 

long and winding road of hermeneutic interpretation represents the 

dialectical evolution of the Wirkung of tradition as it is 

(constantly) re-interpreted and re-encountered in different 

contexts by always other interpreters. Consequently, in the 

herroeneutic conversation with tradition, there is an ontogenesis 

i.e., a new "understanding" to wMch both interpreter and text 

feel they "belong." As such, we can appreciate that 
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"Zugehorigkeit." for Gadamer, refers to the ontological 

condition emerging from the fusion of horizons. However, what 

"coroes to be" in the ontogenesis of the hermeneutic conversation 

siraidtaneously transcends all its members, i.e., the recursion 

(interpreter/text); the recursion only offers the avenue for being 

to express itself in langucige. As such, it is understandable that 

understanding cannot be submitted to a set of methodological 

parameters as the episteraological sentries of the truth claims of 

these interpretations. Given the existential perspective of 

"belonging," knowledge of the tradition cannot follow a linear 

teleological path, but is what surfaces in the WirkungsgescMchte 

of its continuing interpretations. As such, listening to 

(su-horen) tradition as it coroes to be in and emerges out of the 

language of hermeneutic understanding is at the same time 

participating in it, belonging to its dialogical life 

(Zugehorigkeit). 

Given the phenomenology of question and answer wMch suspends 

the language of the herroeneutic conversation, its dialectic is 

speoalative and evokes the lonsaid: 

Every word breaks forth as frora a center and is 
related to the whole tlirough wMch alone it is a 
word. Every word resonates with the whole of 
language to wMch it belongs and reveals the whole 
of the worldview tliat informs it. As the event of 
the moment, every word therefore brings with it the 
unsaid, wMch it answers and suraioons. The 
occasionality of human speech is not the terrporary 
iroperfection of its expressive power; it is fact 
the logical expression of the living virtuality of 
speech, wMch brings into play a whole of raeaning 
without being able to say it wholly. All human 
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speech is finite in such a way that there is laid 
up in it an infinity of meaning to be explicated 
and laid out. 
(p.415-16) 

By the speculative nature of (hermeneutic) speech Gadaioer 

indicates that the dialogical interplay of question-and-answer 

—unlike the fixed state of the assertion—always shows raore than 

it actually says, in tliat the said refracts tlie unsaid: between 

the dialogical lines of the text of the conversation, the unsaid 

is evoked. As a result, speech is (always cdready) speculative in 

that the finite and con-textuated speech act (or utterance) 

reflects tlie infirdte dimension of tlie unsaid, or of tlie coraroon 

"world in itself." Tlds virtuality, (Sadamer believes, adds a 

coeval dlrrenslon to speech in that it stiroalates further 

interpretation, i.e., saying tlie unsaid and the unsayable. 

To say what one roeans, .. to raake oneself 
londerstood, roeans to liold what is said togetlier 
with an inf Irdty of what is not said in tlie uMty 
of one roeaning and to ensure that it be understood 
in tlds way. 
(p.426) 

In short: the speculative speech of herroeneutic experience is not 

a radroetic representation of an "existent reality" bat an evocative 

presentation (as a presencing and as a gift or a present) of 

Being. Hence, Gadaraer's conclusion tliat "language [is] the 

liorizon of hermeneutic ontology." As such, the unsaid, as the 

whole of Being, constantly calls us (the AnJQif or the appellation 

of art) to interpret it(self), so it can coroe to be (raiore). 
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As a result, hermeneutic experience is not a spiral movement 

but refers to an infinite and double helix: interpretation is not 

only a priori caught in Mstorically and culturally conditioned 

prejudices, it also begins as a response to a set of textual 

questions, an acceptance of the text's seduction. As such, 

interpretation belongs to a perpetual process we always join 

"already in progress." However, tMs lack of beginning or end, 

iraplies at the same tirae the Mstorical infinity of 

interpretation, wMch has far-reacMng consequences for Gadamer's 

conception of truth, as it suggests that, if there is any truth at 

all, it cannot be located at the beginning or the end but in 

"medias res." in the recursive and ontogenetic process of 

interpretation and self-re-presentation. 

At tlds point Gadamer ties together the arguments of M s 

aesthetic and Mstorical hermeneutics in order to found a more 

comprehensive hermeneutic ontology or ontological hermeneutic. 

Let us therefore, systematically, recapitulate Gadamer's 

reasoning: 

a. The essence of tlie artwork is: to be understood. TMs 

i.mderstanding is never an understanding of the artwork-an-sich, 

bat an understanding "as." As a result, the way of being of the 

artwork cannot be divorced from the way it (self)-(re-)presents 

itself in its interpretations. Moreover, tlds raultiplicity of 

interpretations or representations is the expression of the 

artwork's potential for being, of its Wirkung. 
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YL. Siradlarly, the essence of Mstory and the 

"past-in-general" is: to be represented and to be re-applied in 

novel interpretation. Therefore, completely analogous with the 

artwork, the past ia the raultiplicity of its self-interpretations, 

its WirkungsgescMchte. In t M s Mstory, the past and its 

traditions are continually re-appropriated by the present and 

recalibrated to the present pragmatic needs. However, all these 

interpretations are the different expressions, or 

self-representations, of the sarae past-in-general (the Urbild of 

the past). 

Q_^ Completely in line with tlds reasordng, the Urbild of 

Being refracts itself in the roany worldly pictures of intelligible 

beings (the Heideggerian ontico-ontological difference). As such, 

Being fSeinl self-expresses, self-interprets itself through tlie 

language of lierroeneutic understanding—an intelligible 

language—and tlds creates intelligible, i.e., understandable, 

beings rSeiendel. On t M s level, Gadaioer situates truth, wMch is 

not the truth of an object (or an object-ive truth) but the tnath 

of tlie language of Being, or better. Being understood in language. 

To repeat: the Llrtdld of Being self-represents itself in the 

pictures rSild and (3ebilde1 of beings tliat can be understood, 

wMch are, in turn, the language of tliat Being. 

As such. Being—in analogy wltli the artwork and Mstory wMch 

it both encoropasses—has a Wirkung (the synchrordcs of the 

self-presentations in understandable beings) and a 
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WirkungsgescMchte (tine diachronics of the Mstorical 

self-representations of Being); as such, Being is constantly 

changing, what Gadaroer calls the continuing event of truth. 

aletheia as the self-revelation of Being in (Mstorical) language. 

For Gadaroer, a "coraroon sense" is the iraroediate result of 

interpretive insist into Mstory, i.e., a coramonly shared and 

participatory truth with its own brand of truth claira: "tMs is 

the way i t t ru ly i s ! " Moreover, t M s "ccranon sense" i s not a 

product of long-terra study and self-reflection, it is a sudden 

event of (intuitive) insight, i.e., the experience of 

understanding. As such, it is not soroethlng that can be 

consciously willed (the episteroological act of an autonoroous 

subject), but something that happens to us, that occurs to us, 

soroetMng wMch "has already been told to us" (Lyotard). 

Illundnated by the transparency of In-siglnt, tMngs suddeMy are 

clear and "truly the way they are." Therefore, understanding 

is indeed a genuine experience, that is, a 
confrontation with soroetMng that validates itself 
as truth. .. Soraeone who understands is always 
already drawn into an event through wMch meaning 
asserts itself. .. In understanding we are drawn 
into an event of truth and arrive, as it were, too 
late, if we want to know what we ought to believe, 
(p.446) 

As we get lost and lose ourselves in the interpretive play of 

Being, we coroe to know wliat/that we have always known, i.e., the 

knowledge that is coraoon or a corrioon knowledge, a cortroon sense. 



CHAPTER 3 

DECONSTRUCTION AND THE DISSEMINATION OF MEANING 

Introduction 

As with the discussion on Gadaraer, Derrida's pMlosopMcal 

enterprise constitutes a radical re-tMnking of the traditional 

dimensions of coranon sense and, therefore, deserves an extensive 

exploration. Althou^ I believe Derrida can only be properly 

understood against the background of Husserlian phenomenology and 

Heideggerian Seinsanalyse, t M s presentation is limited to a 

"superficial" expose on Derrida's roost Innovative raaster tr^opes. 

As Derrida's writing is, at tiroes, rather obscure, the following 

readings have helped roe considerably in ray re-reading of Derrida, 

as well as in constructing t M s chapter: Booth (1979), Culler 

(1981, 1983), Descombes (1977), Frank (1980), Gasche (1979, 1986), 

Lewis (1982), Norris (1983), as well as Spivak's introduction to 

Derrida's Of Grararoatology (1976) and her exploration of speech-act 

theory (1980). 

Dlfferarice 

In general, Derrida's internal critique concentrates on a 

vehement opposition to the "metaphysics of presence" that 
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t.mdergird the logocentric presuppositions of Heilenist-tased 

pMlosopliy. Wldle tlds "raythology of presence" refers to the 

rhetorical adherence to notions such as self-presence, 

self-consciousness, and self-identity, "logocentrism" refers to 

the rhetorical Merarchisation of presence over absence, being 

over non-being, rationalism over occultism, and speech over 

writing (as the foiToer's intended rrieanings are considered to be 

self-present to the consciousness of s/he who speaks, wMle, for 

the latter, the "true," i.e., intended, meaning has been diverted 

into an alien medium of physical marks. In contradistinction to 

the metaphors of "presence" and "speeĉ 'n > writing." Derrida 

ii'itroduces the infrastitictures, the "reserves" of differance 

(i.e., a ".groimding" production of difference) and of arche-

writiriK (i.e., a "gi'ound" of pre-oral or pre-literate "script̂ .u-al-

ity" or "distinction"). An exploration of these two fundamental 

(non)concepts, wMch are, in true Derridean fasMon, at the same 

tiroe the s.ame and also different, requires t'hree steps: (a) the 

deconstruction of self-present time in favor of a structA.ire of 

constant terrporal deferral; (b) the deconstruction of self-present 

rae.aning in the interplay of lingiaistic diachrony/sjmclLrony in 

favor of a structure of perpetual "spacing" or differentiation; 

and (c) a reversal of the MerarcMcal opposition (speech > writ

ing) wMch underscores pMlosop'Mcal p'honocentrism and its presup

position (i.e., self-present and selfsame meaning and intentional-

ity) as an illustration of a "generalised writing" or arche-
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"generalized writing" or arche-writing. Derrida's argument can be 

suraroarized as follows (1976, p.12): 

Phonocentrism raerges with the Mstorical determina
tion of the raeaning of being in general as 
presence, with all the subdeterminations wMch 
depend on tMs general form and wMch orgaMze 
within it their system and their Mstorical 
sequence (presence of the tMng to si^t as eidoa, 
presence as substance/essence/existence (ousia). 
teraporal presence as point (stigme) of the now or 
of the moraent (nun), the self-presence of the 
cogito, consciousness, subjectivity, the co-
presence of the other and of the self, intersub
jectivity as the intentional phencanenon of the ego, 
and so forth). Logocentrisra would thus support the 
determination of the being of the entity as 
presence. 

In M s critiques on Heidegger (1978, 1982) and Husserl (1973, 

1978), Derrida llbastrated how pMlosopMcal discourse 

concentrates on a rlietoric of presence and Being. Exaraples are 

legion: the Cartesian principle of self-conscious indubitability, 

the Husserlian presence of phenorajenologlcal consciousness to its 

own intentions and reality operators, the Heideggerian plea for a 

re-appreciation of the ontico-ontological difference and tlie 

existential project of a liearing of the (unnamable) play of Being. 

In contrast, for Derrida, tlie present or being is derived as it is 

the deferred and differentiated expression of its Otlier, it is an 

effect of differences, or, too, the product of an "underlying" and 

"intrinsic" "mechaMsm" of the production of differences. 

Differance. tlien, as tMs productive "principle,"is what niakes 

possible being and non-being, presence and absence, as well as 

their dialectical interplay. Differance is the Infrastructural 
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ground (Derrida, 1981) of the possibility of a discourse on being 

(such as Heidegger's) or on selfsanie meaning (such as Husserl's or 

Austin's), but it, in contrast to the established "structures" of 

pMlosopMcal discourse, holds the promise for more, i.e., its 

Other. As such, Derrida (1982. p.17) concludes: 

We thus come to posit presence ... no longer as the 
absolutely central form of Being but as a particu-
larization and as an effect. A determination and 
effect witMn a system that is no longer that of 
presence but of differance ..." 

The concept of presence as temporal deferral may be best 

introduced by Derrida's exploration of Zeno's paradox of motion 

(in Cxisia and Gramme. 1982) in order to demonstrate how assertions 

with regard to tiroe and change cannot be founded on a notion such 

as "presence." Here, Derrida argued that we, in order to conceive 

of the motion of an arrow in flight, raust give up any adherence to 

the presupposition of presence in that motion can only be 

explained as a temporal seriality. Although we clearly say that 

the arrow ia in flight, ia moving, the concept of moveraent itself 

is only intelligible insofar as it refers to teraporal referral: 

the presence of the raotion itself is conceivable only insofar as 

every spatio-temporal presence of the arrow in its flight is 

already (re-)marked by the traces of the not-now, the not-anymore 

and the not-yet-present. As such, the presence of the 

arrow-in-fli^t is prinjor-dially fissured, i.e., can only be 

understood as a serial configuration of presence and absence: 

change-raotion-tirae, therefore, is/not. Or Derrida (1982, p.50): 
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Tirae is not (araong beings). It is notMngness 
because it is tirae. that is a past or future now. 
Here the that is supposes that I have soraehow 
anticipated ahat tiroe ia, to wit, the nonpresent in 
the form of the now that is past or to coroe. 
TMs roeans that if it appears that one may 
demonstrate that tiroe is no-tMng (nonbeing), it is 
because one already has determined the origin and 
essence of no-tMng as tirae, as nonpresent under 
the heading of the "not-yet" or the "already no 
longer." . . Tirae as notMng can be thou^t only 
according to the raodes of time, the past and the 
future. Being is nontirae, time is nonbeing insofar 
as being already, secretly has been determined as 
present, and beingness (ousia) as presence. 

Consequently, the fissuration of the present iraroedlately implies 

an intrinsic fissuration of reality, as it (always already) bears 

the traces of the past (C5adaroer's tradition) and the future 

(Heidegger's project): the presence is always already marked by 

non-presence, marked by "difference and deferral" of differance. 

de Saussure's Linguistics 

The concept of linguistic and intentional differentiation is 

best introduced by Derrida's disci^ssion of the Saussiurian 

distinction between langue (language system) and parole (spoken 

word). CJoraroon sense believes that the roeaning of the said is what 

the speaker meant to say or "had in mind" at the rooroent of the 

utterance, or in roore corarounal terms: a word's roeaMng (witMn the 

linguistic system) is the congloroeration of rajeanings consensually 

and coranunally constructed in past acts of intercomrauMcation, 

De Saussure, the founding father of structuralism, argued 

that our knowledge of the world is formed and conditioned by the 
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language that represents it (cfr, Wittgenstein's Tractatus). As 

such, he defined language as a system of signs and, concomitantly, 

linguistics as the scientific study of the (identity and the 

function of the) sign. Signs, for de Saussure, are arbitrary 

conventions, wMch are defined not by essential properties but 

their difference from other signs. Hence, de Saussure 

extrapolates, language is a system of differences. T M s leads him 

to the fundamental distinction between language as 

langLie—language as a system of differences—and as Earole—the 

speech events wMch, recursively, shape the system and are shaped 

by it. In other words, langue is the code the speaker uses in 

order to speak, i.e., to produce parole. T M s main dichotomy 

unfolds into a series of interconnected linguistic t5^ifications. 

WMle an utterance is individual, its linguistic codification is 

collective. Also, the message and the code possess different 

tanporal characteristics: in order to be coraprehended or 

imderstood, a roessage needs to assume its "place" in a seriality 

of events wMch constitute the dlachroMc dimension of time; the 

code, on the other hand, constitutes an "iraroanent" or synchronic 

(contemporaneous) system. Furthermore, the message is 

intentional, it is raeant by someone; the code is anonyroous and 

unintentional, it belongs to a "cultural unconscious" (Ricoeur, 

1974). Finally, and fundaroentally, the roessage is arbitrary and 

contextual, wMle the code is systematic and determined by its 

linguistic corarouMty. WMle the structural and homogeneous 
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consistencies of the synchroMc system can be exandned by a 

science of langue, i.e., structuralism, the heterogeneous and 

contextual features of parole can be incorporated in many 

scientific approaches (ranging from acoustics to semantics), 

althou^, as Bakhtin indicates, its "truth" can oMy be captured 

by a discipline that transcends the mere structuralist interests 

of linguistics, i.e., a trans-linguistics. As de Saussure 

raaintains, in a synchronic language systera the raeaning of every 

single word results from its being different from other lexical 

elonents witMn that system. Moreover, in a syst«n of signs there 

are o M y differences but no "positive terms," (Consequently, all 

the semantic relations are "iraroanent" to the system, and, in t M s 

sense, seraiotic systems are "closed," i.e., there are no relations 

to external, non-semiotic realities. Hence, de Saussure's 

innovation: instead of the traditional focus on the miraetic. 

extrinsic or extratextual correspondence between a sign and a 

tMng (and the concomitant extra-linguistic axioms), the sign 

Inouses an internal agonistic between the sigMfier and the 

sigMfled. As a result, de Saussure coroes to posit that language, 

as a differential network of roeaning, has a strictly relational or 

"ecosystemic" nature. As there is no self-evident one-to-one link 

between sigMfier and signified, language is diacritical> i.e., 

dependent on a "structured econoray of differences" wMch allows a 

relatively sroall range of lexical eleroents to construct a rich 

variety of different meanings. Indeed, Saussure states that "in 
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the linguistic systera there are only differences, without positive 

terma" (Derrida, 1967, p.166). 

For Derrida, t M s postulate constitutes an iraportant critique 

on logocentrisra, in that it incapacitates the raetaphysical 

tradition of explalMng or basing the referential nature of 

language on positive entities wMch raight be present either in the 

actual speech act (parole) or in the synchronic linguistic code 

(langue). Derrida (1982, p.26) pointed out that, 

(t)he play of differences supposes, in effect, 
syntheses and referrals wMch forbid at any raoroent, 
or in any sense, that a siraple el«nent be present 
in and of itself, referring oMy to itself. 
Whether in the order of spoken or written dis
course, no eleroent can function as a sign without 
referring to another eleroent wMch itself is not 
siraply present. T M s interweaving results in each 
"eleroent"—phoneroe or grapheroe—being constituted 
on the basis of the trace within it of the other 
eleroents of the chain or syst«n. T M s inter
weaving, t M s textile, is the tfiKt, produced oMy 
in the transformation of another text. NotMng, 
neither aroong the eleroents nor witMn the systera, 
is anywhere ever sinply present or absent. There 
are only, everywhere, differences and traces of 
traces. 

In order to undermine the logocentric belief in the self-presence 

of intended roeardng at the raoraent of the spoken utterance, Derrida 

extrapolates M s discussion on presence (as a conglomeration of 

non-present differences and deferrals) and develops M s theory on 

the concept of the trace (1976) as "the general structure of the 

sign," the trace as "the general structure of experience as lived 

time," or, too, the sign as a structure of difference. 

Without a retention in tlie ndMjoal u M t of tenporal 
experience, without a trace retaining the other as 
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other in the sanje, no difference would do its work 
and no roeaMng would appear. It is not the question 
of a constituted difference here, but rather, 
before all determination of the content, of the 
Elire raoveraent wMch produces difference. H ^ 
(pure) trace is differanne 
(Derrida, 1976, p,62) 

Through tlds "pure raovement wMch produces difference" differences 

are never "objects" as such but, never-finished always-changing 

nowhere-residing products. Tlds production of a systero of 

differences in the sign Derrida calls differance. For Derrida, 

differance not only indicates the active production of differences 

wMch orients linguistic roeaMng, but also, and maybe roore 

priroordially, tlie "passive" or "infrastructural" possibility of 

linguistic slgrdfication wMch is always already "open to the 

public." As such, 

differance is a structure and a rooverrent tliat 
cannot be conceived on the basis of the opposition 
presence/absence. Differance is tlie systematic 
play of differences, of traces of differences, of 
the spacing by wMch eleraents relate to one 
another. T M s spacing is the production, siratdta-
neously active and passive (the a of differance 
indicates tlds Indecision as regards activity and 
passivity, that wMch cannot yet be governed and 
orgaMzed by that opposition), of intervals without 
wMch the "full terms" could not slgMfy, could not 
function. 
(Derrida, 1982, p..38-39) 

Recapitulating Derrida's reasoning, "nothing, either in the 

eleroents or in the system, is anywliere siraply present or absent. 

There are ordy, everywhere, differences and traces of traces" 

(1978, p. 37-38). In coritradlstlnction to tlie Heideggerian hope to 

bring Seln back out of its Vergessenheit. Derrida shows no 
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nostalgia for t M s lost presence. Such a Heideggerian nostalgia 

is based on the "hope" that the sign will reveal the presence of 

the sigMfieds; however, Derrida's (de)construction of the sign as 

a structure of difference, iraplies that half of the sign is 

"not-there" and the other half is "not-that," so that any hope for 

the full revelation of Being in the sigMfieds proves to be futile 

frora the outset. In short, the structure of the sign is 

determined by the trace of that "Other" wMch forever reraains 

absent. Therefore, as the "sign" is always populated by a network 

of traces of its (constitutive) Other, it cannot be said to "be," 

i.e,, to possess a self-identical and self-transparent stability, 

A as result, Derrida, using a Heideggerian technique, puts the 

word "sign" "under erasure" (sous rature): "(T)he sign iXs that 

ill-nanjed tMXng, the only one, that escapes the instituting 

question of pMlosophy: What is ... ?" (Derrida, 1976, p.45), 

In contradistinction to a "rajetaphysics of presence," in wMch 

the Now-point is characterized by the absolute present—the Now as 

"the intenporal kemel of tiroe," and tiroe itself as the not-now 

and therefore not-being (Derrida on Heidegger in "Qusia and 

Grarane". 1978, p.50)—, the trace as a "retention" in the "miMmal 

unit of tenporal experience" fundamentally displaces the privilege 

of the Now as soroe (intenporally) "present" form of time. 

Moreover, teraporal experience is structured ty "differance" i.e., 

by the relation, on the one hand, to a not-now that inhabits the 

now, and, on the other hand, by a relation to a not-that outside 
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of the "content" of the sign, i.e. , Alterity in (General as the 

infrastructural possibility of being selfsame and self present. In 

short: experience is never fully here and now, but impregnated by 

the traces of a temporal and a spatial Other wMch guarantees the 

a priori possibilioty of having (any) raeaning (at all). T M s 

argument gives Derrida the necessary leverage to put the word 

"experience" (and, at the same time, "enpiricism") under erasure: 

As for the concept of experience, it is roost 
unwieldy here. Like all the notions I am using, it 
belongs to the Mstory of metaphysics and we can 
only use it under erasure. "Experience" has always 
designated the relationsMp with a presence, 
whether that relationsMp had the form of con
sciousness or not. Yet we raust, by raeans of the 
sori:. of contortion and contention that discourse is 
obliged to undergo, exhaust the resources of the 
concept of experience before attaining and in order 
to attain, by deconstruction, its ultiraate founda
tion. It is the only way to escape "enpiricisra" 
and the "naive" critiques of experience at the sarae 
tiroe, 
(Derrida, 1976, p.60) 

Tlie consequence for Derrida of such a post-Heideggerian stance is 

not ordy a post-referential (for the sign is a structure of 

differance, referring to tlie always already absent present) tut 

also a anti-foundational epistXeroology (under erasure because any 

notion of epistemology refers to a "science of presence"). 

The Innovation of Differance 

By conflating teraporal and spatial differentiation as the 

constitutive features of the (a priori possibility of any) 

roeaning, Derrida's neologisio displaces and de-defines the concrete 
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limits that traditionally have served as a horizon of reference. 

The receding and self-obiiterating "nature" of the signifiers and 

the signifieds, where every"tMng" and every"one" is "always 

already" present/absent, conjures up the enigmatic presence of the 

roore "seminal adventure" of the trace that winks back from the 

dark. Therefore, differance provides Derrida with an 

"infrastructural" (but not originary) spatio-teraporal process, 

roore "fundamental" than any of the "founding" concepts or axioms 

of raetaphysical phenomenological pMlosophy, i.e., the Logos, 

being defined as presence, and the priority of self-transparent 

consciousness. In contrast to the raetaphysical erabodiroents of 

"paradigrais of finiteness" (or "structures") and their iconograpMc 

fate—be it an ontological paradigra (such was Heidegger's 

position) or a semantic umbrella (the project of the 

structiuralist)—differance posits the primordiality of the 

prcxiuctive processes of spatio-temporal differentiation in wMch 

origins and self-identity are absorbed into the infinite seriality 

of an "ecosysteradc" network, a svmploke. where grounds and origins 

are derived from its "Other," i.e., the heterological "play" of 

differential relations. Indeed, to be at all, each 

"tMng"/"meaning" raust be constructed by an other-than-itself and. 

as such, tMs other-than-being inevitably escapes the traditional 

metaphysical category of being. As the infrastructA.ire wMch 

assures the possibility of being (and non-being), difference> 

therefore, can never be present, even though it constitutes 
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presence—it is pre-ontological, Throughout M s works, Derrida 

generalizes t M s basic principle: there is no self-identity of 

words, thou^ts, things, or events that is not produced by 

difference• Differance is thus a more "primordial" (but not 

originary) "infrastructure" (Gasche, 1986) wMch accounts for the 

(possibility of the) presence (and corapleroentary absences) of each 

eleroent in the (linguistic) structure. 

The Supplement 

The priraary exaraple of "that dangerous supplement" Derrida 

situates in the rhetorical privileging of spoken as opposed to 

written language. T M s prioritizing Derrida traces back to the 

Phaedrus in wMch Plato recounts the rayth of the god Theuth who 

wanted to give the people of Thebes "graranata" or written 

characters in order to replace the raneroonic devices of orality. 

However, the king refused Theuth's "grammatology" fearing that it 

would make people forgetful once they started to rely on physical 

marks for their daily activities. In contrast, Derrida (1981, 

p,158) asks Mmself, 

What law governs tlds "contradiction," t M s 
opposition to itself of what is said against 
writing, of a dlctuio tliat pronounces itself against 
itself as soon as it finds its way into writing, as 
soon as it writes down its self-identity and 
carries away what is proper to it against t M s 
ground of writing? T M s "contradiction," wMch is 
notldng other tlian the relatlon-to-self of diction 
as it opposes itself to scription, ... tlds contra
diction is not contingent. 
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Exploring the dialectics inherent to the interplay of langue and 

parole, Barthes defends speech as the self-conscious access of 

true roeaning, 

A language does not exist properly except in "the 
speaking mass"; one cannot handle speech except by 
drawing on the language. But conversely, a 
language is possible only starting from speech; 
Mstorically speech phenoraiena always precede 
language phenomena (it is speech wMch makes 
language evolve), and genetically, a language is 
constituted in the individual tlirough M s learning 
frcm the environmental speech. 
(Barthes, 1967, p.16) 

TMs prioritizing of speech over writing becomes clear when 

Saussure states that, "the object of linguistic analysis is not 

defined by tlie corobination of the written word and the spoken 

word; the spoken word alone constitutes tlie object" (Saussure, 

quoted in Derrida, 1976, p. 122). In short, writing is sinply a 

roeans of representing speech, a roere techrdcal accessory. For 

Derrida, on tlie other hand, tliere seeros to be a fundaraental 

blindness (next to tlie insight of the closedness of the seraiotic 

system) in the Saussurian text: voice becoroes a roetaphor for trutli 

and authenticity (niach in the Heideggerian sense), a source of 

.self-present "living" speech as opposed to the secondary "lifeless 

emanations" of writing. Speech is seen as self-conscious and 

self-present conraonication, wldle writing is considered an 

alienated and inperfect representation of a representation. In 

speaking one is in direct contact with roeaMng, i.e., with "what 

one means to say." Writing, on tlie other hand, is always roediated 

by an alien, depersonalized medium of physical marks, no longer 
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self-present to and de-contextualised from the thoughts that 

produced them. In short, throu^ the explosion in written 

discourse of the dialogical situation inherent to speech, the 

author's intention and the meaMng of the text cease to coincide. 

Ricoeur (1974, p.34-35) describes the speech-writing difference 

thus: 

(I)n spoken discourse the ultimate criterion for 
the referential scope of wliat we say is the possi
bility of showing the tMng referred to as a member 
of the situation coraoon to both speaker and hearer. 
T M s situation surrounds the dialogue, and its 
landmarks can all be sliown by a gesture or ty 
pointing a finger. Or it can be designated in an 
ostensive manner by the discourse itself tlirough 
the oblique reference of those indicators wMch 
include deroonstratives, tlie adverbs of tiroe and 
place, and the tenses of tlie verb. Finally, they 
can be described in such a definite way that one, 
and only one, tMng roay be identified witMn the 
coraoon framework of reference. ... It is t M s 
grounding of reference in the dialogical situation 
that is shattered by writing. ... (A) gap appears 
between identification and monstration. The 
absence of a corrroon situation generated ty the 
spatial and terqporal distance between writer and 
reader; the cancellation of the absolute here and 
now by the substitution of material external marks 
for the voice, face, and body of tlie speaker as the 
absolute origin of all tlie places in space and 
time; and the semantic autonomy of the text, wMch 
severs it froro the present of the writer and opens 
it to an indefIrdte range of potential readers in 
an indeterminate tirae—all these alterations of the 
teraporal constitution of discourse are reflected in 
parallel alterations of the ostensive character of 
the reference. 

All these notions present Derrida with the suggestion that tlds 

phonocentrisro-logocentrisro is notldng but the liuroan desire to liave 

a foundation for M s action, a "central" or "transcendental" 

sigMfied wMch justifies and engulfs everytMng. Against t M s 
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roetaphiysical tradition Derrida argues that writing-in-general 

(archewriting) is a precondition of language and must be conceived 

as prior to speech. Treating writing as a parasitic and imperfect 

etiolation of self-present spee<jh, implies that writing is 

susceptible to a series of negative characteristics, e.g., 

amblgidty, rrdsî mderstanding and insincerity: hence, that (speech > 

writing). 

However, Derrida argues, as both speech and writing are 

activities played out in the realm of the Sign, they inevitably 

share the s.arre fate, i.e., the spatio-terrporal differentiation of 

"true" rreaning into .an infinite network of disserrdnation, or: the 

.arbitrariness of the sign. (Consequently, 

The thesis of arbitrardness of the sign ... ifflast 
forbid a radical distinction between the linguistic 
.and the .grapMc sign. . . (F)rom the rriorrent that 
one considers the totality of detenrdned signs, 
spjken, and a fortiori written, as lonmotivated 
institutions, one rriust exclude any relationsMp of 
natural sutordin.ation, -ai-jy natural Iderart̂ liy .aioong 
signifiers or orders of sigxdfiers. 
(Derrida, 1976, p.44) 

In contrast to a phonocentric belief in a stable knowledge of 

rrdmetic tnath germane to spee<jh, i.e. , the imity and self-identity 

of consciousness as well as the "reality" of the "world," Derrida 

deconstnacts the rhetorical bias (speech > writing) by 

derrxDnstrating how both are the discursive form(ul)ation of a 

sirrdlar. infrastructural, moverrent, i.e., of arche-writing. 

Indeed, tlds deconstriactive inversion leads Derrida to a new 

concept of archewriting, wMch refers to the Phenomeno 1 ogica 1 
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experience of writing, and, hence, incorporates as two of its most 

popular expressions a vocal writing (speech) and a grapMc writing 

(writing). T M s arche-writing "is" an infrastructure wMch 

guarantees the apriori possibility of the coraraunicational 

raodalities, generally known as speech and (mundane) writing. But, 

again just like the notion of differance. t M s archewriting is not 

a tMng or a structure, as the "figure" of a productive function, 

it is—but only pre-ontological—an abyssal infrastructure out of 

wMch actual speech/writing sprout as discursive possibilities. 

Althou^ the iraportant contributions of Derridean infrastructures 

to a general heterology will be examined raore closely in a later 

chapter, Derrida offers us the following intuition (1976, p.57): 

T M s arche-writing, although its concept is invoked 
by the theraes of the arbitrariness of the sign and 
of difference cannot and can never be recognized as 
the object of a science. It is that very tMng 
wMch cannot let itself be reduced to the forra of 
presence. 

CJoincidental with tlie notion of tlie originary presence of 

speech and the secondary derivation of writing, Derrida develops 

M s theory of the supplement: all the fundamental dialectics of 

raetaphysical discourse reflect a rhetorical preference for a 

conceptual configuration between Inside (i.e., good, priraary, 

original, pure) and Outside (i.e., bad, secondary, derivative). As 

a result, loetaphysics tends to subdivide the world conceptually 

(and formallstlcally) into oppositions that adhere to t M s general 

pattern, for wMch presence—in its double "form" either as 

''idea/thought," i.e., the self-presence of a rational raind/subject 
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to itself in consciousness (Descartes, Husserl), or as "being," 

the truth of the object as it reveals itself in the clearing of 

presence (Heidegger)—is better than absence. The saroe can be 

said for most other oppositions metaphysics rhetorically employs 

in its (moderMst) desire to control and explain the world through 

coraplete and decidable axiomatic systems—positive/negative, 

good/evil, nature/culture, truth/fiction, theory/practice, 

presence/representation, serious/non-serious, sense/non-sense. 

Therefore, the deconstructivist enterprise consists in an 

examination of the rhetorical bases and biases fueling the popular 

dialectics between logically or etMcally superior ter-ms and their 

secondary, derivative terms, 

Tlierefore, by deraonstrating low writing can be supple^oented 

to speech, speech cari no longer be regarded as self-sufficient 

"natural plenitude" (i.e., not .self-identical in its presence). 

(Consequently, the supplement indicates the abyssal lack of a 

"presence" (because presence is always deferred) or state of 

natural pleMtiade (as plenitude is always differentiated), wMle 

siraaltaneously conpensating for that lack. For Derrida, all 

rtetaphysical sclieroes of closiare (and tlie intrinsic 

etMco-politlcal strategies that insure the dialectical and 

rhetorical MerarcMes) are vulnerable to these "roarginal cases" 

wMch deconstruct tlie pretensions of closure by indicating—by 

roeans of tlieir "supplementary" value—the incorapleteness and teh 

undecidability of any unified and totalized system of 
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structuration. (Consequently, what was once thou^t marginal or 

derivative, now becoroes—through the "act" of supplementation—the 

defiMtional condition of the foundational, wMch, at the same 

tiroe, deconstructs the "fundainentality" of that foundation. Or, 

in Derrida's words, "the Oitside iXs the Inside." 

Plato's Pharmacy 

An excellent exaraple of how the supplement serves to 

deconstruct and reverse the Merarchy between a "pure" inside and 

a "corrupt" outside, is offered by Derrida's discussion on the 

"scapegoat" (pharmakos), In "Plato's Fharroacy" (1981) Derrida 

examines the linguistic cognates of Pharmakon. pharmakeus and 

Pharmakos. Pharmakon. by its double roeaning of "remedy" and 

"poison," has an undecidable and dissemlnative character. The 

pharmakon, admiMstered by the pharmakeus (magician, sorcerer), is 

the coranon eleroent, the medium of any possible 
dissociation. ,.. The pharmakon is "ambivalent" 
because it constitutes the eleroent in wMch 
opposites are opposed, the rooveroent and play by 
wMch each relates back to the other, reverses 
itself and passes into the other: (soul/body, 
good/evil, inside/outside, roeroory/forgetf ulness, 
speech/writing, etc.). It is on the basis of tMs 
play or tMs rooveroent that Plato establishes the 
oppositions or distinctions. The pharmakon is the 
rooveroent, the locus, the play (the production) of 
difference. 
(Derrida, 1981, p.127) 

Consequently, the pharirakon as tlie condition of difference, i.e.. 

the condition of having a double roeaning as "poison" and as 

"remedy"—is further elaborated in Derrida's discussion of the 
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related term of phanoakos, "scapegoat," For Plato, [as for 

families], the pharmakos is banished from the city as the 

sacrificial bearer of all evil and ailments in order to purify the 

city. For Derrida (as for Plato), the scapegoat returns the evil 

back to the extra rauros where it originated; at the same tiroe, 

tMs expulsion reinforces the boundary, the distinction between in 

(good) and out (evil). However, for tMs distinction to be 

established and to have any effect, the scapegoat as the bearer of 

the city's evil raust coroe from witMn that city (iatraJBUros). 

The double movement of purification and distinction can only take 

place if the impure (as "typical" of the outside) is always 

already part of the inside in the form of the Ebannakoa: 

The cereraony of the phf^nmkos is thus played out on 
the boundary line between the inside and the out
side, wMch it has as its function to trace and 
retrace repeatedly. Intra rauros/extra rauros. 
Origin of difference and division, the pĥ nnf̂ KOn°f 
represents evil both introjected and projected. 
(Derrida, 1981, p,133) 

As a result, the Pharmakos needs to be cast out repeatedly—as was 

the ritualistic case in ancient Athens—in order to keep it pure, 

[TMs pre-roodem ritual is the primary backbone of Girard's work 

with regard to the origin of cultA-ire (1972).] Analogously, 

parasitic and nonserious language, writing, imitation and parody, 

etc, can only be cast out of the fortress of "serious" discourse 

because they are always already inside the fortress as its 

constitutive forces. An analogous reasoning can be upheld for the 

mechanism of scapegoating observed in family functioning (infra). 
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Iterabilitv and Grafting 

An investigation of speech-act theory is of importance 

because it introduces the notion of "context," through the concept 

of "illocutionary force" in the discussion on language. The 

deconstruction of t M s notion in speech-act theory at the same 

time will M n t at the dangers of bringing the concept of context 

to an early closure, as too often happens in psychotherapy 

literature. 

Austin's Speech-Act Theory 

In M s well known analysis of "speech-acts," Austin reaoarked 

tliat "performatives"—such as proroises, wedding vows, 

baptizing—iraply a specific coranltment by the speaker to do what 

lie .says in saying it. By saying, e.g., "I proroise," he actually 

prorrdses, i.e., puts Idroself under the obligation of doing what he 

says he will do. For Austin, these performatives are only 

particular cases of a general class of lllociatlonary speech acts, 

Goraprlslng assertives, directives, coranissives, declaratives and 

expressives. All of these, besides saying something (the 

locutionarv act), do soroetMng in saying (the Ulocutlonary act), 

and produce an effect by saying (the perlocutionarv act). Finally 

there is also the interlocutionarv or allocutionarv act: each 

illocutionary act presupposes tlie notion of a dialogue with 

anotlier subject or with one's own soul (dianoia). Although there 
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is no direct transmission of phenomenological experience between 

Self and the Other, coraroon sense accepts that "soroetMng" is 

transferred through the dialogical exchange. TMs "soroetMng" is 

never the experience "an sich" (whatever that roay mean) but its 

(contextual) meaMng. Consequently, "the experience as 

experienced, as lived, remains private, but its sense, its 

roeaning, becoroes public. CtorarouMcation in tMs way is the 

overcoming of the radical noncoraraunicability of the lived 

experience as lived" (Ricoeur, 1971, p.535). Of course, tMs 

coranunlcability is clouded by raisunderstanding: raost of our words 

are polyseralc, they have roore than one roeaning. The reduction of 

the plurality of interpretation due to tMs polysemy becoroes the 

task of a contextual screening of the corarouMcation. The 

illocutionary force contextualizes the locutlonary polyseray in 

such a fasMon as to distill the "real" or appropriate roeaning, 

given the context. TMs description of how the illocutionary act 

narrows down the level of roeaning forms one of the backbones of 

speech-act theory—backbone characterized by an aporia revealing 

the logocentric colors of the theory. 

Austin (1963, p.l) begins M s essay How to do TMngs with 

Worda with the statement that, "(i)t was for too long the 

assumption of pMlosophers that the business of a 'statement' can 

only be to 'describe' some state of affairs, or to 'state soroe 

fact,' wMch it raust do either truly or falsely." Clearly, Austin 

refers here to Wittgenstein's Tractatus wMch sought to establish 
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a one-to-one correspondence between word and world. In the 

Tractatua Wittgenstein tried to fix the liradts of language (and of 

thought and of the world) by disclosing the logical and universal 

structure of language, its "essence," located beneath the surface 

of "ordinary language," of everyday discourse. TMs logical form, 

he contends, mirrors/represents the structure of the world: "Logic 

pervades the world: the liraits of the world are also its limits" 

(5.61); "The fact that the propositions of logic are tautologies 

shows the formal-logical properties of language and the world" 

(6.12). 

Austin, in contrast, inserts tlie iraportance of "context" or, 

in M s words, "illocutionary force" in order to "truly" understand 

the roeaMng of language (and its reference). The radicality of 

tlds rfove needs to eraphasized, as Austin is now roaklng discursive 

truth dependent not on a correspondence to an extra-linguistic 

referent, but on the context of the utterance of tlie speech-act: 

It is irrgportant to understand that "true" and 
"false," like "free" and "unfree," do not stand for 
anytMng siraple at all; but only for a general 
dimension of being a right or proper thing to say 
as opposed to a wrong thing, in these circum
stances, to tMs audience, for these purposes, and 
with tliese intentions. 
(Austin, 1963, p.145) 

Therefore, the Illocutionary force is never siiaply derived froro 

the graramatical and syntactical structure of the utterance; there 

is a gap between the locutlonary act and the illocutionary act 

whereiri contextual roeaning resides. Corisequently, speech act 

thfifXtry attempts tD examine the illocutionary force of the 
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utterance (i.e., the roeaning of the illocutionary act). With tMs 

in mind, Austin introduces several distinctions and conventions 

wMch need to be present for a performative to work: 

Besides the uttering of the words of the so-called 
performative, a good raany other things have as a 
general rule to be right and to go off ri^t if we 
are to be said to have happily brought off our 
action. What these are we hope to discover by 
looking at and classifying t57pes of cases in wMch 
soraetMng goes wrong and the act—raarrying, bet
ting, bequeatMng, christening, or what not—is 
therefore to sorae extent a failure. 
(Austin, 1963, p.14) 

Given tMs elaborate eraphasis on tlie truth claims of contextJaal 

(semantic) energy, Austin describes the syst^o of "necessary 

conditions" for, what he calls, the "liappy" execution of a speech 

act. He distirigulslies between tliree sets of conditions: 

Conditions of tlie first category specify the contextual and 

conventional form tliat roast be satisfied for a locutlonary act to 

be tnatliful: 

Al: the form roast exist 

There roast exist an accepted conventional procedure 
having a certain conventional effect, that 
procedure needs to include tlie uttering of certain 
words by certain persons in certain circuiostances, 
and further 

hZ'. the persons involved are formerly qualified 

... the particular persons and circuiostances in a 
given case rrjast be appropriate for the invocation 
of the particular procedure invoked. 

Conditions of tlie second category specify that tlie form 

roust be performed 
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Bl'- correct ly 

The procedure rfiist be executed by a l l part icipants 
both correctly and 

B2- and corapletely 

. . . corapletely." 
(Austin, 1963, p.14-15) 

Apart from these forroal and draioaturgical eleroents wMch form the 

s tructure of any speech-act, Austin believes tha t these acts can 

oMy be "consuraoated" or energized fenergeial i f a tMrd se t of 

condition is satisfied. Hence, 

Ck^nditions of the tMrd category (the "coraoitroent" conditions): 

Pi: we mast be sincere with regard to speech-act intent 

P2: we mast stick to our coraoitment in later conduct. 

Surely the words roast be spoken "seriously" and so 
as to be taken "seriously"? T M s is, tlough vague, 
true enoughi in general—it is an iraportant coraoon-
place in discussing tlie parport of any utterance 
wliatsoever. I roast not be joking, for example, nor 
writing a poem. 
(Austin, 1963, p.9) 

T M s "warrdng" against nonseriousness as a detriment for the 

"liappy" speech-act, is repeated tliroughout Austin's work. 

Elsewhere, Austin notes tliat perforroatives are extreroely 

susceptible 

to certain otlier kinds of ill wldch infect all 
utterances. And these likewise, though again they 
rrdglit be brought into a raore general account, we 
are deliberately at present excluding. I raean, for 
exaraple, the following: a performative utterance 
will ... be in a peculiar wav hollow or void if 
said by an actor on tlie stage or introduced in a 
ipoem, or spoken in a soliloquy. T M s applies in a 
sindlar manner to any and every utterance—a sea-
change in special circumstances. Language in such 
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circumstances is in special ways—intelligibly 
—used not seriously, but in ways parasitic upon 
its normal use—ways wMch fall under the doctrine 
of the etiolations of language. All tMs we are 
excluding from consideration. Our performative 
utterances, felicitous or not, are to te understood 
as issued in ordinary circumstances. 
(Austin, 1963, p.21-22) 

Given all categories of conditions wMch need to be fulfilled for 

a speech act to come "into liappy being," we come to see how easily 

parasitic language can come about by evading (parts of) the 

tightly knit scheme. Exaraples are legion: if I say the right 

words ("with tMs ring I thee wed"), but I am not qualified (e.g. . 

already married), ray speech act is unhappy; if I have the right 

intention, but say the wrong words, the same; if I say the right 

words with the wrong intention, again the same result. In sum, 

for "the total context" of a speech act to be happy or felicitous, 

the conditions of sincerity, correctness of form, and propriety of 

context need to be fulfilled. If not, we fall into parasitic 

language and other "insidious kinds of lingidstic delinquency," 

Derrida's Context of Dissemination 

Derrida's deconstructive contacts with speech act theory are 

concentrated in the essay "Signatiure Event Context" (1982, 

p.307-326), and more playfully in the provoking interactions with 

John Seaide in Glvph (Lindted Inc. ABC, 1977). In the notion of 

"speech-act" Derrida finds a reification of a raetaphysics of 

presence, in that Austin—just like Saussure, Heidegger, or 

Rousseau—seera to give priority to speech over writing. Let us 
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explicate Derrida's starting point by a lengthy quote suraning up 

the deconstructive position: 

In order to show tMs, I raist take as known and 
granted that Austin's analyses permanently demand a 
value of context, and even of an exhaustively 
determinable context . . .; and the long list of 
"infelicities" of variable type wMch rai^t affect 
the event of the performative always returns to an 
element of what Austin calls the total context. 
One of these essential eleroents ... classically 
remains consciousness, the conscious presence of 
the intention of the speaking subject for the 
totality of M s locutory act. Thereby, performa
tive ccMKinunlcation once more becoroes the corarauMca-
tion of an intentional roeaning, even if tMs roean
ing has no referent in the form of a prior or 
exterior tMng or si:ate of tMngs. TMs conscious 
presence of the speakers or receivers who partici
pate in the effecting of a performative, their 
conscious and Intentional presence in the totality 
of the operation, iraplies teleological ly that no 
remainder escapes the present totalization. No 
remainder, whether in the definition of the requi
site conventions, or the internal and linguistic 
context, or the grararoatical form or semantic deter
mination of the words used; no irreducible 
polysenda, that is no "dissemination" escaping the 
horizon of the uMty of meaning, 
(Derrida, 1982, p.322) 

Consequently, the "happiness" conditions for performative quality 

require that the speaker "raeans what he says" in the sense of 

being presently involved with "what is (being) said" and sincerely 

intending it. But tMs transparent presence to conscicxisness is 

now just soroethlng wMch is not absolutely inherent to the notion 

of performative: for Derrida, it lies in the very nature of 

performatives that they can be applied in various occasions and in 

very disparate ccantexts where the "original force of intention" is 

no longer (self-)present. In other words: performatives are 
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essentially repeatable. Austin, in order tO) justify his thê jr:/, 

has to introduce a double (seemingly paradoxical) movement: on the 

one hand, he needs to exclude a whole series of "non-serious," 

"parasitic," "non-ordinary" speech-acts, but, at the same time, he 

needs to recognise these "etiolations" as the delinquent pc'ssibil-

ity from wldch each utterance can suffer. TMs potential provides 

Derrida with the necessary leverage to introduce another mechanism 

of supplementation, i.e., the nonserious use of language is a 

supplement to, a soraetMng extra added to ordinary language, a 

plenitude added to another plenitude. Derrida asks whether, 

tlds general possibility [the pai^asitical use of 
language] (is) necessaidly that of a failuî e or a 
trap into) which language might fall, or in wMch 
language might lose itself, as if in an abyss 
situated outside or in front of it? ,, In other 
words, does the generality of the risk atdmitted by 
Austin sitrround language as a i-iind of ditch, a 
place of external perdition into wMch locution 
raight never vent.i.ire, that it might avoid by remain
ing at home, in itself, sheltered by its essence 
and telos. Or indeed is tlds risk, on the 
contrary, its internal and positive condition of 
possibility? tMs outside its inside? the veiy 
force and low of its emergence? .. Is it. that in 
excluding the general theory of tMs structural 
parasitism, Austin . . . maizes us accept, as ordinary 
a teleological and ethdcal determination (the uni
vocal ity of the statement,... the self-presence of 
a total context., the transparency c?f intentions, 
the presence of meaning for t.he absolutely singiUar 
oneness of a speech act, etc. 
(Derrida, 1982, p.325) 

In short, Derrida questions the rhetorical foimdation of wMch 

speech-act theory is an expression, e.g., the belief that serious 

speech reflects the ideal of a perfect correlation between 

psychological intention and spoken word (in wMch "logos" as 
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speech act derives its "true form" frcm "logos" as psycMc 

intention). As such, he does not deny the possibility of serious 

speech acts, but, roore importantly, he tries to deconstruct the 

metaphysical rhetoric (a logocentric metaphysics of presence) from 

wMch the theory sprouts and obtains its validation—an 

infrastructural project. It is obvious how Austin (and Searle) 

take up Husserl's notion of ideal form of self-identity and 

presence: a speaker using a speech-act seriously is the expression 

of a speaker being fully and consciously present to the roeaning 

and intended force of M s words, in such a fasMon that intention 

and utterance neatly overlap. Derrida, on the other hand, does 

not deny the a priori possibility of coraraunlcatlng an intended 

roeaning; he only warns against the possibility of full 

"saturation" of a speech act by its intention, i.e. , the 

possibility that the roeaning of a speech act can be fully present 

at the rooroent of its utterance (or at any tiroe, for that matter). 

To reiterate: the supplementation of nonserious to serious 

language opens up the possibility of a deconstruction of the 

rhetorical bias (.gelf-identity identity of intention = 

self-identity of utterance): in addition, the potential transfer 

or "iterability" of speech-acts over various contexts demonstrates 

the onni"presence" of "impure" perfor-raatives and suggests that the 

(range of a) speech-act cannot be confined to the self-present 

rooroent of Intended roeaning and its utterance. 

For, finally, is not what Austin excludes as 
anomalous, exceptional, "non-serious," that is, 
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citation (on the stage, in a poem, or in a 
soliloquy), the determined raodification of a 
general citationality—or rather, a general 
iterability—without wMch there would not even be 
a "successful" performative? Such that—a 
paradoxical, Urt. inevitable consequence—a 
successful performative is necessarily an "irapure" 
performative. 
(Derrida. 1982, p.325) 

This iraplies that "inpurity" and "etiolation" refract the 

"essence" of performatives and that, if it were not possible for 

an actor on the stage to, e.g. , mal̂ e a promise or say some wedding 

vows, there could be not promises or wedding vows in "real" life, 

because only these iterable conventions and pr>ocedures make the 

real life promises and weddings "work" and "real." Here, Derrida 

introduces aiiother deconstructive reversal of oppositions: just 

like he reversed the priority of speech over writing by situating 

thera toth in the abyssal ground of arche-writing, nonserious 

language obtains a position of priority over serious language 

—again by situating both in the abyssal infrastructure of 

iterability—in the sense that serious behavior becoraes a 

"stage-acting" or "role-playing" of sorae sorts. And, of course, 

if there reraains no essential difference between self-present 

intentional use of language and its parasitic use, then the 

exclusion of these etiolations frora linguistic analysis becoraes 

symptoraatic of an underlying raetaphysical rhetoric. 

Furthermore, given the fact that nonserious language, in the 

form of, e.g., parody, citation, forms not only a supplement to 

serious language, but, more importantly, the precondition of the 
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execution of performatives in "real" life, the concepts of 

difference, iterability and grafting open up the way to Derrida's 

claim that raeaning is context-bound, but that context is 

boundless. 

Indeed, the "essential drifting" engendered by the 

repetition-with-a-difference (iterability = repetition/alter ity) 

and the possibility of the insertion of signs into new contexts 

(grafting), provides Derrida with the necessary leverage to 

deconstnact the Austinian atterapt to "totalize" the lingiaistic 

context by its prescription of conditions of seriousness and 

sincerity (cfr. 1982, p.317). For Derrida, the Austinian 

description of context is too "totalizing," because given the 

stnactiare of differance it is in principle incapable of being 

total. A context is "never absolutely determinable," or, too. 

"its deterrfdnation is never certain or satiarated" (1982, p.310). 

Wldle Austin tried to make the context totalizable by introducing 

the notion of serious language (as the episteraological protection 

of .self-conscious and self-present rreaning), Derrida, by adliering 

to differance wMch distances all language/signification from a 

self-present origin, the possibility of grafting a sequence onto a 

context tliat alters its fianctionirig, and finally the structural 

detaclnability of the sign tliroiogh its capacity of 

iterability/alterity, pats into question any exhaustive 

description of context due to the "nonmasterable disseradnation" of 

rfeaning. 
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TextA.̂ ality, Intertextuality. Contextuality 

Textuality 

Given the priroary distinctions of differance (trace) and 

arche-writing (supplement), Derrida starts to develop, although 

not in a neat chronological order, the notion of "text," or 

better, "(General Textuality" of the world. TMs. however, does 

not raean, as is often raisimderstood, that Derrida wants to replace 

traditional metaphysical concepts by a renewed interest in 

rhetoric and "literary texts" (a revival of the "lingidstic 

turn"), Extrapolating the diacritical and dissemlnative feat̂ -ues 

of the signifier to the signified, Derrida corapares the world to a 

textual network in wMch all "tMngs" exist only as deferred and 

differentiated from other "entities," As such, "tMngs" are like 

signs whose "meaning" i.e., "being," only surfaces in a context of 

articulation, in a "narrative field." Therefore, "tMngs" are, 

i.e, , are named, insofar as their teing is (re)constituted by the 

contextual parameters in wMch "they" are situated. Consequently, 

the raeaning of tMngs, as of signs, cannot transcend the "textual" 

dissemination wldch, ecosystemically, produces raeaning tlirougin 

difference, and, as such, the "real" cannot bypass the 

disseradnative operations of the text (i.e., "U n"Y a Pas de 

hors-texte!"]. Therefore, no "tMng," "Self" or "event" can be 

narajed properly as tMs would require tracing out the syraploke of 

intertextual roots and interreferences. 
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In consequence, due to the textual nature of subjects and 

objects, events and practices need to be understood as produced or 

"constructed" throu^ intertextual concatenations and rhetorical 

(con)figurations. As a result, any Mstorical event, e,g., the 

family therapy session, constitutes a "text," wMch can be 

interpreted endlessly without ever rendering an ultimate meaning 

or a full truth or even making present all the raicrological webs 

of relations that determine the event. Indeed, to focus or 

concentrate on a particular event necessarily requires a selective 

blindness as clear contextual borders are (arbitrarily) drawn. 

Drawing a (contextual) distinction always involves a blurring of 

the margins in order to locate the meaning or truth of a text 

—truth wMch now bears the decisive (but inevitable) (re)mark of 

a (rhetorical) distinction—a "truth" characterized and 

contaminated by the (un)conscious scotoma of personal/political 

purpose. 

Intertextuality 

Hence, the "always already" notion of the (inter)text: since 

textiaality eroerges as the topograpliy of "existence" wldch projects 

the World as infinite Text, every "tMng" is textualized wMle all 

contexts are uncontrollably (inter)penetrated ty (the traces of) 

previous texts. (Consequently, tliere is no pare or original text 

as sorae sublimated and embleroatic Figure wMch roordtors textual 

free play. Consequently, as past texts reside in present texts, 
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no text itself is ever fully self-present, self-identical, or 

self-sufficient: there is no "text-in-itself" and no textual 

originality; what remains is a perpetual process feeding the 

formation and deformation of textual meanings. 

Instead of literature, then, we have textualization; instead 

of tradition, the "heterogeneous dictionary" of intertextuality 

(Barthes). Texts, then, are the sites for the free play of 

rhetoric and miraetic representation. And therefore, and of 

necessity, never true, as Truth belongs to that paradigmatic 

imification wMch pretends throu^ the imposition of a conclusive, 

self-identical meaning, to transcend the anarcMstic network of 

dissemination, either in the aprioristic raonuroentality of a formal 

scheme or, worse, in the coercive power of a norm of 

transcendental "science" conceived as absolute knowledge. Derrida 

(1981, p.148-150): 

(A) text is never self-sufficient or self-present, 
never in Itself a totalization of raieanlng or a 
concealraent/unconcealment of a lardtary sense. 
(R)eadings of the tliematic or semantic riclmess of 
[a] work reveal tliat tlie depth of the text is a 
semantic loirage generated by the play of heteroge
neous slgMflers wldch refuse to be cortioanded by 
any single eleroent witldn (raeaning) or witlout 
(author) the text. .. [Differance] functions to 
upset the illusion tliat in literature tliere can be 
truth, or the "appearance" of an unrepresented in 
the represented, tlie concealed wMch is unconcealed 
yet Mdden, a urdty of consciousness or tlie 
"reality" of an imaginary "world." 

Truth, tlien, is not a property of tlie text: truth is no longer the 

expression of a secret substrate of the text (as sorae Mdden 

treasure waiting for its discovery), but the product of the 
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personal reification of a reading. Therefore, reading is always a 

misreading, as semantic autonoray has been displaced by a 

heteronoray of disseradnation and plurisignificance. In sum: texts 

do not Mde or conceal their "true" meaning, wMch can or needs to 

be discovered or reconstructed through a secondary discourse of 

judicious interpretation or structuralist diagraranatization 

(Levi-Strauss). The lesson of textuality as intertextuality is 

that truth in/of literature is an illusion: there is and always 

will be the disseminating play of myriad differences through wMch 

infinite meanings are spread across (con)textual surfaces. 

Deconstruction, then, is the an-arcMstic (i.e., "without 

beginning or arche") project of derailing rhetorically controlled 

dissemination and a celebration of creative misreading. 

Contextualisation 

For many, intertextuality is played within the realm of 

certain context(marker)s whether they are tropological modalities 

(as for WMte), psychological defense roechanisms (as for Blcora), 

or the unconscious crypt/script of the Mstorical arcMve (as for 

Foucault). In contrast to Derrida, all these atterapts at a 

descriptive excavation of the intertext fall short of the 

deconstructive task, i.e., the end of paradigrahood and the free 

play of the signifier. 

Altliough the primordial potential for roeaMng depends on the 

infrastructural activity of productive dissemination, Derrida 
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maintains that the specific "content" of the textual meanings 

requires the rhetorical installation on contextual margins of 

exteriority/interiority. Only by drawing the contextual borders 

can the dissemination congeal into actual i.e., chronotopic, 

meanings. In addition, as Derrida's concepts of iterability, 

citationality and re-marking indicate, texts can be detached from 

their "original" and "originating" contexts and grafted (and 

graffitoed) onto an infinity of other contexts. Therefore, 

contexts are not only texts but are inevitably couched in an 

intertextual chain of past (con)texts. Indeed, con-texts are 

woven (lextua) together (con) in a coraplex fabric, since each text 

can only become "itself" through the differential relationsMp to 

other texts (a hetero^aphy?), or, in other words, every "unique" 

text iraplies a difference. 

Furthermore, contexts are boundless in a double s«Eflfise. In a 

siraple sense, we can say tliat, tlirough the passing of Mstory and 

the invention of new teclmologies, new roeanlngs can arise out of 

"past" contexts (e.g., archaeology, or the multiple descriptions 

of a taped tlierapy session). On tlie other hand, Derrida believes 

that signs are "intrinsically determined by context," i.e., that 

they do not possess an eleroental or unchangeable kemel of 

ultimately self-identical roeaning wldch remains the saroe when 

repeated/iterated over different contexts. Hence, "iterability 

alters" (1977, p.200). However, it is necessary that the sign, 

over all the different contexts, raast retain a "roinimal remainder" 
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in order for the sign to be re-cognized as (that particular) sign. 

T M s suggests that all signs raust, at the saroe tiroe, be the same 

(le roerae) and be different (1'autre) given the fact that new 

contexts bring out new roeaMngs. "TMs does not suppose that the 

mark is valid outside its context, but on the contrary that there 

are only contexts without any center of absolute anchoring" 

(Derrida, 1982, p,320). Consequently, every possible atterapt to 

describe a context necessarily results in an infinite regress, as 

the context of the description/describer can always be grafted 

onto the context described, wMch necessarily leads (through the 

alterating aspects of iterability) to a new context wMch escapes 

t M s description, and so on. 

Hence, any att^rpt to constrain a text by surrounding it witli 

a stablllzirig intertextual context, e.g., as Iri tlie regulated 

practice of interpretation or evaluation, functions to curtail 

both textual dissemination and Interpretive free play, as it 

provides some sort of self-identical rreardng and (the tacit 

proradse of a correct) reading, and, as such, promotes and protects 

ortl*odoxy. Based upon these reroarks, it is easy to see low 

scientific efforts to outline contextual paranjeters of double 

binds have (and are a priori doomed to) fail/ed, and why raore 

poetic descriptions a la Laing due to their indeterminate 

cliaracter are often roore "insightful." Indeed, altlougli tlie idea 

of context acknowledges the power of intertextuality, it atterapts 

to deny it in the name of law and honology. (context then becomes 
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a sterile prison-house. Of course, a-contextuality is not the way 

out; in contrast, Lyotard (1984) counterposes paralogy as the 

creative and iraaginative multiplication of contexts. Finally, 

tMs disintegration of the borders and contextual margins includes 

the deconstruction of the rairaetic function of language: in place 

of the signified now stands the (network of) trace(s). Hence 

Derrida proposes: "An apocalyptic superiraprinting of texts: there 

is no paradigmatic text. Only relationsMp of cryptic haunting 

from mark to mark. No palimpsest (defiMtive unfiMshedness), No 

piece, no metons^my, no integral corpus" (1979, p. 136-137). 

Contextual Parergonality 

The fuzziness of the contextual border and its parameters 

introduces the iraportant notion of "the parergon." as the 

"eleroent" wMch slips between the dualistic cracks of 

inside/outside and wMch typifies the structure of the 

conceptual/contextual border. Borrowed frora the Greek, parergon 

roeans "outside the work," "accessory," "supplement," "hors 

d'oeuvre." Derrida claims that, 

(p)MlosopMcal discourse is always agalnat the 
parergon, ,,, A parergon is against, beside, and 
above and beyond the ergon, the work accomplished, 
the accoraplishment, the work, but it is not 
incidental; it is connected to and cooperates in 
its Inside operation frora tine outside. 
(Derrida, 1978, p.63) 

In M s analysis of the Kantian conception of aesthetics (in the 

C.r\tiaue of Judgment). Derrida questions Kant's suggestion that 
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frames, omarajents, columis, draperies, in short: "parerga," are 

raere additions wMch enhance the art object but wMch are not 

intrinsic to thera. In contradistinction to the Kantian parerga, 

Derrida's 

(p)arerga have a tMckness, a surface wMch sepa
rates them not ordy, as Kant would have it, from 
the inside, from the body of tlie ergon itself, but 
also from the outside, from the wall on wMch the 
painting is hung, the space in wldch the statute or 
column stands, as well as from the entire Mstoric, 
economic, and political field of inscription in 
wMch the drive of the signature arises. 
(Derrida, 1978, p.71) 

(consequently, the parergon becoioes an inflMte "marginal space" 

between the work of "art" and the (aestlietic) context. But in 

contrast to Kant, Derrida considers parerga as an essential 

eleroents of the (aesthetic function of the) artwork; moreover, 

througli their suppleroentarity and marginality—what Derrida calls 

"the without of the pure distinction" — , they constitute the 

"essence" of art. How is tlds to be understood? Framirig can be 

equated to an Interpretive structuration in the sense that it not 

only creates an (aestlietic) object bit also confines its to its 

"proper" "aesthetic" boundaries (e.g., the fraioing of a painting, 

the draperies surrounding the statue, the macro-frame of the 

roaseum or the gallery wMch loarks the context as that of "art 

appreciation," etc.). As such, the "aestheticizing" operation of 

frairdng constitutes what is (oMy secondarily) called an 

"aesthetic object," a "work of art." Clearly, as Derrida 

indicates, virtually anything tliat is properly framed in a rooseuia 
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or a gallery can become an "ob.iet d'art."—whinh^ of course, is 

amply proven by the many artful exercises in contemporary junk 

appreciation. However, it is iraportant to recognize that it is 

not the "objective" frame itself—i.e. . the frame as an actual 

tMng — w M c h is responsible for t M s creation, but the activity 

of framing: "II y a du cadre, mais le cadre n'exist^ pa.s" (1978. 

p.93). Consequently, the parergon seeras to have the saraje function 

as the suppleraent, as what was once marginal is actually 

constitutive of the central, i, e., the supplement/parergon is no 

longer accidental or "derivative" but "essential" and 

constitutive. Derrida describes t M s dynaraic thus: 

(E)very analytic of aestlnetic judgment presupposes 
that we can permanently and rigorously distinguish 
between the intrinsic and the extrinsic [the 
inside/the outside, art/non-art]. Aesthetic judg
ment must concentrate on intrinsic beauty, and not 
the border-ing accessories. It is therefore neces
sary to know—the fundamental presupposition as the 
presupposition of the fundaroental—how to determine 
the intrinsic (the framed) and what to exclude as 
frame and as outside-the-fraroe. ... And since Kant, 
whora we ask, "what is a frame?," responds: it is a 
parergon. a mixture of inside and outside, but a 
radxture wMch is not an amalgam or a half-measure 
but an outside wMch is called inside the inside to 
constitute it as inside. Moreover, following the 
logic of the supplement, the parergon splits itself 
in two. In the limit between the artwork and its 
absence, it splits in two—a division wMch 
reflects the pathology of the parergon. 

The parergon detaches itself both from the 
ergon and from the milieu; it detaches itself first 
as a figure against a background, but it does not 
set itself off in the saroe way as the work, wMch 
is also set off against a background. The parer-
gonal frame detaches itself from two backgrounds, 
but in relation to each backs into the other. In 
relation to the work, wMch serves as its back
ground, it disappears into the wall and then by 
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degrees into the general text [context]. In 
relation to the background of the general text, it 
bacl« into the work wMch is set off from the 
general background. Always a figure against a 
ground, the parergon is nevertheless a form that 
has traditionally been defined not as setting 
itself off but as disappearing, sinMng in, 
effacing itself, dissolving just as it expends its 
.greatest energy. The frame is never a background 
as the milieu or the work can be, but neither is 
its tMckness of margin a figure, unless as self-
erasing figure. 
(Derrida, 1978, p.74/71-73) 

Consequently, tMs disappearing figure of the frame necessarily 

defines the properties of an object, although the frame itself 

does not have these properties. An analogous reasoning in (the 

law of) "The Law of C^nre" leads Derrida to the conclusion of the 

"paradox of parergonality," i.e., that a process of imposing a 

frame wMch defines membersMp to a certain class of objects, 

e.g. , objects of aisthesis, is not itself a raeraber of that class. 

Furtherraore, following Kant's atterapt at dissecting the basis of 

"free beauty" (pulchritude vaga), a deconstructive reading of the 

logocentric Mstory of aesthetic judgment posits the parergon as 

the "location/residence" of free beauty, i.e., objects whose 

beauty is independent from representation and signification or an 

organization "wMch signifies notMng, shows notMng, represents 

notMng. 

(T)he parergon constitutes the site and the struc-
tiare of free beauty. Indeed, take away from a 
painting all representation, signification, theroe, 
text as intended rreaning, take away also all the 
material (canvas, colored paint) wldch for Kant 
cannot be beautiful in itself, rub out any drawing 
oriented toward a deterrrdnable end, take away its 
bai:2kga"'c»und and its social, Mstorical, political, 
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and economic support, and what is left? The frame, 
the frandng, a play of forra and lines wMch are 
structurally honogeneous with the structure of the 
frame, 
(Derrida, 1978, p,lll) 

Furtberroore, tMs parergon is characterized by an infinite 

emptiness as it situates itself between the work and its context: 

as the margin between these two, it is erapty, in-sigMfleant, 

in-finite: 

The without-tlnerae and the witlout-text precede the 
without of the pure break, . . The parergon of 
framing is in-sigMf leant and a-representational. 

The frame does not signify, ... it does not 
announce any significance; in it, notMng is 
finalized or finalizable. .. The without of the 
witlout-theroe and tlie wlthout-text roiast mark 
itself, witlout, however, being present or absent, 
in soroetldng to wMch it does not belong and wldch 
is not exactly soroe tldrig wldch one could naroe, 
wldch is not, once affected by the raiark, a material 
support nor a form of soraetMng wldch can be placed 
liere or there, or wldch could be indicated. 
(Derrida, 1978, p. 111-113) 

(^nsequently, tlds "withotat of tlie pure break" fie sans de la 

coupure pure1 becomes the "Infinite origin" of free beauty and the 

noraent of aesthesis. However, due to its double splitting tMs 

parergonality is not sorae"tMng", but is, like differance, the 

infrastructural possibility of the installation of (contextual) 

frames. As such, 

A frarre is esseantlally constructed and lience 
fragile; tMs is tlie essence or the truth of the 
frame. If there was one. But tMs "truth" can no 
longer be a "truiJ'i," as it does not so roach indi
cate the transcendentality of the frame than its 
accidentality, it only defines its parergonality. 
.. However, wliat has produced and manlpalated the 
frame primarily attenpts to efface the effect of 
the frame ... [Therefore,] deconstruction does not 
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need to re-fraroe or dream the pure and siraple 
absence of the frarae, as these two contradictory 
raovements are the non-disassociable gestures of 
that what is deconstructed here. 
(Derrida, 1978, p.85) 

In short, deconstruction—here in the case of Kant's aesthetic 

theory—unearths parergonality as an abyssal raoveraent of framing, 

whose "actual frames" are always siraultaneously present and 

absent; hence: "le sans de la coupure pure." i.e., a distinction 

wMch is at the sarae tirae raade and unmade, a mark given and 

(re-raarkably) taken away, as the "truth" of art. 

TMs convoluted structure of the parergon will be a 

cornerstone in the discussion of the parergonal features of 

inside/outside between psychotherapeutic schools and strategies 

[what is "in"/"out" (strategic) psychotherapy?] . and will 

deraonstrate how theoretical attempts at a closed contextual 

description of therapeutic process is necessarily contandnated by 

supplementation and grafting. Furthermore, the non-concept of 

parergonality offers the opportuMty to explore recent 

explanations of the so-called double bind (in itself the exponent 

of a logocentric MeracMzation of levels of log-ic) as emanations 

of a strict logical closure (e.g., the constrictions of the 

Russellian logical categories). In contrast, it is possible to 

describe the double bind as a parergonal structure, as the 

"without of a pare distinction" (as such, it clearly falls beyond 

the boundaries of Spencer Brown's logic of (clear) distinction), 

and no longer as the inadmissible "choice" between logically 
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incompatible levels. Moreover, just like the parergonal featA.ires 

of framing lead to the aesthetic experience of art, it can be 

suggested that double binds create "pathological" or "therapeutic" 

experience because of their indeterminate or undecidable 

infiniteness. Or siraply put: any possible explanation of the 

double bind phenomenon will need to make a pure distinction, and 

will, thus, completely miss the experience of infinite regress 

wMch is its experiential "origin." 

Rhetorical Undecidability 

All these "different" infrastructural devices serve a similar 

purpose, i.e., the demonstration of the undecidability of 

totalised structures of (rhetorical) belief. Derrida's 

articulation of the concept of "undecidability" is based on 

Godel's raetaraatheraatical investigations (cfr. Hofstadter, 1979, 

for an evocative introduction). Derrida (1978, p.219) defines tlie 

CJodelian undecidable thus: 

An undecidable proposition ... is a proposition 
wMch, given a systera of axioms governing a multi
plicity, is neither an analytical nor deductive 
consequence of those axioms, nor in contradiction 
with thera, neither true nor false with respect to 
these axioms. Tertium datur. without synthesis." 

Derrida's roetamiroetlc archaeology of undecidable infrastructures 

primarily consists of showing how all Mstorical atterapts witMn 

the logocentric metaphysical tradition have airoed at constructing 

a coraplete axiomatic system for describing the totality of the 

world (such as Hegel or Husserl) wMch are inevitably susceptible 
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to the saroe aporia of logical undecidability. As a resu l t . 

differance, parergon, re(mark), arche-writing, e tc .—al l are 

undecidable (roetalogical or roetametaphysical) stateraents regarding 

the rhetor ical closure, the saturation and the structuration of 

the logocentric t rad i t ion , and, consequently, they "are" 

imit ies of siraulacrura. ' f a l se ' verbal properties 
(norainal or semantic) tha t can no longer be 
included witMn pMlosopMcal (binary) opposition, 
but wMch, however, inhabit pMlosopMcal opposi
t ion, r e s i s t ing and disorgaMzing i t , without ever 
const i tut ing a tMrd term, without ever leaving 
rocm for a solution in the form of speculative 
d ia l ec t i c s . 
(Derrida, 1982, p.43) 

(jodel d«fonstrated tliat every formal axicroatic systan tha t 

purports to be conplete and "decidable" (entscheidungsdefinitif) 

requires a rretalevel wMch can describe, account for, or explain 

tha t completeness, but wMch cannot belong to tliat ccmplete systiMo 

(cfr. Russel l ' s solution to tlie poss ib i l i ty of paradox tliroughi the 

ins t a l l a t ion of MerarcMcal logical categories) . However, purely 

on logical grounds the syst«n can no longer be considered coraplete 

(or se l f - ident ica l ) i f i t requires a raetalevel, an "Other," a 

supplement in order to assure i t s own corapleteness. In other 

words, the logical rules of an axiomatic system, in order to be 

conplete, need to generate a se t of roetalogical statements tha t 

siraaltaneously belong to the system but also transcend i t . Such 

an axiomatic system i s therefore "logically incoraplete" and, 

lience, landecidable (qua corapleteness). I t was Godel's important 
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contribution to prove that undecidability is a necessary feature 

of any axiomatic systera that assumes to be complete and closed. 

Applied to the logocentric raetaphysical tradition, Derrida 

deraonstrates the rhetorical undecidability of the 

axioraatic-pMlosopMcal systeras that have attempted to corae up 

with coraplete accounts of the "truth of the real" (Kant, 

Wittgenstein, Husserl) or have posited final and grounding 

raetalevels of explanation, such as Being (Heidegger) and the 

transcendental Subject (Kant, Husserl). However, Derrida not only 

deconstructs the logocentric products of tMs discursive search 

for axioraatic completion, but, at the sarae tirae, questions the 

raetaphysico-rhetorical strategies that pursue the possibility of a 

transcendental raetalevel wMch can encompass the "nonmasterable 

dissemination" into an oranicoraprehensive and panoptical paradigra 

systera (cfr. "WMte Mythology"). 

Fundamentally, deconstruction is, then, notMng else but a 

showing of the inccmpleteness of axicmatic systems wMch 

rhetorically advocate to be coraplete, or to put it sinplistically: 

deconstruction shows the fictive, the rhetorical and the 

tropological nature of such constructs. As a result, rather than 

a horoologlcal and coraplete system of formal axioms regarding the 

"nature" of "reality" wMch once and for all explain the absolute, 

decisive truth of the world (the positivist maMfesto), 

"science"—by lack of a better term—needs to uncover the 

rhetorically overgrown roots of undecidability, i.e., tine margins 
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at wMch meta-narrational axioms encounter their aporetic 

incorapleteness and require supplementation. 

Conclusion 

Derrida's deconstructive project must, by necessity, run the 

risk inherent to the border. However, as a strand of 

postmoderMsm, deconstruction undermines raany (if not all) 

treasures of Western pMlosophy and raetaphysics, both in its 

idealist/ constructivist as well as its realist/ positivist 

exponents. Indeed, the introduction of a whole series of abyssal 

or undecidable infrastructiures—differance, arche-writing, 

arche-trace, re-raark, parergonality, iterability—serve as the 

Other side for soroe of metaphysics favorite topics: roetaphysic's 

secret dream of constructing a coraplete system of formal axioms in 

order to acMeve full emancipation and enlightenment; the primacy 

and self sameness of (phencmenological) consciousness and its 

intended, i.e., ideal, meanings; the exclusive and unquestionable 

value of (a definition of) "roethodological" truth as the absolute 

(mimetic) correspondence of word to world; the self-evidence of 

the dialectical opposition and its rhetorical structure of 

origin/derivation; the etMco-political MerarcMzation of 

identity, unity, and hcmogeneity over difference, alterity and 

heterogeneity, i.e., the rhetorical preference for homology and 

autonoray versus an appreciation of heterology and heteronoray. 



CHAPTER 4 

RORTY'S PRAGMATIST PROPOSAL 

Derrida's deroonstration of the tropological structure of our 

certitude of correspondence or coherence theories and the 

noncorapeting triviality of all quarrels between realism/positivism 

and idealisra/constructivism paves the way for a final raove beyond 

these logocentric distinctions into a raore pragraatist definition 

of hermeneutics—not as a foundational, i.e., episteroological, 

practice, but as "a way of coping with the world." As "truth" 

becoroes the narae of a property of a stateroent about the world, 

truth must necessarily be subjected to the disseminating movement 

of differance; derobed from its "signitive intent," it is no 

longer a useful—in its episteroological sense—concept, as it 

makes no sense except as an intratheoretic notion. However, with 

the appearance of anaseraia in the concept of truth, no longer can 

the distinction between logos (genuine knowledge) and doxa 

(opinion, intuition) be upheld: 

Pragraatisra cuts across th(e) 
transcendental/empirical distinction by questioning 
the coraroon presupposition that there is an 
invidious distinction to be drawn between kinds of 
truths. For the pragraatist, true sentences are not 
true because they correspond to reality, and so 
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there is no need to worry what sort of reality, if 
any, a given sentence corresponds to—no need to 
worry about what "makes" it true. 
(Rorty, 1982, p.xvi) 

As a result, any atterapt to raake language "connect" with the world 

in a true sense iraplies the possibility of a raeta-linguistic 

analysis, i.e., to "bypass" language, wMch, even if language were 

a stable entity (and not susceptible to a disseminating flux), is 

an irapossible task. Instead of grounding language in an Absolute 

(such as Husserl's transcendental ego, Heidegger's "house of 

being," or Hegel's Absolute Spirit), the pragraatist, together with 

Wittgeristein and (Sadamer, views language as tliat in wldch we live 

and move, as the "rrere" vocabalary of a certain tiroe and place, 

suited "to get the job at hand done." Consequently, by 

demonstrating tlie roerely dormitive explanatory power of all 

tlieories on referential semantics, tlie pragraatist questions the 

everyday societal practice of acting "as if" tliese theories were 

true and reflected "a real state of the world." In short: wliat 

has been the pay-off of 25 centuries of tMs kind of thought, what 

liave we gained, and, is it (roaybe) not time to open new avenues of 

inquiry, thouglit (and action) by starting a new (non-logocentric) 

intellectual tradition? To put it metaphorically: wMle 

realisia/idealism as well as pragroatisro posit tliat language, as a 

web of words, draws a frame around "objects," the former believe 

that there is "something" witldn tliat frame, wMle tlie latter 

insist there is nothing (or, rrore specifically, tlie trace of 

H«3n»t>hing which was never present in the first place). As a 
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result, the pragraatist does not pursue an episteraological quest 

for truth-correspondence but insists on a new forra of intellectual 

life characterized by the paralogical process of 

playing vocabularies and cultures off against each other, 
(to) produce new and better ways of talking and 
acting—not better by reference to a previously 
known standard, but just better in the sense that 
they corae to seera clearly better than their 
predecessors. 
(Rorty, 1982, p.xxxvii) 

One of the central tasks of the pragraatist, then, consists in 

a never-ending description of the ways of world-raaking the human 

race has coroe up with so far, i.e., a comparative description of 

advantages/disadvantages, siioilarities/dlssimllarities in the 

Mstorical vocabalaries of coping with the world, wldle 

acknowledging all tliese, not as a cunialatlve process toward 

gradual emancipation, tut as mere tanporary resting-places 

constructed by a coraounication cororoonity as facilitators for 

inquiry and "to get the job done." In t M s vein, science—as 

stated before—is notMng but a very effective vocabulary for 

coping with certain aspects of the world, without any claiio to 

foundational priority. Moreover, scientific "revolutions" have 

raore to do with finding a right jargon for coping, than with 

truths about the state of the world: 

Pragmatism ... views science as one genre of liter
ature—or put tlie other way around, literature and 
the arts as inquiries, on the saioe footing as 
scientific inquiries. Thus it sees etMcs as nei
ther roore "relative" or "subjective" than scien
tific theory, nor as needing to be roade "scien
tific ." Physics is a way of trying to cope witln 
vai-ious bits of the uMverse; etMcs is a matter of 
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trying to cope with other bits. Mathematics helps 
physics do its job; literature and the arts help 
etMcs do its. Sorae of these inquiries corae up 
with propositions, sorae with narratives, sorae with 
paintings. The question of what propositions to 
assert, wMch pictures to look at, what narratives 
to listen to and coraroent on and retell, are all 
questions about what will help us get what we want 
(or about what we should want). 
(Rorty, 1982, p. xliii) 

Consequently, a full-fledged pragraatist view does not deny the 

place of the (social) scientist, but deMes its feature of 

prinordiality; resists the roraantic glorification of the "figure" 

of the poet and the painter (as does Heidegger), but, at the same 

time, does not expel Mra/her frora the ideal republic in a 

Platonist decree. In the pragraatist world, there is no 

prioritizing difference between "tables and texts, protons and 

poeras." As a result, Rorty's radical pragraatist position has the 

effect of a wholesale levelling out of all truth-clairas, by 

unmasking them as undecidable options—always open to 

"re-description, reinterpretation, manipulation"—defined (for 

practical and/or rhetorical purposes) by the particular role they 

(need to) play within the context of the present debate—servants 

of different kinds of (episteraological/political/cultural) 

self-interests. As a result, radical pragraatisra coraes down to the 

acceptance/belief that 

there are no constraints on inquiry save 
conversational ones—no wholesale constraints 
derived from the nature of the objects, or of the 
mind, or of language, but only those retail 
constraints provided by the remarks of our 
fellow-inquirers. 
(1982, p.7) 
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Moreover, Rorty's pragraatist intentions can be translated as the 

sociopolitical raission of Derrida's deconstructive strategies: 

wMle Derrida, through an anarcMstic style of writing, atterapts 

to demonstrate how a metaphysical trope of presence guides 

occidental tMnking and acting and thus undermines the farailiar 

foundation of truth, Rorty is raore interested in, what mi^t be 

called, the "etMco-theoretical" articulations of such a 

(non)view. Pragraatisra, characterized by an anti-essentialist 

fervor against concepts such as "truth," "language," "knowledge," 

and "raorality," reinstates the Sartrian responsibility of choosing 

one's own project: as a result of the deconstruction of science's 

metaphors of vision, correspondence, mapping, picturing, 

representation, and unification under the banner of Truth (wMch 

excludes the necessity of conversation), mankind no longer needs 

to rely on a foundational roeta-narrative to guide M s actions. 

Conversely, freed froro Nietzsche's "longest lie," we need to tum 

away froro the obsession "to get tMngs ri^t," instead tuming our 

attention to coping with the contingencies of human life, in a 

renewed engagement to our community. 

If we give up t M s hope [of finding a foundational 
discourse], we shall lose what Nietzsche called 
"metaphysical comfort," but we raay gain a roaesed 
sense of coranonity, Our identification with our 
coranuMty—our society, our political tradition, 
our intellectual heritage—is hei^tened when we 
see t M s corarauMty as oura rather than nature's, 
ahaeed rather than found, one aroong roany wMch roen 
have made. In the end, the pragraatist tells us, 
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what matters is our lovaltv to other human beings 
clinging together against the dark, not our hope of 
getting tMnga right. 
(Rorty, 1982, p,166) 

Consequently, by giving up the false metaphysical and 

episteraological comfort of believing that human and social 

practices are or need to be grounded in soraetMng "transcendental" 

or fundaroental, we see the inportance of hermeneutics—no longer 

as another way of knowing (as there is no longer a criterion for 

knowing when one has reached or even approximated the truth), but 

as another way of coping. Given Rorty's sociopolitical view on 

pragmatism, the moral task of the pMlosopher (disguised as a 

"cultural critic") lies in a defense of the openness of human 

conversatican against all teraptations to bring representational or 

conceptual schemes to an early closure. However, tMs ^rphasis on 

dialogue needs to be clearly discriminated from the Heideggerian 

dialogue or the Habermasian "uMversal pragmatics" as both these 

traditions acknowledge a close affinity between dialogue and human 

emancipation—affinity wMch betrays that, 

loyalty to our fellow-humans presupposes that there 
is something permanent and unMstorical wMch 
explains Hby we should continue to converse in the 
raanner of Socrates, soroetMng wMch guarantees 
convergence to agreement. 
(Rorty, 1982, p.171) 

Consensus and urdversal coraoensuration in a final dlscaarse forro 

tlie backbone of tlds e^oancipatlve tradition—tradition geared 

toward tlie end of dialogue instead of its proliferation. In 

contrast, the postmodern pragroatist "concept" of dialogue stresses 
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the creative processes of agonistics and paralogical expansion. 

wMle refusing to subscribe to the Hegelian myth of the necessary 

march of world Mstory toward the realization of consensus and 

freedom, 

Pragmatists tell us that t M s lope [of agreeroent] 
is vain. On their view, the Socratic virtues-
willingness to talk, to listen to otlier people, to 
weigh the consequences of our actions upon other 
people—are alfflEle rooral virtues. They cannot be 
inculcated nor fortified by theoretical research 
into essence. . . The pragroatist tells us that the 
conversation wMch it is our rooral duty to continue 
is merely our project, the European intellectual's 
forra of life. It lias no roetaphysical nor episteroo
logical guarantee of success. Further (and t M s is 
the crucial point) we do not know wliat "success" 
would mean except siitople "continuance". We are not 
conversing because we have a goal, but because 
Socratic conversation is an activity wMch is its 
oan end. The antl-pragioatist who insists that 
agreeroent is its goal is like the basketball player 
wlo tMnks tliat tlie reason for playing the gaioe is 
to loake baskets. He radstakes an essential rooroent 
in the course of an activity for the end of the 
activity. Worse yet, lie is like a basketball fan 
who argues tliat all roen by nature desire to play 
basketball, or that tlie nature of things is such 
tliat balls can go through hoops. 
(Rorty, 1982, p.172, eraphasis added) 

T M s lengtliy quote is iirgportant in that it clearly indicates tlie 

essence of Rorty's (and Lyotard's) project: pragroatisro cannot be 

yet-another search for truth, not "another method" wMch acMeves 

wl-iat tlie Scientific Method lias always promised—some roore profound 

access to truth. The latter "represents" the Heideggerian view on 

hermeneutics wldch, lowever, is constantly displaced by the 

dissendnatirig entropy of roeardng. Moreover, the pragroatist 

emphasis on dialogue is not the dialogue proposed by Heidegger, 
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wMch is still coated in a logocentric prioritizing of "originary" 

speech over "derivative" writing; tMs conversation constitutes 

not a "privileged raethod" but a "joint search" for a vocabulary 

that raight be helpful. Clearly, the inevitable vulnerability to a 

deconstructive reading of any text (and especially the "general 

text" of Mstory) assures us of enough conversation raaterial for 

centuries to corae. Hence the optimistic flavor of tMs 

post-positivistic and post-pMlosopMcal non-method as it 

liberates mankind from the shackles of soroe "imagined," always 

deferred/deferring, absolutist roeta-roap of guidelines, and as it 

gives us all an opportunity to cultivate new and creative 

intellectual (non)solutions to (non)probleras. Moreover, instead 

of the compartmentalized specialist the post-positivistic era will 

need all-purpose scholars, "specialized" in "seeing how all things 

hang together" (Sellars) —people who have "no special problems' 

to solve, nor any special 'method' to apply, abide by no 

particular disciplinary standards, and [who have] no collective 

self-image as a 'profession'" (Rorty, 1982, p.xxxlx). These 

scholars, like the edifying pMlosophers described by Rorty, have 

as their task to keep the conversation going rather than to find 

objective truth, constantly protesting against any atterapt to 

close off conversation by proposals for uMversal coramensuration 

through the hypostatization of sorae privileged set of 

descriptions. Consequently, to see postmodern, pragroatist or 

deconstructionist tMnkers 
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as conversational partners is an alternative to 
seeing thera holding views on subjects of coranon 
concern. One way of tMnMng as soraetMng of wMch 
the love is not the sane as that of argument, and 
of wMch the acMevement does not consist in find
ing the correct vocabidary for representing 
essence, is to tMnk of it as the practical wisdora 
necessary to participate in a conversation. One 
way to see edifying [discourse] aa the love of 
wisdom is to see it as the atterapt to prevent con
versation frora degenerating into inquiry, into an 
exchange of views. Edifying [scholars] can never 
end pMlosophy, but they can help prevent it frora 
attaining the secure path of a science. 
(Rorty, 1979, p.372) 

As a result, the purpose of the postmodernist pragroatist consists 

no longer in attaining objective (or even "subjective") truth, 

bat, qialte to the contrary, in keeping the conversation going in 

new and creative directions. Tlds, lowever, does not necessarily 

entail a chaotic or randoro entropy of signification—notions 

wMch, of course, are liard to define— but a freedoro to construct 

the roost useful vocabilary for a particular raoraent in a particular 

situation, without, lowever, i:he necessity of its translation into 

general laws and blindly repeatable procedures. Tlds freedoro is 

the postmodern liberating play of paralogism—play wMch, in its 

awareness of its own dlssendriation, envisions to undermine any and 

all rlietorical atterrpt to reach conceptiaal closure and objective 

truth. The guerilla "warfare" of paralogy and dissemination seeros 

to be tlie only way out of tlie dystopian prospect of a blind, 

scientistic, and self-destructive society with its values of power 

escalation and the robotification of huroaMty through a 

glorification of the roeta-econorrdcal values of undifferentiated 
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technological and institutional growth and of a "passion" for 

excellence and perf ormativity. 

Defining postmodem culture and interests has been a bone of 

contention for raany; however, given the discussion on Derrida's 

disseraination of raeaning and its use in de/constructing the crisis 

of raetaphysical pMlosophy, postmodern is siraply a refusal to 

accept any forra of foundational raeta-narrative or meta-map of 

guidelines, wMch gives us the opportunity of finding the Grail of 

Truth. Moreover, it is the project—always political!—of 

"breaking the crust of convention" (Dewey), of unraasMng all 

rhetorical attorpts at subordinating huraan freedora of 

disserainative thought and action to repressive ideologies of power 

and conceptual closure. Finally, tMs deconstructive interest 

need not only be directed toward the logocentric principles 

underlying the interpreted text: postmodernist deconstruction 

always already implies a deconstruction of the deconstruction, by 

exposing the rhetorical "intentions" of the deconstructor in 

Ms/her deconstruction. TMs is why it would be wrong to posit 

deconstruction or interp(r)e(ne)tration as a new "roethod" for a 

"new science" or a "new episteroology." As a result, postmodern 

thou^t is a never-ending rooveroent beyond objectivity, beyond 

"humanism" (in its traditional, emancipatory sense), beyond 

(technological) rationality, beyond a sociotechMcal devaluation 

of knowledge, beyond the traditional concepts of language, truth 

and even tMnking, onto a path wMch points in the direction of a 
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new "site" for tMnMng—a "site" wMch, however, is oMy one, 

among many tenporary resting-places, on a "road" wMch never ends. 

Pragmatism and Deconstruction 

WitMn Rorty's narrative of the logocentric episteraological 

tradition, deconstruction is yet another diverting episode wMch 

raisses the actual point, i.e,, that of pragraatisra. Indeed, for 

Rorty, deconstruction represents a kind of half-hearted and 

abortive pragraatist endeavor: although Derrida offers an adequate 

deraonstration of the inadequacy of the logocentric tradition in 

establisMng episteraological truth-clairas, its priraary arguments 

remain caught in a kind of "negative theology," where trace and 

differance feature as a non-existent transcendental signified. In 

Rorty's account, deconstruction still suffers frora a defiMte 

Kantian ailment: the need to "go transcendental"—deconstruction 

is the translation of a "negative metaphysics." In contrast, 

Rorty believes that all textualists—whether they are "weak" or 

"strong"—are slowly evolving toward their own appreciation of 

pragmatism. For "weak textualists" who "tMnk that literatiue can 

take the place of pMlosophy ty mimicking pMlosophy—by being, of 

all tMngs, episteroological." pMlosophy can no longer be a 

"usurping discipline" wMch professes to categorise the other 

disciplines, but raust resign to the hermeneutic interpretation of 

texts. Indeed, as Rorty raaintains, "weak" textualists have not 

given up on methodologically arrived at truth claims and, as 
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"Kantian heirs of nineteenth-century idealist pMlosophy," still 

believe "that there really is a secret code and that once it's 

discovered we shall have gotten the text ri^t." On the other 

hand, deconstructionists (i.e., strong textualists) take it a step 

further in their quest for rhetorical undecidability guiding the 

logocentric pMlosopheroes. For these "strong misreaders" all 

explanatory systeras are just texts or narratives for whora a 

raaster-plot, or, in Lyotard's version, roeta-narrative cannot be 

found. No longer bothered by a Heideggerian nostalgia for "true 

being" the deconstructionist is no longer interested in the 

distinction between discovery and creation, finding 
and roaklng. He doesn't tMnk it is a useful dis
tinction, any roore than Nietzsche or James did. He 
is in it for what he can get out of it, not for the 
satisfaction of getting soroetMng right. 
(Rorty,1982, p.155) 

However, for Rorty, both forms of textuality reraain caught in the 

web of theoretical terror (Lyotard), and refuse to acknowledge the 

inevitable conclusion: a radical pragroatisro wliere knowledge is 

ordy tlie refraction of a Mstorical and recursive process of 

calibrations between various cultural needs and 

(rhetorico-polltlcal) self-interests. Moreover, Rorty guarantees 

the "quality" of James' pragraiatism in contrast to that of 

Nietzsche, since "it avoids the roetaphysical eleroents in Nietzsche 

wMch Heidegger criticized" and the "roetaphysical eleroents in 

Heidegger wMch Derrida criticizes" (and, tacitly, the 

rretapliysical eleroents in Derrida wMch Rorty, following James, 

criticizes). 
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The rhetorical biases of Rorty's pragraatist discourse need to 

be exandned in order to indicate M s priraary "rais"conceptions. 

Althou^ Rorty's belief that pMlosophy should be a "kind of 

writing" is correct witMn M s argument, it betrays, as Gasche 

(1986) points out, a misunderstanding of Derrida's notion of a 

"general textuality." WMle Derrida states that there is no 

outside to the text (and for that matter no inside), tMs is oMy 

the case on the iMrastructural level of arche-writing— the 

transphencmenologlcal "ground" wMch assures the a priori 

possibility of writing (and of speech). Clearly, Derrida does not 

mean that the world is a library, and that pMlosophy should 

confine itself to that level; roore particidarly, deconstructive 

theory has uncovered soroe of the tacit assumptions of pMlosophy 

wMch could explain soroe of Rorty's exaraples of "episteroological 

diversion" and opens the way to a renewed and roore rigorous 

scrutiny of soroe of episteroology's truth-claims. 

More importantly, however, is Rorty's misconception of 

deconstruction as a deviation on the road to pragraatist wisdora, 

obstructed from enli^tenraent by its obsession with a "raiyt-hology 

of presence." Both Rorty and Derrida perform a sirailar operation 

in that they expose the ruses and the raacMnations of the 

will-to-power, but, wMle Rorty—for no "good" reason 

(infra)—falls in the saroe rhetorical trap and gets "stuck" in a 

pragroatist rooral to M s story, Derrida finishes the job and 

refuses to adopt another roeta-narrative position. In contrast to 
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the neat Bildungsroroan of Western episteroology wMch Rorty 

constructs, with its hegelian sequence and its well-formed 

narrative and with pragroatisro as the inevitable denouement of the 

Tale of Millenial (self)-Deception, Derrida not only undermines 

the traditional pMlosopMcal concepts, but also the operations 

wldch raake a tale, such as the one spun by Rorty, a priori 

possible and believable. 

The Narrative Tum: Rortv's Pragraatisra Revisited 

For Rorty (1979), the story/narrative of 

"pldlosopliy-as-epistenology" needs to be replaced by tlie rrore 

conversational ethos of edifying dialogue. Indeed, "to tldnk of 

knowledge that presents a problem, and about wldch we oughit to 

liave a theory, is a product of viewing knowledge as an assemblage 

of representations" (p. 19)—a point of view wldch is arbitrary and 

optional. In contrast to pMlosophy's traditional quest for 

various kinds of a priori trutlis—"clear and distinct ideas 

[Descartes], sense-data [Hurae], categories of the pure 

understanding [Kant], structures of prelinguistic consciousness 

[Husserl], and the like" (p.23) — , Rorty proposes that pMlosophy 

should give up its pretensions of ultiioate oraMvlsion (and 

cjoMscience) in favor of a "narrative tum" wMch is necessarily 

characterised by tnast in the corrfoonsense wisdoro of "ordinary 

language" and a pragroatist "roicro-politics" of local intervention 

(Foucault). In slort, Rorty —roach like the early 
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Lyotard—emphasizes the importance of first-order narrative 

pragmatics, for wMch no legitimizing recourse can be found in 

ideological or pMlosopMcal roeta-narratives. Consequently, truth 

acquires a "practical purpose," as "the naroe of whatever proves 

itself to be good in the way of belief." Consistent with t M s 

pMlosophy Rorty offers a full-scale narrative account of the 

rhetorical presuppositions of occidental episteroology throughout 

its Mstorical evolution. Althou^ pMlosophy is characterized by 

a diversity of dialectical oppositions, Rorty discerns three 

particularly overriding prejudices wMch (have) guide(d) its 

discourse (based on Norris (1985, p.143)): 

1. PMlosophy is best and roost properly engaged in 
a episteroological search for its rational and 
logical foundations; 

2. These foundations and origins will reveal them
selves to a professional pMlosopher specifi
cally trained in the scholarsMp of lucid self-
knowledge . 

3. As a result, pMlosophy will become a "science" 
prirous inter pares, as it assures an ultiroate, 
objective grounding for all other roodes of 
tlought. 

The fallacy of these traditional positions Rorty "deconstructs" by 

rreans of a double narrative: tlie story of post-Cartesian 

episteraology (Mirror) and the tale of pragroatist vitalism 

(Pragroatisro). PMlosopliy—no longer a privileged 

master-story—becoroes a practice of literary criticism, and roast, 

consequently, give up its delusions of grandeur as it becoraes only 

one roore other voice in the polyplony of cont̂ Earporary liberal 

culture. Rorty's double atterrpt at de^oystifying the 
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episteroological tropes of pMlosophy—pMlosophy as a series of 

productive wrong turns in the quest for truth—leads to the 

contention that a final narrative, a story to end all stories 

cannot and will not be found, and hence needs to be replaced by 

"narrative knowledge," wMch "does not give priority to the 

question of its own legitiroation, and ... certifies itself in the 

pragmatics of its own transmission without having recourse to 

argumentation and proof" (Lyotard, 1981, p.151). Instead of the 

delusional privilege of cmniscient narration, Rorty proposes truth 

as a matter of "warranted assertability" and an episteraological 

resignation to roore provisional accounts of "how tMngs hang 

together" from a certain cultural vantage point. In sum: a "new" 

pMlosophy no longer burdened by age-old episteroological probleras, 

but matured into a roore realistic sense of its powers and 

limitations. 

Rortv's "Post-Modem Bourgeois Liberalism" 

In contradistinction to Rorty's own warnings, it seems tliat 

he, in recounting M s two edifying narratives—i.e., tlie Mstory 

of episteraology and the Mstory of American cultural pragmatism 

— , ge1:s lost in an (implied) Hegelian teleology: at the end of 

the dialectical road of tlie many roetapliysical deceptions and 

illusions lies the Promised Land named Pragmatism. In contrast to 

M s post-nodem projections, Rorty rooains stuck in a moderMst 

version of the Mstory he so ably reco«jnts—a Mstory in wldch 
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pragmatism features as an (inevitable) telos of pre-existing 

significance. In contrast to the "natural perspective" of the 

first-order narrative, the pragraatist evolution has a distinct 

raeta-narrational fragrance, i.e., a guiding raoveraent toward 

eraancipatory and recuperative enlightenment. In contrast to the 

chaotic novel of postmodernist invention Rorty spins a y a m 

closely resembling a romantic Bildungsroraan. Indeed, considerably 

helped by 20/20 Mndsight, Rorty's tale—a disclaimer of 

roeta-narrative authority—miraculcxisly meanders towards a 

pragraatist conclusion (of the Jaraesian and Deweyian denomination). 

In contrast to the naivete of first-order narration, such an 

account raust, given its stubborn conclusion, be oriented by a 

(rhetorico-polltlcal) roanipalation of its unfolding narrative 

logic—i. e., an iraplied teleology backed by a roodemist 

raeta-narrative, 

Tlie question, then, can be asked why Rorty tells this 

partiaalar story and what tlie cultiaral interests and lootivations 

are tliat sliaped tlds tale. As Rorty points out, lie writes as a 

"postmodem bourgeois liberal" wMch is the applied political 

foruiQ of the (pMlosopMcal) pragraatist creed, guided by an 

abhorrence of loeta-narratives, such as "tlie dialectics of the 

Spirit, the hermeneutics of meaMng, the «Koancipation of the 

rational or working subject, or the creation of wealth" (Lyotard, 

1981, p.150). In contrast, liberal-pragroatlst culture generates 

its own kind of stories, wMch—no longer founded on 
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episteroologically legitimating grounds—"define what has the right 

to be said and done in the culture in question, and since they are 

themselves a part of that culture, they are legitimated by the 

siraple fact that they do what they do" (Lyotard, 1981, p.151). 

Therefore, old hat roeta-narratives—i.e., Marxism, Logocentrisra, 

Psychoanalysis—need to be discarded and replaced by an renewed 

corarounal coramitment (to the ethos and values of contemporary 

middle-class American society). Indeed, although effaced in its 

political intentions (infra), Rorty clearly distinguishes between 

a good form of liberalisra—i.e. , "the atterapt to fulfill the hopes 

of the North Atlantic bourgeoisie"—and that of bad or 

PMlosopMcal liberalisra. Clearly, Rorty's "liberalisra" can 

easily be equated with (capitalist) conservatism, and can be 

summarized thus (Norris, 1985, p.153): 

1. A mistrust of prograranatic theories wMch claim 
to transcend and criticize the culture they 
spring frora; 

2. A corresponding stress on tlie cultural rooted-
ness of ideas and values. 

3. A kind of free-roarket outlook wldch wants to 
liave done with all restrictive or legitiroating 
checks and balances. 

It seems obvious that Rorty's tacit assuraptions reflect present-

day North American cons^isus politics as the ideal breeding gro«and 

for a Rortyan "liberal-pragioatlst" society. Moreover, between the 

lines of Rorty's rlietoric on tlie vitality of Anerican institutions 

(1983), we read tlie re-errergence of the brave new world of Ancient 

Greece, now transposed to American soil where in1:ellectual freedom 

and progress will sprout from the seeds of liberal-pragmatism. 
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In contrast to Rorty's intention of "liberal pluralism," it 

seems that the pragraatist tale carries several doctrinaire and 

restrictive connotations. Indeed, no longer bothered by the 

opposition between doxa and logoa, everytMng becoraes an opinion 

witMn a particidar (cultural) story—story without legitimating 

grounds but with a certain "warranted assertability." However, 

given Rorty's narrow conception of Pragmatism (the Deweyian and 

Jamesian version) certain opinions are roore equal than others, 

and, even in a world without truth and errors, soroe oplMons are 

definitely wrong. For instance, how about the opiMon that 

pMlosophy is more than a story, or tlnat there can be an outside 

to first-order narration, or even that the age-old preoccupation 

with the problems of language, logic and truth is valid. Clearly, 

the Rortyan charge of what a liberal-pragroatlst society raist be 

cannot aclmowledge the validity of these claims, and, 

consequently, inserts soroe sort of hegeroonical belief system in 

its plitralist credentials. In sura: the hegelian teleology of the 

pragraatist tale, the (political) assuraptions of a liberal 

bourgeois society, together with a hegeraonical insistence on the 

sole validity of first-order narration, suggest an (effaced but 

nonetheless lurking) raeta-narrative wMch props up the pragraatist 

rhetoric and its ramifications. 
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Conclusion 

Althou^ Rorty s discussion/narrative on the evolution of 

occidental pMlosopMcal thought as the stubborn quest toward a 

better polished mirror of Nature depicts an interesting overview, 

it can be argued that Rorty Mmself is guided by a set of 

rhetorical assunptions in positing the conclusion of postmodern 

pragmatism. Indeed, if, as Rorty states, the (M)story of 

pMlosophy is characterized by a claira to rationality and truth by 

a selective blindness and a discriminating repression of its own 

rhetorical operations, it seems that Rorty falls in the same trap. 

Derrida's deconstruction, on the other hand, by not proposing an 

"alternative narrative" to the logocentric epoch, remains 

relatively free of t M s maneuver. 



CHAPTER 5 

A LIBIDINAL ECONOMY 

In contrast to Derrida's metamiraetic project of representing 

notMng other than linguistic difference, to Foucault's 

raetadiscursive archeologies of (the) discourse (of power), authors 

such as Barthes (1975), Deleuze and Guattari (1977), Lyotard 

(1973a, 1973b, 1974) and Kristeva (1969, 1980)—through a 

de/reconstruction of Marxisra and psychoanalysis—posit desire as 

an "undecidable." Desire, for Kristeva (1980), is "everytMng 

that exists before the opposition between subject and object, 

before presentation and production" (p.155). For Lyotard (1973a) 

desire is an active energy. 

Desire, in the sense of libido, in the sense of a 
process, a productive force and an energy sub-
raitted to a double regime. First of all, the 
regime of the "dispositif" (raechanisra) or the sys
tera in wMch it is canalized, in wMch it is put to 
work, in wMch it is the producer of certain 
effects, i.e., is in fact raetaroorphosed into soroe
tMng else. (Eros and the Principle of Reality). 

Secondly, the libido of another regine: we 
will call it a "non-regime" as we are talking, as 
we are "in talk" in a system of discourse wMch is 
also a regulated systera. Consequently, we can only 
talk about that "other" regime (wMch is not regu
lated) in a negative fasMon. About that energy 
wMch is operative in that other regime, we can 
o M y say that it is destructive, disorganized, 
deconstructive, it is dead. 
(Lyotard, 1973b, p.239-240) 

141 
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As such, desire does not carry information or content. 

The iraportant thing is that we are talking about 
energy insofar as it metaraorphoses (itself being 
roetaroorphosing and roetamorphosed) e.g., the way the 
images and thou^ts of dreams are transformed, 
manipulated, arranged, disarranged, broken, put 
back together, mashed, and crushed into a manifest 
content; or also the way energy passes frora a 
kinetic to a passive state. .. In sura: on the one 
hand tMs energy repeats infinitely positions and 
(libidinal) investments insofar as they are cap
tured in "dispositifs" [containers]; on the other 
hand, an energy wMch continually dissolves these 
sarae "dispositifs," these dispositions and invest
ments, destroying and obscuring everytMng. Energy 
as order and chaos, as Eros and Death, always 
together siraultaneously. 
(Lyotard, 1973b, p.241) 

Deleuze and C5uattari (1977) describe the Mstorical and 

institutional canalisations of libidinal energy and its continuous 

(dis)investments. In general, they contend that the 

deconstructive productions of desire, generated in the 

Unconscious, are subjugated to hegemonic and imperialistic 

codifications, wMch are, in tum, frozen into societal norms by 

raeans of a raany-tentacled process of normalization (Foucault). A 

systera of rules and limitations coordinates desire in a libidinal 

econoray (Lyotard, 1974). For Deleuze and (auattari, desire 

reflects the flows and breaks of the partial investments of the 

Unconscious, wMch annexate and attach to the "social body." As 

such, the libido functions as "a desiring macMne" wMch connects 

the Unconscious operators to the social and the political world, 

and wMch operates on a "molecular" level. For Deleuse & 

(3uattari, the particles created in the flow-breaks of desiring 
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production are "partial objects" wMch, in tum, undergo raultiple 

concatenations and configurations, radtiple permutations and 

corabinations—without, however, ever reacMng totality or unity. 

As such, Deleuze and Guattari (1977, p.42) contend: 

We live today in the age of partial objects, bricks 
that have been shattered to bits, and leftovers. 
We no longer believe in the rayth of the existence 
of fragments that, like piece of an antique statue, 
are merely waiting for the last one to be turned 
up, so that they may all be glued back together to 
create a unity that is precisely the same as the 
original unity. We no longer believe in a priroor
dial totality that once existed, or in a final 
totality that awaits us at some future date. 

As such, the pari:ial objects, i.e., the micro-products of the 

libidinous flow-breaks, echo the Derridean project: the generation 

of a "systera of deliriura" (Girard), i.e., of the an-arcMstic play 

of libidinous particles, oriented not toward totality or 

unification but to a proliferation of raultiplicity and 

fragmentation. 

As soon as the Unconscious settles into a cathexis of the 

social body, i.e., as soon as it is "frozen" into a libidinal 

object, a chaotic dialogue of polyvectorial forces ensues, i.e., 

the libidinal warfare between the centrifugal/molecular forces of 

scMzophrerdc imagination and the centripetal/nolar operations of 

paranoiac unification. Consequently, Deleuze and Guattari 

distinguish between two poles of "delirium" wMch cliaracterize the 

unconscious libidinal investnents: the paranoiac molar investment 

of integration and uMf ication versus the roolecular scMzophreMc 

lines of subversion and deconstruction. In contrast to the 
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psycMatric conceptions (DSM III) of psychopathology, paranoia and 

scMzophrenia—as psychodynamic processes—represent the margins 

of the libido-economical operations of the "desiring machines." In 

t M s view, scMzophrenia reflects the libidinal and liberating 

operations at work in the constr-uction of reality (rauch in the 

Laingian sense). As they sediment into territorializations and 

(con)textualizations, the flow-breaks of libidinous desire are 

channeled into (hegemonic) structures of totality (and, 

politically, of totalitarianism). Indeed, Deleuze and (juattari 

contend that the rigid regulations and social sanctions, 

restricting the paralogy of the raicro-productions of the partial 

objects, debouch into different forms of "libidinal enslavement" 

i.e., repressive sociopolitical institutions (e.g., Foucault's 

analysis of the "asylum") as well as the neurotic illnesses of the 

Freudian project. In sum: scMzophrenia, as the libidinal process 

of (iroaginative) reality construction, is not o M y reflective of 

the aberrant micro-raultiplicities of desire—the scMzzes of the 

partial objects—, but also of the disparate forms of social 

cathexis. 

On the other hand, Deleuze and Guattari exaroine roore closely 

two prototypes of the paranoiac enslav«rent of the production of 

desire in tlieir critiques of psychoanalysis (wMch raytMfies 

explosive desires and scMz-f lows into the iraperialisro of the 

(Jedipal faioily) and capitalism (private property as a liradted 

territoriallzatlon of the scMz-productions). Anti-Oedipus 
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eroerges as the scMzophrenic answer to the Oedipal family, wMch 

Deleuze and (Suattari depict as the psychological symbol of the 

paranoiac territorialization of the libidinal micro-productions 

into hegemonic and alienating superstructures of "normality." As 

such, Oedipus becomes a "transcendental signifier," the 

metaphysical sentry of Law and Order, and the (unconscious) 

protector of the hegemonic powers of capitalist enslavement. For 

t M s libidinal econoray of alienation to have effect, the playful 

and anarcMstic forces of desire need to be compressed and 

territorialized into the doroestic and paranoiac dramaturgy of 

"papa, marana and baby." Furtherroore, Deleuze and (Suattari suggest 

that the economical processes of Capitalism closely reflect 

scMzophrenisation: fueled by the processes of raercantilization, 

money flows (tMs is, also, the case of post-industrial knowledge, 

as Lyotard (1984) indicates). Therefore, in order to curb tMs 

scMzophrenic "liquefaction of reality," capitalist society 

installs a series of reactionary—political as well as 

educational—forms of paranoic practice: the glorification of 

private proper-ty and the concomitant privatised family, wMch 

recursively reinforce each other, as the family, captured within a 

(Freudian) raeta-psychological perimeter of normality, guarantees 

the enslaved obedience of desire in accordance to the (capitalist) 

requireroents and deraands of the social machine. As a result, 

Deleuze and Guattari, as well as Foucault (and Burke), demonstrate 

the intimate interconnection between a libidinal econoray of desire 
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and a political economy of power and its instruraents of 

repression. As such, the powerful role-models of (psychological) 

identity-formation—figures such as parents, teachers, 

employers—become, in tum, the obedient transmitters of a 

"hegemonic constitution of consciousness," As an iraroediate result 

of tMs "hegeraonic enrollment" (or indoctrination), our identities 

are, Deleuze and (3uattari roaintain, hopelessly co(i)raplicated 

wMch resul1:s in a strange attraction (desire) to what alienates 

us: the de-ecologized activities of corporate perf ormativity wMch 

not only becoroes the norm of normality, but also its ultiraate 

(self)fulfillment. Of course, tlie (political) aim is to mystify 

psychological identity to the point where revolutionary change is 

almost unimaginable (or un-desir-able), As such, the family 

becoraes the psycho-econoraic site of hegemonic alienation (Lyotard, 

1973a), 

Tlie ScMzoplirenic Text 

The "basis" underlying the propositions of tlie Ariti-C)edipus 

lies in an extensive textual analysis of "scMzophrenic" texts, 

especially those of Artaud, Mallarme and Schreber. ScMzoplirenic 

texts are generally characterized by a disarticulation of 

language, an archeology below the surface of the sign and its 

"roeardng." Of course, a first cliaracteristic of the scMzophrenic 

is tlie loss of the image of tlie Self (Lacan), wldch is replaced by 

the experience of an "infiMte decentring of the center" 
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(Kristeva). A "roarvellous lace" (Mallarme), a Derridean syraploke, 

projected beyond the Self. Such is the experience of the 

deconstructed subject, as the familiar arcMtecture wMch allows 

the body, language and reality to exist together, has crumbled. 

The "second" scMzophrenic experience concentrates on a disruption 

of the surface of language, i.e., an in-depth search for the 

meaning of the phonemes and even beyond: 

The duality of scMzophrenic words has not yet 
received adequate attention. It consists of pas
sion-words wMch explode in wounding phonetic val-
uea, and action-words wMch weld together inarticu-
lated tonic values. These two types of words 
develop in relation to the state of the body, wMch 
is either fragmented or organless, .. as well as 
to two types of non-sense, passive and active: the 
nonsense of words emptied of roeaning, wMch decom
pose into phonetic eleraents, and the non-sense of 
tonic eleraents wMch form indeccanposable words that 
are no less empty. In both these cases everytMng 
happens below raeaning, far frora the surface. It is 
here a matter of under-meaning f sous-sens 1. on un
meaning [inaena], of Unterslnn. wMch raust be 
distinguished frora the nonsense at the surface. In 
both of its aspects, language is . . a sign empty 
of raeaning. It is still a sign, but one that 
rosrges with an action or passion of the body. TMs 
is why it is insufficient to say that scMzophrenic 
language is defined by an incessant and raad sliding 
of the signifying series onto the sigMfied series. 
In fact, no series reroains at all; both have disap
peared. "Speaking" has collapsed onto "eating," 
and into all the imitations of a "chewing mouth," 
of a primitive oral depth. .. There is no longer 
anything to prevent propositions from collapsing 
onto bodies and mixing their sonorous eleroents with 
the olf active, gustative, digestive, and excremen-
tal affect of bodies. 
(Deleuze, 1979, p.293-294) 

As such, the sign on the surface of language becomes the multi-

sided uMty wMch masks a Mstory of desire. Indeed, the 
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scMzophrenic desire of the flow-breaks is represented as a search 

for meaning, an infinite quest within the signifier for the 

SCMs-aJgn. Brisset (quoted in Kristeva, 1980) gives a glirapse of 

the delirium raging beMnd the windows of the sign: "I am Ei, ar 

wMch moves back, ole wMch moves forward." As such, the play of 

libidinal desire becoraes a de-construction of the Word (P-ar-ole) 

to discover what it raeans, by looking beneath the sigMfier 

—really, "deeply," archaeologically—for other signifiers whose 

signifieds will precisely analyze the first signified. 

ScMzophrenic language is the intiraate desire to know the raeaning 

of every word. ScMzophrenia as the interstellar odyssey within 

the galaxy of differance. T M s "madness" behind the sign as a 

"syst«n of delirium" (Girard) brings Deleuse (and others) to a 

critique of roetacodes wMch stabilize the (roeaMng) of the sign in 

the naroe of eMightenroent (and eroancipation), such as Marxism, 

Capitalism and psychoanalysis. For them, the answer provided by 

the enli^tenment is always a blinding shortcut, an organisation 

wMch suddeMy elirainates all the entropy from a coraplex systera by 

enabling it to be conceived frora a single point. The hegeraony of 

raonoglossia replaces the uncertainty/raadness of paraglossia. Frcm 

then on, the sign will attempt (but cannot succeed) to conceal 

tlds "madness" as it is ultimately subjected to a hegemonic and 

repressive order. (Linguistic) science will henceforth control 

the delirium Inherent to any language by installing a structure of 

knowledge over and above the heterogeneous play of scMsophrenic 
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fragmentation and confabulation. On tMs—always double 

(Derrida)—stage, desire, having tamed language as panglossia, 

alwctys invents new texts; as such, language is a (seraiotic) chaos 

of atoms in wMch the clinamen-desire (Serres, 1982a) creates the 

World, i.e., the raeaning of the universe for "us," As such, the 

scMsophrenic text, as "origin-ary" text, reveals the infinity of 

roeaning, wMch desire incessantly pursues (Kristeva, 1980). 

Anti-Qedjpus' Hermeneutics 

As the title of the work suggests, Deleuze and (3uattari 

choose Freudian psychoanalysis as the type or roodel of 

interpretation; however, it is iraportant to recogMze that they 

consider t M s type of interpretation as a herroeneutic of 

confinement, in that the psychoanalytic practice primarily 

consists in a transcription of the lived complexity of a patient's 

life into the strategically confined limits of the Freudian 

"doroestic draroa," whose (etiological) atory eroerges as the 

"unconscious" roeaMng of the presented syraptomatology. However, 

it seeras that Deleuze and Guattari's critique on psychoanalytic 

interpretation only serves as an alibi for a raore fundamental 

(meta)critique on, what they call, "tranacendent Interpret-ation," 

i.e., any forra of hermeneutic wMch airos to confine life's variety 

to the conceptual limits of some roeta-narrative. Moreover, these 

"raaster codes" are, for Deleuze/Guattari as well as for Foucault, 

nothing but the repressive expressions of the political macMne of 
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the will-to-power. Anti-oedipal scMso-analysis is, therefore, 

not sorae forra of attack on psychoanalysis or Capitalisra/Marxisra in 

ae, but a neta-interpretational critique on the operations of 

transcendent interpretation wMch derives its validation and 

significance frora an extratextual set of roethodological or 

episteroological parameters. In contrast, Deleuze/(3uattari propose 

scMzo-analysis as "iraroanent interpretation." i.e., interpretation 

wMch does not suffer from the (epistemological) desire to 

translate first-order narratives into some form of 

oranicomprehensive or panoptical master-text. At tMs point, there 

is again a re-emergence of a postmodem "idea" wMch seems to flow 

not only throu^ Deleuze and C3uattari, but also throu^ Derrida, 

Foucault, Lyotard and Kristeva: a horror of hegeroonical and 

allegorical roeta-codes, not only for knowledge (episteroological 

roaster-narratives) but for action (etMcal codes of conduct). 

Anti-Oedipus, then, characterized as "the body without 

organs," unleashes roolecular forces in order to destroy all roolar 

formations, and alms to liberate the flow-breaks of desire. The 

"scMzo" is, then, a deconstructed subject who 

produces himself as a free man, irresponsible, 
solitary, and joyous, finally able to say and do 
soroetMng siraple in M s own naroe, without asking 
permission; a desire lacking notMng, a flux that 
overcomes barriers and codes, a name that no longer 
designates any ego whatever. He has sinply ceased 
being afraid of becoming raad. 
(Deleuze and Guattari, 1977, p.131) 

As a result, scMzo-analysis, Deleuze and Guattari's revolutionary 

project, no longer wants to situate itself on the level of the 
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text, as it atterapts to transcend "the primitive signified and the 

despotic signifier," "the ancient sober search for truth and the 

contemporary luxiurious diss«nination of roeaning." In contrast, it 

seeks "the road exploitation of libidinal productions for future 

revolutionary ends"; scMzo-analysis, instead of the "eloquent 

silence" of deconstructive textuality, aims at political praxis. 

However, t M s project is, already frora its inception, "perverted," 

as 

there is no deterritorisdization of the flows of 
scMzophrenic desire tliat is not acconparded by 
global or local reterritorializations, reterrito-
rializations that always reconstitute slores of 
representation. What is raore, tlie force and the 
obstinacy of a deterritorialization can only be 
evaluated througli tlie types of reterritorialization 
ttiat represent it .. 
(Deleuze and Guattari, 1977, p.315) 

Given t M s textual lirait, Lyotard (1973b, 1974) not only 

underrrdnes Deleuze and Guattari's lingering reverence for Marxism 

in the scldzo-analytic (political) project, but, more irqportantly, 

picks up tlie textual tliread (togetlier with Kristeva) and weaves it 

into a new def Irdtlon of paganist practice based upon 

Wittgenstein's language-games, Kant's tMrd Critique, and, in 

general, "^ep. accorfipH.'̂ ŝeifents du desir sur la peau du language" 

(1974, p.287) 

r.votayd\«̂  Pagffir' "Tn.ĉ tr̂ jctions" 

Following Nietzsclie, Lyotard discerns tliree areas of 

decadence: truth, unity, and finality. "Decadence of a certain 
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logic, of a certain type of rationality; decadence of a unitary 

space, of a sociocultural space blessed by a central discourse; 

decadence of an eschatological, oriented and final, temporality" 

(1977b, p.139). Given these paradigmatic norms of logocentrism, 

homology, and emancipation, postmodemism posits three new 

eleraents: disseraination (Derrida), paralogy (Lyotard), and 

pragraatisra (Dewey, Rorty). In contrast to the "theoretical terror 

of the Truth," Lyotard suggest a pagan apathy towards/in theory, 

wMch opens the way for the theory of fiction ("theorie-fictive" ̂. 

These fictional theories are always "polyvocal" and "raetaphoric": 

fiction narrates one tMng in order to say soroetMng else, 

soroetMng other than itself (hence: heterology). In other words. 

fiction is "a discourse that informs tine real without pretending 

either to represent it or to credit itself with the capacity for 

such a representation" (de Certeau, 1985, p.202). However, these 

"fictional" texts raist be raore than a sterile form of textual 

hyperreflection, as deconstruction is still couched in the "terror 

of truth." 

We cannot believe tliat deconstruction is a better 
irisurance against Intentions than construction. It 
[deconstruction] is only the negative of a nega
tive, wldch still remains in the saioe context, as 
it still adheres to tlie saioe terrorist pretension 
toward Truth, i.e., tlie association of the sign 
(bat here o M y in its discoraposed form) and the 
intention (slgrdfled). Deconstruction requires the 
saroe surgical intervention on words, the saroe 
choices and the saire exclusions. 
(Lyotard, 1974, p.305) 
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As a result, t M s anti-theory, t M s fictional theory cannot (need 

not) be a (now) fictional account of the "real," but must be 

geared toward pragmatic change, not in the sense of perf ormativity 

and efficiency, but in the sense of re-creativity and iraaginative 

invention. A (language)gams of effects, in wMch prediction is 

irapossible because there are no pre-established rules. Such an 

endeavor, 

does not content itself by repeating, by recon
structing soraetMng wMch is a priori adraissible, 
bat it creates new scriptural surfaces. It adds to 
the body of knowledge, tlie "corpus," new pieces 
where tlie libido circulates and invests itself. By 
doing that, it destabilizes the corpus, makes its 
life diffiaalt. Moreover, due to tlie abondances of 
its inventions/discoveries, it starts io doubt the 
truth, it becoioes eMiglitened, and no longer 
believes (in) anytldng. 
.. Consequently, let \j(3 do tlie opposite: let us 

look for tlie strengths in the absence of regular
ity, in roadness and intoxication, in fleeting ten
sions; and let us roake anti theoretical theories. 
Let's roake a discourse in wMch words will not and 
cannot have their usual and expected raieardngs. 
.. The project, tlien, is not to ana-lyse (not 

even in the sense of "scMzo-analysis") in a dis-
coiarse wldch feels obliged to "know," but, con
versely, to cultivate ourselves, to stay neutral 
and open in order not to inMbit new effects, bit 
lead those (libidinal) effects, wldch constantly 
inplnge on las, to new roetairorploses wldle allowing 
them to exhaust their raetaioorpMc powers. 

Consequently, get a f\xLl flavor of tlds new 
discourse: allow yourself to feel tlie lieat and the 
cold, the bitter and the sweet, the wMspers and 
tlie screams, tlie tlieorems and the tears; allow to 
feel all of tMs, to to«ach you and to affect you, 
without knowing in advance if it will work (out) or 
not, wliether or not it will lead to (as yet) 
lonheard, unseen, untasted, unthought of, unproven 
effects. And if tlds libidinal flow does not lead 
to new fragments added to the beautiful and uncap-
turable libidinal patchwork, then cry, and your 
tears will be that new fragment, as notMng is lost 
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and even the biggest disappointraient may lead to new 
effects. 
At t M s point, you can look at everytMng as a 
theatre of masks without a unique face: these masks 
do not roask a lost origin (a notion of ca^asality) 
as they intersect/interact with one another, with
out being able to tell wldch comes first, without a 
law of concatenation, and, as such, following an 
anonymous singularity. 
(Lyotard, 1974, p..304-306) 

In t M s theatre of masks, Lyotard seerais to indicate two modes of 

action: first, a passive/libidinal forro, as we need to become 

"anonj^oous bodies" (bodies without organs) in order to better 

enjoy and experience tlie creativity of the libidinal investments 

and (always tenporary) locations; second, an active/political form 

of action wMch aims at pragroatic change. (Political) action can 

no longer be founded on a unified paradlgro or even tlie teleology 

of eroancipation, for the language garoe(s) of action cannot liave a 

foundational ground of reference and, hence, roast be singular. As 

a result, Lyotard concludes, the postioodem errphasis does not 

reside in Hhat is said nor in tlie speech act, but rather in the 

transformation. and the invention of still unsuspected raechaMsms 

that will allow us to roultiply tlie transformations (and libidinal 

raetaioorphoses) (Lyotard, 1977a). Tliese transformations can be 

seen as the sedimentations of the "activities" of the "unsaid" 

(Tyler), wldch, of co«arse, is only (and can only be) a 

trace-structure of infiMte depth. Therefore, transformations 

arise from "nowhere/notldng" and are the libidinal expressions of 

temporary investioents. In other words, wMle Derrida celebrates 

the bacchanalia of the free play of the floating signifier. 
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Lyotard and Kristeva invent new libidinal orgies of desire wherein 

the paralogy of the flow-break (and its concomitant actions) is 

promoted. TMs delirium generates the aberrations of the festive 

camivalesque world (cfr. Bakhtin's analysis of Rabelais' world), 

characterized by the inversion of sacral and traditional 

MerarcMes, and the concoraitant overthrow of hegemonical values 

and monolitMc meanings. The intoxication and the liberation of 

the camivalesque suggests a world that 

ignore[s] substance, causality, analogies, and 
nonexclusive oppositions, it is essentially para
logical. It is a spectacle, but without a stage; a 
game, but also a daily undertaking ... A carnival 
participant is both actor and spectator; he loses 
M s sense of individuality, passes through a zero 
point of camivalesque activity, and splits into a 
subject of the spectacle and an object of the game. 
WitMn the carnival, the subject is reduced to 
notMngness ... 
(Kristeva, 1980, p,77) 

Consequently, the paralogic embodied in the carnival presupposes 

the .juxtaposition of opposites. WitMn tMs context of festival 

there are only 

ever clianging, playful, undefined forms. All the 
symbols of the carrdval idiom are filled with tlds 
pathos of change and renewal, with the sense of the 
gay relativity of prevailing truths and autlori-
ties. We find here a cliaracteristic logic, the 
peculiar logic of tlie "inside out" [a I'enversl. of 
the "turnabout," of a continual sMfting froro top 
to bottom, from front to rear, of nuraerous parodies 
and travesties, liumiliations, profanations, comic 
crownings and uncrowrdngs. 
(Kristeva, 1980,p.88) 

In tMs perverse and subversive world the act of transgression 

reigns, and camivalesque discourse is no longer subjugated to tlie 
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rules of s^nantic and grararoatical consensus (e.g,, Derrida's 

"Glas"): the inebriated discourse of the carnival "tends toward 

the scandalous and the eccentric in language" (p,83), and leads, 

throu^ its incessant violations and etiolations, to a releasing 

of creative forces and the revolutionary overthrow of heg^nonical 

territories and terrorism. Of course, tMs "dark side" cannot be 

totally expressed, not even through the per/subversion of 

camivalesque satire. However, as Deleuze and (Suattari indicate 

(supra), t M s "expression" constitutes a reterritorialization, a 

re-enslav«nent of the libido to the signification of the word. 

Therefore, instead of the "iraroobilised body" f "corps organigue 

iranobilise"] of the theoretical text, Lyotard (1971) introduces 

the phantasmagoric expression of the libido wMch has, just as 

art, the intention to "show" and to "evoke" what has been occulted 

by the territorializations of desire. 

In figurative-narrative orgaMsations there is a 
pole of iniroobilisation ., and a pole of agita
tion, wMch plunges the people whora we call clients 
[art critic, reader] into an extreme emotional 
chaos. At t M s point, it needs to be mentioned 
that—in figuration-narration thus polarised—the 
suggestion of an iranobilizing tie beyond what is 
shown implies the occultation of the processes by 
wMch (in texts, on films, or on canvas, etc.) tMs 
suggestion can be obtained. In other words, the 
"skin" wMch supports [the figurative or narrative] 
marks is effaced ( —... it is treated as a trans
parent window that opens up the view for something 
else situated at a certain distance). However, it 
is exactly t M s "supportive skin" [libidinal 
proliferation of effects] wMch captures the 
eraotions of the observer. 
(Lyotard, 1971, p.290) 
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These, thus triggered, emotions are notldng but the partial 

pulsions [p^dslona partlelles] wldch direct the investments of the 

libido and wMch constitute the "dispositif as "a uMfied organic 

body, proraised to death throu^ iranobilization, under wMch we 

find—as observers and by raeans of an effaced and unrecognized 

supportive skin'—the Brownian raovement of the partial pulsions" 

(Lyotard, 1973b, p.291). Therefore, any textual enterprise—if it 

is to resort in evocation and libidinal effect—needs to produce 

figural effects (very rauch in the sense of an abstract painting 

that no longer re-presents or re-fers but activates the productive 

forces of the "pulsions partlelles" toward new "pleasures of the 

text" (Barthes) and new ^notional effects). "TMs pleasure 

superimposes itself on representation (miraesis), beyond the text, 

in what the text, 'shews' (evokes)." Hence, as "Eros precedes 

Logos," texts becorae the phantasmatic expressions of the 

raicro-productions of desire, and therefore we raust be courageous 

and have the strength "to stare at the profound figures of CA.ir 

desire, to give it free play, and to accept the anxiety wMch 

accompanies t M s emptiness. The artist is not someone who 

reconciles, but who can accept that uMty is absent" (Lyotard, 

1971, p. 383). As a result, the text not oMy "acts" as the 

producer of new libidinal investrosnts but is, at the same tiroe, 

the sedimentation (and, also, the simultaneous erosion) of the 

"searching" activities of desire. In other words: throu^ such an 

"adventure," desire "represents" itself as a search for roeaning. 
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an infiMte quest witMn the invisible fissuration of differance 

at the very interior of each signifier (De Certeau, 1984). 

Paganism and Postmodemitv 

Introduction 

Although there is a definite recurring (though raulti-faceted) 

theme wMch runs throu^ Lyotard's work, there seem to roe to be 

four different periods characterized by different emphases. First, 

there is the Lyotard still cau^t witMn the intoxication of 

deconstruction—admittedly of another level than Derrida 

("Discours. Figure." 1971). Secondly, there is the elaborate 

break with Freudo-Marxlsm and the exploration of tine 

imdecidability of desire (supra) wMch culrainates in "Econoraie 

Libidinale" (1974). TMrdly, there is the expansion into the 

"Postmoder-n Condition" (1979) and its precursor, "paganisra" 

(1977). Most recently, Lyotard has turned to a roore in-depth 

developrosnt of the legitiroation procedures of first-order 

narration and its political and etMcal raraifications ("l£ 

Differend." 1984). WMle Lyo1:ard's raore recent writings on etMcs 

will be examined roore closely in subsequent chapters, the 

following section will atterapt to summarise the "postmodem 

condition" as Lyotard sees it. 

Lyotard's project is clearly different from the Derridean 

sense of maMa, as it embraces the scMzophreMc pole of the 

Anti-Oedipus. As such, the "pagan" becoroes the (phantasroatic) 
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expression of a society based upon "the stroll of the scMzo," 

wMch goes against the narrative iraroobilizations of desire in 

(self)legitimised/ing institutions and structures, but is, 

altematively, based upon the Dionysian free play of the libidinal 

econoray. The project emphasises "the active infiltration of the 

social (accepted) body by tendencies fueled by iraagination and by 

concrete initiatives coramonly considered chaotic, unproductive, 

dangerous, singular; in other words, by the libidinal drives" 

(1977b, p. 180). Hence, the people of the "pagus" are not the 

people of the civilized/immobilized village, but 

of those regions wMch form the margins and the 
limits of the village, Eagua leads to "paya." It 
is not the Helm or the home, the habitat, the 
shelter, but (inhospitable) quarters and shacks, 
wMch are not necessarily neglected and wMch are 
often the subject of ballads. One does not expect 
to find truth there, as one meets people of differ
ent sorts, and as one needs to cope with frequent 
changes, with lies, with jealousies and anger, 
(Lyotard, 1977c, p,43) 

It is characterized by the libidinal principle of dissimulation. 

"an inventiveness of parodies and cruel games, irarooral and gay 

where desires fully explore their powers of metamorphosis in order 

to increase the erotic and deadly imagination" (1977b, p.167). 

Therefore, knowledge raust give up its pretensions of totality and 

unity, as its grasp is always confined to the contextual loci of 

its semantic productions, what Geertz calls the local and Lyotard, 

in tum, the pagan ("enclosed field")—Eagleton seeras to capture 

the sarae "idea" in M s version of contextualisra. Frora the 

raonoglossia of the overarching roetanarrative to the panglossia of 
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the singular language-game. Indeed, in the kingdom of desire, 

there is no place for metalanguage, no solution to the truthful 

co-optation of everyday discourse by a raaster discourse; as a 

result, knowledge, no longer subjugated to the raonopoly of truth, 

obtains a new, pragraatist, base wMch airas at the "induction" of 

new effects (and not the profession of the Truth or the unveiling 

of the Mdden/given). Or as Lyotard (1986) indicates, a question 

of pragmatic competence—always local/pagan not only regarding its 

emergent "context" but also in regard to its language-game; always 

without criteria wMch could dictate the truth (descriptive 

language-games) or the morally correct (prescriptive 

language-garoes). 

Altlougli a defirdtion/representation of tlie "essence" of 

Postirodemisro would actiaally defeat the purpose, the simplest 

cliaracterization, provided by Lyotard (1979), is ".an incredulity 

toward rfeta-narratives" (p. xxiv) and the destruction of narrative 

rtonopolies and their iraplied exclusive practices (1977c), whether 

they are non-fictional (such as science) or fictional (such as 

literature) because there is no raeta-linguistic discourse frorai 

where it is possible to judge about the "trulJnfulness" or the 

"reality" of tlie situation. We are always in stories. Based upon 

an analysis (and a veh«oent critique on Habermas) of the 

legitiroation procedures of knowledge in "raodem" society, Lyotard 

proposes as an alternative tlie "pagan" .society, wMch cannot be 

landerstood as a uMfled concept, but is the expression of tlie play 
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of an infinite series of diverse discourse pragraatics. As such, 

it is "an appellation for a social universe" "formed by a 

plurality of games without any of thera being able to claira that it 

can say all the others" (1986, p.58). 

Lyotard's basic argument derives from an in-depth analysis of 

the evolution of delegitiraation—Habermas' "legitimation crisis" 

— w M c h characterizes post-industrial society. The more modem 

technology—i.e., the exponential proliferation of information 

networks—escapes its repressive i;se by centralized power, the 

more monopolistic authority will be eroded due to an increased 

promotion of free circulation of ideas. T M s inevitable escape, 

together with raore widespread interactions/coraraunication, 

undermines the traditional legitimation structures, and replaces 

it with "narrative understandings" whose significance is solely a 

matter of what makes (local) sense. Consequently, what is 

considered to be "good knowledge" no longer depends on an apriori 

standard by wMch truth-clairas are legitimated, but by "the 

coraplex system of power and interest wMch make up the totality of 

social relations." WitMn the context of t M s process of 

delegltimation, art as well as science is no longer bound by a 

transcendent, i.e., roeta-narrative, authority and is thus opened 

to innovative cultural change. In essence, Lyotard believes that 

the traditional distinction between first-order narratives and 

(their explanatory) roeta-narratives needs to be abandoned, as the 

legitiroation procedures wMch supported t M s MerarcMzation of 
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truth-claims are no longer in power. In other words, wMle it was 

traditionally believed that it was necessary to have a theory to 

"test," "confirm" or "explain" our comroonsensical half-rayths 

—i.e., a higher plain where the "truth" would reveal itself—. 

Lyotard believes that coraroon sense (as sensus corarounis. i.e., a 

discourse pragraatics) is all we (will ever) have. Truth becomes a 

matter of first-order narration and strictly a matter of what 

makes sense at a certain tiroe given certain cultural 

self-interests. Consequently, a "naturalized narrative 

pragraatics" replaces a belief in totalizing and unifying schemes 

of explanation, such as psychoanalysis or Marxism—or, in short: 

coraroonsense wisdom instead of (political/rhetorical) ideology. 

Analogously, Foucaidt aspires to a "micropolitics of local 

intervention" where the "truth" of intervention can only carry 

local and never global connotations. [The iraplications of such a 

view for therapy practice are of course far-reacMng as it 

suggests that the "truth" of therapy can no longer depend upon a 

meta-narrational description of a certain type of discourse 

pragmatics, but depends on local contingencies (infra).] In 

contrast, then, to the sublimated narrative of theory and 

ideology, Lyotard (and Rorty) posit a corarounal consensus view of 

truth: first-order narratives are all we have and any form of 

totalising transcendence in the narae of "a M^her dialectical 

truth" coincides with an unnecessary mystification and occultation 

of discursive reality. 
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As a result, criteria for the truth of statements are no 

longer derived from "enlightened roaster-plots" but from what 

comroonsensically and consensually holds "true" in a given society. 

Lyotard maintains that, 

the perforroativity of an utterance, be it denota
tive or prescriptive, increases proportionally to 
the amount of information about its referent one 
lias at one's disposal. Tlius the growth of power, 
and its self-legitimation, are now taking the route 
of data-storage and accessibility, and the operati-
vity of information. 
(Lyotard 1984, p.17) 

Moreover, despite the technological-deterroinist background of 

post-industrial society Lyotard remains optimistic, although a 

rrore pessirrdstic scenario can easily be iroagined in wldch power 

and technology coalesce into a slumbering and loardpulated 

television society. In contrast, I believe tliat conteraporary 

teclmocracy lias created a world transformed into a cororriaMcation 

landscape—with its liaioinescent dials, glowing terminals and 

invisible corqputer links—netting the planet into a McLulianised 

village whose primary purpose resides in the installation of 

raental cubicles for tlie un-desir-able .and tlie laniioaginative. 

Lyoî ard, however, already detects the first traces of the iraoanent 

delegitiroation and believes tliat "the ideology of coraooMcational 

transparency, wldch goes liand in liand witli the conroercialization 

of knowledge, will begin to perceive the State as a factor of 

opacity and noise" (1984, p.17). 

It roust be clear froro tlie previous discussion on Rorty's 

liberal pragmatism, that Lyotard suffers froro a siroilar naivete. 
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However, in order to prevent repetition, an exaraination of 

Lyotard's political agenda will be incorporated in the larger 

debate between Gadaraer and Habermas. 



CHAPTER 6 

PAGAN INSTRUCTIONS FOR A (FAMILY) 

THERAPY PRACTICE 

The Ageing Orthodoxy of (Family) Therapy Texts 

De Certeau (1984) discerns two aspects in the construction of 

theories. First, a certain set of practices is cut out from the 

undefined fabric of social (inter)actions, given an ethnological 

and statistical form as a "distinct population," wMch makes up 

(and is siraultaneously roade up to be) a coherent whole. Secondly, 

tMs segment, thus cut out, is inverted to become the tool that 

illuminates that ethnological form/theory and sustains the 

inherent discoiurse. Such a circular raanufacture insures the 

theoretical panopticality (Foucault) of the thus generated 

discoiufse: i.e., throu^ an effacing of the raetonyraic 

transposition of the cut out (alien) part, to the inverted 

(illuminating/ illuminated) whole, the theory is said to "see all" 

and provide a full explanation. TMs is particularly the case in 

the social sciences as the "validity" of its discourse is 

primarily determined by its raethodologies. Here, we encounter the 

first caesura between the stories about or the narrativity of 
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everyday practices, and the practices themselves. Between 

knowledge and what is already known throu^ our coraroon sense. 

However, through the reorganization and MerarcMzation of these 

stories "of knowledge" according to the legitimation criteria of 

productivity and performativity, these "arts"/practices suffer a 

fetisMzation and sacralization into a fixed canon, e.g., the 

orthodoxy of family therapy practice based upon the panoptical 

theories of "family process." In other words, theoretical 

discourse fixates and restricts the creative flows of libidinal 

investment: 

(t)lie fanous urdversality of knowledge, generally 
corisidered as an a priori condition for a tlieoretl-
cal discourse and its coraounicability, is— 
libidinally speaking—an exanple of how personal 
identity is destroyed. Only anonyroous fragrosnts 
(fragments capable of repetition witlout transfor
mation) are added to that theoretical discourse. 
(Lyotard, 1974, p.295) 

In other words: instead of the orthodoxy of iJneoretical discourse 

wldch parthenogenetically fulfills its radmetic duties, creative 

deterritorialization iraplies Kristeva's carMval in whose deliriuio 

of heterological inter-course (because dialogical) new—but not 

necessarily "better"—practices are bom. Moreover, the 

credibility of (theoretical or radraetic) discourse iiopijses itself 

on its practitioners as law: "Master therapists do it," "The Milan 

School have practiced this technique for years." And, of course, 

by following tlie law practitioners recursively not oMy 

corroborate the law (and enliance the ortlodoxy), bat, raore 

iinp-irtantly, inscribe themselves as texts within the law. 
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(T)o find in a discoiireê  the rrieans of transforrrdrig 
[oneself] into a imit of meaning, into an identity. 
To finally pass from tlds opaque and dispersed 
flesh, from tlds exorbitant and troubled life, to 
the limpidness of a word, to become a fragment of 
language, a single mcme. [e.g., "family therapist"], 
t.hat can be read and quoted by others. 
(De Certeau, 1984, p.149) 

Tlds eagerness to become intextuated in the tautological 

perfection of theoretical discourse, siraultaneously invokes the 

incaiTiation of the law and the destruction of one's own creative 

investments. And, as will te seen, the mimetic duty of the law 

(and of its inhabitants) calls precisely for the occultation of 

everytMng that would particularise the representation (Tyler) : 

it leads to an avoid.ance in the unifying representation of all 

traces of difference x.7Mch has organised its creation, i.e. , it 

puts an appearance of the real in place of the praxis that. 

produces it. 

Tlierefore, inste.ad of t r y ing t o hear the "voice" of the 

"Real" ( cu l t u r e , soc ie ty , farrdly, therapy, e t c . ) , ins tead of 

tecorrdng .an i n s c r i p t i o n wit ldn the general canon of t"he Law, the 

(now deconstructed) subject rwast iDecorre a producer of wr i t ing (not 

of new laws). Given the deconstnaction of r e a l i t y and the 

i s o l a t i o n of the rsuYj.ject, Lai'igtaage no longer can fi.mction as the 

cosrrological rretacode in need of deciphering, but eirerges as a 

barren f i e l d t o be plowed, "a d i sorder ly nature t l ia t lias t o be 

c u l t i v a t e d , " t o "be wr i t t en . And w'hat do we wri te? For Deleuze 

and Qaatt-ari, the epherreral norrors of the "pLaral body" (1977); 

£or Lyotax-d, the phantasmagoria of l i b i d i n a l investments (1974) 
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and the heteronoroous transmission of the "voice of the people" in 

the general practice of orality (1979), De Certeau concludes 

(1984, P,164): 

These contextless voice-gaps, these "obscene" 
citations of bodies, these sounds waiting for a 
language, seem to certify, by a "disorder" secretly 
referred to an unknown order, tliat there is 
soroetMng else, soraetMng other [hence, 
heterology/noray]. But at the sarae tiroe, they 
narrate interminably (it goes on raurrouring 
endlessly) the expectation of an irapossible 
presence that transforms into its own body the 
traces it has left beldnd. These quotations of 
voices mark theanselves on an everyday prose that 
can only produce soroe of their effects—in the forro 
of stateroents and practices. 

Hence, writing will attî rpt to create a "fictional space" (De 

Cterteau, 1985) in order to make a "Mt" ["coup"], in order to 

create effects (not objects). 

Tlie Triple Occultation of Faioilv 
Tlierapy Discourse 

Although it needs to be acknowledged tliat psycho-therapy as a 

Western practice is, in its entirety, couched witldn logocentric 

presuppositions such as liealth/sickness, good/bad, and the 

possibility of bringing derivative terms back to tlieir originary 

.source through "cures" or "Interventions" (infra), an examination 

of tlie processes of occultation operative in faroily therapy rrdght 

reactivate practices roore in line with a "deconstructed" forro of 

psycho-therapy (see elsewhere for roore details). TMs occultation 

occurs on tliree separate levels. 
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Given the "cut out/inversion" procedure of some seminal (and 

now considered panoptical) family therapy theories, families have 

become occulted in the sense that they "possess" rigid boundaries, 

incongruent MerarcMcal structures, deficient coraounication 

styles. In the session, we no longer encounter the rich 

singularity of that coraraunicational texture called "family," as we 

are now too busy trying to recognize canonic patterns and accepted 

procedures. The sacred poverty of established theory (and 

"successful" practice)—not seldom under the guise of a "better" 

epistemology—becomes superimposed upon the diversity of "family 

life." 

Moreover, and concoraitant with tMs first occultation, there 

.seems to be a growing ortlodoxy in "correct" faioily therapy 

practice, wldch prefers certain sets of practices (i.e., 

strategic/stnactural/systeroic) over others (such as 

beliavioral/functional/intergenerational), in the naioe of the 

(neta-econorolc) legitiroation criterion of perforroativity (i.e., 

brief tlierapy). Instead of the creative invention of new therapy 

tacks, many resort to the dull repetition of the prescribed canon. 

Furtherrrore, tliere is an interesting process of occultation 

at work in the "construction" of thereapeutic rreta-codes. Indeed, 

given Rorty's and Lyotard's eraphasis on first-order narrativity, 

everyday practices becorae translated into stories—the 

roicro-stories of everyday life. Siradlarly, therapy practice 

becoraes a story, wMch all too often is categorized witldn a 
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taxonomic framework (e.g. , story X becomes an exaraple of the 

master-story "Structural Therapy with a Bulimic Patient"). As 

such, "stories" become the "decorative container of a narrativity 

for everyday practices," but, as they only describe fragments of 

tlie actual practice, they are only metaphors. As such, 

therapeutic discourse becoraes a discourse composed of (fragmented) 

stories based upon a narrativizing of a variety of practices. 

Finally, t M s narrated Mstory of distorted practices acMeves a 

"fictional space" wMch through political and rhetorical 

operations attains a status of "reality" and "objectivity." On 

t M s level the story no longer expresses an (originating set of) 

practice(s), but becoroes, in itself, a practice: a (political) .art. 

of talMng and of tMnking. 

Finally, and in ray view roost inportantly, there is an 

occultation of the person of the therapist, who—if s/he wants to 

"make it" in the limited political econoray of "family 

therapy"—needs to incarnate the canon of systeraic hegemony, and 

give up (admittedly not totally, but still to a large extent) the 

insecurity of intuition in favor of the certainty of 

(scientifically "proven") therapeutic success. 

These three facets fono the (now fading) dianondhead of the 

ageing orthodoxy of fandly therapy. They also constitute the roain 

targets for a paganist attack. 
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Therapy Theory and Practice 

Although the dichotomy between theory and practice is a false 

one—both are "forms" of linguistic endeavor—, there is an 

iraportant distinction between them on the level of language 

pragmatics (games). Since Kant's examination of the categorical 

imperatives for etMcal conduct, it is known that there is a 

qualitative difference between the descriptive (theoretical) and 

the prescriptive (practice) language-games. One cannot deduct the 

one from the other: in other words, a description of "reality" 

cannot dictate the prescription of a certain behavior, without 

raaking a logical category error (to utilize Russell's terms). 

Therefore, no description of (observed—and some Sc^ 

"constructed") family characteristics (e.g., lack of parental 

coalition, inverted power structure) can "logically" lead to a 

tlierapy practice (e.g., structural or strategic intervention). 

Both belong to different discursive orderings, between wMch there 

is no "prescriptive" bridge. The language-garae of prescription, 

of practice, is constative, it cannot be derived frora another 

(descriptive) language-garae. Changes witMn language-garaes only 

coroe about internally, i.e., descriptive language-garaes change the 

world in one sense, descriptive in another, but they do not change 

each other. Every language garae is bound to a specific set of 

pragraatics, wMch are not inter-translatable. Hence, the 

displacement of family therapy theories in favor of "pagan 
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instructions for 'therapeutic' practice." Indeed, given the 

insaturability of context, it becomes irapossible to devise 

"general strategies" for family therapy; the only way out are 

"local" instructions wMch only apply to a particular pragmatic 

context (raich in the sense Erickson attributed to it) and wMch 

disappear when the context disappears. Given tMs "local" or 

"pagan" character of pragmatic contexts, one can only resort to 

"local and tenporary instructions" with no universal value. Of 

course, these "instructions" have no proof or guarantee of 

success, because tMs would iraply a descriptive meta-criterion 

wMch dictates the language-garae of practice. On the other hand, 

these instructions "raark a transit point from a descriptive garae 

whose goal is knowledge of the given, to a descriptive garae of the 

exploration of the possible. Tlie transit point is raarked bv the 

prescriptive. (Lyotard, 1985, p.59, eraphasis added). 

Therefore, the pagan "therapist" will acknowledge the fact 

that it is entirely possible to play (sometimes mutually 

exclusive) several games, and that it is no longer a question of 

proving "who's ri^t," but to develop new, imaginative, moves 

within the games, to move between the cross-fertilization of the 

garoes, and thus create new garoes. Through the inconsistent 

juxtaposition of rivaling games the therapist, e.g., like 

WMtaker, invents new forms of pragmatic efficacy. Not that s/he 

knows beforehand whether these new moves will be consistent (as in 

the repetition of the orthodox canon), as tMs would iraply a 
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generalized context; in contrast, therapy becomes a game of 

chance, of ruse, of iraagination, of new libidinal investments, of 

new fantasies, of play. "Therapy" (but also "life") as the 

scMzophrenic deliriura of the carnival, no longer occulted by a 

respectable raodel of terror. No longer bound by the shackles of a 

mimetic project (the representation of the true and the 

successful), therapy becomes a kinetic or pragroatist project with 

no name. Similarly, Rorty (1979) believes that, if we abandon the 

metaphysical project of polisMng our mirror of Nature, the 

cultural dialogue will explode into new directions as it is no 

longer guided by a (modernist) desire for a final and uMversal ly 

coraroensurate meta-discourse. In contrast, the thus generated 

polyphony of voices will be directed to a new sense of 

"coraraunity." Previously, Rorty's position has been unmasked as a 

bourgeois liberal-pragmatism wMch unilaterally defends a certain 

societal eraphasis, strongly couched witMn the raodemist desire 

for an "emancipated" society, wMch constituted the rhetorical 

project of M s models (Dewey, Jaroes), In contrast, and keeping in 

pace with the paganist eraphasis on language-games and 

Wittgenstein's "pragmatism" (1953), I propose a pragmvstical 

"deflMtion" of practice. wMch reraains "mystical" on two ends: on 

the one hand, action needs to be located witMn a raystical 

patchwork of language pragmatics that constantly vibrates 

(Lyotard) under the underground tremor of anonyroous orality and of 

differance (hence, it is non-originary); on the other hand. 
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language-garoes of pragmatics defy any Mnd of definition as 

pragraatics cannot say what practice should be aimed at without 

ceasing to be pragmatic, i.e., without resorting to a legitimising 

and directive metanarrative. Because pragmysticism raeans not 

having a theory (only "instructions"), the future (as well as the 

past) reraains raystical, because any definition of the future, 

whether it iraplies emancipation or anarchy, iraplies a theoretical 

standpoint wMch could be able to prescribe pragmatic action 

oriented toward sorae pre-existing goal of enlightenment and 

eroancipation. 

In the anonyroous tradition of orality there is the well-known 

adage: "Actions speak louder tlian words." I slow what I know by 

ray daily actions; I do wliat I know. In other words: "truth" is 

wliat fiaels the coraoon sense activities of our lives. As such, it 

does not roake a difference if I posit that w perceptions of those 

beliaviors refer to sorretldng real (realist) or soroetMng 

constructed (constructionist): acting lies at tlie bottoro of every 

language-garre, and is tlie ordy "thing" tliat seeros to count and for 

wldch we have soroe "feel." We constantly slow that and what we 

know: that there is a cliair over there (wlietlier yo«a are a realist 

or a constructivist, you will not fall over it or eat it, t̂ at sit 

on it), a table here, a PC in front of roe. I tell soroeone, for 

exanple, "roove the clialr," "stand beldnd tlie table," "get your 

liand off ray PC," and so on. Consequently, what I know (to be sure 

and true) is anchored in (in the coraoon sense of) ray actions. In 
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sura: I show that I know, and what I know, by drawing its 

consequences—by showing it in what I say and do. Hence 

Eragmatiam. But I do not know how I coroe to know what I know, for 

that would require the possibility of transcending (a) nyself as 

the knower (wMch is not possible) and (b) a raeta-language (wMch 

would and cannot be a language) wMch could describe that 

raeta-knowing. Hence Mysticism. Consequently, I agree with the 

pragraatisra of a Dewey and Jaraes who subscribe to the "let's get 

the job done attitude," but, at the saroe time, I acknowledge the 

raystical natiure of that knowing. Hence: Pragmysticism. 

Finally, the fundaroental episteroological difficulty inherent 

to tMs tjrpe of agnosticism lies in tlie realisation of the 

groundlessness of our beliefs and everyday actions. Wittgenstein 

puts it succinctly: "Eventually justification coroes to an end. If 

I have exhausted the justifications, I have reached bedrock and rry 

spade is ti.u:Tned, Then I am inclined to say: 'TMs is siraply what 

I do'" (Wittgenstein, 1953, p,217) 

The concoraitant life and professional etMc is one of 

humility and tolerance. As we have no criterion to judge the 

"trutMulness" of others' opinions (because we are always "in 

opinion"), we always experiment in our (tlierapeutic) actions and 

we always dictate our own laws of actions. However, due to the 

deconstruction of the subject (the lack of a "present 

consciousness" wMch guides tMs type of self-determination), 

"tMngs have always been told to us already, and we ourselves have 
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always already been told" (Lyotard, 1973a, p.34), t M s 

seXlf-determination does not coincide with autonoray, but, 

corapletely in line with our pragraystical orientation, with 

heteronoray. 

Pagan Instructions for Fairdlv Tlierapy 

Tlie previous discussion on the occultations in faradly therapy 

practice does not iioply that such endeavors should be abandoned 

(tMs would iraply tliat tliere is a privileged criterion to denounce 

these language gaioes or discursive genres). However, it reraiMns 

iirportant to acknowledge tliat wliat we do need not necessarily (and 

cannot be derived) froro descriptive theories regarding faioily 

fionctiordng and "pathology." It is, lowever, iioportant to 

acknowledge tliat every therapy session is singular and a new game 

in the doioain of practice. Tlds also entails that a "practice" 

such as .supervision is notldng but a r^ariant of an autloritative 

iretanarrative wMch atterapts to insure orthodoxy ("tlie right way 

of doing strategic tlierapy") and bypass the creative activity of 

insecurity and intuition. (Tlds does not rrean that supervision 

cannot be "another" practice of doing therapy, bat we cannot call 

it "super-vision" (as if there was soroetMng to see in tlie first 

place).) Finally, by placing practice in tlie realm of pagardsm or 

pragn^sticism, it becoroes inpossible to talk about success or 

failure, aspects of a performance narrative; thus freed, we enter 

tlie doroain of creative experirrent. 
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Moreover, given the dislocation of therapy theories in regard 

to therapy practice, we are freed to give up our prioritising 

rhetorics and our games of one-upmansMp. The story of strategic 

superiority is just that—a story, whose "content" deserves the 

sarae scrutiny as the story of the holistic healer, or even that of 

the gypsy palra-reader. Only by leaving one's privileged stories 

can one write a better book of creative effects. Moreover, it 

seeras unlikely that, with such diverse heterodoxies in the field, 

each with its chosen ground of reading, any one will be able to 

persuade or co-opt the otters and «nerge as a new institutional 

orthodoxy. Here, we see the scope of the pagan, characterised by 

the agonistics of opinion in a dialogical field of (libidinal) 

effects and paralogical practices. But not only the discourse of 

prescription is affected, the discourse of description (liberated 

frora the authoritative dictum of representation) becoraes a 

paragraranatical text of "infinitization," pointing asymptotical ly 

to what is Mdden beyond the rhetorical hegemonies of established 

practice (Kristeva, 1980). 

It needs to be roentioned tliat the pagaMst experiioentation, 

altlougli pragroatist in nature, cannot be initiated as a search for 

"better cures" for "dysfunctional" faioilies, for tlds waald, 

again, require a criterion to judge (a priori and a posteriori) 

wliat would be successful or not (tMs is indeed possible witldn 

the paradigm of a generalized context). The following (admittedly 

"conterit-"less) instruction can be given: "The task becomes to 
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capture and to? convert, the libidinal flux (wldch is locked (or 

reputedly locked) into a fixation) to language; in other words, to 

change from a libidinal economy to a "political" econoray." 

(Lyotard, 197.3b, p. 149). Given tMs emergence of the libidinal 

flux into lingiaistic expression, therapy can be geared towai'ds a 

rerouting of the linguistic boimdaries of everyday practice (e.g., 

in the sense of positive connotations), wMch, in tum, could lead 

to, now unblocked, de/reterritorializations and libidinal 

investments (wMch can then be interpreted as "cure"). 

As a result, therapy research becomes a research in/on 

language. Interested in the infinite limits of the (inter)text, 

it is not surprising that therapist who display "a sense of the 

P-agan" (e.g., Wldtaker, Ericfeon, Laing), .ai'e .attracted to roadness 

as a border. Only through a disarticulation of the institutional 

econoray of univocal and repressive meaning does it be<:;ome possible 

to examine what constantly speaks in and against language: the 

"truth" of libidinal desire. Not by accident are these therapists 

imown for their dramatical effects and their abhorrence of 

theoretical abstraction. Paganist therapy "tecoraes a therapy of (a 

priori unknown) effects, of surprise, of non-predictability, of 

imagination, and is characterised by a circular motion: therapist 

(libidinal) effects le.ad to (libidinal) effe-cts in the family 

rrembers, wldch leads to dialogiaes of intertwining effects, which 

lead to dialogues on dialogues, etc., and still roore new effects. 

Tlds is wiw family therapy's systerrdc presuppc^sitions, althoi.;gii 
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too often caught in physicalist or idealist terms, carry the 

flavor of a paganist endeavor. Notions such as "perturbation" 

(the blind "push" against the systemic boundaries) and Keeney's 

"sociofeedback" (the circular motion of effects) fit well into a 

pagaMst therapy practice, as they do not espouse any pretensions 

of successful outcome. (Of course, these saroe notions do not fit 

the paganist enterprise insofar as they are the products of 

constrictive epistemologies.) 

So what are then the "real" pagan instructions for family 

therapy? Of course, just as with the deconstructed "forra" of 

psycho-therapy and the circiunscription of "pragraatisra," I cannot 

say. So, why don't I just coroe out and say what I mean? Siraply 

because the whole etMc of coraing out and saying what you raean is 

based on a referential definition of the function of language 

wMch was deconstructed throu^ the Derridean effort. Saying what 

you mean reflects a eroancipative quest for "true" roeaning; instead 

of the clear and linpid style of rational writing (everytMng is 

clear because the roagic and the raystic have vanished frora the 

techno-scientific world), paganist writing is a "kind of writing" 

that shows and evokes in an attempt to create new effects and 

meanings. Therefore, even the local instructions need to be 

obscure(d) for they would, too readily throu^ the act of figiural 

writing, become the snares of a terrorist and 

representationist/iraitative practice, 
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Finally, paganisra involves a sense of huraility, as we can 

never "acMeve" anytMng or even "know" anytMng (as these require 

an overarcMng scheme in wMch actions or theories become 

legitimised), combined with the exaltation of the continual 

(libidinal) composition of new effects. Here, we have the seeds 

of a new noise, a noise of festival and freedom. With Attali 

(1985, p.134) I concur that, 

(w)e are all condemned to silence—unless we create 
our own relation with the world and try to tie 
other people into the meaning we thus create. That 
is what composing is. Doing solely for the sake of 
doing, without trying to artificially recreate the 
old codes in order to reinsert corarounication into 
therai. Inventing new codes, inventing the message 
at the same time as the language. Playing for 
one's own pleasure, wMch alone can create the 
conditions for new communication. 

Earlier it was mentioned how paganism (Lyotard) and pragraatisra 

(Rorty) have been accused—particularly frora a Marxist comer—of 

aesthetic decadence and naivete in the sense that the pleasures of 

iraagination, creativity and originality do not require corarounity, 

as they represent an a-political stance of quietisra and 

conservativisra. However, I agree with Attali (also a Marxist 

economist) that paganist forms of conposition not only becorae 

"soroethlng that lets roe find ray own rhythm between the measures" 

(Stockhausen), but also the dialogical breeding ground for new 

corarounication based on heterology and heteronoray (De Certeau). 

Attali (1985, p,143) contends: 

Composition—a labor of sounds, without a grammar, 
witlnout a directing thought, a pretext for festi
val, in search of thou^ts—is no longer a central 
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network, an unavoidable monologue, becoming instead 
a real potential for relationsMp. (..T)o play 
for the otter and by tte otter, to exchange tte 
noises of bodies, to hear the noises of others in 
exchange for one's own, to create, in coraroon, tte 
code witMn wMch communication will take place. 
Any noise, when two people decide to invest their 
imaginary and their desire in it, becomes a poten
tial relationsMp, future order." 

Such is tte local, temporary, order of tte pagan. Such is also 

the (sadly effaced) "essence" of (family) "tterapy" concerns. 



CHAPTER 7 

POSTMODERNITY AND PSYCHO-THERAPY 

The Critique of Farailv Therapy Episteroologies 

TMs chapter constitutes an invitation for psyctetterapeutic 

research—an invitation to ponder the consequences for 

psychotherapeutic practice if its major texts and conceptions were 

exposed to tte hermeneutic considerations explored in tte previous 

chapters. In stert, it is an invitation to undermine tte guiding 

rhetoric pervasive not only in our tterapeutic practice, but also, 

and far raore irnportantly, in our conception of man (and 

ourselves). As a starting point, let us take the pop.dar 

adterence to a logocentric metaphysic undergirding tte 

never-ending discussion on psyctetterapeutic episteroologies: all 

ttese epistemologies still tetray tte MerarcMcal opposition of 

rationalism over irrationalism and parody, of coraroensurability and 

consensus over paralogy and agonistics. How tMs episteroological 

discussion is traced by a logocentric telief in a self-present 

consciousness, is exeraplified by one of tte primary spokesmen of 

cytemetic epistemology: Keeney (1981, p.13) telieves ttet, 

(i)t is inpossible for one to not have an episte
raology. Bateson (1970) elaborates tMs point: 'You 

182 
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cannot claim to teve no episteroology. Those who so 
claim teve notMng but a bad epistemology' (p. 147). 
I would add, tewever, ttet the claim to teve no 
epistemology is 'bad' only if the individual uses 
such a claim to avoid responsibility for M s ideas, 
perceptions, and decisions. Having no conscious 
awareness of one's episteroology is not necessarily 
bad, although such an unawareness roay be risky. I 
would prefer to say ttet the claim to teve no 
episteraology reveals an episteraology ttet does not 
include a conscious awareness of itself. 

Clearly, we see here how tte logocentric slip of the "new 

epistemology" is showing. Bateson himself takes it even a step 

further by stating ttet, "Cytemetics is the biggest bite out of 

the fruit of tte Tree of Knowledge ttet mankind has taken in tte 

last 2000 years" (1972, p.476). 

Moreover, desperate attempts to justify one's own 

psychotterapeutic practice—in order to save face in front of the 

"exact" sciences—all refer to some transpersonal, transcendental 

soroetMng, wtetter it te the unconscious raind (psychoanalysis) or 

an ecological Mind (systeras tterapies). The lesson to te learned 

frora the deconstructionist enterprise is not ttet conteraporary 

psyctetterapeutic is wrong because logocentric, but ttet it does 

not necessarily need to te the way it is now, i.e., 

psychotterapeutic practice cannot te conceptually closed and is 

tence forever supplerosnted/able. As a result, we propose tte 

elimination of "the search for a suitable episteraology" in favor 

of first-order narrative pragraatics wMch, in all tenesty, attempt 

to provide answers to tte (cultural) questions asked, but wMch do 

not provide the questioner with a fundaroental guideline for all 
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M s present and future actions. It is iraportant to recognise ttet 

such a discursive stance does not dispel the existing 

"episteroologies" but opens up a plea for tolerance among tte 

psyctetherapeutic schools, as it seems ttet none of thera teld the 

Key to Truth (or ever will). Again, tMs proposed tolerance does 

not tetray a finite raoveraent toward emancipation of the 

psychotherapeutic field —in tte sense ttet increased research on 

"psychological diseases" might ultiraately lead to a final cure for 

all "ailments" (the medical pipe-dream)— but a basic acceptance 

of (and resignation to) tte literating action of paralogy and 

creativity (instead of the blind acceptance of tte "fail-safe" 

guidelines of psyctetherapeutic schools or raeta-raaps). How every 

therapeutic school translates its logocentric presuppositions into 

its particular narrative story (and its concoraitant political 

rhetoric) cannot—though undoubtedly interesting—te dealt with 

tere. 

At another level, however, the concept of psyctetterapy is 

equally problematic: as a "figure" for sorae forra of occidental 

curative practice, it tetrays several logocentric dispositions. I 

propose to put tlds figure under erasure. First of all, tte 

notion of psvclo-tterapv clearly displays its dualistic etiology 

—adioittedly an age-old arguioent—as it refers to an "invention" 

of tte raind as a separate entity/self-present form wMch can 

become "sick" or "ted" (metaphysical "derivations" of the 

presupposed "priioary" terras of "healtliy" and "good") and to the 
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necessity to bring these derivative terms teck to their "well" 

form. As these repetitions of tte raetaphysical MerarcMcal 

oppositions suggests, ttere are quite a few inside/outside 

distinctions at work here, e.g., raind-soul/body, health/sickness, 

good/ evil—distinctions wMch, as raust te obvious by now, are 

interpenetrable and forever supplemented. Moreover, displacing 

the concept of "psyche" by ttet of "fandly," "network" or even 

"neighterhood" (often using a raechanicocentric jargon) repeats the 

sarae logocentric operation only on a M ^ e r quantitative level but 

does not change tte presuppositions. 

However, I also propose a second erasure, i.e., ttet of 

"therapy," First of all, t M s concept refers to tte possibility 

and tte (presupposed) necessity of a practice wMch brings tte 

derivative terras teck to their constitutive origins. In addition, 

in raany instances, therapy presupposes tte existence of 

self-present consciousness as it requires a raoraent of "insist" 

wtetter it te at a clearly conscious level (psychoanalysis), a 

physiological level (teteviorisra), or an "unconscious" level 

(hypnosis, strategic tterapies). In stert., for tterapy to "work" 

it requires tte a priori acceptance of a raind/family wMch has the 

"capability" of deviating from an originary "norm" and tte 

possibility of tte "therapist" to accurately wade through tte 

dissemlnative raeaMngs conveyed throu^ the course of therapeutic 

sessions. At t M s point, one rai^t ask whetter recent interests in 

tte co-evolution of the tterapist-client systera do not step 
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outs ide t M s logocen t r i c , as they apparently do not presuppose t t e 

"ac t ive or u n i l a t e r a l in te rvent ion" of the t h e r a p i s t . I t i s , 

however, ray opinion t t e t not ions such as co-evolution and the 

preserva t ion of ecologica l parameters in an "aes the t i c" therapy 

p r a c t i c e r e l y on a foundational ground, i . e , , a ungrounded telief 

t t e t t he r e i s soraetMng l i k e an "ecological raind" wMch guides a l l 

p r a c t i c e in an a e s t h e t i c fasMon. Although a more e labora te 

c lose- read ing of the Batesonian t e x t i s necessary t o s u t e t a n t i a t e 

t M s stateroent in roore d e t a i l , suf f ice i t t o say here t t e t I 

telieve t t e t ecology/ co -evo lu t ion /aes the t i c telancing/contextual 

s e n s i t i v i t y e t c . a l l r e f e r t o ye t another t ranscendental 

"soroetMng" (Mind) in an attempt t o j u s t i f y or ground t t e r a p e u t i c 

p r a c t i c e , 

On tlie o the r hand t l d s telief does not iraply a 

reappropr ia t ion of t t e d iscuss ion on the "pragmatics of iJnerapy" 

(Watsalawick e t a l . ) : such a rooveroent becoroes irapossible by 

rep lac ing therapy by therXapy, i . e . , wMle the pragmatically 

o r ien ted t h e r a p i s t seeros t o te caught up in quick remedies (br ief 

t t e r apy) for t t e ail ioents of t he huraan condi t ion, the 

pragffiatist icallv o r ien ted therXapis t i s not cauglit in a 

ne t a -psyc te log ica l e t M c of perf ormat ivi ty and cura t ive necess i ty . 

Although the pragroatist does not sliy away from t r i e d and t r u e 

roetlods, t t e y become not the end-a l l of M s p r a c t i c e . More 

irnportantly, s /he i s always a l e r t not t o f a l l i n t o a b l ind 

adlierence t o a conceptual ly closed systero of p r a c t i c e , but "does 
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tterapy" (whatever ttet may raean) in a constant awareness of tte 

potential for suppleraentation and paralogy. Fundaraentally, tte 

pragraatist theraXpist is "in it" (wtetever "ttet" "is") for 

Mra/herself—as a moment in Ms/her own self-enrichment, always 

responsible for Ms/her own actions and emotions, never 

responsible for those of others (as if ttet were possible). 

Visualising tte "figure" of such a tterXapist is hardly possible, 

as such a visualisation refers to coraing up with a general(isable) 

profile—profile wMch can then te emulated and imitated. It raust 

te obvious ttet such a "figure" escapes all description, as it is 

tte product of differance at work in the contextual practice of 

individual tterapists. A re-presentation of tMs figure would 

obviously raeet with the logocentric needs, and would consequently 

te not-the-"figure," Moreover, tlds theraXpist is not tte person 

found in professional buildings or even teacMng tte conceptually 

closed schools of psyctetherapy or even "training" otters, as M s 

"teXing a tteraXpist" becomes an integral part of or telongs to 

Ms/ter existential make-up. Consequently, tte "figure" of the 

tteraXpist is always a trace of particidarity, colored by the 

individual's life experiences/teacMngs/leamings/desires and 

rhetorical contaminations. Therefore, s/te is no longer an 

individual (wMch, by the way, presupposes a constant fullness of 

I, of constant self-present consciousness), family or even 

transpersonal tterapist, but all/none of ttese. 
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Undecidability and Family Therapy 
Theory/Practioe 

Recent movements in psychotherapy teve incorporated a new 

rtetoric revolving around the notion of systera, whether it te a 

raechaMstic version a J ^ von Bertalanffy and Powers (with 

clear-cut distinctions tetween levels and directionality of 

feed-teck raechanisras) or a raore "organisraic"/biological model a la 

Bateson and Maturana (with its eraphasis on autopoietic 

organisation). As stated tefore, I telieve teth "versions" to te 

representations of a positivistic remnant of epistemological, 

transcendental justification or grounding. Moreover, I see these 

"syst^nic developnents"—no longer grounded in 

trTath-correspondence—as the ideological expression of a society 

whose legitimising power lies in efficiency—tte optimisation of 

tte (human) system's performance in function of a M ^ e r profit 

raargin. Consequently, in an important sense, the 

deconstructionist enterprise needs to defrock our everyday 

presuppositions wMch orient our "helping people" as guided by a 

power-based roeta-economical/psycteloglcal etMc, wMle retiiming 

thera to a raore coranonsensical and communal stance. Moreover, tMs 

emphasis on a "systeras approach" and its conceptual closure, 

translated in a logocentric cytemetic episteraology (and the gidse 

of "aesttetic" practice), degenerates into a scientistic and 

quantitative evaluating of tte briefness of therapeutic process 

and tte technical efficiency of its outcorae. In otter words, 
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briefness and efficiency of (systems) tterapy becomes tte 

touctetone of therapeutic "value" in contradistinction to other 

types of psychotherapy. In an important sense, psyctetherapeutic 

research, then, takes two forms: on tte one hand, the already 

mentioned marginalisation of therapeutic process in favor of the 

effectiveness of its outcome; on the other hand, structuralist 

atterapts at linguistic decoding of the therapeutic roeta-code (a la 

Bandler and Grinder) or exteustive descriptions of tte therapeutic 

context (a la Scheflen and BirdwMstell)—all in an atterapt to 

obtain perfect control over the parameters of tterapeutic 

efficacy. Moreover, secure atout the correctness of tte systems 

view, individual and transpersonal approaches are scoffed at as 

delusions and the products of "inferior minds," Furttermore, 

Furthermore, even witMn tte systeras approach tlds garae of hubris 

is played, by patting tte structtiral (MinucMn) / strategic 

(Haley, MRI) / systeraic (Milan) schools on a pedestal, as tte 

"raore efficient" and the "briefest." Moreover, self-glorifying 

but constantly effaced stateraents concerning the "new systeras 

episteraology" or the overriding "systeras paradigra" are based upon 

an intrinsic denial of tte fact ttet systems theories are notMng 

but rhetorical reflections of a "hard" tecteocratic society. In 

short, tte recent interest of psyctetterapy in a systems approach 

tetrays tte pervasive Zeitgeist of contemporary society: by 

emphasising the principles of competition in excellence and of 

optimal performance—i.e., maximising output (through techMcal 
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efficiency of psychotherapeutic practice) wMle minimizing input 

(brief therapy through miniraal personal contact)—and the ensuing 

legitiraation by power, psyctetherapy neatly takes it place in the 

neo-capitalistic production systera. Rhetorical declaratives ttet 

such a systeras or cytemetic stance (even in its pirest, 

"humanistic" form) might te determined by a transcendental ecology 

or sense of aesthetic seeras delusional to say the least and 

reraains far renoved frora the aesthetic considerations of Gadaroer, 

Derrida and, as will te seen, Bakhtin. However, tMs 

deconstruction does not raean ttet we steuld give up the systeras 

approach—far from it: frora a pragraatist point of view it provides 

us with a tenporary (but no final) lens in order to see "how 

tMngs hang togetter" and a new vocabulary "to cope." However, 

wMle a pragmatic tterapist will oMy use one lens (and become 

myopic in tine process), tte pragraatist theraXpist lives in an 

optical store and cannot wait for tte next sMpraent of 

kaleidoscopes to corae in. 

Moreover, psyctetterapeutic "re-search" can no longer 

concentrate on a Linnean categorization of "interventions" witldn 

the classified taxonony of (rhetorically) accepted family therapy 

sclools, with the sole parpose of comparing their relative 

effectiveness on an outdated perforroativity scale. In contrast, 

re-search should incorporate, in a Gadaroerian fasMon, a 

proliferation of tterapeutic interpretations, wldch can but need 

not te guided ty an a priori set of roeta-narrational parameters. 
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Indeed, as was indicated by Gadamer and Derrida. interpretation 

can never reach a stable fulfillment as it constitutes an 

never-ending misreading given the possibilities for constant 

supplementation and of a grafting onto new contexts with 

subsequent changes in meaning. TMs grafting not only refers to 

spatial intersubjective contexts but also—and, of course, 

simultaneously—to a tenporal/Mstorical iterability/alterity, 

wMch entails that, 

(c)orrpletely to descrite an event is to locate it 
in all the right stories, and tMs we cannot do. 
We cannot because we are temporally provincial with 
regard to the future. We cannot for the sarre rea
sons ttet we cannot acMeve a speculative pM
losopliy of Mstory. Tlie coraplete description then 
presupposes a narrative organization, .and narrative 
organization is soraetMng we do. Not merely ttet, 
bat the irrposition of a narrative organization 
logically involves us with .an inexpongeable subjec
tive factor. Tliere is an elerrent of sheer arbi
trariness in it. We organize events relative to 
sorae events wldch we find significant in a sense 
not touched upon here. It is a sense of signifi
cance corrifon, however, to all narratives and is 
deterrrdned by the topical interests of tlds human 
being or ttet 
(Danto, in Haterroas, 1971, p.349, erapliasis added) 

Here we hear resonances of Gadaraer's contention ttet all 

description is at tte saire tirre an interpretation, colored by the 

observer's intentionality and prejudices as well as M s 

encapsulation in a Mstorical and practical context. Tlds iraplies 

that, e.g., an observation of a ".structural therapy" session can 

becorae a structural interpretation of a sequence of actions, but 

not ttet (a) the therapy session an sich was structural [wMch is 

nonsense], nor ttet (b) the "structural" interpretation can only 
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te "structural" and notMng else, nor ttet (c) tMs "structural" 

interpretation can conceptually te closed off as "structural" and 

tence no longer susceptible to a new interpretation (say, in 200 

years). The point ttet needs to te made is ttet tte sarae 

political sequence of action is susceptible to a raultivocitv of 

interpretations. wMch are all necessarily incomplete and 

arbitrary in nature. In other words, tMs plurality of 

interpretations suggests ttet the plurisignificance of any action 

(whether it is lateled "therapeutic" or not) always goes teyond 

the present situation and context, or, stated differently, ttet 

roeaning is alwc^s siradtaneojusly absent and present. As such, all 

human action is always an OPUS apertum. tte raeaning of wMch is 

always "in suspense," always waiting for fresh (but never final) 

interpretations wMch decide their raeaning. Consequently, ttere 

exists no possibility of a therapy session wMch could exemplify 

the structural (or wtetever) school in its "purest form." 

Moreover, any telief ttet a particidar tterapy session is only an 

Absctettung. a perspectival corapromise of tte ideal form, brings 

us quickly teck to Husserl and its concomitant deconstruction. 

Furttermore, positing such an ideal form tegs tte question of 

"where to find it?": but reading tte structural "text-books" 

(MinucMn) quickly exposes its logocentric root of conceptual 

closure of tte structuralist terms as it telieves to teve given an 

"exteustive" (read, suited for tte roeta-psycteloglcal principle of 

performativity) account of fandly functioning. Along tte same 
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lines, we consider recent tendencies of lateling tterapeutic 

schools such as "the Structural school," "the Problem-Solving 

Strategic school a_La Haley," "the Brief Tterapy School a la MRI," 

"the Systemic School a_la Milan Associates," "Ericksonian 

Hypnosis," etc. all as atterapts at a conceptual closure and 

totalization of context in function of political competition and 

rhetorical campaigning, with subsequent popularity polls (as is 

demonstrated by recent interests in "Who (̂ otes Wte The Most in 

Family Therapy"). In sura, we can state ttet all psyctetherapeutic 

"theories" are raisreadings of a forever absent "real" (con)text, 

but wMch—throu^ tte play of political rhetoric—are considered 

by their disciples as "readings," and raore dangerously, as tte 

Ultimate reading—closed off from fiirther supplementation. 

In contradistinction to ttese closed off dead arcMtectural 

structures, we can take tte example of raaster-therapists—always 

weary of coranitting to a theory wMch they see as a "hindrance" 

(WMtaker, Erickson). TaMng WMtaker as an exaraple, raany of tte 

deconstructioMst strategies are operative in M s tterapeutic 

work: in contrast to tte closed off teimdary concepts and "tealthy 

family functioMng" prescriptions of structural therapy, WMtaker 

constantly supplements these concepts and their "good/ted" 

distinction, by proposing a reversal of subsystem boundardes 

(wMch for tte structural school is considered "pattelogical"). 

In other words, WMtaker's practice permeates tte closed 

boundaries of tte structural striicture. By reinserting the 
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ted/outside in the good/inside of "normal" structural therapy 

prescription and practice, the totalizing context of structural 

therapy is suppleraented, not in a conplete sense, but in a figure 

of constant supplementation, WMtaker, as the pharmr̂kffli,'̂  (tte 

subversive raaster-therapist who undermines our "tenest" attempts 

to justify wtet we are doing), by emptesizing the play of tte 

Pĥ rmf̂ '̂̂ °̂  ("rotating scapegoat" "tecteique"), at the saroe tiroe 

"remedies" (pharmakon) and "poisons" (pharmakon) the conceptual 

closure. Analogously, the ploy of therapist telplessness actively 

ponetrates tte MerarcMcal power distribution of the Haleyan 

framework, supplementing the presupposed "tterapist 

responsibility" as the top of tte MerarcMcal ladder by inverting 

the power positions. Again, tte Haley approach eroerges as 

"riclier" after teing supplemented by ttese deconstructions, 

Moreover, ttese active refusals of accepting a totalized/able 

therapeutic context by tte paralogical play of dissemlnative 

roeaning constitutes, in ray opinion, tte core of roaster tterapv. 

Ttese parergonal plays at tte inside/outside margins of 

therapeutic schools makes us aware of the disseradnative 

iterability of linguistic meaning, and, simultaneously, undermine 

any attempt at a total (izing) description of the tterapeutic 

context. Consequently, in tlds view, tte aesttetic [althou^ tMs 

term seems hardly applicable] does not reside in an ecological 

telancing of tte reciprocal sides of the/any/all distinction(s), 

but, as was roentioned tefore, in a parergonal convolution wMch 
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constantly supplements, permeates, penetrates, and (un)defines the 

distinction(s), In the end, it is respect of the particularity of 

the moment and the context, and not a blind adterence to a 

nomothetic meta-narrative of conceptually closed guidelines; 

finally, it is a renewed telief in the acceptability of our 

intuitions, not as soroe raystical foundation, but as the only tMng 

we have available, TMs is wtet we mean by respect for the 

particularity: instead of an active denial of intuition in favor 

of the "established knowledge and proven techMques" of the 

scientific approach, instead of a denial of creative 

interpretation in favor of a blind application of tte 

sociostatistical trope, instead of a denial of the personal in 

favor of the transpersonal {e.g., epistemologies, paradigms. Mind, 

God, transcendental subjects and objects), it is tte telief in 

oneself as a resourceful, creative, paralogical teXing, wte, no 

longer steltered by any form of metaphysical or epistemological 

comfort, is now literated to actively join the carnival of 

roeaning, Interpretation and invention. 

Furthermore, tMs parergonal play cannot te limited to the 

"domain" of family tterapy; clearly, there is a ctein of 

reciprocal suppleraentation running from individual tterapy through 

family tterapy to transpersonal forms of psyctetterapy with teth 

sides of tMs ctein touching in the so-called raystical and occidt 

domain (individual ==> personal imconscious; transpersonal ==> 

collective unconscious). Altteugh a more in-depth discussion of 
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tMs supplemental ctein is necessary, the point I want to make 

here is ttet there is no such tMng as systeras tterapy or even 

individual therapy, as tte inside/outside distinction is 

constantly invaginated in such a fasMon ttet the outside iXs the 

inside. Exaraples of tMs politic of supplementation are legion: 

many of the so-called "pseudo-systeras theories" (e.g., Bowen, 

Nagy, Frarao, Kerapler) suppl^nent the "real" systeras therapies by 

their individual enpteses; conversely, several notions of tte 

systeras doraain, e.g. , collusion (Willi) and boundary-raajintenance 

(Richter), teve ted a profound impact upon tte psychoanalytic 

literature and individual therapies (Stierlin). Furttemore, tte 

trace of tte link tetween transpersonal and individual (Jung, 

Grof, Assagioli, Wilter), and transpersonal and family (Wilter, 

Jung) is strongly contaminated by a logocentric search for 

foundations (wtetter it te tte Jungian "sea of consciousness" or 

the Taoist "flow") and needs a raore elaterate discussion, of wMch 

Magliola (1984) gives us a taste. Given tMs ctein of never-ending 

suppleance. any form of hypostatization—wtetter it te a set of 

concepts (such as tte "strategic" concepts), a telief in a 

practice (such as individual therapy), an epistemology (such as 

the cytemetic version)—needs to te steered away frora. TMs, 

again, does not mean ttet ttey cannot serve as "temporary 

resting-places" or as "useful vocabalaries," but, raore 

inpor-tantly, tMs "resistance" constitutes a safeguard to tte 
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hubris of foundational truth (and the consequent blocking out of 

furtter conversation and paralogical growth). 

To conclude: to tie tMs discussion in with the introduced 

notion of psXycho-theraXpy, we intent to utilise WMtaker's 

distinction tetween "becoraing" and "teing" [here translated as 

"teXing"] a [master]therapist. In my opinion, partially stated in 

the previous discussion on the prevalent occultation processes 

witMn (family) therapy discourse, the politization of the 

conceptual closure of the psychotterapeutic schools requires 

therapists to pursue the "scientific" rules first, then listen to 

tte clients, and finally hear their own intuitions. In addition, 

it seeras ttet raany tterapists never outgrow tMs stage, raalnly due 

to an allegiance to a teclinocratic telief in performativity—in a 

desperate atterapt to justify tteir practice (in the eyes of tte 

"hard" sciences with their inherent M^ner performativity levels). 

Tlds need for technocracy is excellently portrayed in the "hard" 

"heroes" of tte systeras schools: tte biologists Maturana and 

Varela, the cytemeticians Pask, Ashby and McCulloch, tte 

physicist von Foerster, and the logician/raatheraatician Spencer 

Brown. In contradistinction to tte "fear of flying" and tte 

constant need for validation and justification—e.g., by tte 

constr-uction of embryonic language coranuMties, also called 

teams—the postmodern theraXpist (wtetever ttet may raean) stresses 

teing a tterapist (WMtaker), or tetter, teXing a tteraXpist, as a 

pragraatist condition in wMch tte existential Self coroes first 
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("I'm in i t for myself"), the co-travelers second, and the 

rules—always suppleraented, always different—last . To repeat i t 

ad nauaeam, such a stance does not raean t t e t t t e theraXpist does 

not do anytMng, therXapy—no longer burdened by t t e necessity of 

quick solutions, but not excluding the i r uti l i ty—does not 

consider the co-travelers as "in desperate need of help" (altteugh 

t t e t raight te the case) but enptesizes a process wMch i s 

enricMng for a l l involved, primarily the theraXpist. 

In a previous ctepter I eraphasized as one of the task of 

deconstructive close-reading the ar t icula t ion of t t e 

e tMco-pol i t ica l dimensions of part.icidar discursive or narrative 

pragraatics. Also, i t was mentioned tew the r t e to r i c of systeras 

therapy/theory actually const i tutes a clever t ranslat ion of the 

prevailing occidental production systera. Finally, I also 

eraptesized t t e t a l l psycliotherapies (and we rai^t well add, 

epistemologies) const i tute raisreadings wMch, however, are 

promoted t h r o u ^ po l i t i ca l processes of legitimation and 

validation to (ultiroate) readings. As a resul t , another iraportant 

task of deconstructive reading becoroes the ar t icula t ion of these 

processes of legitimation and authorisation wldch produce 

MerarcMcal differences aroong readings and even gives one reading 

l icense to denounce others as raisreadings. A deconstructionist 

s trategy such as the one espoused by Laing and (3offraan raight prove 

useful in t t e s e MerarcMcal reversals . In an iraportant sense, 

such a reversal woidd act ively undermine t t e various t e r r i t o r i a l 
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iraperatives wMch exist tetween therapeutic schools or raodes of 

practice—opening up a conversation and the possibility of 

cross-fertilisation/ supplementation. Of course, such a 

deconstruction of the scientistic rhetoric, so pervasive in the 

social sciences, could almost irrmediately—although not on the 

political level—result in a less fearful interest in other ways 

of approaching psychotherapeutic research; "methods" of inventing 

new and tetter vocabidaries to help us "see how tMngs hang 

together"—tetter not in the sense of eventually reacMng the 

truth or emancipation, but intuitively tetter (as we teve no 

criterion to measure "tetter") to "get the job done." These new 

vocabularies are never finished, never rounded, always pliurivocal; 

moreover, they always constitute a textual blindfold, wMch 

prevents us from "experiencing" the Ot-her "as he really is" 

(notion wMch I cannot grasp). Bandaged in the texts of, e.g. , 

structural therapy, I do no longer see the family but the family 

as seen tlirough a structA.u'al lens or through a strategic lens. 

Here again, theory serves as a "Mndrance" to "seeing/hearing/etc' 

--> "experiXencing" (in the Gadamerian sense of Erlebnis) the 

fairdly in its "Otherness," As a result, therapeutic practice at 

the saroe tiroe barters a rooroent of insight (the "theory") but also 

of blindness (ttet what the theory obscures by its preferential 

erapteses). Paraphrasing Tyler (1984, p,20-21), we can say ttet 

psychotherapeutic theory—witteut the possibility of escape or 

Auftebung—is. 
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tte endorpMn of culture, an intertextual practice 
wMch, by raeans of an allegorising identity, 
anesthetizes us to tte other's difference. Its 
otter is a sarae, raade so by a process of double 
occultation, for the [psychotherapeutic] text can 
represent the other as difference only inasmuch as 
it makes itself occult, and can only reveal itself 
inasmuch as it makes the other occult, wMch is the 
condition of modernism. Post-modem 
[psychotherapeutic texts] raust te another kind of 
intertextuality whose project is not to reveal in 
univocal descriptions wMch allegorically identify 
the otter's difference as our interest. It raust te 
instead, a fantasy of identities, a plurivocal 
evocation of difference making a unity in fantasy 
ttet mimics on every page the rationalism ttet 
seems to inform it, and reveals tetween every line 
the difference it conceals in every word, that it 
raight speak not for the other "for us," but let tte 
other's voice te heard too, and not just "for us," 
but "for us teth," 

Hence, the present cliaracterization of psyXcho-therXapy as a 

co-extensive journey of the theraXpist and M s co-traveler(s), 

wtese roodel rrdght te provided by the psychoanalytic fraroework but 

wMch does not coincide with it. Again, as with the figure of tte 

theraXpist, the figure of tlds tlieraXpy cannot te represented as 

sorretldng ttet can tinen te indtated witMn tte logocentric 

tradition. The lack of such a figure soroetew reminds us of Sartre 

wte suggests ttet people (and we rrdght well add, contexts) are 

always going to te so sllrry ("viscousness") ttet ttey will always 

(already) escape any "forro" of "objective" "re-presentation." 

Consequently, given the amaiarosis of t l d s "objectifying" form of 

l i f e , we retiam to a renewed sense and iraportance of ourselves, as 

t teraXpis ts , as in te rpre te rs , as huioan teings—not as the ultiraate 

foundation, but as t t e only "tool" wMch i s us, t t e t we teve/are. 
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The Deconstruction of Radioal Construotivic,jp 

Introduction 

Co-relational with the recent discussion on cytemetic 

epistemology ttere is a growing interest in constructivist forms 

of epistemological operation. Although not completely overlapping 

the classical notion of idealism, many of the proponents of 

"radical constructivisra" still share the saroe logocentric 

rayttelogy of presence. Spencer-Brown, considered to te tte 

logical guru of the movement, telieves ttet tte epistemological 

act of drawing a distinction results in tte creation of 

difference; in other words, it is an act of tte subject wMch 

creates the possibility of seeing the object. In an important 

sense, we see here how Spencer Brown inverses Derrida's reasoning: 

wMle for tlie former the act of drawing a distinction leads to tte 

experiential difference, tte latter posits ttet there needs to te 

a play of differance in order for a subject, to te able to perform 

tliat act. In sum: wMle Spencer Brown pits the subject's act 

tefore the creation of raeaning, Derrida sees the unliraited play of 

difference and tte intrinsic disseraination of roeaning as tte 

precondition of tte act. Fur'tterraore, Spencer Brown telieves ttet 

we can understand the basic forios (foundations) underlying our 

experience just by retracing tte iidtial distinctions we raade. 

"CXir understanding of such a imiverse coraes not frora discovering 

its present appearance, but in reraeratering wtet we originally did 
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to bring it ateut" (Spencer Brown, 1968, p.104). Such a view 

presupposes, of course, ttet the (linguistic) formula demarcating 

these distinctions are stable, and not contaminated by 

supplementation. In other words: the constructivist perspective 

raaintains that the distinctions once drawn are free frora the 

disserainative play of grafting and iterability, or even, ttet tte 

distinctions teve ever been present in their "real sense." 

Consequently, Spencer Brown's "mark" is always already a "re-mark" 

of a trace of a difference—not a solid raark, but a porous 

re-mark, throu^ whose cracks "inside" and "outside" constantly 

jump in an endless plciy of iterability. Derrida (1978, p.9) 

states it succinctly: 

Tliere is not one power, the power of the niark. 
Tlds singular wotald still lead to sorre raystifica-
tion: fostering tte telief ttet one can do other
wise tlian to oppose powers to powers and writings 
to otter writings, or again ttet the unity of power 
(and of knowledge) is always itself, tte saroe, 
wherever it is and wtetever force it represents. 
Bat ttere are powers. knowledges. marking forces in 
a general agoMstics. . . Whoever situates and 
.settles it at once, liirdts M s rooveraents witldn a 
strict raiargin. 

From tlds perspective it is difficult tto londerstand wtet it roeans 

to observe "structural" therapy (or even do it), as tte concept of 

structural tterapy refers to a (set of) distinctions, constantly 

interpenetrated/able. Tlds irrplies ttet Laing's characterization 

of the Brownian data as capta (i.e., created by tte observer's 

distinction but uMfied in neardng) might now te called semantic 
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flucta as the accepted self-presence of meaning of the observed 

data/capta is susceptible to the flux of differance. 

Hence, it is clear ttet the raajor proponents of tte 

constructivist persuasion (von Glasersfeld, Piaget) cannot tetray 

tteir adterence to a self-present consciousness as the active 

organizer of perceptual experience—rauch in the saroe fasMon as 

Husserl's transcendental consciousness and its transparency to its 

operations: 

(T)tere is the realization ttet knowledge, ttet is, 
wtet is "known," cannot te the result of a passive 
receiving, tet originates as tte product of an 
active subject's activity. TMs activity is, of 
coiarse, not a manipalating of "tMngs in thero
selves," ttet is, of objects ttet could te thoiaght 
to possess, prior to teing experienced, the proper
ties and the stnacture tte experiencer attribates 
to tliê o. We therefore call the activity ttet 
teilds knowledge "operating," and it is the operat
ing of that CQgrdtlve entity wldch, as Piaget lias 
so succinctly forroulated, organizes its experient
ial world by organising Itself. ... Constructivism 
necessarily tegins with the (intiaitivelv confirroed) 
assuraiption ttet all cogMtive activity takes place 
witldn tlie experiential world of a goal-directed 
conscioiasness.... 
Radical constructivism, tlius, is radical because it 
breaks with convention and develops a theory of 
knowledge in wldch knowledge does not reflect an 
"objective" ontological reality, bat exclusively an 
ordering and organization of a world constituted by 
oiar experience. 
(von Glasersfeld, 1984, p.24, 31-32, errpliasis 
added) 

Tliroiagliout tlds quote we hear reverterations of a presupposition 

"intuitively confirrred" of self-present consciousness and 

stability of meaning. Iforeover, tlie constructivists, .sdthougli not 

as adaraiant as the naive realist, are constantly in search of a 
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rational(ist) pattern (ttet connects ?) of order in a continual 

atterapt to barricade the unsightly flood of occultisra, nysticisra 

and anarchy. Freud versus Jimg, Galileo versus Paracelsus, 

Newton-the-physicist versus Newton-tte-alcheraist, Plato versus 

Pythagoras, masculinity versus femininity. Consequently, the 

constructivist vantage point still translates its construction of 

reality in terms of autonomous self-presence and stability of 

meaning. In addition, radical constructivism relies on the 

stationarity of its lens, once its distinctions teve been drawn, 

and the possibility of a correct reading witMn these 

distinctions. 

As a result, radical constructivisro tetrays several 

logocentric traits: form as episteroological precondition, the 

autonoray of the constructing subject, and the tegenony of 

visiaalisra as tlie preferred experiential sense. 

Logos as/is Forra as/is Meaning 

Western rretapliysics starts off with the Aristotelian 

opposition tetween forra and matter: for Aristotle, the eldoa or 

form is tte fundaroental root/cause for tte teing of 

substance/objects and siraaltaneously of its knowability. 

Consequently, tlie form of teing-in-itself is at tte saite tine (and 

landistlnguished/able) tte forro of teing-for-knowledge. As Derrida 

(1972, p.157-8), in M s deconstruction of the Husserlian 

phenoroenological forro, states: 
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As soon as we utilize tte concept of form—even if 
to criticize an other concept of forra—we inevit
ably teve recourse to the self-evidence of a kemel 
of meaning. And tte medium of tMs self-evidence 
can te notMng other than the language of meta
physics. ... Only a form is self-evident only a 
form has or is an essence. only a forra presents 
Itaelf as such. .. . Forra is presence itself. 
Formality is wtetever aspect of the tMng in gen
eral presents itself, lets itself te seen, gives 
itself to te thought. Ttet raetaphysical thought 
... is a thought of Being [Seln] as forra, ttet in 
metaphysics thought itself tMnks itself as a 
thought of form, and of the formality of form, is 
notMng tet wtet is necessary. 

Tte pervasiveness of the notion of form is very apparent in the 

metaphysical tradition: the Aristotelian insistence ttet intellect 

raust teve tte same form as tMngs if it wants to "capture" them, 

i.e., the soul as the form of forms (eidos eidon^: the Kantian a 

prioris (and tte concoraitant categorical iraperatives) of the 

transcendental subject; Husserl's deterraination of tte letendige 

Gegenwart (tte living present) as the absolute forra of 

transcendental experience; tte Tractarian "picti.ire theory" 

following wMch language and tteught need to teve the sarae 

"logical form" in order to succeed in its (rational) task 

["Tteughts are logical pictures par excellence since logical 

st.r'uctiu:e is the wtele of their logical form"]; the entire doraain 

of forraal logic wMch atterapts to explore tte truth-value of 

prepositional forTos and tte concoraitant "laws of forra." In an 

inpor'tant sense, tMs insistence on form tetrays the occidental 

quest for a necessary boundary against formlessness, boundlessness 

and luicertainty and the "rational" fear of "flux" and 
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"indefiniteness," hence of "nonsense." As a result, the 

transphenoroenal teundary installed by tte form makes (rational) 

(logocentric) knowledge accessible, possible, "sensical" and 

"meaningful" (cfr.Tyler, 1979). Moreover, through its installment 

as forra the possibility of knowledge is metaphysically linked to 

an installment as presence, i.e., the teing of sutetance/tMngs is 

metaphysically predetermined as form. Given such a 

perspective—in wMch the categories of epistemology and ontology 

are interwoven in the logocentric presupposition—objects are 

siraultaneously perceived as (self-evident) entities— 

self-organising autonomies?—and as forra—raaintained by its 

teundaries and its eigentehaviors/cycles—since oMy tMs forraal 

structure is intelligible. For, as Derrida (1972, p, 172) states: 

(o)ne raight tMnk then ttet the sense of Being lias 
been lindted by tte imposition of the form wMch, 
in its roost overt, value and since the origin of 
pMlosophy, seeras to teve assigned assigned to 
Being, along with tte autterity of tte la, the 
closure of presence, tte form-of-presence, 
presence-in-form, form-presence. 

However, for Derrida tMs presence is intebited by a priroorxlial 

difference, by non-presence, by a not-Now and a not-tere, i.e., 

the "inside" of presence is constituted by an "outside" of 

(reroeratered and deferred) absence. Hence the constant and 

never-ending (and too, never-teginning) play of supplementation 

wMch sub/perverts the closure of tte form. Hence also, tte 

constant (ctein of) supplementation of the plenitude of 

self-present and self-evident consciousness. And thus, tte 
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positing of differance as an, always already present/ateent, 

teraporally disseminating "ssmtax" wMch breaks tte horisroos of the 

forro and opens tte doors to formlessness and flux. 

As an iraportant consequence of the state of forraal porosity, 

the Aristotelian and Husserlian consciousness as the forra of 

forms—i.e., the self-evident unity of consciousness as the 

precondition for (formal) knowledge—must give way to a 

Nietsschean or Freudian unconscious populated ty traces and traces 

of traces. Hence, throu^ a deconstruction of the logocentric 

metaphysic [wMch privileges consciousness as self-evident 

presence, as the perception of self in presence] a disintegration, 

or tetter disseraination, of tte knowing Self is posited—a Self no 

longer grounded in presence but (non)grcHinded as an "effect" of a 

"systera" of differance. 

Given these intuitions, a deconstructivist (rais)reading of 

recent atterapts at installing a new "origin" based on 

self-orgaMzation, formal closure and autonomy, can te started. 

Penetrating tte Form 

Tlie main justification for the recent developments in 

(second-order) cytemetics and "radical" constructivism seems to 

te founded on Spencer Brown's "Laws of Form." Tlds insistence on 

formal closure is apparent in tte first sentences of M s work: 

'Distinction is perfect continence. Tliat is to say, a distinction 

is drawn by arranging a boundary with separate sides so ttet a 
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point on one side cannot reach tte other side without crossing tte 

teundary" (Spencer Brown, 1969, p.l). In other words, the form is 

not permeable, unless by another forra; there is a definite inside 

and an outside, a determinate and an indeterminate space. As 

such, the form is the teundary, the telwark against 

indefiniteness, flux, nonsense. Moreover, in Spencer Brown's 

terminology we see the rhetoric of presence at work: drawing tte 

distinction (by ma(r)king tte raark) brings the value into teing 1 

In the introduction, Spencer Brown's laws of form were 

described as typical expon<ants of logocentrism, i.e., tte con-

striiction of a stable or rational worldview, in constant fear of 

the indef initeness of the occult. As a result, Brown's raark of 

presence can te replaced by a porosis re-raark of differance, wtese 

inside (iXs) tte outside. As a result. Brown's priraary 

distinction is neitter—not a primary distinction as it 

presupposes a self-present consciousness ttet draws the 

distinction (and can reroeroter its trace); not a primary 

distinction as inside and outside are not "really" distingidshed 

but caught in a play of never-ending supplementation; nor a 

primary diatinctiO)n as ttet woidd posit the distinction as the 

origin of a certain "present" reality (as tte constructivist would 

teve it) —"reality" wMch is already lost in ateence. 

a-jnsequently, neither tte form of condensation or cancellation 

"add up." With tte repeated calling of the mark a grafting of 

ttet raark onto a new context (the context of tte second call) has 
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taken place, throu^ wMch the first raark has been 

suppleraented/added to; tterefore, (to paraphrase Spencer Brown, 

p.l ) "the value of a call made again is no longer the self-same 

value of the call." Even raore fundaraentally, the law of crossing 

can only telong to a formally closed system as tMs crossing is 

inherent in the "nature" of supplementation: crossing is the 

constitutive feature of the porous re-raark. Hence, I agree with 

Spencer Brown ttet the "value of the crossing raade is not the 

value of the crossing," tet also ttet the value of tte crossing 

raade is not not the value of the crossing, as it is the result of 

a new graft. 

In order to c lar i fy the parergonal featiares of the re-mark I 

would l ike to u t i l i z e an in tui t ion introduced by Glanville and 

Varela (1981), altlougli they s t i l l reinstated t t e t in tui t ion in 

Spencer Brown's forraal systero. In a discussion on tlie form of the 

laniversal and the elerrentary t tey (1981, p.6.38-9) contend t t e t . 

The elerrentary i s t t e t wldch cannot te further 
reduced: i t i s only i t se l f : i t tes no properties. 
Tlius i t can teve no inside separate froro i t s d i s 
t inc t ion . I t s d is t inct ion raay teve no content. 
The laniversal i s tliat wldch cannot te further 
expanded: i t i s everytldng: notMng raay te 
excluded. Tlius i t may teve no outside separate 
frora i t s d is t inc t ion . I t s d is t inct ion roast contain 
a l l content. . . . [Consequently,] t t ey roay not teve 
one of the roajor features of d is t inc t ions : Tliey may 
not teve, in the case of t t e eleroentary, an inside, 
in the case of the laniversal, an outside. Tlie side 
wldch i s excluded i s the side t t e t would te next in 
the direct ion of exploration: an inside, in inten
sion; an outside, in extension. 
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In order to "solve" the problem of tte inside and the outside of 

the eleraentary and the universal, they introduce a drawing of a 

distinction in two diraensions: instead of drawing a circle to 

indicate the distinction (two-diraensional with a definite teundary 

tetween inside and outside), a three-diraensional Mobius strip 

draws (and siraultaneously obscures) the distinction tetween in and 

out. Projected on a two-diraensional plane teth sets of 

distinctions looks alike; only through the added dimension (of 

continuous re-entry) can an outside (universal) or an inside 

(elementary) te created. 

Spencer Brown Deconstruction 

or: 

/—71 z: 

V 

Although tMs argunent is still grounded in tte formalism, it 

present an intuition of the deconstructed re-mark—a mark with no 

(stable) inside nor outside. However, Glanville and Varela remain 

soraewtet hooked into a telief in the presence of their distinction 

as ttey conclude: 

Thus ttere corae into being "tldngs. and thus they 
acquire, in our mlnda, iri and outsides: and hence 
Merarcliy. Tldngs are brouglit into being out of no 
thing by distinctions teing drawn wMch Inalst on 
teundaries. Tliat these are ... illusions does not 
roake ttero anv less real or necessary. 
(Glanville & Varela, 1981, p.641) 
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As such, they do not take their intuition far enough in that they 

reraain stuck in the stability of presence wMch underscores their 

distinction once it has been made, i.e., once the racirk has been 

drawn it is stable and no longer susceptible to dissemination. 

Following Derrida, it is fairly easy to see ttet a view tesed on a 

stability of the mark leads to a telief in the stability of the 

consequences of that mark (e.g., the contextual closure of a 

MerarcMcal opposition of serious/nonserious language, the 

contextually closed description of therapy process in function of 

form and process, the stable description of the autopoietic 

systera). As a consequence of tMs "essential" stability of the 

mark and its concomitant featA.ires (often translated as 

"stmctA-ires," "prograraroes" or "schemata"), MerarcMcal 

oppositions tesed upon a logocentric decision of wtet telongs to 

inside and wtet to outside coranence their rhetorical warfare. As 

an example, we recall Austin s axiom of serious "essential" 

language wMch excluded citation, parody, theater, play, etc. as 

nonserious "accidental" etiolations. Recent developrents in 

cyter-netics teve their own MeraroMcal oppositions—or, 

cytemetic complementarities—with as sorae of its fore-runners 

forra/process, teing/becoming, raind/body, context/siraple action, 

subject/object, enlightenment/neurosis, prograra/subroutines, and, 

typical for tMs raoveraent, whole/parts. These cytemetic 

complementarities are to te seen as an "Imbrication of levels, 

where one term emerges frora the other" (Varela, 1976, p.64). 
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Although cytemetics acknowledges ttet these two sides are 

recursively interrelated (and thus mutually deflMng), these 

compleraentarities still barter the silent presupposition of 

Merarchy. Moreover, just by inspecting the MerarcMes intrinsic 

to these cytemetic corapleraentarities one can discern the 

logocentric rhetoric, i.e., the privileging of form and being as 

an interweaving of ontology and episteroology. 

The Absent Self of Self-Reference 

Present approaches to psycho-social and biological systems 

seem to te concerned with dialogical interactions, reflexivity and 

self-consciousness (e.g., Bateson, Pask). Following Bateson 

(1972, p.407-8) we can recall ttet the world is in-formed, i.e., 

given form through complex interconnections tetween messages and 

referents: 

If then we say t t e t a rressage tes "roeaning" or i s 
"ateut" soroe referent, wtet we roean i s t t e t t t e r e 
i s a larger universe of relevance consisting of 
rress-age-plias-referent, .and t t e t redundancy or pat
tern or pred ic tab i l i ty i s introduced into tMs 
lardverse by the roessage. . . . Tlie universe, rressage-
plus-referent , i s given pattern or form—in the 
Shakespearean sense, t t e universe i s inforrfed by 
the message. 

For Varela (1979, p.266), in-formare etynologically means to forra 

witldn. wldch, defined in i t s co-dependent sense, i s coherence or 

regular i ty , and necessarily involves interpretat ion. TMs 

fonrdng-in-tte-form becomes the basis for Varela's extension of 

Spencer Brown's calculus of indications. Self-referent ial 
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sentences, such as the Epimenides paradox, teve been a tene of 

logical contention for a long tirae. However, all atterapts at 

solving the self-referential unorthodoxy can te located witMn the 

prevailing raetaphysics of presence wMch stipulates ttet the self 

who is referred to is characterized by a self-present 

consciousness. A deconstruction of the notion of self-reference 

can take raany forms: we can ask ourselves wtetter tte roeaning of 

reference to self is pure or constantly susceptible to grafting, 

or, roore fundamentally, we can wonder whether tte self re-ferred 

to has not been "altered" through the rooveroent of (self)reference 

or whether ttet self is (or has teen ever) "really present," 

Obviously, tte notion of self-present consciousness plays an 

iirportant role in a constructivist episteroology wMch attributes 

responsibility and a sense of etMcs to the consciousness wMch 

draws the distinctions. Moreover, any notion of self-reference is 

teilt upon a stable telief in wtet is self and wtet non-self, 

i, e., a stable teundary tetween inside and outside: self-reference 

only refers to self, wMch becoroes inpossible if there is a porous 

wall through wMch self and non-self constantly intermingle. 

Locker, in M s exploration of tte roetatheoretical presuppositions 

of autopoiesis (1981, p.224-5), explores the notion of Self, 

utilised in tte "autopoietic context"; the following quotes 

clearly display the scotoma of formality and self-conscious 

presence, iraplied in the notion of autopoiesis. 
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1. The "relational self" thus is the formal tesis 
for any usage of terms in wMch the prefix 
"self" appears. 

2. (T)he prefix "self" appears as the token for 
origin and goal of activity, and relies on the 
meaning of "self" as noun. 

3. (T)he "transcendental" subject ttet corresponds 
to the conception of "substance" [i.e., forraal 
essence !] in ontology. 

In order to function appropriately ... tte 
observer (who becomes self-observer when tte 
observation expands into the self-referential 
domain) raust possess consciousness, [wMch] 
comprises . . . the presupposition of a unifying, 
founding principle, the underlying "idea" of the 
"transcendental" subject, ttet is, the subject 
ttet embraces all ttese conceptual principles 
without wMch no object can te thought of. 

Clearly, the adlierence to a rtetoric of presence and form sMnes 

through tMs text, wMch explicitly explores tte roetatheoretical 

presuppositions of autopoietic discourse. 

On the other hand, given the deconstruction of tte raark, 

self-reference becoroes a fussy notion, to say the least. Adapting 

Varela's autonoraous tMrd state to the three-diroensional Mobius 

forTo, illustrates tMs fussiness. 

£. 

I 
TMs new fussy raark is clearly no longer self-referential, as self 

refers to non-self and vice versa. In a sirailar vein, we hear 

resonances of Watts (1964, p.120) wte telieved ttet, 

tte inside and outside do not exclude one another 
and are not actually separate. They go together; 
they imply one another ,,, (I)t appears ttet the 
inside and the outside, the subject and the object, 
the self and tte world, tte voluntary and tte invo
luntary are the poles of a single process wMch is 
ray real and Mtherto unknown self. TMs new self 
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has no location ... To ask where it is, is like 
asking where tte universe is. 

Consequently, through the interplay (and interaMraation) of the 

Self and the non-self, the iterability of the raark, by teing 

grafted (again) in the (changed) context of self-reference, alters 

the initial raark (iterability/alterity), so that the same is (or 

tetter, iXs) different, A sindlar reasoning can te found in 

Glanville's explorations of fundamentals and M s ensuing 

"definition" of objects (1977, 1981), although M s curgument is 

still strongly couched in a language of form and closure, 

(Interestingly enou^, he introduces, although tangentially, the 

notion of "trace.") 

Fiartherroore, in tlds deconstnaction we hear resonances of 

Tarski's explanation of self-reference by the process of unfolding 

(1956). In M s investigations on the semantical concept of truth. 

he .argues ttet (consistent) self-references can alw.ays te 

elirrdnated by an equivalent description in a Mglier-level forroal 

1.5»riguage. Wliat tlie process of unfolding corres down to is notldng 

but a breaking of tte identity of the self-referring object, by a 

constant attritetion (suppleraentation ?) of new properties to ttet 

object, wMch, again, makes the "s.aioe" object "different." TMs 

lanfolding process can theoretically regress into infinity, and as 

such the problera of self-reference can, at least logically, always 

te deferred. It is evident ttet the deconstructed form leads to 

such an inf irdty i.e., tte free play of never-ending difference. 
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As a r e su l t , we can reca l l Gunther's atterapts a t a radtivalued 

(cytemet ic) logic (1969), and Rescher's conclusion t t e t , 

eliraination of t t e pciradoxes of self-reference by 
roeans of a many-valued truth-value assignment 
operator—if indeed possible a t al l—will require 
sopMsticated procedures and i s protebly roost 
ef f ic ient ly accomplished in an infinite-valued 
logic. 
(Rescher, 1969, p.90) 

Analogously, Tarski 's MerarcMcal construction of open unfolding 

i s jus t one way of accoraplisMng t ld s infinite-valued logic; 

however, a l l Ms to r ica l at tenpts a t solving the problem of 

self-reference teve been indebted to a metaphysic of form and 

presence. However, the rrore posit ive conclusion froro t l d s 

inflrdte-valuedness i s t t e t the refiasal (irrpossibility) of 

conceptual closure irrplies an affirmative invi tat ion to join t t e 

Eyordsian play of differance. Froro Apollirdan rigor to Eyonisian 

iroagin-ation, froro lordfication to par.alogy, froro consensus to 

agordstics, froro logocentric roonologue to deconstructive 

conversation. 

One of the iirportant consequences of the notion of 

self-reference, as explicated by Varela, i s t t e cortputation of a 

s table r ea l i t y througli fixed recursions, syrotelized in the fonoal 

property of eigen-teliaviors/eigen-cycles. Much tes been said 

a teut the "origin" of Life as self-const i tuted by 

eigen-structures. However, given the deconstruction of the 

c l a s s i ca l , read: forroal, construct of self-reference, the forroal 

exploration of eigen-teteviors i s sirrple. Von Foerster (1981) 
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utilizes the infinite regress proof to deraonstrate the sensible 

existence of "objects" as tokens of an operation of the Self on 

the Self in order to produce its own stability/values/Self. 

Paraphrasing the terra eigen-value or eigen-vector from linear 

algebra—Hiltert's "Eigen" denotes "proper" or "self" implying a 

certain stability of fixedness—von Foerster concludes ttet 

recursive bundles of (random tet fixed) eigen-teteviors create 

eigen-systems (objects), wMch te, in tum, links to tte Piagetian 

developnental concepts of assimilation, accoraroodation and 

adaptation—the primary touctetones of the epistemological 

argument in favor of constructivisra (von Glasersfeld, 1979, 1982). 

Given the Mobius form of seXlf-reference, an eigentetevior—as a 

fixed point invariant under tte operation of the raark of 

distinction—seeras to disappear, not only tecause tte Self is 

disseminated and "polluted" by wtet it is not, tet also as the 

roark itself is (and can) no longer (te) a pure raark tet a porous 

re-raark. The following notation gives an idea of wtet is raeant by 

tMs porous re-raark, and tew an adterence to such a deconstructed 

raark leads to a deconstruction of eigenteteviors, 

von Foerster: ote - lira Fn(obso)= F(F(F(... 
(stability) n->«> 

Deconstnaction: Fn / Fn-l i Fn-2 i Fn-3 
(dissemination) 

Here, we also encoijonter tte crux of the fonoalist doctrine wldch 

is so pervasive tlirougliout constructivisro: the world of external 

experience is a representation of .an inner fono of "language" 
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(translated as eigen—i.e., foundational—teteviors). Moreover, 

tMs inner language (as the foundation of human cognition) seems 

to te geared toward a computation of a stable reality by raeans of 

the processes of adaptation and assirailation. Furthermore, the 

genesis and ontogenesis of this inner forra is construed as the 

(necessary) unfolding of a rational and essential "form of life" 

i.e., a stable reality—with the risk of falling into a priori or 

even innate schemata. Finally, such a formally induced view 

necessarily depends on intersubjectivity tesed upon 

convention—"the sharing of a coraroon objective transcendental 

form" (Tyler, 1981, p.9)—as was the case with Kant, Husserl and 

Wittgenstein. Along those lines, von Glasersfeld (1985, p.9) 

states ttet, "as a constructivist, then, I can agree ttet 

lonowledge should te called 'objective' if it serves not only rae, 

the subject, but also ray interpretations of Others and their 

actions and understandings." 

Fiarthemore, tlds notion of an objective transcendental forra 

is typical of rrost of Piaget's work, especially M s construction 

of developmental scheroata wMcli incorporate assimilation and 

adaptation. 

Closure and Autonoray 

Given the deconstnacted notion of seXlf-reference, 

self-reference no longer closes in upon itself, bat leads to a 

proliferation of representations or marks. Tlie deconstructed 
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"autonomous" state creates wtet Derrida calls an "invaginated 

pocket" (The Law of Genre), through whose parergonal foldings an 

outside becoraes an inside and vice versa. Consequently, any 

.atterapt to self-explain or self-refer is always a version of 

self-presence. However, through the "essential" constitution of 

self by non-self (in by outside) there is always a fold, and. 

tence, an opening. 

Again we refer to Locker to explore how autonony or 

autopoiesis can te deconstructed as the rermants of a rretapliysic 

of (self) presence. In M s discussion on self-consciousness as the 

paradigra for autopoiesis he states. 

If we regard reflection as the activity of tte 
Self, tten it is necessary to presuppose ttet the 
Self already possesses the ability to perforio 
reflection. Ability raust precede performance; 
therefore, perfonoance of reflection cannot found 
(i.e., te fiandairental for) con.3ciousness. Setting 
coriscio»asness rougldy equal with autopoiesis forces 
us to conclude ttet self-referring relations cannot 
ejffiialn (or found) autopoiesis. ... Tlds resialt 
aioounts to the assertion ttet autopoiesis cannot te 
obtained bv circular (closed, recursive) relations 
alone. .•• (I)t is contended ttet the "scarce" for 
the objectively existing self-referring relation 
"on itself" lies ry>3t.side itself. 
(Locker, 1981, p.225-226) 

Given tlds conclusion, te goes on to make a distinction tetween 

reflection for itself and reflection on itself: reflection for 

itself is then capable of self-reference but, in order to suajeed 

in tMs operation, it needs to te " pire self-consciousness. teing 

indeed soiretMng qualitatively else—the rrental or spiritual state 

of tte 'true' inioost Self witldn oneself .. wMch is a penoanently 
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unchanging and yet active unity without intemal disseverance" 

(p.227). T M s quote clearly imraiasks tte metaphysic premise wMch 

seeras to te necessary to uphold tte notion of autopoiesis on 

logical grounds. The Batesonian extension of tMs 

cliaracterization of systeras in the notion of Mind as sorae 

imiversal ecological "Being" has already been discussed and will 

not te repeated here. 

One of the key concepts for determining autopoietic unity 

(Varela, 1979) is the concept of teundary, wMch needs to te 

autonoraously produced by the autopoietic uMt. The inportance of 

topological teundaries is easily recognized in the biological 

doraain; tewever, Varela's .siaggestion of generalizing tte 

autopoietic paradigra to other "consensual" domains necessarily 

runs into difficulties if the boundary axiora needs to te 

maintained. Moreover, given the contextual boundlessness and the 

inherent possibility of constitutive suppl«oeritation, t M s notion 

of teundary becoraes fuzzy, and with it the iraportance, or even tte 

possibility, of autonoray (operational closure) in less trivial 

instances, such as fandlies and conversations. The permeability 

of (tte context of) conversation was explored in the discussion on 

Austin (wMch goes counter to any notion of eigen-uttersonces, such 

as the ones recently proposed by von Foerster (1985)); the 

autonoray of families can te questioned by invoking individual and 

transpersonal (unconscious) eleioents, wldch are not "present" on 

the "inside" of tte organizational closure, tet are disguised as 
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always present/absent parergonal folds and "traces" (the Freudian 

"Nachtraglichkelt"). Consequently, it can te concluded ttet the 

concept of autonoray is the expression of an occidental hegemony of 

form and presence as the preconditions of knowledge, in a 

desperate fear of "flux," "psychosis," and the occult of nonsense. 

Visualism and the Constructivist Experience 

The priraary "foundation" of constructivist cognition (and 

reality construction) is ttet of perceptual experience—perception 

wMch raost often has the priraordial connotation of visual. The 

following discussion will tend to two aspects in its 

deconstmction: tte notion of self-present consciousness as the 

experiential origin of reality construction and its concoraitant 

adherence to the pMlosopMcal concept of "tte Eye of the Mind" 

(Rorty, 1979). Reading through the constructivist literature one 

cannot escape the iraportance ttet is put on the experiencing Self 

in the construction of a stable, self-regulating reality; soroe 

exaraples raist suffice: 

(I)t se«as clear there is no possibility at all for 
us to iraagine the structure of a world before we 
teve experienced it. 
(von Glasersfeld, 1981, p.716) 

"(G)ood" knowledge is tte repertoire of ways of 
acting and/or tMnking ttet enable the cognizing 
subject to organize, to predict, and even to con
trol the flow of experience, 
(von Glasersfeld, 1985, p.3) 

The "self" seeras to teve several different a.spects. 
First of all, ttere is a self ttet is part of one's 
perceptual experience. In ray visual field ... I 
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can easily discrirainate . . . that the hand is part 
of me. ... Second, if I move ray eyes, tilt my 
head, or walk to the window, I can isolate my 
"self" as the locus of the perceptual .. . experi
ences I am teving. . . . Both the intemal and the 
extemal are explicitly experience. and the 
division tetween them, tterefore, is a division 
tetween two types of experience and not the 
division tetween an experiencing subject and tte 
objects it experiences, 
(von Glasersfeld, 1979, p.100-1) 

Consequently, experience—self-present to the experiencer—is tte 

organising principle of constructivist cognition. Moreover, 

"there is no 'given.' There is no lowest level wMch is free from 

the organizing principles" (Richards & von Glasersfeld, 1979, 

p.51). In other words, self-present experiencing—soroehow 

"organisation-laden" by organising principles (whose raold is 

provided by Piaget)—is the logocentric, because rational (von 

Glasersfeld, 1985, p.8-9) foundation of constructivist 

episteroology. Frora a deconstructionist perspective, we can 

indicate ttet such a self-present origin requires a premise 

couched in the raythology of presence. For as Derrida (1976, p.60) 

states, 

As for the concept of experience, i t i s rrost 
unwieldy here. Like a l l t t e notions I aia using 
tere, i t telongs to the Mstory of rretaphysics and 
we can only use i t lander erasure. "Experience" lias 
always designated the relat ionsMp with a presence, 
whether t t e t relat ionsMp ted t t e form of con
sciousness or not. At any ra te , we raast, according 
to t l d s sor t of contortion and contention wMch t t e 
discourse i s obliged to undergo, exteust the 
resources of the concept of eicperience tefore 
.attaiMng and in order t̂ o a t t a in , by deconstruc
t ion, i t s ultiroate foundation. I t i s the only way 
to escape "erapiricisrai" and the "naive" cr i t iques of 
experience a t the same tiroe. 
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As a result, we can acknowledge the fact ttet constructivism—in 

contradistinction to e.g.. ("original" Freudian) psychoanalysis-

presupposes the closed form of consciousness as presence, and not 

ttet of the always deferred/deferring "existence" of the Self (as 

was Mnted at by Watts). 

Moreover, roost of the neuropliysiological research wldch 

incited the conceptual closure of autonorry (and its concoraitant 

episteroology), originated in bioelectrical and anatomical studies 

of the Eye (Maturana et al.'s frog). Altteiagh not always 

explicit, the cytemetic developraents of these views teve relied 

heavily on the ocular rretaplor: consider e.g., Powers' "tetevior 

as the control of perception" (1973), von Glasersfeld's 

cliaracterization of the self as a "VLsual Percept" (1979, p. 100). 

von Foerster's computation of a stable reality tesed upon the 

neurophysiology of the rods and cones (1981), leading to one of 

the adagia of constructivist episteroology: the aesthetical 

imperative, "If you desire to see, leam how to act." Clearly, we 

can conclude ttet for the cytemetician "seeing is telieving," and 

ttet tte Eye of the Mind becorres tte inescapable roodel for the 

tetter .sort of knowledge (Rorty)—i.e., a .spectator theory of 

knowledge modeled after the act of vision (Dewey). For Derrida 

(1985) and Tyler (1984), attriteting priority to a type of 

knowle<Jge wldch loolsa at sorrethlng—"r.atlier tlian, say, nabbing up 

against it, or crusldng it underfoot, or teving sexual intercourse 

with it' (H.r.i-iy, 1979. p.39)—entails a metaphysically induced 
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denigration of the veracity of the other senses, in casu the 

auditory (for Derrida, as for Nietzsche) and the vertel (for 

Tyler). How the visual telongs to the tegos is demonstrated by 

Tyler (1983, p.14/21) who states, 

Ui the wtele logos indicates a peculiar class of 
"tMngs"—assemblages assembled with the eyes by 
roeans of the intermediary alptetet, the visible 
substitutes for the tMngs themselves wMch are the 
words we teve for them and the word we teve of 
them. . . TMngs teing wtet they are, deviations 
from the coninonsense predominance of the visual 
merely confirm in their opposition ttet the 
dominant view in Western thou^t, coraroonsense or 
otherwise, is ttet the sensory takes precedence 
over the non-sensory, for sense is tetter than 
nonsense, and the visual sense is tte test of all. 

As a result, if "tMngs" are not seen through the logocentric Eye 

of Form/Being, then wtet is Not-seen (tet heard, touched, told) is 

not Imowledge, because not forined in the visual percept of the 

"tMng" (forroal object). Not only "ttet"—if the "tMng" is not 

experienced here and now as a self-contained (autonoroous) teiuided 

"it," it is not object-ive "knowledge." Consequently: the 

cytemetician' s eye is still ogling tte objective foundation on 

the otter side of tte room (alteit frora the comer of M s eye). 

Conclusion 

The point raade tere is not—to te sure—ttet ttese theories 

are necessarily wrong (tliat would there is a roeta-criterion for 

making tliat decision), tet ttet they all reflect a certain 

roetaphysical tradition of "looking" [in roore sense than one, given 

their preference for a "vision quest" (Tyler)] wMch is just an 
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(inferential) interpretation of an outXside observer. Moreover, 

it does not roean ttet constructivism is "wrong" or "delusional" 

tet it does roean that its episteroological—admittedly 

non-representational, tet still inherently foundational—premises 

reflect Platonist adumbrations of a preference for forra. 

Consequently, the cytemetician's and the constructivist's quest 

for stability and self-reference as an adraissible syratelic 

description of the cognitive doraain of autonoraous systeras, are 

expressions of a logocentric rtetoric—i.e., geared toward 

rationality, forra as essence and "sense," self-presence without 

pcdlutlon by absence, transcendental self-consciousness—and, 

consequently, cannot and do not (necessarily) reflect an 

"originary" foundation of Life—whetter it te autopoietic or 

autolinguistic. As a result, tte rhetorical foundation of 

self-organizing processes is clearly raetaphysical (and cannot te 

otherwise given its starting-point in forraalisra) and still 

reflects, although in a less extreme forra, a scientistic "forra of 

life," characterized by a serial telief in (r)evolution, in a 

breakthrou^ towards an ultiraate explanation. Conversely, the 

deconstructive raode recalls Foss (1973, p.301-2) who states: 

Nor is tMs to te confused with pdling rabbits out 
of a tet whether or not there are rabbits there in 
the first place. Rather there raay te an imtold 
nurater of varieties of rabbits in the tet, and the 
varieties we breed raay te as laach a function of tte 
passion, coraroitroent and energies of attention we 
put in as of wMch rabbits were "in there" all tte 
wldle. Tlius "straight" or ordinary tMnking will 
discover one strain of rabbit, "stoned" or 
nonordinary tMnMng anotter. 
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Frora the deconstn-ictive (non)perspective all previously discussed 

notions such as constructivisra, self-organisation, and autonomy 

telong to a certain (sacramentalised) variety of rabbits—a 

variety we like and are familiar with. However, deconstruction 

gives us (always already) the never-ending option of "stranger" 

and "crasier" rabbits. Moreover, the deconstructionist plea for 

"different" "forms of life" does not mean an evaporation of our 

tebiti.ial ways of understanding tet a cross-fertilization of breeds 

of rabbits, not in an attempt to win a first prise at the rabbit 

show, tet to enjoy the play of breeding. 

The (EtMcal) Critique on Pragravsticism 

Frora a Foucauldian perspective, the previous development of a 

notion such as pragmysticism can easily te criticized cis a sterile 

form of quietisra, in tte sense ttet it "dictates" cooperation and 

tolerance. TMs criticisra immediately indicates tte tesic flaw of 

a pragraatist position—at least in the way I teve presented 

it—i. e., tte lack of a clear etMcal giddeline. Frora Rorty we 

learned ttet tte task of the pragraatist is to keep tte 

conversation going and to respect a (re)new(ed) sense of 

corarounity, tet wtet Mnd of action will gidde us, and, raore 

importantly, tew can such an action te called etMcal if it is 

doubly occulted and, as such, teyond our "self-control" (the 

roodemist origin of etMcs). How do power and rhetoric figure 

witldn such a pragroatist position —are they not hegeroonical 
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instruments wMch, at any time, put teundaries on the ongoing and 

proliferating dialogue? 

Frora Marx we leam ttet, "the pMlosophers teve only 

interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change 

it." From the extensive discussions on Gadarrer and Derrida it is 

obvious ttet, as there cannot te a rift tetween theory and 

practice, there cannot te a qualitative gap tetween the 

interpretation and the change: interpretation la (social/farrdly) 

change. With Gadamer it is even possible to say ttet a family 

therapy session—as an interpretation of a certain therapy school, 

e.g. stnactjaral tterapy—is not only a w.ay tMs school (Urtdld) 

can te, tet also ttet it is, tlirough language, an unfolding of 

Being, a way of Being wldch lias never been (tlds way) tefore, 

i.e., a change. As such, every (traditional) fairdly therapy 

session is singialar (a new way of Being) bat also a representation 

(a new way of the teing of .stnactural therapy). Consequently, as 

gnosis cannot te disengaged from praida, interpretation entails 

power (to cliange), wMch can te either good or ted. By tlds I 

mean ttet (textual) interpretation does not carry with it 

autoroatically a guarantee ttet etMcal action will follow. Tlie 

activity of interpretation is not a "passive seeing," tet the 

constnaction of a point of view and a concoraitant engagement with 

the (interpreted) textual events. For exairple, a psychoanalytic 

interpretation brings ateut a constrictive perspective wldch tes 

been analyzed by Deleuze and CSuattari; a Marxist perspective, on 
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the other hand, dysconstructs Mstory as a class struggle tesed on 

a Mstor ica l raaterialisra. Both interpretat ions lead to a 

tegeraonical se t of axioms wMch guide everyday action, and teth 

lead to different definit ions of etMcal praxis. However, now 

t t e t Science can no longer offer an episteraological ground for 

t ru th and autonoray, the question can te asked whether a postmodern 

stance, based upon difference, does not leave us witMn the 

uncertain realra of (pol3vocal) interpretat ion, does not leave us 

a t the raercy of power and rhetoric , i . e . , s/he who shouts the 

loudest, i s raost manipulative in defending Ms/her interpretat ion, 

and, f inal ly , gets the upper hand. Does not a notion such as 

"undecidability" open UP a barren gioimd for po l i t i ca l str-uggle, 

in the sense t t e t t rad i t ional concepts, such as "subject," "hiunan 

r igh t s , " " t t e family," "psycho-tterapy," and, by extension, 

"family t terapy," and "cultA.ire," can becorae the rhetorical tools 

of powermongers? How, then, i s i t possible to create a "true" 

coraraunity (in Gadaraer's sense) and a sensus coranuMs. i . e . , a 

sense of corarounity and a coranon sense, wldch bjrpasses the snares 

of rhetor ical strategy? Tlds, of course, will te tlie topic of 

part. I I , in wMch autonoray will te replaced by heteronoray, in 

wldch t t e Otter wil l provide us with "pagan instriictions" for 

e tMcal conduct. The raajor task to te described for the 

postmodern in terpre ter i s , then, double: on t t e one hand, the 

enhanceroent/enrichroent of the ongoing dialogue by an in temal 

exaraination of the rhetor ical grounds of t t e disseraination of 
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faitiis (a Derridean tack); on the other hand, a critical scrutiav 

of the rhetorical structA.ire of the deMstoricized dominant 

hegemony ttet inMbits the creation of new allegiances and the 

respect for traditional "values" (a Foucouldian/Gadaraerian tack). 



PART II 

DIALOGICAL ETHICS AND THE DISCOURSE 

OF THE OTHER 
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Introduction 

Before opening the discussion on the e tMcs of 

"psycho-therapy" and postmodem Life, i t i s necessary t o ind ica te 

the seeds t t e t teve sparked the iraportance of t M s i s sue . Two 

eleraents need t o te discussed: (a) wtet a re the p o l i t i c a l / e t M c a l 

impl icat ions of the consensus and conioonsense view on t r u t h wMch 

seems t o cha rac t e r i ze the postmodem condit ion, and tew i s t M s 

view compatible with Hatermas' "universal pragraatics" and 

Der r ida ' s deconst ruct ive en t e rp r i s e ; (b) how does Maranteo's 

conception of Socra t ic dialogue as an a l t e m a t i v e / d i f f e r e n d t o 

conteraporary the rapeu t i c p rac t i ce r e f l e c t the postmodem argument 

and the necess i ty for a more pagan e tMc? Therefore, tefore 

opening the main argument(s), a b r i e f in t roduct ion t o the problera. 

P o l i t i c a l Ramifications of the 
Postmodem Condition 

Although i t i s irapossible tere t o present a l l the i n t r i c a c i e s 

of the Hatermas-Gadaraer de t e t e wMch has been raging for several 

years , i t i s important t o acknowledge t t e main t h r u s t of the 

cirgument as i t i nd i ca t e s t t e necess i ty for an e t M c s of the Other. 

Gadaraer's argument t t e t t t e lierroeneutic a c t of understanding i s 

always and inex t r i cab ly erabedded witMn ( cu l t u r a l and M s t o r i c a l ) 

p re jud ices , a c t i v e l y r e s i s t i n g t h e i r annexation by a r a t i o n a l 

roethodology and a Mgher t h e o r e t i c a l and monolitMc order 
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purporting to transcend its cultural/linguistic conditioning, is 

rejected by the Critical School as a quietistic species of a 

conservative preservation of the "coraroonsense" status quo. 

Lyotard, on the other hand, criticized the Critical School for 

textualizing all knowledge by unmasking their rhetorical 

strategies and by dissolving the latter into a Mgher "dialectical 

awareness" as a privileged vantage point wMch transcends the 

rhetorical trappings of first-order narration. In short, Lyotard 

questions the presupposition of "enlightenment" wMch guides the 

critical dialectic as sorae sort of less mystified or ideologically 

distorted discourse. Therefore, in contrast to Lyotard's and 

Gadaroer's comfort, with the "naturalized rayt.te of coraron sense," 

Hatermas posits the aprioristic necessity of a rational and 

enli^tened critique wMch can transcend the rootedness of 

first-order narration in cultural tradition. As a result, 

Hatermas will look for a way out of the "legitimation crisis" by 

initiating a quest for tte "legitimating principles of 

rationality" and an unmasking of the distorting forms of 

"repressive rationality." In contrast again, Lyotard sees reason 

as a product of cultural and pragraatist consensus whose "truth" 

depends on its status of "performative value" witMn a local/pagan 

context—not in function of a transcending of unreflective, 

coranonsensical, inertial cultural consensus in favor of 

"enlightened rationality." 
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Given Lyotard's pragraatist equation of t ru th with power—of 

instrumental reason with knowledge—, the "postraodem condition," 

as espoused by Lyotard and Gadamer, easi ly becoroes a conservative 

ideology, a l i teral-pragraat is t version of po l i t i ca l consensus 

wMch bypasses the telief in social improvement by means of 

rat ional c r i t ique through a (predetermined) proraotion of 

t rad i t iona l nytte and coramonsensical values. Indeed, i f the 

oraniscient perspective of raeta-narrativity i s given up, one raust 

abandon any hope for ideological raeta-critique and, consequently, 

we need to resign to a "postraodem" readiness to accept t t e 

" t ru th"- te l l ing powers of f i rs t -order narration encompassed by the 

(predetenrdned because trans-individual and Mstor ica l ) existence 

of a broad-based cul tural consensus of wtet raakes sense a t t t e 

present stage of the open-ended cul tural dialogue. Such a 

resignaticjn, also shared by Rorty, clearly ref lects a po l i t i ca l 

agenda of p l u r a l i s t l i teral isra and deraocratic detete wMch —sadly 

too often—serves as a delusional smoke screen for the 

raonopolistic se l f - in te res t s of super-national (nonetary) power. 

In contrast to t M s jostmodem "end of ideology" preraise, 

Hatermas explored the duali ty of te "knowledge-constitutive 

in te res t s" (1971) wMch orient our tMnking —in tMs Hatermas 

coroes close to Biurke's notion of "raotives" ( infra) . Hatermas 

telieves tha t ra t ional knowledge can follow an "enlightened" 

thrus t toward eraancipation and an unmasking of the imreflective 

raystifications of the pos i t i v i s t paradigm; on te o t t e r hand. 
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reason can easily fall in the trap of "conformist dograa." In 

order to acMeve tMs process of enlightenraent and emancipation, 

i.e. , in order to fulfill the interests wMch constituted true 

reason, Hatenoas introduces, on the one hand, M s "theory of 

corarounicative corapetence" as a raeasure for the distortions of 

rational consensus, and, on the other, the concept of the "ideal 

speech situation" in wldch reason—caught in an open dialogical 

exchange of reciprocal huraan understanding—coraes to purify its 

truth-clairas. Obstacles in tMs free (and rational) dialogue are. 

then, indications of the resistance of repressive social 

institutions and the irmerworMngs of pre-reflective (i.e. . 

coranonsensical and consensual) teliefs and irrational nytte. TMs 

"process of investigation" Hatermas calls a "pragroatics of 

coraraunicative discourse" and insures the possibility of a 

meta-critical (and raeta-linguistic) enterprise. 

Tlie gap tetween these two different interTretations of 

interpretation offers a glirapse of the real problera: the necessity 

of an etMcs for action—an etMcs wMch on the one hand cannot 

fall teck onto a "categorical" or " transcendental" 

raeta-iraperative (Gadaroer/Lyotard), tet cannot also consist of a 

clear ideological choice (e.g., literalisra in favor of "Marxisra" 

or vice versa) with clear predetermined guidelines for 

"enlightened" or "emancipatory" action (Hatermas). Furthermore, 

by opposing these two meta-interpre1:ations one falls in the same 

rhetorical trap as the postmodem endeavor tries to avoid, as the 
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argument tetween Hatermas and Gadamer/Lyotard is only viable if 

Lyotard's "end to raeta-narratives" becoroes in itself a 

roeta-narrative for the denouncement of the traditional 

meta-narratives (such as Marxism and psychoanalysis). Indeed, if 

one sticks to Gadaner's telief ttet teth raeta-interpretations are 

"re-presentations" of the Wirkung of tradition and Mstory, or 

ttet teth versions of hermeneutics constitute possibilities witMn 

infrastructural arche-writing, or, also, ttet they are teth the 

exponents of (raeta-)narrational experimentation, it becomes 

possible to juxtapose them as "differends" witMn the present 

discursive ordering. As will te indicated in subsequent ctepters, 

the undecidability of raany first-order narratives creates a 

vulnerability for hegeraonical conservativisra, tet also provides 

the possibility for (revolutionary) new meanings. The quest for 

an etldcs wMch creates new meanings for the Other, is the topic 

of part II. 

Tlierapeutic Discourse and Socratic Dialogue 

In order to understand the far-reacMng consequences of 

Maranteo's recent critique (1986) on the rhetorical structures of 

psycloanalysis and faioily therapy in contrast to Socratic 

dialogue, it is necessary to reiterate the Gadamerian concepts of 

"applicatio." "plironesis," .and the concoioitant etMcal dirrension 

of the Platonic dialogues (1980). Applicatlo is tte close 

connection tetween understanding and praids, i.e., praxis as 
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practical understanding, as a practical reason, ttet is 

inseparable and actually coincidental with the contextually 

determined and required actions. With the notion of practical 

reason, phronesls, Gadaroer transcends the logocentric fissuration 

of theoretical understanding and its "logical" (i.e. , 

"derivative") applications in deeds, by re-appreciating its 

"traditional" roeaning: Gadaroer terrows Aristotle's notion of 

praxis as the etMcal dimension of man as characterized by 

proteiresis. i.e., characterized by tte cognitive ability of 

preference and choice. The priraary task of pMlosopMcal 

hermeneutics, then, is to explore and address tMs distinctive 

human trait in order to polish and refine huraan preferences and 

discriminations of wtet is considered to te (3ood (agathon)—an 

etMcal task! Phronesis. i.e., practical wisdom, then, is the 

concoraitant expression of tMs cognitive faculty of preferential 

choice witldn the particularity of a given (pragmatic) situation. 

In tMs sense, it is distinguished from theoretical or pure reason 

(episteme) in ttet it is does not concentrate on universals tet on 

tte particular and tte singular, on change instead of stability, 

on process instead of form. Therefore, for Gadamer, phronesis and 

applicatio iraroedlately iraply an episteraological grounding in 

"truthful" Erlebnis. i.e., tte hermeneutic experience of "seeing" 

wtet is required in a particular situation: understanding as a 

dialogical instance of tte aubtilitas intelligendi and the 

subtilitas applicandi. 
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Maranteo (1986) suggests that psychotherapies teve lost their 

adherence to practical reason and teve occulted themselves in the 

texts and narratives of theoretical reason. 

Perteps they do not need such a theory, given ttet their 
craft springs from the practical reason ttet we exercise 
in our everyday life, and not frora scientific reason. 
For raost therapist, such a conclusion is an anathema: 
They seem to want to present their practice as 
scientific, and for ttet purpose attempt to harness it 
to concepts in biology and in cytemetics. 
(Maranteo, 1986, p.115) 

The result of such an oppression of practical reason is, then, a 

triangular recursive structure in wMch rhetorical strategy, 

knowledge systems and power insure the maintenance and the 

continued success of therapeutic discourse (in Western practice). 

From tMs (triangular) perspective, it is iirportant to recognize 

ttet not the content of psychotherapeutic practice seeras to 

account for rrost of its success, tet its process of power and 

rhetorical ity. However, such a deMstoricized process is 

essentially anti-moral, in ttet 

it does not teve any regard for tenporal sequences, frora 
past to present and into future, tet looks instead for 
interlocked patterns of actions forming cycles and 
repeating or changing, but constantly imdergoing these 
evolutionary leaps ignited by intemal functions. 
(Maranteo, 1986, p.172) 

Clinical practices are a search for nomothetic patterns wMch can 

be transpcjrted transcontextual ly and can, consequently, te taught 

or written down in texts. Therapy is no longer the lived 

applicatio of etMcal necessity, tet the blind application of 

scientific reason. Consequently, 
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[therapists] shy away frora raaking explicit the etMcal 
iraperatives underpinning therapeutic discourse, tet the 
raoral judgements are there . . , springing frora the 
exercise of practical reason. T M s is fortunate for 
those who telieve ttet coraroon sense is the test forura 
for coraroon sense is the test forura for judgement, and 
unfortunate for those others regarding practical reason 
with suspicion, and opposing to it the special reasons: 
scientific, religious or political. 
(Maranteo, 1986, p.173) 

However, it remains iraportant to recognize ttet therapists—as all 

people do—influence other people's lives in raoral terras "teilding 

their raorality on coranon sense." 

In contradistinction to these rairaetic, iraitative "schools" of 

therapy, Maranteo posits Socratic dialogue as a roore "inventive" 

alternative. W M l e miraesis refers to copy, iradtation. 

representation, Marai'iteo introduces Socrates' concept of 

"raethexis" as "participation" (and concoraitant renewal). In 

contrast to therapeutic discourse in w M c h theories are applied to 

observation, Socratic dialogue preserves the iranediacy of the 

speakers' utterances, w M l e it "presupposes a total engageraent of 

the speakers in the dialogical sitA.iation in the sense that the 

rhetoric of persuasion and the effluence of intemal motives, 

become one" (p.178). Moreover, these dialogues are methectic, in 

ttet they recognise the necessity of representation in order tO) 

"carry out/on" the dialogue, tet that, throu^ the worMngs of 

mimesis, sometMng new is created. i.e.. the methectic moraent of 

"true" dialogue (in the Gadamerian sense). In other words, 

roettexis unfolds from mimesis. Methexis, then is tte dialectical 

process of 
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disassembling the initial cosnovision as the new one is 
elaterated. As we descend the string of dialogues, we 
leam ttet all cosraovisions are fallible, and ttet the 
prcoess of piecing thera together is all ttet matters and 
ttet wMch truly redeems the huraan soul. 
(Maranteo, 1986, p.186) 

In tMs sense, rairaesis and raethexis are characterised by a 

dialogical interplay out of wMch emerges "agathon," the "goal" of 

Socratic dialogue. The purpose of the Socratic dialogue lies, 

roore particularly, in the uneartMng of the "good witMn" every 

man, wldch can only te gliropsed at through the question and answer 

structure of dialogue. 

Before the rrythos and tefore the logos ("language") 
there is soroetMng of value to te recognized, something 
pre-linguistic wMch for that reason can hardly te 
talked ateut. Tlds agathon ("good") is not the referen
tial relation tetween tldngs and words, or the indexical 
relation tetween speakers .and .speech. .. Tlie di.alectic 
roethod is precisely a procedure destined to establish 
discriminations in the linguistic and cultural universe. 
Wlien the conceptual entities becorre reasonably ordered, 
the pMlosopher coraes in touch with the agathon revealed 
through the crevices tetween the categories of 
knowledge, tlirough the differences .as Derrida pats it, 
or tlirough the disasserobling of the language gaioes in 
WittgenstelMan parlance. The essential content of our 
knowledge is not soioetldng ttet we can link up by rreans 
of reference, or establish pragraatically in the 
discovery of who is saying wtet to whora, or encorapass iri 
any genre of expression, it is soroetMng we corae into 
touch with in the spaces and the intervals we create by 
tidying up our house of knowledge. However, it does not 
corais from without, bat from witldn, because it exist̂ s in 
the human soul. 
(Maranliao, 1986, p. 178) 

Socratic dialogue then becomes the veldcle through wldch the 

connection tetween ttet wldch is "in" the soul and the discô arse 

ttet expresses "it," is established. Maranteo, with Gadaioer, 

posits Socratic dialogue in contrast to the "sopMsts' excesses" 
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wMch herald the power of rhetoric and persuasion as its ultiraate 

goal—tendency wMch, suggests Maranteo, corresponds to tte 

unetMcal power-plays of contemporary family therapists. Socratic 

dialogues, on the other hand, do not concern themselves with tte 

unilateral and rhetorical defense of raonological assertions, tet 

constitute a dialogical discourse "procedure" characterised by 

question and answer geared toward etMcal or "true" action. 

Gadamer (1980) recognizes ttet dialogue is to te situated on the 

level of practical reason, phronesis. and ttet it is not a 

teaching of Socrates' wisdom to M s pupils; in contrast he 

proposes ttet the true quest of the dialogues resides in the 

unisĉ n of words (logoa) and deeds (ergon). in applicatio and 

phronesis. 

Socrates professes t t e t the vir tues l i e inside human 
nature .and the teacMng of thera i s not a matter of 
transradssion, tet of awakening wtet i s dorroant in the 
soul. Huraan qua l i t i es such as "wisdom," " jus t ice ," 
"beauty," or "teraperance" lack ontological s ta tus in 
Socrates ' pMlosopliy, because tliey do not stera frora the 
objects of perception, nor se^n to te en t i t i e s witli an 
autonoraous existence; they are contained in t t e soul, 
wldch rreans t t e t the discourse ateut thera i s coraposed 
not only of words tet also of t t e testiraony of not oMy 
of words but also of the testiraony of ergon. 
(Maranliao, 1986, p.232) 

[In passing, i t can te roentioned how much the Socratic "awakening 

of wtet sleeps in the soul" corresponds to WMtaker's 

non-corairdtioent, and to the previous description of deconstnacted 

psycho-therapy.] 

As knowledge for Socrates i s already buried within man's 

soul, dialogue, as a methectic intervention, becoroes an exercise 
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in recollection, a progressive de-reification of monological ideas 

towards a more "holistic" knowledge wldch eroerges out of the 

weavings of the conversation. Virtue and methectic knowledge only 

grow through the dialectic interplay of mimetic representations in 

the dialogue. 

The central theme of the dialogue is dialectic. 
sometMng talked ateut, expressed in the turnings of the 
argument and in the attitude of the discussants. 
Dialectic subndts rairaetic representations of reality to 
a severe test and prods a roethectic reorganization of 
categories of knowledge. However, in the aftermath of 
each exercise of critique, we see a new rairaetic edifice 
rise frora the ruins of the previous one. Dialectics 
leads us along the way to virtue, tet since we cannot go 
straight to ttet essential quality in the heart of 
dialectic alone, we are in need of the rarrparts 
constituted by these rairaetic approximations. TMs 
journey calls for a ternperate telance in wldch neither 
the critique is too derrolisMng, nor the copy of reality 
too rigid. 
(Maranteo, 1986, p.288) 

Consequently, raethexis is only possible through miraesis, tet the 

"rrethectic creation" roust necessarily retum teck tto a roirfetic 

representation. More iraiportantly, it is only in di.alogue with 

others ttet raethexis can coroe ateut; tMs enptesis on the 

heteronorry of tlie other contrasts sharply with the logocentric .and 

Cliristian tradition of the .autonoray of self-reflection and 

introspection. In contrast to the roodemist overvaluation of 

ideological consensus tlirougli the use of power and rhetorical 

persuasion, Socratic dialogue (and by extension, postmoderMsra) 

emphasizes a dialogical coraouMcative consensus in wMch 

heterodoxy .and .agonistics can freely develop witteut, however, 

iia*<tKcfi«e th* p-it«ntial for breaking the overall consensus ttet 
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binds all men together. Tlds corrmunicative consensus is the 

etMcal imperative, i.e., the secret tend to keep the conversation 

going. 

Mar.ariliao goes on to argiae ttet conterrporary therapeutic 

practice remains steeped in the necessity for self-reflection and 

the Christian tradition of textual rronologism, whose learning 

strategies largely depend on a rrdrretic repetition of textual 

guidelines, and an active derdal of coraron sense and practical 

reason. Moreover, in contrast to the dialogical personalities of 

Socratic conversation, conteraporary therapists, (double) teund by 

.a canon of neutrality and objectivity, need to leam low to 

restrain themselves, need to sacrifice their "souls" on the altar 

of therapeutic success. As a result, (raanipalative) power 

strategies and rhetorical ploys becorae the primary instruraents in 

acMeving tMs performativity quota, tet also in constantly 

revalidatirig the therapeutic canon and in one's own constant 

re-intextuation witldn ttet canon. 

Finally, teth contenporary therapeutic practice as well as 

Sf>̂ ratic dialogue are cliaracterized by .an .attempt to unite the 

trinity of thouglit, errotion, and language. 

(B)oth Socrates and the therapists [try] to overcome the 
wrencldng tension of the Western cultural heritage 
tetween the unity or fragrrentation anongst knowledge, 
power and rhetoric, by teilding a cultural constellation 
in wldch the system of knowledge is incoraplete, the 
power asyraretry concealed and the rhetoric ijunderhand. 
(Maranteo, 1986, p.321) 
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Maranteo, therefore, argues not for a unification of tMs trinity 

(for that is irapossible) nor for a fr.agrrentation (wldch is equally 

irapossible), tet for a dialogical coexistence—a coexistence 

predicated upon the continuance of the dialogue of rairaesis and 

raethexis, a dialogue tesed upon practical reason and sensus 

corarounis (in contrast—tet necessarily connected to—with 

theoretical knowledge and raoral knowledge). He concludes (p.333): 

Knowledge can te reconstructed through practical reason, 
leading to the rules of thurab guiding our steps in life, 
tet when it is reconstructed through theoretical reason 
we wind up with an understanding and explanatory system 
calling for interpretive skills different from those we 
employ in everyday life. TMs kind of knowledge is 
incomprehensible tO) rrost people, it is unacceptable, it 
is the property of a few and presents an irresistible 
vocation to becoraing knowledge for knowledge's sake. 
TMs is wtet we call moral î nowledge, a doctrinaire set 
of postulates so removed frora life ttet when we sturable 
into it we feel surprise and are led to tMnk ttet 
either we are living wrong, or raoral Imowledge is soroe
tMng newfangled. On the opposite end of the spectnam 
there is the Imowledge wMch springs into practice 
tecoraing tebitude, rather than doctrine. 

Therefore, instead of hegeraonical overvaluation of theoretical 

reason, the etMcal basis of discourse needs to te exandned on the 

level of practical reason, in the cliionotopean act of 

coranunication (Bakhtin) where the participants do not live in 

vacuo tet where they exist in a world of previously shared 

raeaning, i.e., they share a language (Gadarrer). 

Altteugh I do not necessarily agree with Gadaraer's suggestion 

of Socratic dialogue as the prototype of postmodem conversation, 

it provides an iraportant avenue for a discussion on etMcs. In a 

later section, Socratic dialogue will te criticized on the tesis 
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of its essentially substantialist .and logcxjentric postulates, 

i.e., the presupposition ttet there "is" a 'G<:)od" "witMn" wMch 

needs to te (and a priori oan te) uncovered through the weavings 

of dialogue; moreover, a modernist tinge sMnes through in tMs 

reasoning in that dialogue constitutes an eraancipative process 

towards etMcal completion, i.e., the awareness of one' s own good 

witMn. In contrast, Bakhtin's description of Dostoevsky's 

polyphonic dialogue tetter suits a postmodern version of dialogue 

and its etMcal iraplications (infra). From Gadamer, however, we 

remerater that hermeneutic experience lets the tradition speak to 

the present in wldch tMs speaking is telling the 

present/interpreter soraetMng ateut itself. The priraary 

consequence of tMs ''wirl^imgsgescMchtliches Bewusstsein is ttet 

one reraains open to the Other—the otherness of the past as well 

as the otherness of tte other person. One is open to the other 

person for wtet he tes to say; without tlds heterological 

openness, Gadamer argues, there can te no real liiunan contact: "to 

telong together [ Zueinandergetereni is always already to te able 

to listen to each other rAuf-einander-Horeiikonnen 1'' (1980, p.55). 

Therefore, if dialogue is the primary raeans of practical reason, 

and if dialogue consists of listening to wtet the Other tes to 

say, heterology becoroes the starting point for an investigation of 

a "pagan" etMc. 



CHAPTER 8 

BURKE AND THE POLITICS OF INTERPRETATION 

Introduction 

Initially, it was ray intention to provide in tMs ctepter a 

roore elaterate discussion on the proponents of contextualist 

intertextuality for whora the priraary task of textual 

interpretation consists in a demonstration of the intemal 

worMngs of hegemonical ideology witMn cultural texts. Althou^, 

for raany, the notion of politics strongly corresponds to tte 

notion of etMcs (e.g., the Marxist etMc of the 1 iteration of the 

proletariat), it seeras to rae ttet Burke provides an avenue of 

bypassing the notion of ideology by installing an etMcs of 

rhetorical choice given the contextual raotives. TMs ctepter, 

therefore, is an abbreviation of an issue wMch certainly deserves 

raore attention; however, given tte already lengthy nature of tMs 

dissertation I will MgMight only tte raost iraportant points of ray 

original ctepter. Apart frora the works by Burke (1961, 1969, 

1973), tte following discussion owes rauch to several otter 

authors: Eagleton (1976), Foucault (1970), Jaraeson (1975, 1981), 

tentriccMa (1980, 1983), and WMte (1973), as well as the 

anthology by Mitchell (1986) on tte "politics of interpretation." 

245 
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The Politics of Deconstruction 

The priraary aira of the structuralist project, as intended by 

tevi-Strauss and Barthes, consisted in a raethodological correction 

of the distortions of etteocentricity, ideology and 

raeta-psychology, by excavating the "objective" structures 

underwriting these rhetoripolitical nystifications. Indeed, by 

introducing the notion of structuration (and Ramist-like 

diagramraatization), the structuralist telieves ttet a scientistic 

roethodology can bypass the ideological and rhetorical snares of 

(cultural) texts. The previous discussion on Derrida's notion of 

a general text of wMch all texts are reflections/refractions and 

Gadaner's emptesis of tradition(-roaMng) in the linguisticality of 

interpretation and writing, actively questions the validity of 

such a scientistic endeavor. From these herineneutics it was 

learnt ttet no structuralist atterapt (or a Freudo-Marxist atterapt 

for ttet raatter) could ever escape its own rhetoricality or the 

netaphoricity interent to language. In that confrontation, the 

intended goal of deraystifying "natural" raystifications—the secret 

power of structuralisra or positivisra—together with their 

concoradtant objective procedures, was revealed as yet another 

mystification. However, the latter position becoroes problematic 

when a "program for action" or even guidelines for etMcal 

tetevior are looked for. 
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Consequently, in contradistinction to textualist 

intertextualists (Derrida, de Man, Bloom) wte examine the textual 

oversaturation by a general intertext, there are the contextualist 

intertextualists (Deleuse/Guattari, Foucault, Jameson, Eagleton) 

for whora texts are the priraordial inscription of the (hegemonic) 

discursive formations and their repressive institutions. As 

Eagleton (1976) maintains, textual interpretation is the 

expression of the will-to-power, in ttet the "correct" 

interpre1:ation always reflects a superstructural orthodoxy, i.e. 

the self-interests of the powers ttet te. As such, politics and 

ideology (or political ideology) are tte essence of 

intertextuality: texts as always re-Mstoricized (Gadamer) and 

politicized (Rurke). Consequently, textual interpretation becoroes 

a priroordially political tool for the rhetorical prorootion of one 

tMng (or, for ttet matter, one tMnk) over another. However, in 

contrast tcj Marx and the psychoanalysts, whose intention it was/is 

to glorify their ideological discourse to the status of a 

scientific discourse of extraMstorical univocal ity (Marx' 

Mstorical raaterialisra built .as a Hegelian-Darwinist model; tte 

Freudian blueprint of the (Mstorical) Unconscious), political 

contextualists and anti-oedipal deconstructionists teve to admit 

the metaphorical native, the rhetoricity or the fictiveness of 

their political interpretations. Indeed, as WMte (1973) argues in 

Meta-Historv. once the textual nature of Mstory is recognized, 

the firm and privileged ground of discurso-ideological formations 
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shows itself no longer as a ground, tet as an abyss. A "degre 

aero" or "ecriture blanche", i.e., a kind of writing/ 

interpretation unbiased by convention or ideology or a 

deMstoricized discourse, is irapossible witMn a 

Gadamerian/Derridean hermeneutic: the deraystification of imivocal 

roeaning uncovers an abyss of writerly raulti vocal ity and 

interpretive plurality, wMch yield discursive formations ttet are 

themselves endlessly re-interpretable into new formations. 

Moreover, the self-referential nature of deconstruction 

(self-deconstruction) emphasizes an anti-authoritarianism so 

radically individualistic or even solipsistic that it denies all 

forms of interpretive community, such as structuralism, Marxism, 

or psychoanalysis. Deconstructionist "aesthetic danc^ism" can 

corisequently only lead to anarcMsra and not tO) a renewed sense of 

corarounity. Moreover, the deconstruction of the subject raakes the 

figure of individual anarcMstic free play even raore problematic; 

or do we have to perceive anarchy as an anarchy of partial flows 

and breaks at a raolecular level? If not, how is "engaged action" 

possible? Indeed, the deconstructionist "knowledge" ttet no 

self-conscious intentionality is possible—the eternal frustration 

of the mind to know itself (and its intentions)—undermines tte 

coraroonsense grounding of all action, i.e., the confidence ttet 

one's actions will teve an effect. Is it not very likely ttet 

such an apriori episteraic failure will lead to an Oblonovian 

paralysis of action? If so, how is change possible? And, is then 
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the underlying message of poststructuralist self-deconstruction 

not political conservativisra and quietisra? Indeed, deconstruction 

suggests ttet the age-old quest for the "foundations" of knowledge 

is futile, and ttet, altematively, foundations raust te exchanged 

for "abysses." But, instead of finally "setting aside" the 

discourse of representation and logocentrisra, by substituting it 

(as do the proponents of pragraatisra) with a discourse of knowledge 

as action and power, as an instrument always at work witMn 

local/pagan situations, as always (and inevitably) ideologically 

colored, deconstructionist eraphases remain witMn the raetaphysical 

tradition of (the negativity of) representation, i.e., in the 

infinite demonstration of the (Mstorical) failitres of miraesis. 

Deconstruction, very eloquently, shows how the iconic culture of 

representation cannot live up to its rhetorical proraises, tet it 

reroains, equally eloquent, silent ateut the social and pragraatic/ 

political effects of rairaesis (i.e., the marriage tetween miraesis 

and raethexis). 

A rrore el-aterate critique of deconstnactionist post-political 

consequences will te suppleraented by the work of Kenneth Burke wte 

anticipated roany of the deconstnactive insights tet who remained 

forever in tune with a "politics of action." Tlie roany Marxist 

overtones in M s work will here te bypassed in order to address rry 

roain focus, i.e., the possibility of etMcal action. 
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Kenneth Burke 

The easiest introduction to Burke is via M s theory of texts 

as symtelic acts. For Burke, texts are always double-edged: a 

text is toth a sjTntolic act and a svmtelic act; although a text 

wants to do "real work," it nonetheless remains always "phony" 

(Tyler, 1984); all texts want to teve a material impact on tte 

world, tet, as "raere symtels," they never truly succeed. Given 

tMs notion, Burke translates "s3^telic action" as 

"representation," wMch, however, does not refer to a merely 

mimetic function, tet reflects an act(ivity) of power. TMs 

definition, wMch Burke calls "aesttetic power." he derives from 

tte raore classical conception of the aesthetic as the practical 

and as tte rhetorical. As a result, Burke feels, "it to te no 

roere accident of language ttet we i;se the same word for sensory, 

artistic and political representation" (Burke, 1973, p.26). 

Given tMs orientation, Burke's rhetorical studies explore 

the supra-textual potentials of "representation as symtelic 

action," particularly in the confluence of aesthetic praxis and 

political power. In M s Mstorical approach (1961)—or genealogy, 

as he calls it—Burke examines how the texture of Mstorical 

discourse (cfr. WMte) is fissured and how discurso-ideological 

arabiguities lead to Mstorical (r)evolution. One of the raajor 

insights in Burke's work actually refers to a problera inherent to 

all forms of pMlosopMcal/Mstorical terraeneutic, i.e., the 
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p r e f e r e n t i a l eraptesis of synchrony over diachrony or v ice versa 

(see a l s o : Maranhao, 1986). These powers ( ( M ) s t o r i e s witMn 

(M)s to ry ) insure the in t roduct ion and growth of new and 

revolut ionary heterogeneous t e x t u r e s , wMch, subsequently, 

undermine the homogenizing tendencies of those t r a d i t i o n s . Like 

i n t e r p r e t i v e hermeneutics, Ms to ry i s never synchrony or 

diachrony, i t i s toth (Maranteo). Exactly in the in te r face of 

synchrony and diachrony, in the crevasses of teterogeneity witMn 

temogeneity, in "the s t r a t e g i c spots a t wMch ambiguities 

necessa r i ly a r i s e " does Burke s i t u a t e M s genealogical theory of 

Yiistory and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , for " i t i s in the areas of arabigidty 

t t e t t ransformations take p lace ; in fac t , without such a reas , 

t ransformation would te irapossible" (1969, p . x i x ) . 

Ant ic ipa t ing Derrida, Rtrke contends tlnat—like the 

f i s s u r a t i o n and s i l e n t gaps of the wr i t e r ly t ex t—the t e x t - u r e of 

M s t o r i c a l d iscourse and consciousness as well as i t s 

s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l s t r u c t u r e s a re i n t e m a l l y f i ssured: the 

temogeneity of hegemonic M s t o r i c a l discourse i s (over)populated 

by teterogeneous counter-hegenonical mini-discourses (Baklitin's 

i n t e m a l dialogisra of in tenna l ly persuasive speech versus 

a u t t e r i t a r i a n raonoglossia). Or, in Der r ida ' s terras: the t e x t of 

M s t o r y ( the "general t e x t " ) l a only insofar as i t defers or 

d i f f e r s frora the t r a c e s of "past" M s t o r i c a l productions (Gadaraer) 

and "present" hegeraonic as well as s o c i o - c r i t i c a l eleraents: 

heterogeneous ( M ) s t o r i e s witMn honogeneous ( M ) s t o r y . Burke, 
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then, goes on to exaraine in raore detail the linguistic symtols of 

authority (e.g.. "freedora," "the people," and "rights") in an 

atterapt to demonstrate the undecidability of these 

socio-ideological terms. The point is raade in "Attitudes toward 

History" (Burke, 1961, p.328): 

The divine rights of kings was first invoked by 
secular interests corateting the authority of the 
theocrats. It held ttet (aod appointed the king, 
rather than the church authorities, to represent 
the secular interests of "the people." Later, when 
the church made peace with established monarcte, 
identifying its interests with the interests of the 
secular authorities, the church adopted the doc
trine as its own. And subsequently the teurgeoisie 
repudiated the doctrine, in repudiating toth 
raonarch and state. It did so in the naroe of 
"ri^ts," as the doctrine ted originally been pro
mulgated in the name of "rights." Aroong these 
"rights" was "freedoro." And Marx in tum stole tMs 
tourgeois symtol for the proletariat. 

As a result, Burke's genealogical Mstoriography of sociopolitical 

terras such as "rights," "freedora," and "tte people" (and the 

different rites of their appropriation by successive hegeraonical 

powers) shows how symtelic action as representation possesses a 

political power as it operates on a raetalogical, imdecidable level 

of episteraological analysis. For Burke, the (inevitable) 

political (re-)appropriations of these "ontologically empty," 

i.e., undecidable or ambiguous, ter-ras explodes the possibility of 

political disinterest, as we are (always already) a part of, 

identified with a context (and a rhetoric) of (political) raotives: 

Any specialised activity participates in a larger 
unit of action. "Identification" is a word for tte 
autonoraous activity's place in tMs wider context, 
a place with wMch the agent may te unconcerned. 
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The shepherd gî a shepherd, acts for the good of the 
sheep, to protect thera frora discorafiture and harm. 
But he may te "identified" with a project that is 
raising the sheep for market. 
[T]he extreme division of later under late 
capitalist literalisra teving made dispersion the 
norm and teving transformed the state of Batel into 
an ideal, the true literal raust view almost as an 
affront the rhetorical concern with identification 
whereby the principles of a speciality cannot te 
taken at their face value, sinply as the motives 
proper to ttet speciality. They are raotives proper 
to the speciality as such, tet not to the 
speciality as participant in a wider context of 
motives. 
(Burke, 1969, p.27, p.30-31) 

In short, any (intellectual) act is always a Mnd of praxis 

(witldn a lingidstic/ideological discourse) and involved in power. 

Tlierefore, for Burke, the task of the intellectual and the .ar-tist 

resides in an active questioning of the hegeroonic and 

imperialistic definition given to these undecidable terras, 

together with an exaraination of the rhetoripolitical processes of 

"naturalization" and normalization wMch such a definition 

entails. TMs is, of course, the project of Foucault and of 

Hatermas. In a siradlar vein, Burke (as does Foucault) considers 

education as one of the priraary operators instrumental in the 

(psyctelogical) installation of hegeroonical "autonoray" (or 

monologism) wMch is ultimately normalised as "tMs is the way it 

is supposed to te" or "tMs is the test of all possible worlds." 

Here, of course, resides the Gadaroer-Hatermas controversy; 

moreover, tMs is, as was explored tefore, the rhetorical intent 

of Rorty's literal-pragroatisro wMch te (implicitly) equates with 

the North American politics of a consensus debate. As such, the 
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political project par excellenne consists in an active defusing of 

the bureaucratising forces wMch attempt to chain the creative 

powers of imagination. Given the discursive nature of Mstory and 

its intrinsic rhetorical warfare of political power and economic 

appropriation, given, florthenrore, the knowledge ttet all 

interpretation, as "symtelic" action, is "always already" 

identified with a larger hegeraonical context, Burke concludes ttet 

the truth of Mstory is ttet there is no such truth, tet only 

fools of truth. In Zen fashion, the (coraedic) raaster—tragedy and 

comedy teing suppleroentable distinctions (Derrida, 1977)—, 

wrapped in the veil of a raetapliysics of foolisteess and failiue, 

becorres the "tn.ie" space of "freedĉ ra." As a result, also, due to 

our intrinsic contextuation into the raotives of political 

power—no raatter what we do, we always enforce (and, as such, 

express our agreement with) hegeraonical power—, interpretation is 

always political praxis, no longer true or false (an 

episterao-"logical" distinction), tet hegeraonical or revolutionary 

(an etMcal distinction). Moreover, tMs choice is never clear: 

although a text can te meant by its "autter" as revolutionary, 

ary, it can always te read or interpreted differently (i.e., as 

revolutionary or as conservative) depending on the rhetoric of 

motives the reader wants to utilise. In other words, the ideology 

of the text is always fissured, always already absent. However, 

as there is also no self-identical reader (as tte possessor of a 

full or selfsame ideology), ideological discourse (and 
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interpretation) is never universal, always "de-centered," always 

the interanimated interplay of hegeraony and revolution, of 

stability and change; the heterogeneous blissard teldnd the 

homogeneous window of ideological orthodoxy. Given tMs 

eternal/internal co(i)raplication, texts as "syratelic action," as 

representation in power and rhetoric, becorae "equipraent for 

living" (Gadaraer's and Bakhtin's "living hermeneutics"). As such, 

texts become the rhetorical messengers of the Mstorical and 

ideological tettles—a rhetorical tettle Burke descrites as a 

perpetual conversation: 

Imagine that you enter a parlor. You come late. 
Wlien you arrive, others teve long preceded .you, and 
they are engaged in a heated discussion, a discus
sion too heated for thera to pause and tell you 
exactly what it is atout. In fact, the discussion 
ted already tegun long tefore any of thera got 
there, so that no one present is qualified to 
retrace for ycju all the steps that ted gone tefore. 
You listen for a wMle, until you decide ttet you 
teve caught the tenet of the argument; then you pit 
in your oar. Soroeone answers; you answer Mrai; 
another comes to your defense; another aligns Mm
self against you, to eitter the erabarrassraent or 
gratification of your opponent, depending upon the 
quality of your ally's assistance. However, the 
discussion is interminable, the hour grows late, 
you raust depart.. And you do depar't. with the dis
cussion still vigorously in progress. 
(Burke, 1973, p.110-111) 

In tMs conversation, bigger than anybody, the participants are at 

the sarre time subjected to the coercive powers of past traditions 

and the responsible arcMtects of a brighter futA.u:e. In such a 

dialogue rhetoric attains a priraordial status, as it keeps the 

conversation going and strays it away froro hegeraonical monologism 
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and sedimentation (rhetorical dialogisra as existential argument 

for freedora), wMle it also installs the necessary potential for 

coraraunity/communication (as long as there is ideological dialogisra 

(Burke./Bakhtin) and concoraitant agonistic stress (Lyotard), the 

conversation keeps on going). The question remains: what kind of 

corrmimity, and on wtet (etMcal) tesis. Although he admits that 

"somehow" we (raust) act (Wittgenstein's "turned spade"), Biurke, 

with M s rhetoric of "undecidability" (or is it "undecidable" 

rhetoric?), cannot answer tMs question as rhetoric can te read 

either way (i.e., hegeraonical or counter-hegenonical). In other 

words, even in the Mgldy politicised writings of Burke, 

"definite" guidelines for etMcal action reraain "undecidable" or 

"unanswerable." However, on the other side of the world, Bakhtin, 

.adirdttedly using a different approach and a different focus, 

constructed an "arcMtectonics of answerability" in order to 

tacMe a sirailar question. 



CHAPTER 9 

BAKHTIN AND THE "ARCHITECTONICS OF ANSWERABILITY" 

Introduction 

Although Bakhtin's work is poly-directional, there is an 

underlying "therae" wMch undergirds all M s atterapts in describing 

the dialogical worMngs of discourse, i.e., the (raetaphysical) 

project of reconciling episteraology, etMcs, and aesthetics 

(Kant's tliree Critiques) into a coraprehensive systera of pragroatic 

and etMcal action. For Bakhtin, tMs connection can only te 

established through the arcMtectonic operations of the raind. 

The Bakhtirdan theory starts out with the coraroon sense 

observation ttet two people cannot te in the saroe (physical) place 

at the same time. TMs iranediately iraplies ttet ray 

spatio-teraporal, or chrono-topic, location—ray Da-sein—is not 

only constantly sMfting, tet exclusively and luiiquely telongs to 

me (and ray arcMtectonic construction of reality). Thus, 

Bakhtin's "tew of Placement" very siraply states ttet each of us 

observes the given world from a (teraporally and spatially) 

different perspective. Of course, tMs also raeans ttet the "same" 

event is always different for myself and for the Other. As a 

n 57 
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result. "Othemess" for Bakhtin, is not necessarily a raetaphysical 

deduction, tet a physical inevitability, wMle the Self is not a 

Kantian transcendental essence, tet a (unique) "locus of 

apperception" tound by specific chronotopean contingencies. 

Therefore, the Other is always there tet different. In tMs 

sense, Bakhtin delineates the Self/Other distinction as 

"alterity." Moreover, the tesic arcMtectonic operator in the 

Self's construction of reality (and of itself) is the "surplus of 

seeing"—Bakhtin's phenomenological and episteroological premises 

reraain heavily encrusted in a privileging of the visual—, i.e. , 

ttet particular perceptual slice of the world I alone can see from 

ray chronotopean platform. In tMs sense, Bakhtin raaintains, we 

are all unique as we all share a potential for chronot<:)pic 

differentiation. 

Tlie "noncoincidence" of Self and Other is further 

.supplerrented by B.aklitiri's .arcldtectonic constnaction of the 

relation tetween raind and world, wldch is an effort at 

"de-transcendentalizing" the Kantian solution to ttet problera. 

Indeed, pMlosopMcal systeras tefore Kant differentially 

eraphasized the interaction tetween raind and world in the 

constnaction of knowledge .and reality, tet stranded eitlier on .an 

idealist (Ltx:ke) or a realLst (teibrds) side. Kant's 

revolutionary solution consisted in the installation of a 

dialogical interaction tetween rrdnd and world, tlirough wldch a 

synthesis of, and a (transcendental) corrprorrdse tetween 
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sensibility and intelligibility is acMeved. For Kant, the moment 

of (rational) judgment is only made possible through a 

"transcendental synthesis." orchestrated by the apriori concepts 

of the raind. Bakhtin tesically agrees with the Kantian concept of 

a dialogue, tet does not see the necessity for a "transcendental 

S5mtliesis"; instead he posits ttet the arcMtectonic activities of 

the raind (guided by an etMc of answerability) partakes in a 

dialogue wMch is influenced by the M c et nunc characteristics of 

the roost inmediate reality (chronotope). 

Both dialectics—Self/Ot.hemess, and raind/world—Bakhtin 

extends to the dialectical processes wMch undergird ray 

Self-expression (the I-for-myself). i.e.. the chronotopean and 

concoraitant. axiological values ttet give "tMs" time and "tMs" 

space its specific contextual pigmentations. TMs dialectic of 

the Self with "the markers of Self" leads Bakhtin to an early 

"deconstruction" of the pronoun I ("an erapty terra"), tet also to a 

repeated enptesis on the necessity of the Other for one's own 

completion (wMch can never reach totality). Much in the 

Heideggerian sense, the Self (Dasein) becoraes a project for whose 

"completion" the Other is always needed: as I cannot see the Self 

ttet is my own (due to tte "law" of placement), I roust try to 

capture it in the "eye" of the Other. Kakhtin (1984, p.311-312) 

goes on, 

I acMeve self-consciousness, I becorae rayself only 
te revealing rryself to anotter . tliroiogh another and 
with another 's help. Tlie rrost iraportant act , con
s t i t u t i v e of self-conscioLisness, are determined by 
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t he i r re la t ion to another consciousness (a "thou"). 
Cutting oneself off, i sola t ing oneself, closing 
oneself off. those are the tesic reasons for a loss 
of self . . . I t turns out t t e t every in temal 
experience occurs on the terder, i t coraes across 
another, and t M s essence resides in tMs intense 
encounter. . . The very teing of man (toth in te r 
nal and extemal) i s a profound coramunication. To 
be raeans to coranunicate. . . To te means to te for 
the other, and through Mra, for oneself. Man has 
no i n t ema l sovereign te r r i to ry ; he i s a l l and 
always on the teundary; looMng witMn Mraself, he 
looks in the eves of the other or through the eves 
of the other. . . I cannot becorae rayself without 
the other; I raust find myself in the other, finding 
the other in rae (in mutual reflection and 
perception). 

Clearly, Baklitin posi ts the prirrordiality of heterology, in t t e t 

"Othemess" const i tutes the l i fe-breath of a l l existence, wldle 

"dialogue" errerges as the prirriary prot^ess for the .successful 

corapletion of "rry" project. "Life i s dialogical by i t s very 

nature. To l ive roeans to engage in dialogue . . " Froro an etMcal 

standpoint, however, the Self/Other dis t inct ion (Baklitin's roaster 

trope, so to speak) fonos the tesic material for an arcMtectordcs 

of action. Tlds brings us to Baklitin's errpliasis on 

"re.spon3ibility" or "answerability." 

Bakhtin's in te res t s in Darwin provide Mro with a s ta r t ing 

point in exploring the interactions of orgardsrais with the i r 

environrrents for t he i r siarvival. All l i f e fonos seera to teve, 

wtet Baklitin c a l l s , a cer ta in "addressivity" towards the i r 

irrmediate enviromoent; t l d s addressivity i s Mgldy preprograirioed 

for lower l i f e fonos, tet for huroan l i f e i s characterized by a 

disseradnation of choices. However, there i s no way organisms can 
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avoid "answering" the c a l l of t h e i r environraents i f they want t o 

reraain a l i v e (or te). In o ther words: one tes t o answer or one 

cannot e x i s t . Therefore, Bakhtin raaintains, the re i s "no a l i b i for 

teing." 

The corabination of t M s inev i t ab le "answerabil i ty" and the 

necessary "a rcMtec tordcs" in teilding the bridge tetween Self and 

Other—toth condi t ions t o te "in exis tence"—leads t o an e t M c of 

r e s p o n s i b i l i t y , in wMch we are accountable for our unique 

placerrent i n ex i s tence . Furthenrore, as dialogisro and a l t e r i t y 

c o n s t i t u t e the foundation of a l l ex is tence , the e t M c a l p ro jec t 

cons i s t s in a respons- ib le c a l i b r a t i o n of rry chronotopic needs and 

deeds t o those of the Other. However, in Bakht in 's pMlosopliy of 

.action, t he world i s -an ".axiological deser t" devoid of 

p r e - e x i s t i n g rreaning and values . Tlierefore, the e t M c a l p ro jec t 

does not only e n t a i l a c a l i b r a t i o n of rry deeds t o those of the 

(Jther, taut al.so the cons t ruc t ion of .an "axiological co-ex is tence ," 

i . e . , t he c r ea t ion of (coraounal) va lues . Ttie notion of value 

needs fu r the r explora t ion . 

In the d i a l o g i c a l d i s tance tetween raind and world, we s t i l l 

encounter Bakht in ' s s t rong Kantian inf luence, in t t e t the world, 

only re-cognized tlirough the a c t i v i t y of a dialogiae (wMch i s 

.adrrdtte<lly i n e v i t a b l e i f one i s t o te in ex i s t ence ) , i s a "given" 

and without raeaning. Consequently, only tlirough an a c t of 

consciousness i s a worldly roeardng c rea ted . As consciousness 

never corrpletely coincides with the world, i t s clironotopic 
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operations fundamentally transform the "already there" and invests 

it with teraporal and spatial categories, or: creates a raeaning. 

Moreover, tMs creation of raeaning always involves sorae sort of 

value judgment, if I am to act in the world I teve (co)created. 

As such, these values can reflect reflect hegemonical or 

coimterhegemonical ideologies, can te refractions of an official 

or an unofficial conscious, tet they cannot not occur: one cannot 

te a conscious huraan teing and live a value-free life. 

Consequently, answerability does not reside on the level of 

roeaning, as that is a necessity in order to te in existence, tet 

on the level of value: we have a (responsible) choice whether we 

act according to the values of our reigning place and time 

(hegemonical "passivity"), or to our own values 

(coimterhegemonical "activity"). [Of course, as will te pointed 

out later, ideology is always characterised by a 

double-languagedness in wMch revolution always dialogues with 

hegemony (cfr. Burke).] As a result, responsibility corresponds 

to a Heideggerian "call of Being," as the activity of answering 

the world's demands (for new roeaMngs), As such, etMcs—in the 

BakhtlMan conception—do not reside on a semantic but on an 

axiological level. 

However, as Bakhtin equates Self with consciousness and 

conscioias-ness with (co-)consciousness of the Otlier, all .acts of 

answerability share a sarre, or "coraoon," existential confrjordty 

(Heidegger's Mitsein). Tlie question however arises: how can we 
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keep a dialogue going if every element in the dialogue is fused 

and indiscriminately flowing into each other? Indeed, a 

dialectical S3mthesis of the differends would ultimately undermine 

the fundamental premise of dialogue, i.e., the sustained exposure 

to the agonistics of difference. Bakhtin's answer to tMs 

dilemma, admittedly a Kantian one, goes soraewtet like tMs. 

MaMng the Self/Other distinction requires the appreciation of the 

inadequacy of the perceptual operators I apply in "ray" 

construction of the Crther and of "ny reality." There is always an 

inevitable perceptual abyss tetween the arcMtectonic operations 

and (e)valuations ttet are mine and the spatio-temporal 

qualificaticjns derived by the Other. At tMs pcdnt in M s 

argument, Bakhtin develops, in a pre-Gadamerian maneuver, M s 

conception of dialectical exchange, i.e., the excursion into 

Ot-hemess followed by a retum to the farailiar. Only through the 

"eyes of the Other," i.e, , frora the Other's surplus of 

seeing/teing, only frora a platform of chronotopic extralocality, 

can I corae to re-cognise and enlnance ray Self. Tlds double 

raovement Bakhtin, like Gadaraer, considers to te tte essence of 

aesttetic activity: 

Tlie first rroroent of aesthetic activity is 
identification: I roust experience, i.e., see and 
know, wtet he experiences, put rqyself in M s play, 
in a way coincide with Mra. .. But is tlds 
plenitude of internal fusion the ultimate end of 
aesthetic activity? .. Not at all,: properly 
speaMng, aesthetic activity lias not even teg»an. 
.. Aesthetic activity tegins properly ordy when 
one returns witMn oneself at one's place, outside 
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of the one suffering, and when one gives forra and 
corapletion to the raaterial of identification. 
(Bakhtin. quoted in Todorov, 1984, p.99) 

In other words, Bakhtin's raeclianisra of arcMtectonics (in wMch 

the Self (and the Other) is co-constructed by the Other) melts 

etMcs and aesthetics together into a new version of "pragmatics" 

(in contrast to Kantian transcendentalism). Moreover, not only 

does Bakhtin see tMs principle as guiding the everyday practice 

of life, tet it is also the main principle at work when authors 

construct novelistic characters, i.e., the author is always toth 

inside and outside the characters he creates. The correspondence 

with Gadaraer's notion of Bildung is uncanny, although Gadaraer does 

not raake the explicit jump to ethics. Bildung. the hermeneutic 

prcDCredure par̂  excellence, is cliaracter ised by a sirrdlar structure 

of alienation and retum, excursion and reunion, or in Bakhtinian 

terms of identification and exotopy. As for Gadaroer, in the 

horrecorrdng of Baldntins prodigal Self, the Self tecoraes "roore" 

than it was tefore: after returning teme frora M s long journey, 

the Self is roore itself, raore fully itself. There is, in 

ontological terms, an "access of teing." Or, teck toj Balditin, 

frora tte storehouse of ray "surplus of seeing," I can now, upon 

retium in ray own unique "placement" in existence, complete the 

Ot-her as I teve the Ot.her's vantage pcdnt and soroe extra features 

to wMch only I teve access, 

TMs correlation with Gadaroer's hermeneutics indicates how 

Bakhtin's description of "ar'cMtectonics" not only conjoins etMcs 
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and aes the t ics , tet also how dialogisra serves as the priraary 

process for these arcMtectonic confluences. Moreover, Bakhtin 

extrapolates Ms principle of dialogical arcMtectonics to the 

coranunicative re la t ions tetween ideological levels of the Self 

(Freudianism), tetween the Self and the Other (Dostoevsky: Marxisra 

and the PMlosophv of Language), and tetween a societal Self and 

i t s camivalesque Other (Ratelais) . Tte tecktene, tewever, of a l l 

these arcMtectonic constructions i s chronotopic ins tant ia t ion. 

A chronotope ( l i t e r a l l y , "tirae space") refers to a part-icular 

perceptual organisation of the dimensions of space and tirae in the 

construction of our sense of rea l i ty , 

Chronotope [as] the in t r in s i c connectedness of 
teraiporal and spat ia l relat ionsMps. . . Tirae, as 
i t were, tMckens, takes on flesh, becoraes . . . 
v i s ib le ; likewise, space tecoraes charged and 
responsive to the raoveraents of tirae, plot , and 
Mstory, TMs intersection of axes and fusion of 
indicators characterises the . . . chronotope." 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.84) 

Consequently, the clironotope refers to the creation of a specific 

world view, i . e . , a bridge tetween the two worlds of me-aningless 

raatter and conscioias rrdnd. Bat, clironotopicity i s not a (Kantian) 

transcendental apr io r i , as they are (co)constructed in the 

irifoediacy of the rrorrent. Baktldn i s primarily interested in the 

use of the clironotope as a d is t inc t ive raeasure of the features of 

tirae and space within different l i t e r a ry genres. As a resu l t , 

different Ms to r i ca l tirres and different cultiaral valuations wil l 

re.3ult in different clironotopes, wldch ĉ an ordy te studied through 

the litei-'ar>' geru-es of those epocte. Every genre, then. 
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constitutes not only a part.icular way of looMng at the world, tet 

also a particular iraage of raan. The developraent of worldviews and 

anthropological iraages is test reflected and culrainates in the 

works of Dostoevsky (dialogisra) and Ratelais (carnival), in wMch 

Bakhtin amplifies the chronotope by including cultural and 

ideological eleraents. The outcorae of tMs amplification leads to 

an extension (or mayte "deconstruction") of the notion of genre to 

the discourse of everyday life: "Every stable daily situation 

comprises an audience organised in specific fasMon, and therefore 

includes a definite repertory of small everyday genres" (Bakhtin, 

1973, p.98-99). 

Tliese are the tesic bailding blocks of Bakhtin's 

.arcMtectordcs of responsibility. Tliey also fona the foundation 

for rrore elaterate pMlosopMcal constructions. 

Translinguistics 

Baklitin's eraptesis on "transgradience" in the process of 

corrpleting tte CjtYier (.and oiarselves). does not regard l.ai-ig>a.age .as 

a linguistic arcldtectiare of signs, bat as living discoiarse, i.e,, 

language in its concrete everyday vitality. Tlds new 

concentration, wldch exairdnes the interaniroations of the utterance 

with its (unspoken) context (a context ttet is always Mstorical), 

Baklitin calls first meta- and later translinguistics. In contrast 

tjo the sentence as priraary concentration of linguistics, the 
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utterance is a unit of corarounication and constitutes the focus of 

translinguistics: 

From the point of view of the extralinguistic aims 
of the utterance, all of linguistics is just a 
means. .. 
The object of linguistics consists only of the 
matter, of the raeans of vertel corrmunication, and 
not of vertel coranunication itself nor of any of 
the following: the utterances as such; the dialogi
cal relations arrong them; 
Tlie utterance, as a vertel entity, cannot te 
admitted as an entity of the last level or of the 
Mgliest layer of the sarre linguistic structure 
(atove syntax), because it enters into a universe 
of entirely different relations (dialogical) ttet 
are incorapatible with the linguistic relations of 
the other levels. . . Tlie entire utterance is an 
entity, bat no longer of language, tet of vertel 
corrmanication. 
(Baklitin, quoted in Todorov, 1984, p.49) 

As .a result, the "replacerrent" of (or mayte tetter: preference 

for) linguistics by translinguistics lias a pragroatist flavor as it 

situates itself on the level of the concrete and singular (thus 

contextiaal) utterance, or "everyday discoiarse." Indeed, the 

utterance is not siraply wtet is said, as it is not the reflection 

of .an extraverbal "object." Rather, discourse, as dialogical 

energy, is active and productive, makes .sorretldng teppen ("Etwas 

gescMeht." to use Gadaraer's dicturai). As .such, discourse does not 

represent a particular situation, bat, conversely, ia an 

(arcMtectonic) singular event of corrioun-ication and dialogical 

connection of two or more people. TMs joining, or coramunication. 

is again an exarrple of how Baklitin explains the constitution of 

Selves tlirough dialogical interaction. Two eleroents are irrportant 

in M s theory of utterances: the confluence of the said (the 
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speech of the speaker) and the unsaid (the context of the 

situation), and the discourse pragroatics of intonation as the 

contextual acknowledgment of (the axiological dimension of) the 

Other. 

Intonation is always at the teundary tetween the 
vertel and the nonvertel, the said and the unsaid. 
In intonation, discourse enters in iranediate con
tact with life. And it is in intonation first of 
all ttet the speaker enters in contact with M s 
listeners: intonation is errdnently social. 
Intonation is the raost supple and rrost sensitive 
conduit of the social relations ttet exist tetween 
interlocutors in a given situation. 
Intonation is the sound expression of social 
evaluation. ( 
Baklitin, quoted in Todorov, 1984, p.46) 

Consequently, in the scx̂ ial scripts and scenarios of everyday 

speech we breathe life in the arcMtectonic categories by wMch we 

construct caar life world, wldle intonation, as "social 

evaluation," trans fonos the clironotopic valuations into a specific 

and contextjaally "appropria1:e" in1:erpretation of ttet reality. 

Baklitin's errpliasis on ".sociial draioatiargy" .and "translinguistic 

heroism" testify to M s contention ttet every utterance is a 

testaioentary punctuation of an ongoing a fono of struggle, i.e.. 

the utterance as a social "event" tow.ard self-identification. 

Indeed, in the utterance, the dialectic of Self/Other is now 

transposed into a dialogic symbiosis of said/unsaid, for wMch 

intonation provides the bri<ige. As a re,5ult, "meaning" (wMch 

means "life" for Baklitin) can only te understood in the discursive 

conjunctions of the reiterative and tlie nonreiterative. in the 

perpetual dialogue of the said and the unsaid. 



Vertel interaction is the fundamental reality of 
language. Dialogue, in the narrow sense of the 
terra, is tet one forra, alteit the roost important to 
be_sure, of vertel interaction. But dialogue can 
te understood in a broader sense, raeaning by it not 
only directt and viva voce vertel communication 
tetween two persons, tet also all vertel coranunica
tion, whatever its form. It could te said ttet all 
verbal cormmication. all vertel interaction takes 
Place in the form of an exchange of utterances. 
that is. in the forra of a dialogue. 
(Bakhtin, 1973, p.119-123) 

With the latter development, Bakhtin opens the way for a broader 

analysis of discourse as a dialogue tetween languages, wtetter 

they are the languages of the official versus the unofficial 

unconscious ("Freudianisra""). of the innerly persuasive versus 

autteritative discourse ("Marxisra"), of hegemony versus carnival 

("R.atelais"). In tlds extension, it will te demonstrated hcjw 

Bakhtin's ecological roodel of semantics—meaning as the ecological 

relationsMp tetween text/context—will result in M s conception 

of language as an (admittedly, nontO)talisable) "ecosystem." 

Monoglossia and Heteroglossia / 
Monologism and Dialogisra 

Given M s pMlosopMcal anthropology wMch emphasises a 

plurality of (co-)consciousnesses, and given tte translingidstic 

concentration on the utterance as tte foundation of dialogic 

corarounication, Bakhtin suggests that human life—i.e., everytMng 

ttet tes raeaning and significance—is penneated by dialogue as a 

imiversal (and constitutive) principle. Against the lingidstic 

spirit of Saussure, i.e., the individualisation or roonologisation 
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of the general, i.e., unitary, language, Bakhtin posits the study 

of the heteroglot, raulti-voiced, rrndti-styled and often 

radti-languaged eleraents of (novelistic and quotidian) discourse 

(cfr, 1981, 275). 

Baklitin's Mgldy distinctive conception of language 

cliaracterized by an intemal struggle or dialogization, i.e.. a 

savage tettle tetween the centrifugal forces of heterology and the 

centripetal forces of lonification and totalization. Ultiroately, 

intemal dialogization grounds the whole te^t-ure of 

(trans)linguistic existence, and finds, for Bakhtin, its test 

expression in the polyphonic dialogues tetween novelistic 

char.acters (particul.arly those of Dostoev.sky .and Ratelais). 

However, the dialectic of centrifugal/centripetal forces played 

teMnd the window of wtet is called "lang»aage" barters a rrore 

fioiidarrental (series of) dialectics tetween two disparate types of 

reality construction, i.e., those of form/process, 

stability/cliange, total ity/inf irdty, and, in another tradition, of 

paranoiac terriixjrialization/scMzoplirenic deterritorialization 

(Deleuze & (3uattari, 1977). Therefore, it is iraportant to 

recogMze toth sides of tlds recarsivity wldch fuels tte vitality 

of discourse: 

A unitary language is not soroethlng ttet is given, 
bat it is in its very essence soroetMng ttet roust 
"be posited—at every rrorrent in the life of a 
language it opposes the realities of heteroglossia, 
bat at the s.arae tiroe the ideal of a single, 
holistic Language raakes the actuality of its 
presence felt as a force resisting an absolute 
"hetarcglot state; it pz.sita definite teundaries for 
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liradting the potent ia l chaos of variety, thus 
guaranteeing a raore or less raaxiraal mutual 
understandings 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.249, eraptesis added) 

The latter part of Bakhtin's siuimary is eraptesized as it indicates 

the ecosysteraic nature of heteroglossia and raonoglossia: without 

centrifugal forces change would te impossible as it would te 

dominated by a hegeraonical ideology of unification and repressive 

territorialisations; on the other hand, sorae Mnd of 

"imification," or mayte tetter "sensus corarounis," is necessary if 

we are to reach coranunication in order to proceed with the 

arcMtectonic completion of the Other and ourselves. Therefore, 

Bakhtin, in a pre-Wittgensteinian raove, contends ttet, 

at any given rooroent ... a language is stratified 
not only into dialects in the strict sense of the 
word (i.e. , dialects that are set off according to 
foiToal lingidstics roai'kers), but is . ,, stratified 
as well into languages [or language-garaes] ttet are 
socio-ideological languages telonging to 
professicjns, to genres, languages peculiar to 
particular generations, etc. TMs stratification 
and diversity of speech will spread wider and 
penetrate to ever deeper levels so long as language 
is alive and still in the process of becoraing. 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.272) 

As a result, teteroglossia, as the peculiar interaction tetween 

the two fundamentals of human coranunication, will take a central 

position in all of Bakhtin's translinguistic examinations (e.g., 

•pol5^hony" in the study of EOstoevsky, "carMval" in the expose 

on Ratelais), 

Tlie notion of heteroglossia, or intemal dialogization, 

provides for Bakhtin a first .avenue to explore the fallacies of 
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representationist relations tetween signifier and signified, 

Baklitin counterposes the intemal dialogization (or Derridean 

fissuration) of the signifier. In such monologic accounts, 

the word acknowledges only itself (that is, only 
its own context), its own object, its own direct 
expression and its own unitary language. It 
acknowledges another word, one lying outside its 
own context, only as the neutral word of language, 
as the word of no one in part.icidar, as siraply the 
potential for speech. The direct word ... 
encounters in its orientation toward the object 
only the resistance of the object itself (the 
impossibility of its teing exteusted by a word, the 
irapossibility of saying it all), tet it does not 
encounter in its path toward the object tte 
fundaraental and ricMy varied opposition of 
another's word. No one Mnders tMs word, no one 
.ar'gues with it. But no living word relates to its 
object in a singular way: tetween the word and its 
object, tetween the word and the speaking subject, 
there exists an elastic environrrent of either, alien 
words atout the sarae object, the same theroe, and 
tMs is an environment that is often difficult to 
penetrate. It is precisely in tte process of 
living interaction with tMs specific environment 
ttet the word may te individualised and given 
stylistic stepe. Indeed, any concrete discourse 
(utterance) finds the object at wMch it was 
directed already as it were overlain with 
qualifications, open to dispite, charged with 
value, already enveloped in an otecuring mist—or, 
on the contrary, by the "light" of alien words ttet 
have already been spoken atout it. ., The word, 
directed toward its object, enters a dialogically 
agitated and tension-filled environment of alien 
words, value judgments and accents, weaves in and 
out of coraplex interrelationsMps, lationsMps, 
merges with soroe, recoils frora others, intersects 
with a tldrd group: and all tMs raay crucially 
shape discourse, raay leave a trace in all its 
semantic layers, raay coraplicate its expression and 
influence its entire ,.. profile. 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p,276) 
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Consequently, proponents of raonologic/representationist theories 

of language ignore the ecosysterrdc relationsMps characterising 

the interworkings of the two fundaraental tendencies, and 

"maxiraise," so to speal^, the centr ipetal variable. Bakhtin, on 

the other hand, eraphasises tMs double working in the concrete 

utterance of the spealdng subject: not only i s there a moment of 

rairaesis (necessary for raitual understanding). tet there i s always 

an inevitable raoroent of newness or raethexis (Maranteo. 1986) wMch 

insures the continuous becoming of the Self. Bakhtin suinnarises 

the inportance of the heteroglossia, or in temal dialogisation, of 

word and utterance for human l i f e thus: 

The word i s torn in a dialogue as a l iving 
rejoinder witldn i t ; the word i s steped in dialogic 
interact ion with an al ien word t t e t i s already in 
the object. A word forms a concept of i t s own 
object in a dialogic way. 
Tlie authentic environment of an utterance, the 
environment in wMch i t l ives and takes shape, i s 
dialogised heteroglossia, anonyroous and social as 
language, tet siraultaneously concrete, f i l l ed with 
specif ic content and accented as an individual 
utterance. 
Ttie l iving utterance, teving taken rreaning and 
stepe a t a par t icular Mstor ica l rroroent in a 
.socially specific environrrent, cannot f a i l t^j brush 
up against thousands of l iving dialogic tlireads, 
woven ty socio-ideological consciousness araond the 
given object of an utterance; i t cannot f a i l to 
her:orae an active par t ic ipant in social dialogue. 
(Baklitin, 1981, p.272, 276, 279, erapliasis added) 

Given Bakhtin's errpliasis on the inevitable in temal dialogization 

—one rrdght even say t t e t Baklitin, in a Derridean rrood, brings 

atout a MerarcMcal reversal of rronoglossiaAeteroglossia, in 

wldch the inlierent dialogisra i s designated as the const i tut ing 
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"ground" for raonologisra—, living discour^se, imlike a dictionary, 

is always in flux and in retellion against its own rules. 

Moreover, it is important to recognise ttet B.aiihtin's 

heteroglossia does not lead to an Aufhebung into a Mgher order 

"ontology" of raionologisra (a raonologisra of heteroglossia). As he 

states in Dostoevsky. "the essence of polyphony lies precisely in 

the fact ttet the voices reraain independent, and, as such, are 

combined in a unity of a Mgher order than in homophony" (Bakhtin, 

1984, p.21). Bakhtin's heteroglossia seems, to me, to te of the 

sarae order as Derrida's differance, and can test te exeraplified by 

the figure of "syraploke," as an untotalisable anarcMstic weaving 

without to)undaries. How Bakhtin's view on heteroglossia can te 

"accounted" for in Derrida's heterology of infrastruct.ures will te 

addressed in the next ctepter. For the raoraent, it is iraportant to 

recognise how Bakhtin's thought leads to an iraportant unraasMng of 

two perasive illusions with regard to the nat̂ ure of language. Tlie 

first refers to the popular conviction ttet one's language is the 

only conplete and "real" language (i.e., English as tte only 

language and not co-constituted by, among others, Latin and French 

roots). TMs telief reflect a selective deafness to polyglossia. 

or interlanguage differences. 

When languages and cultures interanimated each 
other, language become sometMng entirely 
different, its very nature changed: in place of a 
siraple ... sealed off Ptolemaic world of language, 
there appeared the open Galilean world of raany 
languages, mutually animating each other. 
(Bal^tin, 1981, p.65) 
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The second opinion, i.e., the rayth of raonoglossia. branches off 

frora the first and assumes ttet one's own language is corapletely 

finished and homogeneous. 

Monologism and Ideology 

Not only does the notion of heteroglossia unmasks the rrost 

prevalent rrytte regarding language, it also provides Baklitin with 

an avenue for ideological criticism (Bakhtin. altlougli always very 

covert in M s opinions, was imprisoned early in M s writing 

career, raostly due to M s religious convictions). In contrast to 

the freedora of centripetal and centrifugal forces in the inner 

worMngs of language itself, centripetal forces often becorae 

rhetorically inscrited and politically appropriated on the level 

of sociolinguistic and vertel-ideological life (cfr. Foucault). 

Tliese "political" (and intellectual) forces atterapt to unify and 

centralize the reigning Mstorical and cultiar.al conversation into 

a "correct" language (e.g., Stalinisrai). A coraoon lonitary 

language" is always an atterrpt to exterminate the 

couriterheg«oonical parasites of lingiaistic heteroglossia. to 

insulate tte rhetoripolitical forces wldch strive for a unified 

vertel-ideological reality, and thus create an illusory world of 

lingiaistic rraterialisra by denying the aleatĉ ry arid conascating 

practices of heteroglossia. In contrast to tlds process of 

essentializing language, Baklitin posits "language conceived as 

ideologically saturated, l.ai-ig»aage as a world view, even as a 
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concrete opinion, insuring a raaxiraim of mutual understanding in 

all spheres of ideological life" (Bakhtin, 1981, p.271). For 

Bakhtin, nonologic Saussurisation of language is 

the expression of the same centripetal forces in 
sociolinguistic and ideological life; they serve 
one and the sarae project of centralizing and 
unifying the European languages. The victory of 
one reigning language (dialect) over the others, 
the supplanting of languages, their enslavement, 
the process of illuminating thera with the True 
Word, the incorporation of barbarians and lower 
social strata into a unitary language of culture 
and truth, the canonisation of ideological systems" 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 271) 

However, given its intemal dialogisation, language is only 

unitary as an abstract lingidstic systera, isolated frora the 

quotidian socio-semantic and ideological dialogues ttet in-forra 

it. Tlierefore, Baklitin, in contrast, telieves ttet. 

Actual social life and Mstorical becoraing create witMn an 
abstractly unitary , , , language a radtitude of con
crete worlds, a radti tude of teunded vertel-
ideological and social telief systeras; witMn these 
various systeras are eleraents of language filled 
with various seraantic and axiological content and 
each with its own different ground, 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.288) 

As a result, the speaMng person in everyday life is always an 

ideologue. and M s discourse is the partial refraction of 

ideologeraes. Indeed, frora the discussion on arcMtectonics and 

the axiological diraension inherent to huraan (inter)action, it is 

clear how a person's actions are always MgMighted by an ideology 

(might te hegeroonical or revolutionary depending on M s sense of 

"answerability"): the person (as a voice in a DostoevsMan 

polyphonic fugue) is demarcated by an ideological motif and 
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occupies a definite ideological position. In other words: the 

subject is always ideologically re-marked (and, hence. 

re-markable), in that he constructs a particular ideological world 

populated by ideologically-freighted iraages, deeds, and discursive 

formations. However, there is always an intemal heteroglossia 

witldn the ideological discourse of a subject, wMch leads Bakhtin 

to exaraine the coraplex interrelationsMps tetween authoritative 

discourse and an intemally persuasive discourse (cfr. 1981, 342). 

In Bakhtin's account, "authoritative" discourse is 

essentially experienced as monolitMc and inert, "its semantic 

structure is static and dead, for it is fully complete" (p.343). 

Tliere are only twĉ  reactions to it: acceptance or rejection. It 

is calcified discourse, as it is no wrapped in and fueled by "an 

agitated and cacophonous dialogic life." On the other hand, 

intemally persuasive discourse is vibrant with dialogisra and the 

heteroglot voices of the Other. "One's own word" is always 

already a discourse of the Other (a heteros-logos). as intemally 

persuasive discourse—the audible ventriloquation of 

heteroglossia' s ephemeral rumoring—is telf-ours and half-somebody 

else's. 

Its creativity and productiveness consists 
precisely in the fact ttet such a word awakens new 
and independent words, ttet it orgardses masses of 
oior words from witldn, and does not remain in .an 
isolated and static condition. It is not so much 
interpreted by us as it is furtter, ttet is, 
freely, developed, applied to new material, new 
conditions; it enters into interaniroating 
relationsMps with new contexts, ... irito ... a 
g-t-.t-iigp-lĤ  with other intemally persuasive 
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discourses. Our ideological development is iust 
such an intense struggle witMn us for hegemony 
among various available vertel and ideological 
points of view, approaches, directions .and values. 
Tlie semantic striicture of an intemally persuasive 
discourse is not finite, it is open: in each of the 
new contexts ttet dialogise it, tMs discourse is 
able to reveal ever new ways to mean. 
(Balditin, 1981, p.346, enptesis added) 

Such is the nature of creative ideological activity. Moreover, 

ideological development, in a dialogical sense, is not the mimetic 

imitation or reproduction of the Other's discourse (i.e., a 

reification of the Other's word), tet a creative developnent of 

another's (roore precisely, telf-other's) discourse in ray discourse 

in a new context and under (always) new conditions. In tMs 

description of interTially persuasive disccjurse, Bakhtin comes very 

close to Rirke's notion of ideological tradition-maMng, as the 

"motivated" re-appropriation of the past in the moment of 

contemporaneity. Not only does Bakhtin reach the same conclusion 

as Rirke—"(a)n independent, responsible and active discoui'se is 

the fundamental indicator of an etMcal, legal and political hiunan 

teing"—, he, in so doing, identifies the same Gadamerian 

principle! Indeed, the erabrace of a heteroglot view on language 

raist, by necessity, lead to the downfall of (the apriori 

possibility of) ideo)logical raonologisra (hegeraony). Such a 

"vertal-ideological decentering" will show hegeraonical 

"structures" to te only possibilities araong other cultures or 

languages (or political systeras). "(O)nly then will language 

reveal its essential human character; frora teldnd its words. 
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forms, styles, nationally characteristic and socially typical 

faces tegin to emerge, the images of speaMng human teings" (1981, 

p.370). Bakhtin concludes—in tndy (Gadamerian fasMon: 

Languages of heteroglossia, like mirrors that face 
each other, each reflecting in its own way a piece, 
a tiny comer of the world, force us to guess at 
and grasp for a world teMnd their mutually 
reflecting aspects that is broader, more raulti-
leveled, containing raore and varied horizons than 
would te available to a single language or a single 
rairror. 
(Bakhtin. 1981, p.414-5) 

Freudian Psychoanalysis as Socio-Ideological 
"Authoritative" Discourse 

Bakhtin's most iraportant contritetion to the area of 

psychology, is M s work, Freudianisra. A Marxist Critique 

(piblished imder the name of M s friend, VolosMnov). In it, 

Bakhtin shows Mraself to te a "systeraic" tMnker, avant la lettre: 

The "signification" of discourse and the 
"imderstanding" of tMs signification by the other 
(or others) ... exceed the teundaries of tte 
isolated physiological organisms and presuppose the 
interaction of several organisms, wMch iraplies 
that tlds tldrd coraponent of vertal reaction has a 
sociological character. .. No utterance in 
general can te attriteted to the speaker 
exclusively; it is tte product Qt the interaction 
of the interlocutors, and, broadly speaMng, the 
product of the whole coraplex social situation in 
wldch it has occurred. 
(Bakhtin, 1976, p.31) 

However, not only are these systerrdc intercorinections scxjial. they 

are first and foremost (trans)linguistic: 

Tlie entire vertel part of huioan existence (extemal 
and intemal discourse) cannot te cliarged to the 
account of the lonique subject, taken in isolation; 
it d.Des not telong to the individual tet to M s 
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social group (Ms social environment). . . . Becoraing 
conscious of rayself, I atterapt to see myself 
through the eyes of another person, of another 
representative of ray social group or of my c lass . 
(Bakhtin, 1976. p.30) 

In contrast , FreudianLsm constitiates an atterrpt to (a) "biologize" 

psycMc l i f e , and (b) explain i t by rreans of a rronologic langia.age. 

For Bakhtin, Freudian theory i s "a sui generis fear of Mstory, an 

arobition to locate a world teyond the social and the Mstor ica l , a 

search for t l d s world precisely in the deptlis of the organic . . . " 

(Bakhtin, 1976, p . 14). Indeed, by psyctelogizing a l l the 

( v i t a l i s t i c ) ins t inc t s of desire into a se t of (nat^aralistic) 

Laws, the map of the hioraan p.syche becaioe biologicjally gnjionded. 

For Baklitin, these psychological laws are the product of a 

Freudian henreneutic, i . e . , the resul t s of a conscious 

interpretat ion, .and are, thus, ideological: "Freud's whole 

psychological constnact i s tesed fundairentally on human ver te l 

ut terances: i t i s notldng tet a special Mnd of interpretat ion of 

utterances" (Baklitin, 1976, p . 14). 

However, Baklitin acknowledges Freud's incorporation of 

dialogisra in psycMc l i f e : the straggle tetween conscious and 

unconscious, wtese dynairdc sMnes tlirougli in the langiaage used by 

the pa t ient . However, Baklitin disagrees with Freud on two levels . 

F i r s t , the struggle tetween conscious and unconscious can liardly 

"be fiialled a dialogisra, .as 

tetween thera prevail rriatual hos t i l i t y and 
incorrprehension and the endeavor to det^eive one 
another. Surely, in te r re la t ions of t M s sor t are 
only possible tetween two ideas, two ideological 
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trends, two antagonistic persons, and not tetween 
two natural forces. 
(Bakhtin, 1976, p.78) 

In other words, conscious and unconscious are not objective 

(biological) psychological "entities," tet constructs—caught in a 

struggle of ideological motives. Indeed, 

(t)he content of psycMc life is thorougMy 
ideological: frora the vague thou^t and 
indeterminate and confused decor, all the way to 
the pMlosopMcal system or even the complex 
political institution, we have at our disposal a 
continuous series of ideological, and therefore 
sociological, phenomena. 
(Bakhtin, 1976, p.77) 

As a result, Bakhtin suggests to abandon the ontological 

distinction tetween conscious/unconscious and replace it with an 

ideological distinction tetween "unauthorized consciousness" 

(unconscious or "inner speech") and "official" consciousness (or 

"outer speech). As such, toth discursive formations are 

susceptible to the (trans)linguistic operations of intemal 

dialogisation. 

Secondly, and coextensive with the critique on the binary 

structure of psycMc life and its heteroglot "foiondation," 

langiaage (the vertel utterances of the patient) can no longer te 

considered as the "objective" account of the struggle tetween 

these two ideologies, as all langiaage, due to its internal 

dialogis.ation, is .alre.atiy idetjlogical itself. In other words, 

Freud needed to rronologise language if he wanted to teve the 

necessary proof for M s psycMc blueprint. Baklitin. on the other 

'hand, will attempt to encompass the concept of "psychological 
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problems and symptoms" by the extended category of 

translingidstics, suggesting that the ideological world of tte 

inner psyche telongs to an ecosystemic logosphere, i.e., a doraain 

of (floating) signification (Lacan). Tlierefore, 

(t)o study the word as such, ignoring the impulse 
that reaches out teyond it, is just as senseless as 
to study psychological experience outside the con
text of ttet real life toward which it was directed 
and by wMch it was determined. 
(Bakhtin, 1976, p.292) 

TMs roeans, in an impoi'tant sense, ttet the locus of 

consciousness, of the psyche, is situated in the dialogical 

distance and the margins of the Self and the Other, wMch can only 

be bridged by the worMngs of the signifier (i.e. , language), 

wMcli is always ideological. Therefore, "psycMc experience is 

the seraiotic [and one might well add, ideological] expression of 

the contact tetween the organisra and the outside environment." or, 

raore generally, tetween Self and Alterity. 

As a result, the struggle is no longer one tetween conscious 

and unconscious, tet a (radti-leveled) ideological struggle played 

out in the contemporaneity of the tterapeutic session (in the case 

of Freudianisra) and, by extension, everyday interaction. 

Therefore, Freudian theory is replaced by a contemporaneous 

(ar^cMtectonic) construction of an idecdogical reality, for 

wtet finds expression is the extreraely coraplex 
social interrel.ationsMp tetween doctor and 
patient. . . A patient wistes to Mde frora the 
doctor certain of M s experiences and certain 
events of M s life. He wants to foist on the doc
tor M s own point of view on the reasons for M s 
illness and the nature of M s experiences, tte 



doctor, for M s part, aims at enforcing M s 
authority as a doctor, endeavors to wrest 
confessions frora the patient and to corapel Mra to 
take the "correct" view on his illness and its 
syrrptoms. Intertwined with all tMs are other 
factors: tetween doctor and patient there raay te 
differences in sex, in age, in social standing, and 
moreover, there is the difference in their 
professions. All these factors coraplicate the 
struggle tetween thera, 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p.180) 

as they introduce multitudinous levels of dialogicality at work 

witMn the verbal utterances. As a result, wtet is reflected in 

these (therapeutic) interactions is no longer the dĵ araics of an 

individual psyche, tet the social dynamics of the (therapeutic) 

interrelationsMp. In an important sense, Bakhtin displaces any 

Mnd of objective raeta-narrative regarding psychological 

functioning, with a—not necessarily simpler—historical, 

ideological and cultural awareness for the arcMtectonic 

construction of therapeutic interaction. Not only does Baklitin's 

translinguistic eraphasis open up an new perspective on (human) 

interaction, tet it also depicts a different trajectory for human 

development. In the discussion on arcMtectonics, it was 

demonstrated how vertel utterances constitute a bridge tetween the 

Self and the Other wMch forms the foundation for increased 

self-identification. Wldle Freud's developraental theories start 

out with the (narcissism of a) coraplete(d) ego and 

evolve—corapletely congruent with roodemist desires—toward the 

"matiire emancipation" of the adult socialised Self cliaracter ised 

by a delay in instant gratification (i.e., a process of the 
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subjugation of libidinal desires), Bakhtin posits a 

(trans)linguistic epigenesis frora non-self to a Self (always 

incoraplete tet always "more" than it was tefore), typified as a 

hybrid configuration of acquired discursive practices. As a 

result, human developnent does not necessarily become a gradual 

acquisition of cognitive sMlls (as for Piaget), tet the 

continuous vertel formulation in possible inner monologues of 

developing human teings, or, the "study" (inevitably 

part-icipatory) of the (dialogised) monologue ttet lasts a whole 

life! 

Lacan and the Language of the Unconscious 

Lacan's recDasting and re-invention of the Freudian 

originality/revolution incorporates many of the Bakhtinian 

insights: the therapeutic session as a a.syraretrically reflexive 

dialogtae roediated by the intertextuality of the Unconscious as t'he 

"whole .structure of language;" the dialogical stnacture of 

identification and exotopy ("Wiederkelir") wMch typifies the 

psychoanalytic dialogtae and whose rroverrent of reflexivity .and 

".addressivity" requires the etMcal passage tliroiagh an Other; the 

analyst's appreciation of the heteroglot voices of (the Mstory 

of) the Unconscious and the conccMtant therapeutic task of 

evoMng the discursive resonances triggered by the analysand's 

unconscious dialects. 
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tecan's Conception of tte Unconscious as Language 

The Lacanian revision of the Freudian project starts off with 

a militant revocation of the mimetic pretensions of language (1). 

Borrowing de Saussure's fonoula (Signified S/signifier s) Lacan 

contends ttet "the primordial position of the signifier and the 

signified as teing distinct orders [is] separated initially by a 

barrier resisting signification" (1977, p.149). In contrast to 

the Freudian signifiers, tecan introduces a "floating signifier" 

in order to bypass "the illusion that the signifier answers to the 

fimction of representing the signified, or tetter, that tte 

signifier tes to answer for its existence in the name of any 

signification whatever" (p.150). Subsequently, tecan extrapolates 

the Saussurian formida to the Freudian insists by suggesting that 

S/s :; Consciousness/Unconscious, and ttet "the Unconscious is the 

whole structure of language" (1977. p.147) and ttet "the drearawork 

follows the law of the signifier" (1977, p.161). Lacan's notion 

of a floating, or intemally dialogic, signifier offers a first 

point of contact with Bakhtin: the tettle tetween consciousness 

and tte Unconscious is not a binary opposition of clear-cut 

entities, but a multi-leveled and pcdy-voiced str-uggle tetween 

heteroglot languages and signifiers. As such, teth BaktMn and 

tecan eraptesise the discursive natiire of the psyche wtese 

rhetorical tropes (or "ideological" raotives of power) need to te 

explicated or (psycho)analysed. Against the raonological account 
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of tte Freudian binary blueprint, Lacan introduces (or tetter, 

re-invents) the dialogical interplay of the discursive formations 

of consciousness and the Unconscious, whereby the "outer speech" 

of the official conscious (Baklitin) or consciousness (Lacan) 

constitutes only the visible and the speakable evocations and 

condensations of the unconscious subtext (Bakhtin's "inner 

speech") wldch itself reraain unspoken and in-visible, reraains in 

retreat. In short: consciousness is only a psychorhetorical 

evocation of the intemally dialogical interaniraation of the 

floating signifiers, whose "defiles" sporadically subnerge in the 

language of dreams, slips and frees association, and whose 

political economy of tropological and rhetorical devices requires 

Psychoanalyt.ical exegesis. 

An iraportant consequence of delineating the psyche as an 

irreferential locus of psychorhetorical agonistics lies in the 

different conceptions toth Lacari/E-aklitin and Freud offer for the 

intrapsycMc process of repression: in contrast ix? Freud who 

insists on the distortive and repressive operations of the 

Unconscious on a pre,siaroably landist̂ Drtetl (eidetic or ĉ ce-ardc) 

slgrdfier, Lacan (and Baklitin) errptesize the a priori condition of 

"distortion" (or intemal dialogization) wMch cliaracterizes the 

flcating textuality of the dreairfwork. In a tnaly post-referenti.al 

sense toth tecan and Baklitin question the validity of an orl 

locus of psycMc "parity" (i.e., a centered .subject) or of a 

.secret stratjora of untainted self-identical ireanings (i.e., a 
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"true" object). The immediate result of tMs position is ttet 

psycho-analysis is no longer an operation of "psychological 

purification" or the removal of "unconscious distortions" wMch 

hamper "healthy self-fulfillment," tet becoraes. in a Gadamerian 

sense, a process of becoming, an access of teing. 

The ArcMtectonic Construction of the 
Therapeutic Dialogue 

Given the novel interpretation of the Unconscious as the 

unsaid subtext of consciousness (and no longer as a binary 

opposition in wMch one (Es) needs to become the other (Ich)). 

therapeutic praxis, as a practice of/in language, requires soroe 

irapor-tant raodifications. WMle the Freudian therapeutic project 

was unroasked by Baklitin as the raonological herroeneutic 

inter-pretation of the analysand' s texts and narratives (i.e.. a 

unilateral "reading" of the textual excesses of therapeutic 

disccjurse), Lacan eraptesises the dialogicality and the bifcoality 

of the therapeutic stage, as the "therapeutic reading" engidfs 

toth analyst and analysand. In contrast to the analyst s 

nonologic and honophonic interpretations of the analysand's 

unconscious rtetoric, tecan posits the dialogical reflexivity of 

the imconscious languages of toth analyst and analysand. Indeed. 

inter-pretation of tte subtexts of the unsaid and the partially 

evoked Unconscious is a dialogical activity of teth analyst and 

analysand in wMch they recursively inform each other of wtet 

remains imsaid and unknown. The reason for tMs priraordial 
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dialogicality undergirding the therapeutic process is ttet the 

Unconscious is not merely the object of the analytic dialogue but 

also its subject: "The unconscious ... is not siraply that wMch 

n>.ist be read tot also, and perhaps primarily, that wMch reads. 

The unconscious is a reader" (Felraan. 1987, p.22-23). As such, 

tecan raaintains that "the psychoanalytic act tes tet to falter 

slightly, and it is the analyst who becoraes the analysand" (1977, 

p.47). 

Therapeutic discourse i s prirrordially dialogic and t t e t 

d ia logical i ty i s not rrerely a "fonoal requireroent" of the 

t te rapeut ic "talking cure": the t te rapeat ic dialogiae const i tutes 

the evocative meeting place where the rjnconscious speaks toth in 

the analyst and the analysand and tetween tli^o, tet ordv when they 

meet, i . e . , ordy when there i s .an (Jther. Consequently, Lac.aii can 

contend t t e t , 

( i ) t i s t te refore in the position of a tMrd tenn t t e t the 
Freudian discovery of the unconscious becoroes clear 
as ixj i t s tnae grtoionding. Tlds tliscovery roay 
siraply te fontialated in t t e following tenrs : The 
(Jnconscious i s t t e t par t of concrete discourse in 
.so far as i t i s transindividual, t t e t i s , not .at 
the disposal of the subject in reestablisMng the 
continuity of Ms conscio»as discourse, 
(tecan, 1977, p.49) 

Only in "the inmixture of the subjects" of the psychoanalytic 

dialogue can the t ru th (of the Unconscious) enter the sphere of 

the r ea l . 

Provided with the re-defirdtion of therapeutic process as the 

dialogical play of the evocative dialects of the Unconscious, 
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tecan introduces M s heterology by suggesting ttet the Unconscious 

is the discourse of the (Dther. 

The Ot-her is, therefore, the locus in wMch is constituted 
the I who speaks together with the one wte hears, 
ttet wMch is said by the one teing already the 
reply . . . But in retum tMs locus also extends as 
far into the subject as the laws of speech, ttet is 
to say, well teyond the discourse ttet takes its 
catchwords frora the ego. 
(Lacan, 1977, p.141) 

Not only does the Unconscious constitute an unspoken "inner 

speech" wldch only fragrrentarily surfaces in the rhetorical tropes 

of "oneiric discourse," tet it also constitutes an Other language 

of the Self, .an ex-centric language wMch is only articulated 

tliroiagli rhetcorical repressions and tropological displacerrents onto 

other (floating) signifiers whose diffractions seep into the 

discourse of consciousness. In other words: the intemally 

dialogic operations of the l.ang»aage(s) of the Unconscious speak of 

a knowledge of the Self, wldch, however, the Self cannot rraster. 

[Lacan (1977, p. 169) explicates, in a tnaly Eaklitinian .sense, a 

diversity of p.sychological "defense meclianisrrs" by equating them 

to a series of literary tropes and stylistic figures.] Tlie 

exploration .and londerst̂ anding of tMs "ex-centric knowledge" 

requires an (Tther: "In language, our rressage coraes to us from the 

Cither, in a reverse form" (1977, p.9) and, "Tlie Unconscious is 

ttet discoiarse of the Other by wldch the subject receives, in .an 

inverted fona, M s own forgotten rressage" (Lacan, quoted in 

Felman, 1987, p.124). As a result, the psychoanalytic dialogue 

tetween "analyst" and "analysand" (in parentheses due to their 
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arbitrary natA.ire) offers the opportunity for a recursive unfolding 

of the evocative resonances of unconscious discourse, in wMch 

toth analyst and analysand, in tum and siradtaneously, listen to 

and are spoken by the heteroglot voices of their own unconscious 

(M)stories (cfr. Sctefer, 1983). As such, 

"the Other" thus stands in the psychoanalytic dial
ogue toth for the position of the analyst, through 
whom the subject hears M s own unconscious dis
course, and for the position of the subject's own 
unconscious, as other to M s Self (to his self-
image and self-consciousness). 
(Felraan, 1987, P.124) 

The EtMcs of Respons-ability in the 
Therapeutic Dialogue 

Tine heterological diraensions of Lacan's conception of the 

Unconscious as the discourse of the Ot.her tetrays M s fundaraental 

telief in Dasein's need to call or to address the Otter (Gadaraer's 

Anruf: Bakhtin's "addressivity") in order to reach fuller 

"Imowledge" or, tetter, "teirig." As a result, the Unconscious is 

priroordially an etMcal experience, wMch is—extrapolated to 

Bakhtinian concepts—an etMcs of respons-abilitv: only by 

addressing, answering, responding to the etMcal call of the Ot-her 

can the Self enjoy a proliferation of teing, as only in the 

dialogical interclnange with the Other the secret disciu'sive 

featA.ires of one's Unconscious can te evoked and, subsequently, 

profit frora a possible rhetorical exegesis. In brief: tte Self 

needs the Ot.her for the excavation of its Self-knowledge, and. 
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therefore, tes to insist on an etMcs of answerability: only if I 

respond to the Ot.lier will the Other reveal rry own secrets to me. 

Consequently, in contrast to the Freudian praxis—described 

by Bakhtin as the hermeneutic irapriraatur of a monological ideology 

to the analysand's textual prcoesses—Lacan extends Bal^tin's 

counterargiunents and re-evaluates the Freudian project as the 

recursive co-evolution of the dialogics of unconscious 

discourse(s). TMs, however, iraplies ttet every therapeutic 

session constitutes a new chronotope, i.e., a new dialogue 

presenting new unconscious features and voices (toth for the 

"analyst" and the "analysand") to wldch toth part.icipants (tut 

especially the designated analyst) need to te "respons-ive." As 

such, the therapist is constantly aware of the rhetorical and 

stylistic operaticjns cjf the analys-and's language and the distant 

echoes they stir in Ms/her own Unconscious, whose reverterating 

evocations are "fed teck" to the analysand. Indeed, the task of 

the analyst is "not to inform [the analysand atout Ms/her own 

intrapsycMc processes—a monologic enterprise] tet to evoke" 

1977, p.86) Ms/her own reactive and activated voices as well as 

the inter-nal poljrphoav of the unsaid played teldnd the spoken 

utterances of the session. As such, Lacan heralds the credo of 

"indeterminate negation" (Gadaraer), i.e., tte knowledge of not 

imowing, and reinstates (the striictm-al dynaraic of) dialogue as 

the priroordial condition of l^owing, not of wtet is said or 

uttered, tet of wtet reroains (forever) unsaid. Moreover, the 
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roessage of Socratic dialogue is not lost for Lacan: c:nly when the 

analysand understands the absurdity of M s quest for Ms/her true, 

full or "healthy" Self—.an origin-al or luidistorted signifier— 

and recognises the "kemel of non-sense" wMch (infrasti-ucturally) 

grounds the sea of floating signification, "therapy" is terminated 

and a "cure" is effected. Only when the analysand accepts the 

value and the inescapability of ignorance and non-sense dĉ es s/te, 

in Zen fasMon, reach (Self-)knowledge, i.e., the knowledge that 

ultiraate knowledge cannot te obtained. TMs re-cognition marks 

the transit point of the "therapeutic cure." 

Therapeutic Dialogue as Dialectical Exchange 

TYie therapeutic dialogue, as explicated by Lacan, re-affirms 

the Bakhtinian raoveraent of identification and exotopy: the 

analysand needs to address the Other (the analyst) whose surplus 

of seeing/teing leads, upon retum, to a re-appreciation of (the 

language(s) of) the Self. Radical alterity not only grounds the 

ethical diraension of addressivity and respons-ability, but also 

the episteroological dimension of self-under standing, wMch, in a 

Gadamerian sense (Dasein ia understanding), spills over into the 

ontological realm as a proliferation of teing (raore than the Self 

was tefore). Moreover, the therapeutic dialogue iraplies a 

dialectical exchange with (one's own) Mstory: "Wtet we teach the 

subject to recognise as M s imconscious is M s Mstory" (1977, 

p.52). Consequently, the therapeutic process of "priraary 
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Mstorisation" refracts the dialectical reappropriation of the 

heteroglot languages of dm)conscious becoraing (more rry Self). As 

a result, the therapeutic dialogue reflects the fimdaroental 

henneneutic "operator," wldch consists in the double moveraent of 

alienation and re-identification, of excursion and retum 

(Gadamer), of transgradience and exotopy (Bakhtin), of the 

dialectics tetween Selbstverstandnis and Freradverstandnis 

(Radnitsky), of the dialogics of Wiederkehr (Lacan), or, in a more 

fundaroental vein, of the discourse of "the Other as Us" (Tyler). 

A "Living" HerToeneutics 

Given tMs view on psychology as an "ideological becoraing," 

consciousness is inevitably faced with the necessity of choosing a 

language, for it "rmast actively orient itself arrddst 

heteroglossia, it raust roove in and occupy a position for itself 

witMn it." However, tMs "language" is never a imitary language, 

tut always an incorporation of the disccjurse of the Crther; in tlds 

view, the ideological becoming of a huraan teing is the process of 

selectively assirailating the words of Others. However, it is more 

tlian just a getting acquainted with the synclironic (M)stories of 

others in interaction (one side of Rirke's coin), tMs dialogue of 

individual languages is always a dialogue witMn the diachronic 

language(s) of Idstô ry (and cultm-e)—the other side of the coin. 

Consequently, 

a dialogue of languages is a dialogue of social 
tox'ces perceived not only in their static 
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coexistence, tet also as a dialogue of different 
tiraes, epocte and days, a dialogue that is forever 
dying, living, teing torn: co-existence [synchrony] 
and tecoraing [diachrony] are here fused into an 
indissoluble concrete unity that is contradictory, 
raulti-speeched and heterogeneous. 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.365) 

In "Marxism and the Philosophy of Tuanguage" (1973), Bakhtin raost 

learly develops M s Gadaroerian (tet avant la lettre) conception 

of a Mstorical hermeneutic. In M s critique on Saussure, who 

privileged "synchronous language" or "parole" over "langue" or 

"diachronous speech," Bakhtin/VolosMnov argues for a recursive 

relationsMp tetween the linguistic systera and the particularity 

of speech in the arcMtectonics of the utterance. Again very 

congrtient with M s (Kantiaii) conception of the systeraic 

interaction tetween raind and world, he argues for a sirailar 

construction in M s exaraination of "coraramication" (not of 

language). In contrast to Saussure's extraldstorical project 

wMch treated "living language as if it were a dead language," and 

"native language as if it were an alien tongue" (1973, p.72, 

p.74), Bakhtin posits language as here and now, where it is 

(inter)animated in the everyday utterances of living discoiurse. 

As a result, language is always sometMng ttet is Mstorically 

relevant, a continuous process of heteroglot becoraing, an intemal 

process of fermentation brewing with past and present languages. 

As such. Bakhtin, just like Gadaroer and Burke, does not only 

indicate the dialogical weaving of the past into) the present, tut 
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a l so acknowledges the inlierent o r i en t a t i on (or d ia log i sa t ion) 

toward a fu tu re . 

(E)very word i s d i rec ted toward an answer and 
cannot escape the profoiond influence of the 
answering word t t e t i t a n t i c i p a t e s . Tlie word in 
l i v i n g conversat ion i s d i r e c t l y , b l a t a n t l y , 
o r ien ted toward a futiore answer-word. . . Fonrdng 
i t s e l f in an atrrosphere of the already spoken, the 
word i s a t the sarre tirre determined by t t e t wldch 
tes not ye t teen sa id ba t wldch i s needed and in 
f ac t an t i c i pa t ed by the answering word. 
(Baklitin, 1981. p.280) 

Tlierefore, understanding, in con t r a s t t o the nonologic s t r u c t u r e 

of explanat ion ( i . e . , i n t e r p r e t a t i o n in function of a s t a t i c 

ideologica l ground), i s d i a log ica l (Baklitin, 1973, p.104; 1981, 

P. 282). Dialoffae c o n s t i t u t e s the essenti .al eco.systeradc nature of 

the .arcMiiefjtonics of landerstariding, i . e . , of " l iv ing" 

henreneut ics . However, t l d s " l iv ing" henreneutic does not and 

cannot reach a f ina l i zed or canonized understanding, a "henreneutic 

theory such as psychoanalysis , Marxism or even, graraoatology. As 

was rrentioned tefore, such a rronological conclusion would ignore 

the e.s.sential f ea tu re of l.ariguage(s), i . e . , i t s heteroglo.5sia. In 

c o n t r a s t t o rrost systerrat ic (.and systeroatizing) accounts of 

henoeneutics, Bakli t in 's vers ion reraains "a l ive" and i s test 

charac te r ized by polyphony (.as worked out in Do.st^oev.sky's t e x t s ) . 

For Baklitin, langiaage, as a perpetuuio rrobilc of soc i a l 

he t e rog loss i a , refraci^s t he soc io- ideologica l condensations of 

very d iverse cont rapunta l vo i ce s—Msto r i ca l and socio-econoraical. 

All these d i a l e c t o l o g i c a l v a r i a n t s and i n t e r s e c t i o n s , as t t e 

' auidible" evcHi^ations of the p e r s i s t e n t tet subterranean 
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glossolalia of dialogisra, collide in very different and creative 

ways, and, subsequently, concatenate in oblique angles, resulting 

in new garoes (Wittgenstein) or discursive genres (Lyotard)—new 

(re-)marks on the black continent of the dialogical canvas. As 

such, polyphony—in contrast to the imifying and totalising adagia 

of horrophony—celebrates a juxtaposition of these languages, as 

specific points of view on the world, or tetter: 

"points-of-voyeurisra." Therefore, social life reserables a 

DostoevsMan novel in wMch 

the utterly incorapatible eleraents ,.. are 
distriteted araong several worlds and several 
autonoroous consciousnesses; they are presented not 
witMn a single field of vision but within several 
fields of vision, e.ach full and of equal worth; and 
it is not the material directly tet tliese worlds, 
their consciousnesses with their individual fields 
of vision that combine into a M^ier unity, a 
imity, so to speak, of the second order, the imity 
of poljrhony. .. (E)ach opinion really does becorae 
a living tMng and is inseparable frora an embodied 
hiunan voice, . . . [incorporated witMn a] plurality 
of consciousness-center not reduced to a single 
ideological coraroon denorainator. 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 16-7) 

Clearly, in contrast to a lierTneneutic super-narrative wMcli would 

transcend the teundaries of singidar and particular imderstanding, 

polypteny and raulti vocal ity becorae the heralds of the ultiraate 

dialogicality of an inevitably participatojry reality. In the 

analysis of Dostoevsky's polyphonic novel as well as in M s 

examination of Ratelais' world, Bakhtin descrites the nature of 

social life and (by implication) of "living henreneutics": 

In Dostoevsky's polyphonic novel we are dealing not 
with ordinary dialogic form, that is, with an 
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imfolding of material witMn the fraroework of its 
own monologic imderstanding .and against the firm 
teckground of a imified world of objects. No. here 
we are dealing with an ultiraate dialogicality, that 
is, a dialogicality of the ultiraate whole. .. It 
is constructed not as the whole of a single 
consciousness, absorbing other consciousnesses as 
objects into itself, but as a whole formed by the 
interaction of several consciousnesses , none of 
wMch entirely becoraes an object for the other; 
tlds interaction provides nonsupport. for the viewer 
who would objectify an entire event according to 
some ordinary monologic category ... — and tMs 
consequently makes the viewer also a participant." 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p.18, eraphasis added) 

Tlnat tMs dialogicality is imtotalisable tes been deraonstrated by 

Derrida (differance. suppleraentation and iterability). as well 

that it is inevitable (archewriting). 

Pĵ k̂htin's Heterology 

Although the Other looms very inportantly in Bakhtin's 

conception of episteroology not oMy in tenns of "hermeneutics" but 

also in its roore "psychologistic" (architectonic) raoraents. The 

Other, in the arcMtectonics," is considered a co-constitutive 

b-dlding block for one's own self-identity. 

If there are two of us, what matters form the pcdnt 
of view of the actual productivity of the event is 
not ttet alongside of rae there is yet one more man. 
essentially .'Similar- to me (two men) but that he is, 
for roe, an'other man. In tMs way, M s siraple 
empathy for ny life is not tantamount to our fusing 
into a single teing and it dees not constitute a 
nuraerical duplication of any life, but an essential 
enrichraent of the event. Because the otter co-
experiences rry life in a new form, as the life of 
the other raan, perceived and valorised otterwise, 
and justified in a way other than M s life. The 
productivity of the event dees not lie in the 
fusion of all into one, tet in the tension of ray 
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exotopy and ny nonfusion, in the reliance upon the 
privilege afforded me by ray unique position, out
side other roen. 
(Baklitin, quoted in Todorov, 1984, p.108) 

Tlds is the natÂ ire of heterological aroMtectonics on a tasic, 

existential, level. A second level is that of hermeneutic 

imderstanding in wMch the C)ther. in M s transgradience, becoroes 

the addition to ny own "surplus of seeing"—"(u)nderstanding as 

the transformation of the other into a 'self-other'" (Bakhtin, 

quoted in Todorov, 1984, p.109). 

However, Baidntin also imderstands heterology, as the 

discourse of the Other, in a very siraple sense, i.e., the actual 

words of the Other. As a result, one can always speak to and of 

the Ot.her (and M s alien discourse) with the help of ttet alien 

discourse, as all transmission of ny intentions and contextual 

accents is already dialogised witMn the discourse of the 

Other(s). Here we see, more than in the two previous forms of 

Bakhtinian heterology, how the Other is discursively interwoven 

with oneself, as language, as the "veMcle" for my 

"Self"-expression is (always already) telf somebody else's 

"instrurosnt" and soroeone else's "expression." Hence Bakhtin's 

notion of "living" hermeneutics: as "tMngs" are so dialogically 

muddled, everyday life and our evaluative actions always carry the 

flavor of an attempt at understanding "what is said atout wtet or 

whom." For tMs sane reason, everyday speech is not a rairaetic 

project concerTied with a tn.d.liful representation of an 

extra-lingidstic reality, but, as everytMng changes at the moment 
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and through the utterance, with the possibility of transraission of 

raeaning for adequate understanding. Moreover, tlds transraission 

cannot te imderstood in an infonnation-theoretical sense, but 

reflects an evocation frora tetween the weavings of dialogisra. The 

difference tetween "relating" and "representing," or the Platonic 

opposition of diegesis and miraesis. 

TMs search for the possibility of understandable meaning 

becomes the playgroimd of dialogue. Socratic dialogue is a 

possible dialogue—a dialogue, however, still steeped in the 

possibility of imeartMng an imdialogised "good" frora the soul of 

the interloctutor(s) (Maranhao, 1986). As such, Socratic dialogue 

(as a.skirig new questions in order to reach an etMcal tonura). 

although it uses the Ot.lier as the raeans towards 

self-identification, still posits its goal outside of itself: 

although the dialogue is iraportant, it reraains secondary to its 

ultiraate aira, i.e., a "therapy of the soul." In contrast, 

DostoevsMan dialogue is 

not ... a means bat ... an end in itself. Dialogue 
here is not the tlnreshold to action, it is the 
action itself. It is not a rreans for revealing, 
for bringing to the siarface the already ready-made 
cliaracter of a person; no, in dialogue a person not 
only shows Idroself outwardly, but he becorres for 
the first tirre ttet wldch he is—.and ... not only 
for others tet for Mmself as well. To te rreans to 
corarianicate dialogically. Wlien dialogue ends, 
everytldng ends. Tlius dialogiae, by it^ very 
essence, cannot and roust not corre to an end. At 
the level of M s religious-utcpian world-view 
Dostoevsky carries dialogiae into eternity, 
conceiving of it as eternal co-rejoicing, 
co-adrrdration, con-cord. .. [Con.sequently, ] a 
single voice ends notMng and resolves notMng. 
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Two voices i s the rrdnirrura for l i f e , the minimiun for 
existence. 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p.252) 

Consequently, as the Self can only tndy (co)exist in the 

(hermeneutic) relationsMp with the Other; as every experience and 

every utterance is intemally dialogic and open to supplementation 

by a rayriad heteroglot voices, all thought and etMcal action 

constitutes, frora the very teginning, a constant rejoinder in an 

imfinalised/able and untotali zed/able dialogue. TMs is the 

nature of polyphony in the scherae of ultiraate dialogicality. Frora 

tMs perspecttive, Baldntin's conception of an etemal dialogue 

resembles Burke's great dialogue of history—of wMch raonologisra 

(Bakhtin) and hegeraony (Burke) are its Mss of death. 

Iraplications of Baklitin's Dialogisra and Heterology 

Dialogisra and Dialectics 

Bakhtin, in constrticting M s arcMtectonics, necessardly 

posits the thesis/antithesis of Self/Other as a primary 

distinction. However, as has been pointed out, tMs exotopy does 

not result in a final fusion of Self and Ot.lier, i.e., a 

dialectical Aufhebung. Only through accentuating the Self's 

unique position in existence ("siurplus of seeing") is such a 

fusion avoided and is the difference r'equired for a continuous 

dialogue preserved. Consequently, for Bakhtin, there is no third 

synthetic term as for Hegel, and tMs fact is revealing for 

Balditin's view: oppositions will have an insurmoimtable cliaracter. 
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In the Dostoevsky, Bakhtin actively opposes "Hegel's monological 

dialectic" as he speaks of raonologisra in Hegel's Phenomenology of 

Spirit: 

Tlie lordque spirit in its dialectical becorrdng, 
imderstood in Hegel's sense, can only generate a 
pMlosopMcal rronologue. Monist IdealLsm is the 
least favorable ground for the flowering of a rrul-
tiplicity of unirerged consciousnesses. . . Dos
toevsky's world is deeply pluralistic. 
(Baklitin, 1984, p.41-2) 

Dialogue and dialectics. Take a dialogue and 
rerrove the voices . . . rerrove the intonations . . . 
carve out abstract concepts and judgrrents frora liv
ing words and responses, crara everytMng into one 
abstract consciousness—ttet's how you get dialec
tics . 
(BakJntin, 1984, p.xxxii) 

In contrast to a Hegelian unification and teleological 

totalization (Absolute Spirit), Bakhtin rerr̂ ins very Kantian (tet 

not transcendental) in ttet he preserves "the vitality of 

nonequivalence" in wMch he posits the dualistic universe of an 

lonflnalized and untotalizable dialogue. Contiguity without fusion 

betDoroes the tecktene of M s "dialogics of cultiare" (in contrast tcj 

Hegel's "dia lect ics of nature") . 

Dialogisra .and Rhetcjric 

Baklitin's roajor cri t icisra .against an overerrptesis on rhetoric 

l i e s in the "raonologization' of the word of the Other, as those 

words .are grafted onto new contexts bat wit teut the in t ema l 

dialogization wldch gave r i s e to the "authentic" rreaning in the 

or iginat ing instance of Self/Other encounter. Rlietoric always 



refers to authority and the correctness of sorae imitary language. 

to hegemony wMch needs to become intemally persuasive discourse. 

In rhetoric there are the imconditionally right and 
the imconditionally .guilty; there is total victory, 
and anniMlation of the opponent. In dialogue, 
annlMlation of the opponent also anniMlates the 
very dialogic sphere in wMch discourse lives. 
Tlds sphere is very fragile and easily destroyed 
(the slightest violence is sufficient, the 
slightest reference to authority). 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p. xxxvii) 

In contrast to the monologic and authoritative semantics of 

rhetoric, Bakhtin coimterposes the lived and living voice, 

constituting a seraantic position constructed witMn the 

chronotopic contingencies of the utterance and oriented by the 

responses it anticipates and evokes. Instead of a rhetoric of 

representation, a dialogisra of resporisiveness and responsibility, 

Dialogisra and Aesthetics 

In the discussion on arcMtectonics it was already 

illustrated how Bakhtin torrows space and tirae (as the 

indispensable forms for any cognition) frora the Kantian 

"transcendental aesthetics," wldle, however, inscribing thera 

witMn the iraroediate (or chronotopean) reality of the utterance 

and dialogue. Baldntin's aesthetic, however, resides elsewhere, and 

is rauch closer to Gadarrer's conception of it, as they to^th seek 

the aesthetic in tte hermeneutic helix of the author/text/reader 

relationsMp, or, roore generally, in the Self/utterance/Ot-her 

recursion. Strangely enough, it is in M s critique on formalist 
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methods in lingidstics (Baklitin, signed Medvedev, 197S), -and rrore 

particularly in M s discussions on the irapossibility of art teing 

outside consciousness or as teing severed frora social inter- and 

discourse, that Bakhtin lays the foimdation for M s herroeneutic 

theory and its iraplications for aesthetics. Just like the Self is 

always de-centered and never transparently self-identical tet 

always a refraction of the Other, with whom is does not fuse but 

without whom life would te impossible, the "aesthetic object" does 

not completely correspond with the material exteriority of the 

artwork, b.it always reraains "connected" to it. As such, the 

aesthetic object represents itself as a congloraerate of 

(e)valuations triggered by the raaterial forra—an axiology of 

political, Mstorical, personal, and religious values ttet come 

into play in the hermeneutic rroraent of "imder-standing' the work 

of "art." Consequently, as tte aesthetic object can never be 

corapleted and as no raonological accoimt of it is possible, it 

i^e-presents, just like the Self, a hermeneutic process cd 

(CO)evolutionary becoraing, i.e., a Wirl^ungsgescMchte. Tlierefore, 

any formalist atterapt at liraiting art or aesttesis to the objeĉ t 

itself, degrades "it" to the level of a tMng and no longer sees 

it as a (dialogical) deed. Consequently, the crux of aesthetic 

experience resides in the Gadarrerian cycle of exotopy and retmni, 

in a singidar herroeneutic spiral, 

Bakhtin, given M s eraphasis on a constant dialogical 

constitution of roeaning in the interaction tetween text/context. 
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extends M s discussion on aesthetics in that he makes a 

distinction tetween aesthetic speech (or art in general) and the 

everyday utterances of life. For Balditin, the raeaning of 

utterances is suspended tetween the said of the vertelised text 

and the imsaid of its con-text: rreaning and intentionality are 

encrusted within a heteroglot ecosystem of vocal and raute(d) 

voices. On the other hand, sorae (textual) meanings can more 

easily (i.e., more "invariably") te grafted onto new contexts: 

consequently, aesthetic appreciation refers to the level of 

interdependency tetween text/context in the transraission of (a 

coranon) raeaning. For Bakhtin, aesthetic texts are relatively 

independent froro their iranediate contexts (e.g., chronotopean 

eleraents. psychological make-up of reader/perceiver, Mstorical 

epocte, cultural values). Consequently, Baldntin posits aesthetics, 

in a dialogical world, as a special "form" of coraramication in 

wMch the text only minimally depends on its contextual features 

and markers for tte construction of its (intended) meaning. Tlie 

everyday utterance, on the other iiand, is not aesthetic, as its 

roeaning cannot te divorced frora the actual event in wMch it is 

uttered—the text/context recursion is extreroely singidar and 

close-lmit- Aesthetics, in the Baiditinian sense, is a question of 

degree, i.e., a degree of in- and interdependence. Recalling 

(Geertz' distinction tetween local and glotel knowledge, or 

Lyotard's paganisra, Baklitin's conception of aesthetics suggests a 

less-local (or raore-glotel) forra of "knowledge" (understood as 
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"imderstanding" or "coranunicative roeaning"), and a broader form of 

paganisra. 

Moreover, as Baklitin errploys the sarre roecliani-sm of exotopy 

for Ms theory on aesthet ics as well as Ms theory of action, 

aes thet ic action becorres etMcal action. Indeed, as in aesthetics 

there are no texts divorced from contexts for the i r rreaning, there 

are, sirrdlar ly, no selves divorced froro a l t e r i t y for t t e i r 

existence. Although toth are caught witMn an ecosystera of 

dialogisra, there seerrs to te a poss ibi l i ty for a re la t ive (not an 

absolute) independence frora the contingencies of the ecosysterrdc 

network. Just l ike the aesthet ic text wMch carmot, adrrdttedly. 

te umderstood "in i t se l f , " bat can te transposed to a variety of 

contexts without losing i t s impact; the Self caimot, sirrdl.arly, 

acMeve corrplete autonorqy. bat tes the choice (Baklitin would say 

"responsibil i ty") to increase Ms freedora by teing less detenrdned 

by lofiial environrreni^s and by transposing rreanings to new contexts. 

Tlie individual ' s l i f e (as an inevitable project to give rreaning) 

i s therefore a constant stnoggle against rronologism, .and the 

.active p.ir.suit of new in temal ly persu-asive discourses .and the 

".sutalirrdty of freed perspectives." Everyday l i f e carmot content 

i t s e l f with the ca lc i f ica t ion of rronologisra, bat rriist s t r ive for 

the aes thet ic tliroiagh paralogy (.and dialogical becorrdng). As 

such, Baklitin's aes thet ic as an et ldc of (relat ive) freedora echoes 

Biarke's plea for counter-hegerrordcal tradition-maMng. In 

conclusion: frora an efrdcal point of view, the aesthetic—rrore 
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independent frora local contingencies—"is alw.ays the world of 

greatest othemess, the biggest loophole t'hrough wMch the present 

may escape to a fut.itre imdrearaed of in worlds of less expansive 

discourse ..." (Clark &. Holquist, 1984, p.211). 

Rabelais' World of the Carnival 

In the chapter on desire, the notion of carnival was already 

explored in more detail through the work of Lyotard and Kristeva 

(who tesically torrowed the idea frora Bakhtin). At tMs point, it 

needs to te roentioned that. Bakhtin anticipated many of the 

critiques of the proponents of desire. Frora M s sketch on 

Freudianisra, the first adurabrations of a critique a la 

Anti-Oedipus could te discerned, especially in the analysis of the 

imconscious/ conscious as ideological striictures. Moreover, in 

M s discussions on the nature of arcMtectonics, Bakhtin often 

utilises piiysiological terras, through wMch it becoraes obvious 

ttet dialogue also raoves into the deepest raolecular and, 

ultiraately, sutetoraic levels (dialogues of ensyraes and nerve 

reactions). Tliese .arguments can easily te transposed intoi Deleuze 

and Guattari's exposition of molecular and roolar structures. 

TMs, of course, is not to say ttet Deleuse et al.' s work could te 

reduced to Bakhtin's work, but ttet, conversely, Bakhtin provided 

the first seeds for tMs type of (interpretatlonal) analysis. 

Another exaraple of tMs type of fertilisation is Kristeva's recent 
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discussion on the psychoanalyt.ic process wldch echoes Balditin's 

arguments (Kristeva, 1983). 

For Bakhtin, tte carnival is the "laugMng double" of 

official (monologic) culture. It is not only an instruraent in the 

erosion of the nyt.lis of unification and totalisation, it is, in a 

fully Nietzschean sense, the affirmation of dialogisra. It is "a 

special forra of life, a Mnd of existential heteroglossia" 

(Baklitin, 1965, p.8). It is in M s discussion on Ratelais that 

Bakhtin leaves the area of "literature" (although reluctantly) and 

plunges Mmself into "ideology" and "culti.ire." As such, Bakhtin 

identifies two "subtexts" in the text of Ratelais: those of 

"carnival" (idecdogical/cultA.iral) and "grotesque realisra" 

(literary). The "syncretic pageantry" wMch typifies the carnival 

becoraes the scene of laughter at the official culture; indeed, in 

the Renaissance and the Middle Ages "a toundless world of hiunorous 

forms and manifestations opposed tte official and serious tone of 

roe<liev.al and ecclesiastical and feudal cultJ.ire" (1965, P. 11). In 

the Dostoevsky. Bakhtin already Mnted at tte cult.ur'al split in 

medieval life: 

It can te said, with sorae restrictions to te siore, 
ttet medieval rr̂ m in a way led two lives: one 
official. rronolitldcally serious and sornter; 
teholden to strict MerarcMcjal order: fillê i with 
fear, dogroatisio, devotion, and piety; the other, of 
carnival and the public place, free; full of 
.arabivalent laugliter, profanations of all tldngs 
sacred, disparagerrent and unseeroly tetevior. 
farrdliar contact with everybody and everytMng. 
(Baklitin. 1984, p. 173) 
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As a result, carnival excluded raost of the features wldch were so 

iraportant in official culture (e.g., the Roraan Catholic 

influences) and transcended socio-econoraic levels: everybody joins 

the (aesthetic) play of carnival—or raayte. in a Gadaroerian sense. 

everybody is played by/witMn the play of carnival. "Carnival is 

not a spec:tacle seen by the people [like a parade]; they live in 

it, and everyone participates because its very idea embraces all 

the people." Moreover, "while carnival lasts, there is no other 

life outside it. During carnival time life is subject only to its 

laws ... the laws of its own freedora" (Bakhtin, 1965, p.7). 

Carnival is not only a celebration of the Other, but, in a 

primitive sense, a renewed respect for the ecological rhyt-hms of 

life. Indeed, the camivalesque world emphasizes tte natA.ural 

rhythms of life ("the phases of sun and noon, .. . the death and 

renewal of vegetation, ... the succession of agricultural seasons" 

(p.81)), .as well as the ecological and ecosysterrdc value of life. 

Furthermcjre, the carnival is the tesis for corammity/ 

coramimication, as 

the individual feels he is .an indissoluble par-t of 
the collectivity, a rrernter of the people's rrass 
body. In tlds whole the individual body ceases to 
a certain extent to te itself; it is possible, .so 
to say, to excliange bodies, to te renewed (tlirougli 
clianging costuires and rrasks). At the sarre tirre the 
people becorre aware of their .sensual, rraterial, 
bodily unity and corrrounity. (p.255) . . It is the 
people as a whole, tet organized in their own wav. 
(p.10)" 

For Baklitin, the essence of carnival (as a ritual of becorrdng) is 

]:»>:t oxempdified "ty two "basic tropes: .an eraphasis on change (in 
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death-rebirth, in destructive-creative tirae) and on the 

ecrcentricities of the carTiivalesque/ grotesque txxly. Consequently, 

camivalesque tirae—a tirre of becoming—ticks incessantly in the 

human body, but in contrast to the classical teauty of the human 

"Dody (t.he official ideology), the camivalesque body is 

".grotesque," a caricature. It is important to notice how Bakhtin. 

in M s descriptions of the fluidity of the grotesque body, 

anticipates Deleuse and (̂ uattard's description of the body without 

organs, or the fragmentations and interpenetrations so typical for 

the scMzophrenic body-image. As the body becoroes the places for 

becoming, carrdvalesque ritual accentuates ttese points at wMch 

"it outgrows its own self, transgresses its own limits .. , 

conceives a new, second body, the towels and the ptellus, [and 

where] the torders tetween tte txodv and the world are breached 

(Balditin, 1965, p.318, emphasis added). By utilising the grotesque 

body of carnival tiroe, Bakhtin illustrates the underlying 

raechanisra of dialogisra at work in cult̂ -ire (and the satotage of 

hegeraony): the grotesque body, as the body without organs, becoraes 

the epitorae of dialogical freedora (i.e. , intertextuality at the 

biological level), in ttet it transcends the toimdaries of its own 

liraits and reaches out towards the Other as its own condition for 

growth and becoraing (1965, 32). Such is the nature of Bakhtin's 

arcMtectonics, now expressed in yet anotter trope, i.e., tte 

grotesque body. 
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Elsewhere (1981), Bakhtin exaradnes the typical linguistic 

practices wldch very heavily reflect a "camivalesque" attitude; 

.araong others, he exairdnes the Soc:ratic dialogue as a sericooraical 

genre. In raodem tiroes, the test expression of tMs Mnd of 

Satiimalia (a generic naroe for parodic language practices) is the 

polyphonic novel of Dostoevsky. In general. Saturnalia refers tc> 

language adorned with a raiscMevous Janus mask: in the Ratelaisian 

carnival, "its official, ecclesiastical face was turned to the 

past and sanctioned the existing order, tet the face of the people 

of the marketplace looked to the future and lauded, conscious it 

was attending the funeral of the past and present" (1986, 81). As 

a result and given Baklitin's insistence on an essential dialogisra 

in language, idetology, Mstory and cultA.tre, carnival tecoraes yet 

another example/synecdoche of/for M s pMlosopMcal theory on 

aesthetics and etldcs, as it illustrates again the arcMtectonics 

at work in the dialogical ccnstr-uction of experience and rae-aning 

tetween Self/Other. 

'Tl-ie Dialogic Angle 

From the discussion on the discourse of the Other and the 

preceding exairdnation of carnival, it is obvious ttet Saturnalia, 

as parodic discoiarse, is only one possible outcorae of the inlnerent 

double-voicedness of discoiarse. In M s exairdnations on parody in 

novelistic dlscaarse (1981), Baklitin discerns two .styles, or 

tetter two "l.arigia.ages" (toth intra-lingiaal) wldch corre together 
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and to a certain extent .are crossed with e.ach other: the langiaage 

teirig p.aiMxlied (e.g., the official idecdogy), and the Langiaage 

that parodies (e.g., everyday language). Novelistic discourse, as 

poly-voicedness in DcDstoevsî y's case, is the ultiraate endpoint of 

such an interaniraation, as "the novel orohestrates all its theraes, 

the totality of the world of ob.iects and ideas depicted and 

expressed in it, by means of ttie scoial diversity of speech and by 

the differing individual voices that flourish imder such 

conditions" (Bakhtin, 1981, p.263). What is important in such a 

conception of double-voicedness or polyphony, is not ttet there 

are a nurater of heterodoxies, wldch all express their opinion 

atout the state of the world, tet how all these different 

languages intersect into each other through dialogue. TMs degree 

of intersection (alnost in a georaetrical sense), tlds clinaroen. is 

the dialogic angle, and can only te addressed in translinguistic 

terms. 

As one's own word is .always telf .sorrebody else's, .all 

discourse is double-voiced, as it always already tiartors a 

representation of the other's speech in one's own. DLscoiarse, in 

tMs sen.se, is cliaracterised by a double orientation: (a) toward 

the referential object of .speech, and (b) toward another's 

di.scour,se, toward .someone el.se's .speech. Tlds distinction, i.e., 

the existence of double-directed discourse, offers Bakhtin (1984) 

an avenue for constructing a new (translinguistic) taxonorry of 

discourses. Consequently, Bakhtin exairdnes first two types of 

http://sen.se
http://el.se
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single-voiced discourses: (a) direct and unraediated 

object-oriented discoitrse ("direct speech"), and (b) represented 

or objectified discourse. An exaraple of the latter is the 

scientific scholarly article wMch operates under the principle of 

explaining .a rronologic metanarrative. In contradistinction, 

piakhtin posits represented but (serai-)independent discourse of the 

Other, as a category of double-voicedness. However, witMn these 

double-voiced discourses, a further distinction is introduced: 

does the Other's discourse play a passive or an active role in the 

representation? WMle parody and stylisation are passive 

representations, dialogue is definitely an active representation 

of the Other's discourse in one's own. A tMrd distinction 

concentrates on whether one raal^es use of soraeone else's discourse 

in the directtion of its own par-ticular aspirations 

("imi-directional) or whether one superimposes a different 

direction ("vari-directional"). WMle (re-)telling a joke one 

heard frora a friend, constitutes a double-voiced discour-se wMch 

raakes passive use of the Ot.lier's words but keeps a imi-directional 

orientation, in parody or caricatA.ire one's own and the Ot.her's 

discourse are vard-directional (mostly for ideological and 

rhetoripolitical reasons). Tlie raost important feature of 

vari-directional discourse is that it leads to an enhanced 

intemal dialogisation. 

In vard-directional discour'se ... a decrease in 
objectification and a corresponding heightening of 
activity on the part, of the aspirations of the 
other discourse lead inevitably to an intemal 
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dialogisation of discourse. In such discourse, the 
author's thought no longer oppressively dorainates 
the other's thought, discourse loses its conposure 
and confidence, becomes agitated, intemally 
imdecided and two-faced. Such discourse is not 
only double-voiced tet also double-accented; it is 
difficult to speak it aloud, for loud and living 
intonation excessively monologises discourse and 
cannot do justice to the other person's voice 
present in it. 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p.198) 

Clearly, dialogue in (therapeutic) discourse telongs to a vari-

directional form in wMch, however, the Other's discourse plays an 

active role. These iraplications will te examined raore thorougMy 

in the next ctepter. For the raoraent, a diagrara suraroarising 

Bakhtin's taxonony raist suffice (cfr. Figure 2). 

It is iraportant. to recognise the strong biograpMcal 

influence in Balditin's constriiction of a taxonoroy resulting in a 

variform and varidirectional discourse. Bounded by Marxist (or 

tetter, Stalinist) ideology, Bakhtin felt corapelled to write 

witldn the accepted ideodogies (psychoanalysis in Freudianisra (and 

even then in another physical voice, i.e., VolosMnov), Russian 

forraalisra in The Formalistic Method (and here too imder another 

voice, i.e., Medvedev), Marxisra in Marxisra and the PMlosophv of 

Language (again as VolosMnov)), and as such he ted to disperse 

M s own "intemally persuasive speech" over very different 

hybridisations. In the rostoevskv. published after the Stalinist 

purges, he, still covertly, descrites M s own fate: 
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Every sĉ cial trend in every ep̂ coh "has its own 
special sense of discourse and its own range of 
discursive possibilities. By no rre.ans all 
idstorical situations perirdt the ultimate seraantic 
authority of the creator to te expressed without 
mediation in direct, imrefracted, unconditional 
authorial discourse. .. If there is at the 
disposal of a given epoch sorae authoritative and 
stabilised medium of refraction, then 
conventionalised discourse in one or another of its 
varieties will dominate, with a greater or lesser 
degree of conventionality. If there is no such 
medium, then vari-directional double-voiced 
discourse will dorainate, ttet is, parodistic 
discourse in all its varieties, or a special type 
of semi-conventionalised, serai-ironic discourse. 
In such epocte, and especially in epocte dominated 
by conventionalised discourse, the direct, 
imconditional, imrefracted word appears barbaric, 
raw, wild. Cultured discourse is discourse 
refracted tlirougli an authoritative and stabilised 
raediura. 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p.202) 

Frora tlds, we also imderstand Bakhtin's evolution towards dialogue 

wldch c.ari never 'te encompassetl by a "conventionalised," i.e., 

nonologic, discourse, as it is the breatMng (and the 'breeding) 

.groimd of life and (its) raeaning(3). In dialogue, a coranon therae 

is filtered througli a series of perspectivistic voices, wMch aî e 

all interconnected and intersecting, and wMch, as a result, 

create new (meanings of) life. However, preceding tMs radti vocal 

extemal dialogue tetween imique physical to)dies, there is alw.ays 

an intemal raicrodialogue, due to discourse's double voice. There 

is dialogue of languages frora top to tottora, and they all 

intersect and inter-penetrate at vardous dialogic angles. 
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From the previous discussion on Bakhtin, it is fairly clear-

that he anticipated raany of the current developments in 

"postioodem" tMnMng, His affiliations with the hermeneutics of 

Gadaraer, the ideological tMnMng of Burke, the infrastructural 

dialogicality of Derrida, the paganism of Lyotard and Kristeva, 

the grotesque body of Deleuse and Guattari, all find their place 

in M s general theory on translinguistics, of wMch polyphony 

through dialogue as its "etMcal" (and inevitable) goal seems to 

te the crowning rooroent. Tlierefore, 

there is neither a first nor a last word. Tlie 
contexts of dialogue are without lirait. Tliey 
extend into the deepest past and the raost distant 
futiu'e. Even rreanings torni in dialogues of the 
reraotest past will never te finally grasped once 
and for all, for they will always te renewed in 
later dialogue. At any present raoroent of the 
dialogue there are great masses of forgotten 
rosanings, tet these will te recalled again at a 
given raoroent in tte dialogue's later course when it 
will te .given new life. For notMng is absolutely 
dead: every raeaning will someday have its 
homecoming festival, 
(Bakhtin, quoted in Clark & Holqidst, p. 350) 
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I . Direcrt imroediated discourse d i rec ted exclusively toward i t s 
r e f e r e n t i a l ob jec t . 

I I . Object i f ied discoiar.se (dLscoiarse of a repre.sented person) 

1. With a predorrdnance of soc io typica l detemdrdng fac tors 
2. "With a pre<lorrdn.5urice of ind iv idual ly c h a r a c t e r i s t detenrdning 

f a c t o r s . 

I I I . Discoiarse with a o r i e n t a t i o n toward .someone e l s e ' s discourse 
(double-voiced discourse) 

1. Urd-dire<3tiorial double-voice?! cdscoiorse 
( e . g . , n a r r a t o r ' s na r ra t ion ) 

2. Va r i -d i r ec t i ona l double-voiced discoiarse 
( e .g . , parody; discourse of a cl iaracter who i s parodica l ly 
represented; any transrrdssion of soraeone e l s e ' s words with a 
s M f t in accent) 

3. Tlie a c t i v e type (reflecte<l di.3coiar.se of .another) 
( e . g . , Mdden intern.al pjlerrdc; a re jo inder of a dialogiae; 
Mdden dialogiae) 

Figiare 2. Bakli t in 's Taxonorry of Discoiarse (1984, p . 199) 

http://discoiar.se
http://di.3coiar.se


CHAPTER 10 

(THERAPEUTIC) DISCOURSE FROM A 

DIALOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Introduction 

Previously, the iraplications of a deconstructive perspective 

were discussed in the analyses of fandly tterajy occultation and 

intextuation (ctepter 7). Although, in ttet context, 

psyctetherapy, in its present form, was hard to defend and was 

actually immasked as a logocentric ploy, in wMch all tte roaster 

distinctions of Western t M n M n g were crystallised, tte present 

ctepter will atterapt to sketch a roore optimistic picture in a raore 

positive description of the possibility of wtet tere, solely for 

the purposes of ease, will te called "discursive therapy." The 

two main eleroents of discursive tterapy, torrowed frora tte work of 

Burke and Bakhtin, are, of course, a strong eraptesis on dialogue. 

characterized by (the etMcal responsibility of) the creation of 

neH, i.e., anti-monologizing or coimter-ideological, meanings. 

Furttermore, tte "description" of "discursive" tterapy explicates 

tte potential of seraantic polypteny in tte construction of 

therapeutic noise, as well as tte creation of a raore "respons-ive" 

tterapeutic etMc. 

317 
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Monologism and Family Therapy/Theory Ideologies 

Monologism in Psyctetterapy 

All theories on psyctetterapy (and its practice) share a 

coranon characteristic: they reify the living discourse of its 

subjects and content themselves with descriptions of and 

predictions tesed upon Mstological specimens or the sclerotic 

deposits of intentional processes. Even wten these theories are 

not superiraposing a (preferably physicalistic) fraroework onto 

living experience and are concentrating on tte linguistic aspects 

of therapy, a strong structuralist stance undergirds all attenpts 

at explanation. Such is the case with the "transcultural" process 

of the double bind (Bateson et al.), the speech pattems of 

Erickson (excellently ossified in the work of Bandler and 

Grinder), tte tecliniques to construct "effective" tterapeutic 

stories (Rosen), as well as the studies on tte search for pattem 

in tterapeutic and scMzophrenic speech (tetov, BirdwMstell, 

Scteflen). All these attenpts at sear-cMng for "tte pattem that 

cormects" serve as "explanations" and "descriptions" to te 

transposed to otter contexts (and therefore to te de-dialogized) 

tetray a nonologic tendency. However, at tte same time, it is 

iraportant to recognize ttet ttese pattems, given Bakhtin's 

exploration of the features of aesttetic activity as relatively 

free frora determining contexts, provide a first step to a therapy 

tesed upon true dialogicality. The problera, in other words, does 
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not reside in the notion of pattem in se. tet in its utilization 

in therapeutic discourse, as the search for certain pre-existing 

(hence a lindted nuioter) pattems of a defiMte form. As was 

previously discussed, the monologic acceptance of a set of 

therapeutic pattems is not only tte condition of intextuation 

("teing a strategic therapist"), it is also tte process by wMch 

one occults the family's dialogical construction of meaning, by 

wMch one—in tte narae of raore effective therapy—occults oneself 

frora oneself (as the Other is excluded or tetter, raairaed, in the 

process of hermeneutic exotopy). Or Bakhtin: 

Knowledge of the tMng and knowledge of tte person. 
They raist te depicted as toimdaries: tte tMng, 
pure and dead, is notMng tet externality; it 
exists only for the otter, and it is the other (the 
knowing subject) wte can reveal it entirely, down 
into its deepest recesses, ,. Tte second 
boundary is tte thought of tte person in presence 
of tte person itself, dialogue, interrogation, 
prayer. ., Two boundaries of thou^t and praxis 
or two types of relations (tte tMng, the person), 
Tte deeper the person, ttet is tte closer we edge 
to tte personal boundary, tte less applicable any 
generalizing roethod; generalization and 
formalization efface tte boundaries tetween genius 
and mediocrity. .. CXir thought and our prajda 
(not tte tecteical one, tet tte moral, i.e., the 
set of our responsible acts) take place tetween two 
teundaries: tte relation to tte thing, and tte 
relation to tte peraon. TMnglflcatlon and 
peraonification." 
(Bakhtin, quoted in Todorov, 1984, p.18) 

From tMs account, it can te concluded ttet most psyctetterapeutic 

theories, in incorporating (or tetter: in teing incorporated by) 

theories on things (paradigms of tte natural sciences, such as 

Ttemian topological spaces, Prigoginian structures of dissipation. 
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Eigen's self-referential epicycles. Brown's and (^mther's 

raulti-valued logics, Maturana's blind "structural coupling," von 

Foerster's neurophysiological non-trivial macMne, or the 

transdisciplinary discipline of cytemetics and systera think, all 

lose their etMcal "placement" in the world, as their actions are 

now determined by some monologic truth, or: a unitary, singular, 

naively (or conditionally) indisputable and sacrosanct language. 

What all these atterapts forget is the social heteroglossia ttet 

always surroimds the subject (as well as the object). Moreover, 

these models cannot lead to etMcal action as they forget ttet 

the object [and the subjects] is the condensation 
of heterological voices aroong wMch [one's] own 
voice must also resound; these voices create the 
teckground necessary for [one's] own voice, ,.. 
without wldch they "do not .soimd". 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.91-92) 

EtMcal action is always singidar and particular, as it tuilds 

upon the meanings created in the iraroediate chronotopean reality, 

and is not pre-detemdned by sorae raasterplan for action (or 

outcorae for ttet matter). A similar concern is to te foimd in tine 

last pages of Bakhtin's M.arxisra and the PMlosophv of Language: 

Tte markers of the subject, whether typical or 
individual, in the utterance teve acMeved such an 
autonomy in lingidstic consciousness that they liave 
corapletely occulted and relativised its seraantic 
kemel: the responsible social perspective ttet Is 
expressed in it. It is as if the semantic content 
of the utterance were no longer taken seriously. 
Categorical discourse, responsible discourse, 
.assertatoirv discourse, survive only in scientific 
contexts. In all other realms of vertel creation, 
"fictive" discourse dorainates, not "uttered" dis
course. All vertal activity is reduced to tte 
allocation of "soraeone else's discourse" and the 
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"seeraingly soraeone else's discourse." Even in the 
human sciences, there has arisen a tendency to 
replace responsible utterance by an exposition of 
the present state of research and by the evocation 
of "dominant viewpoint ttese days," sometimes taken 
to te tte safest "solution" to the problem. All of 
t M s reveals the astonisMng instability and 
uncertainty of ideological discourse. Literary 
discourse and rhetorical discourse, ttet of 
pMlosophy and ttet of the human sciences, have 
become the realms of "opinions," notorious 
opinions, and even in these opinions, front stage 
is not given to tte wtet, tet to tte ten—tte 
individual or typical manner in w M c h t M s opinion 
is arrived at [ t M s is also Heidegger's and 
Gadaraer's contention]. T M s t u m in tte destiny of 
discourse in tourgeois Western Europe as well as 
araong us (alnost until today) can te defined as tte 
reification of disoour!=;e, as the deterioration of 
the seraantic dimension of discourse, 
(Bakhtin, 1973, p.157) 

Psychotherapeutic Ideology 

Frora Baklitin's disaassion on language and Burke's description 

of the henoeneutic process of tradition-roaMng, it can te inferred 

ttet p.syctetherapeutic practice is always an ideological practice 

(life is an ideological practice). With Maranteo (1986), I agree 

ttet psychotherapy, as it is practiced today, reflects strong 

rhetorical and Ideological tendencies. Tlie question, however, 

asked by the work of Baklitin and Barke, is: how roach struggle do 

we pat up (a) as tterapists, in becorrdng intextuated in the 

reigMng therapeutic ideologies, and (b) .as clients, in letting 

csarselves te intextuated by the therapist's intextuations? Botli 

questions Idnge on the saroe pre^oise: how responsible is one for 

the construction of one's own intemally persuasive speech (an 

ethics of r'espcfnsibility)? Of course, the easy way out is a blind 



telief in a nonologic roodel, tesed on or proven by an even larger 

nonologic raeta-raodel (e .g . , positivisra). that corapletely al ienates 

one frora one's own task to tMnk and feel . TMs, in view of 

l i f e ' s inevitable d ia logical i ty , i s not an etMcal choice, as i t 

evades responsible choices tesed upon the iraroediate, i . e . , 

pragraatic, contingencies of the raoroent. 

Earl ier , the inversion principle in the construction of 

psychotherapeutic theories was discussed (de Certeau, Foucault); 

however, with the erabrace of a nonologic ideology, there i s also a 

Ms to r i ca l inversion , or, in Bakhtin's terras, a transpositioning 

of a par t icu lar clironotojpe into a generic, ideological forra, in 

wMch the past becoraes raore iraportant than the present. Tte 

case-studies of MinucMn and Erickson s t i l l serve as the grid 

against wMch a l l other "events" of "structiiral" or "hypnotic" 

work are (e)valuated. Therapeutic practice—Mc e t nimc—"becomes 

sutordinated to a re-presentation of a past ideal into the 

present. Not only i s the present (par t ia l ly) cut off frora the 

iranediate dialogisra of the par t icular s i tuat ion, i t i s always 

(e)valuated against the teckdrop of sorae Mstor ica l raaster-event. 

Such i s , of course, the natme of t ra ining and of supervision in 

a l l psychotterapeutic forms, in t t e t a l l axiological 

co-experiencing of the chronotopic r ea l i t y i s replaced by a (raore 

or less) "blind execution of a past r ea l i t y . Not only i s such a 

pract ice imetMcal, tet also deMstoricised as i t i np l i c i t l y 

pos i t s the poss ib i l i ty of uncontarainated t ransMstor ica l 
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transraission of raeaning. As such, effective psychotterapeutic 

practice is translated as the iraitation of tte Mstorically 

sediroented (or cemented) "voices" of Great Men, whose disciples 

carry on the (now raytMfied) Great Work. 

On the other hand, there is the heteroglossia—inside a 

particular field of psychotherapeutic practice (e.g., systemic 

therapies)—and the polyglossia—tetween different fields (e.g., 

family therapy versus teteviorisra)—ttet wash over tte 

psychotherapeutic corarounity's awareness of itself and its 

languages, and ttet attempt to relativise the imitary language(s) 

imderlying tte ideology (and its master-literature) and deprive it 

of its naive ateence of conflict. An open ear to tMs dialogue, 

always in potentia. is the task of tte responsible therapist, not 

only witMn and tetween M s "field," but also, and certainly raore 

importantly, witMn M s practice of doing or describing therapy. 

The point, tten, is not to avoid ideological preferences (wMch is 

irapossible), tet to embrace "ideological tecoraing," i.e., tte 

constant adaptation of ideological preferences depending upon the 

questions asked by the never-ending dialogue of life. The 

opposite tack tes been tte raajor approach in all tterapeutic 

descriptions. Most atterapts at finding soroe theoretical and 

practical deroarcations in the polj^tenous fugue of (human) 

interaction and the cteotic creation of meanings, teve resulted in 

a (methodic) monologising of tte world and its discursive 

formations, in wMch tterapeutic narratives are translated into a 
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nonologic form(at). TMs Procrustean project of squeesing a 

"plurality of consciousnesses" into the monologic harness of a 

single and systematic paradigm (whether it te positivist or even 

phenomenological) has always resulted in either antinony (Freud, 

Husserl) or dialectics (Hegel, Bateson), tet never in dialogisra 

(Bakhtin, Derrida). Indeed, out of concrete and singular 

dialogical events, these theoreticians and practitioners excised a 

series of ideological and raetapragraatic raatic ascriptors 

(Crapansano, 1987), wMch they either arranged in a dialectical 

Merarchy (often ending in an overarcMng raonological Ateolute 

Spirit or Mind) or juxtaposed as absolute and irreducible 

(p.3ychological) entities (like Eros and Thanatos). Clearly, ttese 

ideas, thus divorced frora tteir "originating" seraantic and 

teteroglot context, and subsequently frosen into sorae form of 

trarLSContextual roeta-narrative, bypass the variegated fluidity of 

dialogisra; the resulting nonologic theories (and their mlroetic 

practices) only constitute tte testaroentary pmct^iations of an 

arrest in tte dialogical flow, a red-li^t in the traffic of 

teterological heterological voices, TMs is, indeed, tte nature 

of roonologisro, for, 

laltiroately, rronologisra deardes ttet there exists 
outside of it anotter consciousness, with tte sarae 
rights, and capable of responding on an equal 
footing, anotlier and equal I (tbou). For a 
rronologic outlook (in its extrerae or pare forra) tte 
other reraains entirely and only an obliKlt of 
consciousness, and cannot constitute anotlier 
consciousness. No response capable of altering 
everytMng in the world of ray consciousness, is 
exp&::ted of tMs other. The raonologue is 
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accoraplished and deaf to the other's response; it 
does not await it and does not grant it any 
decisive force. Monologue raakes do without tte 
other; ttet is why to sorae extent it objectivises 
all reality. Monologue pretends to te tte laat 
word. 
(Bakhtin, 1984, p.318) 

TMs raonological orientation is of course tte underlying 

super-ideology on which all particular psyctetherapeutic 

ideologies are based, i.e., the Other as object. 

Political Ramifications 

Monologic research has always been a search for a form (a 

pattem) wMch transcends the singular meanings (content). Ttere 

are many approactes to tte struggle tetween form and content (see 

e.g., Tyler, 1979), WMle a first group (e,g., Platonists) 

forgets ttet a story told, is always told by someone with certain 

idiosyncratic impurities, a second group (e.g., neo-Marxists) 

forgets ttet the story is also told to somecjne, wte is not an 

ideologically "tatela rasa," Tte tMrd group (e,g., positivists), 

finally, forgets ttet tte situation in wMch the story is told, 

attritetes as rauch to its roeaMng as does its form and contents: 

the story is raore than textual reproduction. A fourth approach, 

Bakhtin's and Aristotle's, sees tte story for wtet it is: a 

singular event, steped in its roeanlngs and valuations not only by 

contextual and personal pararoeters, tet also by Mstorical and 

teteroglot dlroensions. Altteugh all words can "originally" roean 

anytMng, they take on a singular, i.e., ideological, forra throu^ 
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their use in the chronotopic reality of the utterance. 

Consequently, ideology does not reside in a form nor in a content, 

tet in their recursive interconcatenations. 

In a fundamental sense, tMs dispersion of ideological 

life—i.e., the irapossibility of sediroenting it in a set of 

nonologic master-texts—provides the political avenue (politics in 

the broader sense of "engaged action") for the creation of new 

"intemally persuasive" speeches. Instead of tte blind repetition 

of an aprioristic ideology in the actions of everyday life—e.g., 

the faithful "sticMng to the rules" of brand brand X of 

psychotherapy—action (now in Burke's and Gadaroer's sense) should 

proceed in tte direction of creating new roeanlngs, new ideologies, 

wldch are roore applicable to the "conteraporaneous" and "pragroatic" 

demands of the situation at hand, TMs is, of course, also tte 

opinion evoked ty the proponents of a politics of desire 

(Lyotar^d). The political premise is simple: as totalisable and 

imified ideology is apriori impossible due to the intemal 

dialogisation of language, the actions of everyday life can no 

longer te oriented to tte perpetuation of "out-of-date" teliefs or 

hegemonical/ oppressive mastercodes, tet should te oriented to the 

construction of new meanings wMch are suitable for tte particular 

situations in wMch one acts. The etMcal code, coextensive with 

tMs political act, is of course respect for the Otter's meanings, 

as there is no raeta-criterion ttet would allow for one-upraansMp, 

combined with a vehement satotaging of the construction of 
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oppressive and de-dialogising ideologies. In such a view, 

ideology loses its overarcMng connotations, and becomes mere 

"guidelines" (or "pagan instructions") for life. Moreover, as 

everybody is an Other for somebody, tMs etMcal code becomes the 

tesis for a sensus corarounis. a sense of corarounity tesed on 

coranunication (as the life-breath of one's existence), and also a 

common sense ttet guides everyday action—a coraroon sense wMch 

celebrates the essential, raulti-centeredness, or "polyphony" of 

huraan life. 

The political ramifications of such a view are obvious. 

First, it frowns on all atterrpts to "freeze" tte dialogue, wldch 

is the political agenda of positivisra and scientific raaterialisra. 

Secondly, it doubts wtether a unified "pattern ttet connects" can 

ever te foiand, and whether or not it can tje transported 

transcontextually or transMstorical ly, wMch seerrs to te tte 

agenda of raany new-wave episterrologists. Finally, it does not 

telieve ttet the two previous groups are wrong (for ttet would 

roean it would fall in a sindlar trap, i.e., tte closure of 

dialogue) tet ttet theirs are different, and mayte valid, options; 

on tte otter hand, a dialogical perspective hopes ttet the same 

courtesy will te testowed on its endeavor to add "new voice(s)" to 

life, i.e., its atterrpt to increase polyptery and poly-vocality. 
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Elements of "Discur.sive Therapy" 

Introduction 

The following section provides certain suggestions for an 

Other approach to the study of psyctetherapy, tesed upon 

Foucault's notion of discursive formation. Although it is 

iraportant to recognize ttet all huraan events reraain particular and 

singidar and can only te experienced witMn tteir own contexts, 

tte following is an attempt to discern soroe "aesthetic" forms (in 

Bakhtin's sense) in the practice of psyctetherapy, i.e., genres in 

the loosest, sense of the word. 

The Therapeutic Chronotope 

Froro previous discussions on tte arcMtectonic construction 

of the event, it raust te obvious ttet each tterapeutic 

encounter—for ttet raatter, every encounter in daily life—is 

accorapaMed by a chronotcjpic constrTaction of the tterapeutic 

reality, or, in slightly other words, a particular language-game 

is co-created. For Bakhtin, ttese chronotopes were tte starting 

point for a generic study of literary discourse. It is fairly 

obvious ttet each tterapeutic orientation creates a particular 

chronotopic environment with tte intent of inducing certain 

roeanlngs witldn tte consciousnesses of tteir clients (compare 

e.g., psychoanalysis and systeraic tterapies). Attempts at 

describing certain elements of ttese environments—particularly 
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concentrating on interactional coraponents—were raade by Keeney and 

Ross (1985), and Keeney and Silverstein (1987). Other texts on 

raicro- versus raacro-therapeutic realities tetray sirailar interests 

(Daeleraans). Of course, such attenpts ignore the essence of a 

chronotope, the here and now of the actual experience. 

Consequently, these descriptions only reflect the chronotope of 

the description (or the reading of the description), and not tte 

actually lived experience. 

Even if the autter-creator ted created tte raost 
authentic autobiography or confession, te would 
nonetheless teve reraained, insofar as he ted pro
duced it, ciutside of the imlverse ttet is repre
sented in it. If I tell (orally or in writing) an 
event ttet I teve just lived, insofar as I am 
telling (orally or in writing) tMs event, I find 
rayself already outside of the time-space wtere tte 
event occurred. To ident.i:̂ '' oneself ateolutely 
with oneself, to identify one's "I" with tte "I" 
ttet I tell is as irapossible as to lift oneself up 
by one's teir. However realistic or truthful it 
roay te, the represented imi verse can never te 
chronotopicallv identical with tte real universe 
where the representation occurs, and where the 
author-creator of tMs representation is to te 
found. Ttet is why the term "image of the author" 
seeras to roe unfortunate: all ttet in the work has 
become image, and ttet, therefore, enters into its 
chronotopes, is product, not producer. Tte "image 
of tte autter," if the autter-creator is meant by 
it, is a contradictio in ad.iecto; every image is 
soroetMng produced and not soroetMng producing. 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.405, enptesis added) 

As a result, it seeros ttet ttere are two distinct "categories" of 

chronotopes when talMng atout tterapy: (a) tte chronotope of the 

therapeutic session wMch can only te lived, (b) the represented 

chronotope wMch becomes part of tte new chronotope of tterapeutic 

description. It is, therefore, always on tMs second level ttet 
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it becoroes possible to talk atout therapies as "discursive 

genres"; in tMs context a genre is "a coraplex systera of ways and 

roeans of appretending reality in order to conplete it wMle 

understanding it" (Bakhtin, 1978, p.181). In other words: a 

construction of reality. In tMs sense, it is possible to 

acknowledge the previously roentioned works as (limited) 

descriptions of therapies as discursive genres in an attempt to 

understand the dialogical mechanisms. To the extent ttet ttese 

descriptions are applicable to a broader range of "tterapeutic 

sessions," they are "aesthetic" (in the BakhtiMan sense); to the 

extent ttet they become tte roeta-maps (or fixed "eigen"-maps) or 

prescriptions for tterapeutically "acceptable" or "correct" 

action, they becorae ideological and raonological. 

"Discursive Tterapy" 

The Dialogical Natur-e of Individuals and Families 

Frora the previous discussion on Freudianisra we remerater ttet, 

for Bakhtin, tte individual is a "case of ted ate traction, Huraan 

personality becomes Mstorically real and cultiurally productive 

only insofar as it is part of a social wtele." Moreover, the 

individual cannot even exist without tte Otter, as only in tte 

eyes of tte Otter can tte Self find oneself. TMs, of cour-se, is 

the iraportant lesson already taî ght by family (or, tetter, 

"social") tterapy: tte Other is omnipresent in our selves and in 

our language(s). Intersubjectivity precedes subjectivity. 
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Families, therefore, are always social networks of 

consciousnesses and ideologies—ideologies w M c h are not only 

personal (everybody tes an own "intemally persuasive speech") tet 

also Mstorically determined (tte inportance of family of origin 

work)—family life (or intrapsycMc life for ttet raatter) is 

always a process of social and (ideologically) heteroglot 

becoraing. As a result, every fandly raerater is an ideologue, and 

the fandly's language(s) is a social ideologerae, w M c h becoraes the 

target of therapeutic "intervention," A similar point is made by 

Maranteo (1986), when he states ttet therapy situates itself on 

the level of ideological con- and dissensus. In other words, 

families are always the dialogized representations of an 

ideologically freighted discourse, w M c h is the basic point of 

address in tterapeutic action. Therapy, then, becoroes tte 

dialogical interplay of ideologically teteroglot discourses. 

T M s , however, iraroedlately raises tte roost difficult 

question: how is it possible to "do" tterapy and not break tte 

basic preroise of dialogisra, i.e., how can one avoid the 

(nonologic) attempt to displace one ideology (the family's) by 

another (the therapist's). T M s is, of course, tte question of 

rhetoric, to w M c h Baidntin is so vetenently opposed, and w M c h 

Maranteo sees as the inevitable ingredient of a tterapeutic 

relationsMp (wMch is always a power relationsMp). It is, also, 

the question of choosing tetween Burke's and Foucault's position 

(wte emphasize the inevitability of power in interpersonal 
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relationsMps) and Bakhtin's and Derrida's (as well as tevinas') 

position. At tMs point—and although I agree with Maranteo's 

conception of the current state of psychotherapy as a rhetorical 

power play—I would like to explore the possibility of therapeutic 

action tesed upon dialogical discursive interplay. Of course, 

tMs raeans ttet (a) we cannot call it "therapy" as it, in its 

process, does not differ frora the discourse in everyday life, tet 

ttet (b) we will call it "therapy" (tet, again, in its 

deconstructed forra), as there is a moment of "discursive 

manipulation" involved, guided however by the etMcal premise of 

the construction of new meanings ("meaningful noise"). It can, at 

tMs point, te argued ttet "tterapy" and "raaMpulation" already 

involve a power position, or ttet, indeed, tte fact ttet people 

show up for therapy, already tetrays a situation of power 

(helper-telpee). TMs cannot te denied; "discursive tterapy," 

however, constitutes an attempt to diminish the adterence to power 

and rhetoric in their persuasive aspects, in order to descrite a 

nore "etMcal" code of action. Furtherroore, tte description of 

"discursive tterapy" is raeant as a stylization of the practice of 

everyday life, as the raaxiraization of quotidian discourse (e.g., 

tte congloroeration of "well-raeant" advice of nei^tors and 

friends). As such, it also reflects an irreferential 

liyperreality, a siradacrum (as described by Baudrillard) in wMch 

roeta-narratives are played against each otter. 
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Therapeutic Process as DialogiF̂ m 

Families (and by extension, individuals) are raulti-voiced. 

Moreover, it seeras that every therapist wte enters tMs labyrinth 

of polyphony loses M s way in it, and, instead of joining tte 

chorus of voices, attenpts to hear one single voice, one single 

word, one single accent, ttet suras up the family's dialogicality 

in an ultiraate Word. On the other hand, the unity of polyphony 

does not reside in selective deafness, tet in increased 

"cacopteny" (or "cacography"). Therapy, then, becoraes 

"participatory coexistence" (in a truly existential raode) and an 

atterapt to (re)join the family's dialogue-in-progress, tet with a 

voice "of difference," not in the tepe to bring tMs dialogue to a 

"teppy closure," tet in order to become "nore of oneself" (wMch, 

hopefully, also applies to the "Others" in tte dialogue). The 

basic "strategy," then, for tterapeutic—like all 

"aesthetic"—activity, is ttet of exotopy. 

Ttere is an enduring iraage, ttet is partial, and 
tterefore false, according to wMch to tetter 
understand a foreign culture one should live in it, 
and, forgetting one's own, look at the world 
through the eyes of tMs cultiure. As I teve said, 
such an iraage is partial. To te sure, to enter in 
some raeasure into an alien culture and look at the 
world tlirou^ its eyes, is a necessary raoraent in 
the process of its imderstanding; but if imder
standing were exteusted in tMs raoraent, it would 
teve been no raore than a single duplication, and 
would teve brought notldng new or enriching. 
Creative understanding does not renounce its self, 
its place in tirae, its culture. The cMef raatter 
of imderstanding is tte exotopv of the one wte does 
the imderstanding—in time, space, culture—in 
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relation to ttet wldch te wants to imderstand 
creatively. Even M s own extemal aspect is not 
really accessible to man, and he cannot interpret 
it as a wte)le; mirrors and ptetograpte prove of no 
help; a man's real extemal aspect can te seen and 
understood only te other persons, thanks to their 
spatial exotopy, and thanks to the fact ttet they 
are other. 
(BakJntin, quoted in Todorov, 1984, p. 109) 

Consequently, etldcal/aesthetic "intervention" in "discursive 

therapy" gravitates toward the exotopic introduction of a new 

voice, or "axiological co-experiencing." Psychotherapy, as 

novelization, thus becomes the construction of an even roore 

polyphoMc text, the contrapuntal combination of voices in a 

"therapeutic" figiare. 

Tlie frairework for tlie "construction" of "discursive" therapy 

is Baklitin's notion of "novelization," i.e., the novel as a 

conscioiasly stnactiared liybrid of lariguages. The notion of 

novelization, in Bakhtin, refers to the novel's capacity to 

incorporate very different languages (and voices) witMn its 

"boundaries" (tlds is not the case for the tragedy, the epic, or 

the poeia). As such, novelization eludes any atterapt at 

unification and totalization into a systematic theory: 

novelization is fundaraentally dialogical -and anticanonical, as it 

will not permit "generic roonologue." 

Froro tlds perspective, therapeiatic process is a cteotic 

assembly of Interilluiainatlrig languages and interorientii-ig 

relationsMps. Figure 3 provides a rudirrentary glirapse at 

therapeutic process as dialogisra. 
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The t e x t u a l threads need t o te analyzed from several perspec t ives . 

1. The Family Memters: 

Every ind iv idua l of the group i s the product of he teroglo t 

ideo logica l languages wMch teve c o n t r i t e t e d t o M s or her 

" i n t e m a l l y persuasive speech" a t t M s norrent in t irre. Every 

jjndividual s e l f - i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s a l so cl iaracterized by a 

M s t o r i c a l process of becoraing (of course, in i n t e rac t ion with 

o t h e r s — e . g . , family of o r i g i n ) . 

2. Tlie Faradly: 

All farrdly raemters teve a dia logue- in-progress going with i t s 

own par t icuLar rrernters. Tlie lariguages of t l d s di.alogue are 

colored by the indiv idual lariguages of 1. , as well .as the 

lariguages wldch telong t o the farrdly's dialogue witMn other 

scxji.al dialogiaes ( e . g . , cluarch, school, h c s p i t a l ) . Not only a re 

these roeraters involved in o ther ongoing dialogues, they a l so are 

influenced by o ther t e x t u a l and na r r a t i ona l lariguages (e .g . , 

s o c i e t y ' s t rope of the "all-Arrerican" fairdly, and the farrdly's 

s e l f -va lua t i ons in coraparison t o t l d s t r o p e ) . F ina l ly , the re i s 

a l s o t t e fami ly ' s n a r r a t i v e of i t s own M s t o r i c a l becoming, 

3. Tlie Tlierapist 

Tlie t h e r a p i s t i s c l iaracter ized by analogous Langiaages as the 

one ' s mentioned in 1 and 2, tet a l so tes the ideologica l lariguages 
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(textual and narrat ional) of "how to do therapy X" and a l l the 

professional and ins t i tu t iona l languages that corae into the 

therapeutic interact ion. 

4. The Therapist in interact ion with the Fandly 

Next to the obvious immediate dialogical qua l i t ies , there 

are. again, ideological tropes of "correct" or "effective" 

therapeutic pract ice in the foregroimd—tropes wMch themselves 

are dialogized. (There are, of course, the languages a t work in 

valuating the chronotopic contingencies into an arcMtectonics of 

adequate coranunication.) 

As the figare shows, the nurater of lariguages increases when a 

supervisory context i s included in the therapeutic sessions, wMch 

.adds new clironotopic re .al i t ies , hence new langiaages. Moreover, 

t l d s t rans l ingu is t i c s i tuat ion does not reraain the sarae frc^n 

rrorrent to rroraent. tet i s in a constant Mstor ica l flux. Tlds 

seems, to rre, the irrplication of dialogLsro for tlierapeutic process 

(wMch i s .an act ive process indeed). 

Tlierapeutic intervention, therefore, as i t i s obviously 

irrpossible to d i s t i l l a single voice or Langia-age out of the rryri.ad 

of (always interaniraiating) lariguages, need not concentrate on a 

rronologizing effor t in order to bring t M s flux teck to "order," 

bat, on the contrary, needs to increase the nurater of roeanings and 

languages in order to create new lybrids of action. 
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Therapeutic Hvbri di :p.P^t.^ on.°f 

Although the notion of "tecteique" raight tetray a 

"raanipalative" streak, the proposed hybridizations in therapeutic 

discoiurse are refractions frora the Batesonian eraphasis on double 

description, and a stereoscopic view on change and stability. 

TMs tecteique, clinically expanded by the MRI and tte Milan 

schools, and formalized by Keeney (1983), offers the starting 

point for the discussion on discursive hybrids. However, first, a 

word on rhetoric is in order. 

For Bakhtin, rtetoric goes counter to true dialogisra in ttet 

it atterapts to displace the intemally persuasive speech of one 

person by sorae sort of autteritative speech. As a consequence, 

the word and the interaction loses its possibility for tte 

dialogical creation of new raeaMng. WMle rhetoric is an attempt 

to displace tte Other's "word" by one's own, dialogisra airas at a 

roeeting of toth the Self's and the Ot.her's word in tte hope ttet 

they toth will change, i.e., take on a new roeaning. Rhetoric—as 

Maranteo points out—is still a strong force in psychoanalysis 

(insight as tte complete acceptance of the truthfulness of the 

Otter's word for one's own life) as well as in systemic therapies 

(although it is roore veiled). Discursive tterapy, in contrast, 

does not (and cannot) teve an apriori direction for change in 

"roind" as such a direction can only te predicated upon ideological 

assiunptions (and hence raast roake use of rhetorical tactics). Tte 
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language of "therapy" cannot and should not become authoritarian, 

dogmatic and conservative, i.e. , sealing itself of from tte 

influence of the inplicit heteroglossia of the tterapeutic 

process. 

Discursive therapy teilds upon the inherent double-voicedness 

of all (represented) discourse: therapeutic discourse is always 

discourse of the Other, for we deal with tte discursive 

(in)formation with respect to their "problem." Oftentimes, the 

family's or tte individual's problem tes becorae the strongest 

single voice amidst the languages of teteroglossia: the problem as 

the ironologizing voice, in wldch all other voices -are drowneti. 

Discursive therapy is, then, the active introduction of a new 

voice wldch can contest t M s monologizing voice. Of course, the 

introduction of a new voice is a "nonoal" process interent in all 

everyday interactions of social life—it is the basis of all 

arcMtectordcs (for iJnis reason therapy is not "different" froro 

the advice of e.g., nelghtors or friends); tterefore, "discursive" 

therapy cannot satisfy itself with the introduction of one new 

voice (if it did, it would cone close to rhetoric), tet needs to 

introduce several—preferably mutually contradicting—voices or 

stories (and as such, it "transcends" tte persuasive atterapts of 

rhetoric). T M s tterapeutic raaltifurcatlon of voices lias not as 

its goal ttet tte individual/fairdly will choose one of ttese 

voices as its new voice regarding tlie probl«a, tet ttet one, or 

preferably (and actually inevitably) rrore will join togetter in 
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the construction of new meaning wMch will fit the particular 

chronotopic situation (and its development). In other words, no 

attempt is raade to know wtet the fandly is all atout, for such an 

"insight" is always accompanied by a necessary occultation 

(Lyotarxl), tet tte "therapist," by "becoming" Mmself inevitably 

creates new meanings wMch are always pregnant with new seeds (for 

Mmself as well as for his co-consciousnesses). 

Therapeutic discourse as dialogisra, consequently, is 

raulti-voiced and vari-directional. wMle the discourse of tte 

Otter reraains an active producer of new raeaMngs. Bakhtin's 

taxonomy of discursive genres also provides tte opportunity to 

corrpare the discursive tactics of psyctetterapeutic orientations. 

For example, psychoanalytic discourse evolves from a 

varidirectional double-voiced discourse (i.e,, the patient's 

narrative told by Mra/lnerself is translated in the psychoanalyst's 

theory, wMle the patient's discourse, due to the doctor's 

neutrality, reraains the passive object of the psychoanalytic 

interpretation) to an objectified single-voiced discourse with a 

predominance of individually characteristic determining factors 

(i,e., tte doctor's inter-pretation and the patient's own narrative 

story congeal and becomes, after tte cure, tte discourse of an 

"earlier" (Inence represented) person). In family tterapy—at 

least in most forms—the evolution is frora a vari-directional 

double-voiced discourse, via a seemingly imi-dir-ectional mode 

(i.e,, the therapist positively connotes the symptom, or "speaks 
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t t e c l i e n t ' s language"), to a var i -direct ional double-voiced 

discourse ( e .g . , the prediction of relapse a t termination). In 

contrast to psychoanalysis, tewever, the discourse of t t e Ot-her 

remains constantly an active force witMn the dialogue. 

Furthermore, i t i s exactly in t M s var i -d i rec t ional i ty t t e t one 

perceives the differences in therapeutic s ty le , wtether t t e se are 

t t e a teurd is t or parodist ic voices of WMtaker, t t e provocative 

voices of Farrelly or Andolfi, or the connotative voices of MRI 

and MinucMn. As such, t t e notion of discursive double-voicedness 

provides an in teres t ing avenue for exploring t terapeut ic s ty le . 

These, therefore, are t t e Saturnalia of therapeutic discourse. 

Furtherroore, not only i s discursive t terapy double-voiced, but as 

an inevitably oral pract ice i t i s always double-accented and even 

double-languaged. 

Intentional s«oantic hybridization i s the tellraark of 

discursive therapy—a liybridization on the level of roeaning, .and 

therefore always on the level of the social and the concrete 

(given Baklitin's arcMtectordcs) . Discursive t terapy, tewever, 

necessarily transcends the teundaries of "established" 

psyctet terapeutic pract ice: i f i t included ordy "systemic" 

preioises and s t r a teg ies , i t would rapidly deter iorate into 

ironologism (the rronologisra t t e t systeradc i s tetter than 

non-systemic). Discursive therapy, t t e re fore , i s an atterapt to 

"capture" psyctetherapeutic schools and intentions into t t e Mglier 

lanity of polypterdsra, wtese outcorae i s always contingent upon t t e 
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specific chronotope in w M c h it is used. Therapy as a stylistic 

imity of languages. At t M s point, the question can te asked: if 

you are afraid to posit systeraic polyptenisra over non-systeraic, or 

if you bypass the ttesis/antittesis systeraic/intrapsychic by 

including toth, tew can you posit discursive as the "end point" of 

polyphonisra? The answer, provided by all the previously exandned 

authors, is clear: because language as lived totality, i.e., 

disco>.irse, is the "horae" of existence. [In the next ctepter, it 

will te shown how discourse transcends dialectics when exploring 

Derrida's infrastructures in more detail.] A raore sinplistic 

answer is ttet respect for the nature of discourse, as ultimate 

dialogicality, needs to evade the traps of rhetorics. Disciursive 

therapy, then, consist of conducting experiments and getting 

solutions (for oneself as well as for others) in the ecosystem of 

language(s) of another's discourse. 

The Discursive "Tterapist" 

The disciursive tterapist resembles tte tterapist previously 

described, s/te does not (too strongly) telieve in 

psyctetterapeutic schools (or tetter: s/he telieves them all); 

s/he is, first and foremost, "in it" for M m or terself, as the 

roeeting with the Other is always a form of self-identification. 

Most irapor'tantly, s/he is diverse and flexible, i.e., can create 

new effects in an imaginative way (Lyotard), sees every 

opportA.mity to create new roeanings—not in an atterapt to convince 
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the Other to change Ms "raind" but in order for the Otter to 

create yet other new roeanings, wMch i s our etMcal responsibil i ty 

for existence. 

Tlie Task for Discursive re-Search 

The heteroglossia inherent in therapeutic discourse i s not 

only a representation of the different lariguages of the 

par t ic ipa t ing individuals, tet also of the dialogical co-existence 

of socio-ideological contradictions tetween t t e (family's or 

individual ' s ) past and present, tetween differing epocte of i t s 

developrent, and tetween the langiaages of fairdlies of origin, 

social c lass , profession, e tc . As was rrentioned tefore, each of 

these langiaages presents a point of view on the world, and carmot 

therefore te lonified under an overarcMrig horizon. Tlierefore, 

they carmot te reduced to each other and, as .such, require a 

different rrethodology. As a resu l t , landerstanding carmot make use 

of the pr inciple of urdfication under a rronological description: 

the roain heur i s t ic device in t t e study of discourse i s t t e t of a 

•iiaxtaposition of language-garres (a sirrdlar point has been roade by 

lyotard, 1983). 

In t l d s vein, discursive therapy was described as a s t y l i s t i c 

unity of languages. Indeed, every therapeutic session, taken as 

the t o t a l i t y of a l l t t e languages and consciou-snesses of languages 

esobodied in i t , i s a hybrid. But, i t i s an intentional and a 

conscious hybrid, i . e . , not a se t of randoroly thrown together 
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languages, tet an aesthetically orgaMzed arcMtectonic str-ucture. 

As it has been stewn ttet it is irapossible to fully grasp all the 

dialectological variants of the linguistic interorientations, 

enpirical analysis—of course, itself teing an ininediate 

participant—is considered a futile endeavor. Therefore, 

discursive therapy is never an "analytic," tet a "conplicating" 

(and "perplexing") project, in tte hope ttet new raeaMngs will 

sprout. The task, then, for therapeutic re-search is the 

exploration of therapeutic discourse as a systera of interaniraating 

languages and dialogical condensations; the task, then, reserables 

a "stylistic" analysis wMch consists in an excavation of tte 

arcMtectonic form(ul)ation of tte (inter)orchestrating languages 

in the corrposition of therapeutic discourse, in understanding the 

dialogical weavings and angles connecting the contrapmtal voices 

o>f the therapeutic polypteny. In other words: the task is one of 

imderstanding the tensile dialogic interrelationsMps and of 

listening to tte heteroglot voices—never exteustive for ttet is 

irapossible—wMch surface in tte unconscious resonances of 

tterapeutic discourse (tecan). 

A Rudimentary Example of Discursive Therapy 

The Problem with/of "Therapeutic Dialogue" 

Although tte MerarcMcal opposition (monologue/dialogue) is 

examined roore rigorously in the next chapter, such a binary 

constitutes a convenient opposition of terms ttet demands some 
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necessary complicating and perplexing. Indeed, any referential 

stateroent with regard to the (etMcal) need for dialogue 

constitutes a de-dialogized essentialization or a rtetoripolitical 

(re)institution of an (effaced) ancestral terra, i.e., any 

referential stateraent as to the nature of "dialogue" is a rairaetic 

and reductive abstraction of its constituting dialogical features. 

Dialogue, therefore, is wtet grounds the (referential) saying, tet 

cannot te captured by it; dialogue is always in effaceraent, in 

reserve, it reraains (forever) imsaid. In sum: any concept (or 

metaphor) of "dialogue" is always already a roeta-dialogical 

rhetorical trope. TMs iraplies ttet a notion such as "the 

therapeutic dialogue" only refracts soroe (rtetorical) 

textualization of a Mstory of interlocution, i.e,, a tterapy 

session, tet ttet it la not itself dialogical. Only tte 

chronotopic and (co)constructive participation in tte 

(tterapeutic) event is experienced dialogically (tet not 

dialogical), wMle any etteograpMc (or roeta-etteograpMc) accoimt 

of ttet event reraains monological and referential. Consequently, 

any description of tte session—altteu^ it can in itself te 

experienced dialogically—constitutes a referential reification of 

the pragmatic features of tte dialogical constit*.ition of tte 

singidar event of tterapy, i.e,, it is, in Crapanzano's terms 

(1987), a raetapragraatic suranary. Furttermore, tte raodemist 

maneuver of coraparing the tterapeutic event with textual 

correlatives and taxonomizing thera under tte rubric of an 
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ideological supertext and its sycophantic "empirical 

tecteiques"—as sorae perverse tertiary discourse—reflects tte 

proraiscuous decontextualizations inherent to the 

raeta-raetapragroatic project (Crapanzano, 1987), 

Consequently, it is iraportant to recognize tte focus of ny 

argument wMch attenpts, in a Gadamerian and Bakhtinian sense, to 

gain access to the priraary discourse of the therapeutic 

chronotope. Therefore, three levels, or discursive genres, can te 

discerned: 

1. The priioarv discourse of TTDtC-t-PI 

i.e., tte therapeutic dialogue with its specific chronotopic and 

pragraatic features. 

2. Tl̂ e secondary discoiarse of mFTD+C+Fi 

i.e., referential si:at«rerits with regard to the metapragraiatic 

surafoary of the therapeutic event, in wldch tte dialogical flow of 

the (tterapeiatic) conversation is textualized and crystallized 

into "observable sequences," "psychodiagnostic synptoms," and 

" (lan)successfial interventioris." 

3. Tlie t e r t i a r y discoiarse of MfrarTPtCtPll 

i . e . , rreta-referential stateraents with regard to the roeta-

roetapragroatlc features of the therapeutic event (1) as well .as 

with regard tto t t e roei^apragioatic featiares of tine description of 

the therapeutic event (2), wMch, in t u m , becoraes r t e to r i ca l ly 

invested by the socio-semantic p o l i t i c s of tlie par t icular f ie ld . 
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In tte present argument, only the priraary discourse can te 

called "therapeutic" (and, even tten, only graciously), wMle the 

other levels reflect different rtetorical (language)garoes. 

Moreover, in contrast to the (c)overt etMcopractical strategies 

of amorality and plain uselessness wMch (over)populate secondary 

and tertiary discourse, any discussion on discurso-tterapeutic 

etMcs needs to te situated in the chronotopic and dialogic 

interface with the Other, and cannot te dictated by roetapragmatic 

and roeta-referential positions and descriptions. TMs, of course, 

is the point roade previously in tte discussion on tecan and tte 

etMcs of respons-ability toward tte dialogical Otter, 

Therapeutic dialogue reflects, wtet Attinasi and Friedrich 

(1987) call "life-clnanglng dialogue," and is qualitatively 

different from tte routine conversations of everyday life. In 

life-changing dialogue the socio-linguistic "raulti-dialectalism' 

is focalized (and vocalized) into a new raeaningful "raonologue"—a 

new Word—for roe (and for Us). 

In tMs life-changing dialogue, tte necessary 
lirolnality and alienation of tte individual gets 
connected with the reality and tte roetapterical 
extensions of tte social field: you feel tte levels 
of discourse weaving and pulling togetter. Ttere 
is a toth a play of dialect and related intimations 
of sociolinguistic coraplexity, and, on the other 
liand, the full intensity of tte lyrical mode; tte 
lyric within tte dialogic is brought to tte surface 
and at the saroe time tte polyptenic is concretized, 
condensed and, as it were lyriclzed; tte 
dialogic-polyptenic is synthesized with tte 
roonologic-lyric; life-changing dialogues often are 
"found poems," 
(Attinasi & Friedrich, 1987, p,20-21) 
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Similarly, the tterapeutic dialogue is played witMn a raicro-

liriguaculti.u:e of polyphonic texts, narratives, great Voices and 

dialogues, and airas at the poetic (in the sense of "poiesis" as 

"inventive" or "innovative") condensation and (co)construction of 

new raeanings for (ny) life. Of course, it can te argued whetter 

these life-changing dialogues can te arcMtectonically 

prefabricated or whether they raust, by necessity, coroe atout 

spontaneously. WMle Attinasi and Friedrich seero to suggest the 

latter, I will atterapt to argue ttet a stylized construction of 

raeanings roight effect a "dialogic brealrthrough." Two eleroents 

characterise life-changing dialogue: a transitory syrabiosis of 

emotional corononality (a partial coranunis), and the creation of "a 

special, semi-private space and time shared by the two 

interlocutors to the partial exclusion of tte rest of tte world. 

Because of ttese two Mnds of liminality, actual 
dialogue ... can change and even transrade the 
participants, can te tte catalyst of a relation 
ttet raay endure for a lifetime or, perteps roore 
often, the quietus to a relation tliat has endured 
too long. Either of these—the ceroenting or the 
rupture—instances wtet we call "dialogic break
through." 
(Attinasi & Friedrich, 1987, p.5) 

Therefore, the following exposition on "(jdscursive" therapy is an 

attorpt to constnact a tlierapeutic life-clianging dialogiae. 

Ptetoricalitv and Tlierapeutic Dialogue 

Previously, I discussed Maranteo's development of tte notion 

of Socratic/Platonic dialogue as an "altemative" to conteraporary 
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therapeutic discourse. For Maranteo, the contrast primarily 

resides in the fact ttet contenporary therapy operates frora the 

raonological execution of a set of raonological pararaeters witMn 

the perforraativity context of successful outcorae, wMle Socrates, 

in contrast, heralds dialogue as an unraveling of the "Good 

witMn," Several points need to te addressed in counterposing 

Socratic dialogue to a Bakhtinian conception of dialogue. First, 

Socratic dialogue can te criticized on the basis of its 

essentialist and substantialist presuppositions as if ttere is an 

(individual) etMcal "Good" whose privileged node of reacMng 

awareness is then the Socratic dialogue as an active 

de(con)struction of all foimdational knowledge. For Socrates, the 

only "tMng" ttet is not to te doubted is ttet there la a "C3ood" 

witMn, Secondly, tMs form of dialogue tetrays a nodemist trait 

in tliat it figures as a "special" emancipative process towards 

etMcal self-completion, i,e,, a telos of enlightened 

self-awareness of one's own "agatten." TMrdly, exactly tMs 

positing of the notion of the essential teing of tMs "agathon," 

as wtet cannot te questioned, offers a monological teckground to 

tte "performance" of dialogue: there is, over and teyond the 

dialogue, a Good wMch can only emerge (tut not denied) through 

dialogue. Fourth, in Socrates as well as in Maranteo's and 

Gadaroer's conception of it, the rhetorical structure of dialogue 

is always "imidirectional," i.e., there is a rhetor and a disciple 

who are caught up in an asyranetrical power play of (per)suasion. 
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Therapy, similarly, is characterized by tMs monolitMc conception 

of rhetoric as a unidirectional (thou^ soroetiroes veiled) power 

play. 

In contrast I would like to siaggest the notions of "levels" 

of rhetoricality and of "directionality" of rhetoricality, wMle 

rhetoricality, then, reflects a degree in wldch tte power play is 

enforced. The present discussion on "disc^lrsive" therapy is an 

atterrpt to break through the urddirectionality of rhetor and 

client, in order to replace it by a reaarsive or tetter, 

oscillating form of rhetoric. By presenting the client with a 

diversity of possible roeanings regarding tteir "problem," it is no 

longer the therapist's task to "convince" or "persuade" the client 

to agree or corrply with the therapist's version of M s or her 

problero (in otter words, the rhetoricality no longer (solely) 

resides in the therapist); therapy, for the client, becoroes a 

question of choice, of self-persuasion, wMch of tte many offered 

alternatives test fit the clironotopic contingencies of M s or her 

context. In otter words, the client rrust use an "internal" 

rhetoric (an "internally persuasive speech") in order to effect 

the (linguistic/perceptual) cliange. In t M s sense, the 

rhetoricality has changed direction: no longer does the tlierapist 

need to convince/cure the client through rhetorical power play; by 

offering the client a cteice of new roeaMngs—wMch is the 

therapist's etMcal task, given tlie discussion on Burke and 

Baklitin—the client convinces Mjo/lierself. Consequently, it is 
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possible to discem different levels of rhetoricality: wldle 

traditional therapies will atterapt to convince their clients of 

the necessity of change throu^ explicit rhetorical roaneuvers 

(mainly because they are tesed on a raonological raeta-text) 

discursive therapy will transport rhetoricality to a rauch lower 

level in ttet it is no longer tte intention to convince clients of 

a specific, i.e., raonological version of tteir human condition. 

Again, it needs to te indicated ttet tte goal of discursive 

tterapy is not a further enhancement of the sneaky and covert 

power plays of strategic and systemic tterapies (wMch actually 

increase the level of rtetorical ity), tet to displace power and 

rhetoric from the tterapist to tte client, or tetter to 

acknowledge thera as arbitrary features of tte translinguistic 

context of tte tterapeutic utterance. 

However, tte "picture" is far nore coraplicated. As can te 

seen frora figure 3, therapeutic interaction involves a heteroglot 

dialogue of intemal and externnal texts, narratives and dialogues. 

It is important to recognize ttet each of these perpendicularly 

and obliquely angled languages represent a different 

language-garae, or in Lyotard's worxis "differends" (1983), 

Moreover, each of these interacting languages teve a level of 

rhetoricality wMch contritete to tte impredictable potentials for 

change in the hie and nync- For exaraple, there is tte rtetorical 

dialogue witMn tte individual tetween M s own "intemally 

persuasive speech," M s own "authoritative" language, the 
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"authoritative" language of Ms/ter family, and the 

"authoritative" language of "teing in tterapy" (plus raany others); 

the continuous interplay of these languages constitute the 

"readiness" for the individual's change, i.e., M s "openness" for 

self-persuasion by the therapeutic directive(s). Frora such a 

siraplistic account, it is obvious ttet rhetoric cannot te 

conceptualized as a static fixed feature of an interactional 

situation (wMch seeras to rae to te the case in discussion on 

therapeutic and Socratic rhetoric), tet as an oscillating, 

reverterating process of the teteroglossia of differends. 

Discursive tterapy, then, consists in a process of 

concatenation [Lyotard's encteineroent. 1983, p,16-55] of 

differends, of heterogeneous language-games, through a process of 

(etMcal) choice, a process in w M c h tte client is teing persuaded 

by M m or herself. Of course, such a practice bypasses tte 

dialectical nature of traditional tterapeutic processes in w M c h 

the interplay of therapist (ttesis) and client (antittesis) leads 

to a curative synttesis. By effacing the tterapist teMnd a 

screen of "tterapeutic suggestions," tte raonological thesis of the 

therapist's "tterapeutic theory" disappears and makes roora for a 

dialogue of "opinions"—s such tterapy reflects tte common sense 

experience of everyday life, tet now raore "saturated"—; instead 

of a dialectical tettle tetween (monological) theory and client 

problem, we encoimter a collision of discourses, a tebble chamter 

of disparate voices—none (and all) of thera "tterapeutic"—wtese 
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rhetoricalness no longer depends on tte power tactics of the 

therapist, tet on the (dialogical) readiness of the client. 

[In a raore speculative vein, it can even te suggested ttet 

such a "discursive" therapy could te propagated by raeans of an 

anonĵ raous computer screen that offers extensive lists of 

"therapeutic possibilities." It can, then, te counterargued ttet 

coraputers do not teve the sarae (strong) rhetorical features as do 

therapist and that such a strategy reflects "outlandish 

science-fiction. " However, the readiness with wMch people teve 

accepted pills and medications for their "ailments" without tte 

consultation of a doctor, could suggest ttet these pharmacological 

interventions teve obtained a "second-order rtetoricality," i.e. , 

ttet ttey teve interited tte rhetorical power of tte medical 

doctor who has tte "power" and the "knowledge" to sutecrite them. 

In a similar vein, it can te argued ttet a computer coidd earn an 

analogous "second-order rhetoricality" if it was promoted as an 

"encyclopedia of tterapeutic interventions compiled by tte 100 

test clinicians in tte world," But let us retum to the main 

argument.] 

Discursive Therapy: A Case ExaifPle 

The following exaraple is offered as a possibility of 

discursive therapy, and in no way represents a "blueprint" or 

"loodel" for it (tlds would te antithetical to tlie intentions of 

disciarsive dialogisra). Moreover, the exarrple still bears a strong 
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inheritance to "accepted" psychotherapeutic practice, and 

especially family therapy practice; again, tMs is done in order 

to make the point more clearly: under no circumstance can tMs 

exaraple te seen as truly dialogical as it still utilizes 

"accepted" descriptions of psychological or fandly functioning. 

Discursive therapy, then, raust te seen as an exercise in creating 

noise—noise wMch is offered as partners in a dialogue geared 

towards the creation of new raeaning, wMch, in tum, raight trigger 

sorae new teteviors or perceptions. It is fairly obvious ttet the 

creation of (raeaningful) noise has reraained underdeveloped in 

psychotherapeutic practice. C^ne possible explanation for tlds 

reluctance in creating noise can te found in an obvious political 

econoray with regard to theoretical description in the field of 

family therapy. In other words, tte psyctetterapeutic discipline 

has sacraroentalized a certain set of "raust" theories wMch embody 

the core of psyctetherapeutic practice, and wMch, consequently 

and by necessity, can only create a certain class of "meaningful 

noise." For exaraple, a structural-strategic tterapist primarily 

creates noise pertaining to parental coalition, reversed power 

MerarcMes, or tetevioral/coraraunicational reversals. Clearly, a 

psychoanalyst or a Rogerian therapist eraits different classes of 

noise. The purpose of tte disciursive therapy is not, to te sure, 

a defense of one form of therapeutic noise in favor of anotter—in 

some sort of perverse outcoroe game—tet, roore inportantly, a 

deroonstration of how disparate forms of noise can co-exist in the 
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construction of therapeutic interventions. Of course, such a view 

can te i:ranslated—tet need not te—into the cytemetic telief 

that perturbed systems self-correct and select/create their own 

(sets of) roeanings necessary for that self-correction to occur. 

Earlier it was roentioned ttet roost family tterapists adtere 

to some form of sacraroentalized tterapy (set of) texi:s, and, in 

t M s sense, becoroe an active part of a self-censoring process in 

therapy. In other words, certain noises do not pass tte criterion 

of "tMs telongs to wtet I consider to te tterapeutic." On tte 

other hand, if families choose/create tteir own meanings out of 

wtet is offered by tte therapist/team, it makes sense to penetrate 

t M s political econoray of noise by installing an anarcMstic 

cacopteny of noise. How t M s becoraes translated in tterapy 

practice is presented in the following case exanple. 

Herein is presented tte skeleton of a family tterapy case 

w M c h involved nore issues ttese discussed tere, and w M c h is only 

rasant to serve as an example of tte tterapeutic intervention. As 

can te expected, the actual tterapy session did not "teppen" in 

the way described, tet it definitely contained the seeds w M c h 

instigated tte current proposal. Altteu^ tte "techMque" is 

applicable to individual, couples and families alike, t M s exaraple 

is offered because it provides an, admittedly preliminary, glirapse 

at tte possible dialogical working of discursive tterapy. 

The fandly consisted of a blended family of four: fatter and 

M s son (12), notter and ter son (15). Motter's son was tte 
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original IP. The complaint was dual: fatter could not discipline 

the mother's son, and tte mother blamed the father ttet he did not 

raake an effort, to teve a tetter relationsMp with the IP (and with 

ter raother). Moreover, mother's mother wte lived in the same 

house seined to te the only person wte could get sometMng done 

frora tte IP, and who "took care" of "tMngs around the teuse" 

because ter daughter was "clinically depressed." The father was a 

computer engineer who "wished I ted a set of coraroands I could 

follow to get out of t M s mess." 

Frora a therapeutic point of view, t M s brief description can 

trigger several starting hypotteses. However, tterapists soroehow 

feel obliged to tal̂ e one of different tracks to effect change. 

Stated differently, altteu^ ttere is a lot of noise, tterapists 

roake an a priori (political) choice atout how to go atout tacMing 

the problera presented, wMch, by necessity, liraits the fandly"s 

selection process of the noise. In otter words, throu^ tteir 

self-censoring processes tterapists lirait the potential for a 

broader range of requisite variety. 

Given t M s hypothesis, and in keeping with the fatter's 

desire, tte following roenu of "diagnoses" (wMch, of course, are 

siraultaneously (re)franes and in(ter)ventions), was presented by 

the tterapist, 

1: It is necessary for your son to te a problem 
cMld in order for toth father and raother to te 
.able to coroe closer togetter. Ordy tliroiagli the 
conflict over Jirary can they teve a raarltal rela
tionsMp wMch blends raore successfully. 
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2: I t i s necessary for Jirary t o te d i s rup t ive 
because only through t M s tetevior i s i t poss ib le 
for mother ' s mother t o teve a say in wtet i s tep-
pening in the household. Otherwise, the old lady 
would teve no reason t o l i v e , 

2- Only by teing d i s rup t ive can Jinny s e t up M s 
s t e p - f a t h e r for a f i gh t for control aga ins t 
mother ' s mother, as n o t t e r cannot handle t M s ter
se l f . As such, Jimmy i s very helpful not only t o 
M s roother ( in helping her avoid ter own s t ruggles ) 
tet e s p e c i a l l y t o h i s s tep-dad, as he makes sure 
the l a t t e r becomes a worthy opponent of grand
mother . 

4: At the same t i r re , i t can te expected t l ia t fa ther 
w i l l never win the tettle with grandnotter , because 
i f t M s were t o teppen, n o t t e r would teve t o d i s 
play t t e same respec t toward ter husband as she i s 
d i sp lay ing now toward her own raother. Consequently, 
i t i s very iraportant for roother t o keep t t e tettles 
tetween f a t t e r .and grandirotter, and f a t t e r .and 
Jirairy going, because, i f t he f i r e were t o d i e , then 
she would lose her comfortable pos i t ion of non-
involverrent. 

£: Given f a t h e r ' s previoias weak tetevior with woroen 
( in M s own fairdly of o r ig in .and M s previous mar
r i age ) , i t can te expected t t e t he w i l l keep on 
los ing M s tettles aga ins t the woroen in the faioily, 
and t t e t Jirary w i l l protebly becorre even rrore d l s -
napt ive i n order t o keep the syrotol of Malelood 
a l i v e in t l d s fairdly. 

£: Tlds i s a normal phenoroenon in blended faioi l ies , 
and, even raore iraportantly, 15 i s exact ly the r i g h t 
age for Jiraoy t o teteve in the way te i s teteving. 
I t i s a s ign of a heal thy developoent. TMs i s 
j u s t a phase wMch every faradly has t o go through. 
In your case , t he growing pains a re sortewtet raore 
severe due t o t he blended na ture of t M s faioily. 

I : Father obviously l i v e s in a no-win s i t iaat ion: i f 
he d i s c i p l i n e s Jirno/, t he re i s no corrpliance, wldch 
i n f u r i a t e s raother; i f he does not d i s c i p l i n e Jiraoy, 
grandrrother takes over the job, and M s wife blaires 
Mm of lack of d i s c i p l i n a r y ac t ion . Therefore, t he 
only way out for dad i s t o t r e a t grandiootter as a 
resource person and a t eacher of how t o d i s c i p l i n e 
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bring father closer to Ms raother-in-law. 

&: Jimmy i s obviously a problera cMld, and t t e tirae 
seeras r ipe for nore s t r i c t disciplinary action. At 
t M s point, i t i s not clear to us wtet tMs harsher 
t a c t i c raight look l ike , tet we are corafortable in 
predicting t t e t Jiraqy will protebly end up in j a i l 
or reform school i f notMng i s done about tMs 
s i tua t ion . 

2: Tlie depression raother tes been displaying for 
the l a s t year i s protebly due to a deeper marital 
or raayte sexual problerai. There i s without any 
doubt a large trauioatic experience in her past (her 
iaartelent divorce) wldch contr i te tes to ter feel 
ings of low self-esteem, wMch make i t necessary 
for her roother to take over her role as wife and 
rrother (even taMng over the fights with her hus
band) . Given the present s i tuat ion, there does not 
seeifl to te rrjach change to te expected. 

Froro t M s intervention i t can te concluded t t e t a variety of 

therapeutic noise i s created and i s offered in para l le l fona to 

the c l i en t .systero. More specif ical ly, .several brands of 

therapeutic pract ice are interwoven in a new text representing a 

irjaltiple description of t t e fandly. 

1: s t ruc tura l boundaries 

2: power Merarchy 

3: power Merarchy 

4: s t ruc tura l confl ic ts 

5: family of or igin / ini:rapsycMc orientations 

6: developosntal refraioing 

7: role reversal 

8: reductio ad absurduio 

9: intrapsycMc orientation / inplicit "go slow" 
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TMs diagnosis/refrarae/intervention was the only assignment given 

to the family. Given a t'herapeutic orientation geared toward 

perturtetion and self-correction, it is hypothesized ttet families 

will pick out certain aspects of the presented noise, and 

construct a meaningful transform ttet will trigger change. In 

contradistinction to limited therapy practice tMs intervention 

menu offers the family a choice of noise to choose from wMch 

"fits" test with their present situation. 

It is iraportant, however, to eraptesize ttet tMs therapeutic 

discourse is not arbitrary or, worse, imiversal. Indeed, it is 

not intended to surest sorre noroothetic, invariable teclmique that 

is applicable to all families and all probleras (i.e., soroe twisted 

Palazzolli strategy). On the other hand, the creation of 

discrurso-tlierapeutic raeanings is not an arbitrary or randoro 

process, in w'Mch "anytldng goes." The presented noise needs to 

te congruent with the accessible voices of the therapeutic 

dialogue; tlds iraplies, e.g., that we cannot pit the entire fandly 

in front of a TV and blast thera with 24 hours of nonstop MTV. 

Altteugh such an intervention raight te an appropriate forra of 

noise for another clironotopic context and fandly, it reraains 

iraportant that the disparity of (t"herapeutic) voices still reflect 

the theme of the therapeutic dialogue. As such, therapeutic 

intervention—as an exercise in sym'tolic siroLdation—represents a 

musical chord of voices wMch raight te tonal or atonal but wMch 

cannot te a-raisical (wtetever ttet raay raean). Consequently, it 
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can te argued that the proposed discursive therapy is a polyptenic 

ejctension of tte farailiar suggestion to "talk the client's 

language," in ttet the construction of tte tterapeutic dialogue 

consists of a simultaneous speaMng of (a particular set of) the 

heteroglot languages of the client's life. However, how these 

voices activate a change in raeaning and whether tte client is 

"ready" for the self-construction and acceptance of ttese 

raeanings, is not only of no concern for tte therapeutic dialogue 

(as they can only te accessed throu^ secondary and tertiary 

discourse) tet also goes teyond the etMcal task of the discursive 

therapist, i.e,, the construction of a chronotopic teven for new 

discursive concatenations in wMch Self and Ot.lner explicate each 

otter. 

Tlds exanple of a discursive approach, in wldch many 

therapeutic voices are woven into a therapeutic polypteny, 

presents an idea of how iJne traditional rhetoric of roonologic 

therapy is circiaravented (altlough it is still present in the 

particular choice of exactly these psyctetherapeutic 

orientations). Furtherraore, it clarifies previous theoretical 

reasonings as it gives a view on its potential. 

Conclusion 

Tlie "procedure" of disciarsive therapy offers tte tterapist 

and the faradly a set of rules for tte generation of 

therapeutically effective noise. A theoretical rationale for the 
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effectiveness of the proposed intervention configuration i s 

offered in a congruent fasMon. 

1: The raenu t r iggers a process of free association wMch 

l i t e r a t e s the c rea t iv i ty of the family and opens the way 

toward change. 

2: Tlie raenu offers a (non)structure wldch goes 180 degrees 

against the expectation of wtet therapy i s going to te 

atout . Tlds sense of loss , and possibly the feeling of 

teirig cheated out of one's rroney, t r iggers sorre " I ' l l show 

you" sentirrents wldch act ivate a f l ight into health. 

3: Tlie rrenu offers a reductio ad absiardiora in the sense tha t 

the farrdly's cteos i s expl ic i t ly displayed, wldch t r iggers 

a desire for order (out of c teos) . 

4: Tlie rrenu i n s t a l l s a defini te feeling of confiasion in the 

farrdly's processes wldch activates a transderivational 

search toward novel roeanings. 
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CHAPTER 11 

BAKHTIN AND DERRIDA: DIALOGUE AS INFRASTRUCTURE 

Introduction 

In t M s ctepter the Derridean thread, started in tte 

discussion on the possibility of episteraology (part I), will te 

picked up in order to exaraine the teterological elements in 

Derrida's thought, as it corrpares to Bahktin's notion of the 

Other, Subsequently, Derrida's conception of Alterity in General 

will te expanded to the (non)concept of Dialogue, As demonstrated 

tefore, Derrida's teterology is a search for (non)grounding 

syntteses of tte possibility (and the impossibility) of 

never-ending (and also never-teginning) difference, or: dialogisra. 

But, in contrast to Bakhtin wte operates witMn tte boundaries of 

"existence" or "presence," Derrida's Otter is not a positive otter 

(or even a person), wtese eMgraa could be solved; Derrida's 

"Ottemess" is an alterity ttet represents teth tte possibility 

(and tte irapossibility) of difference. Derrida's Otter is an 

undecidable, or, in Caste's terms (1986): an infrastructure. 

For Derrida, ttere is always an "unconditional Other." 

However, t M s Other is never tte negative term in contrast to a 
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positive, like in a Hegelian thesis/antithesis, it is not a 

dialectical "ofher side," tet the "a priori" possibility of having 

such a "toast" like dialecticization. The Other is (and is not) 

as a "negativity without negativity," a reserve, an always already 

effaced resource, from with the Potential for differentiation 

sprouts. As such, it is the site for (Bakhtinian) dialogisra. the 

never-ending refractions of (the traces of) "language." 

As was explained tefore, tMs Other not only explains the 

possibility of difference in language (differance, supplement. 

iterability), tet also, and coextensive with it, provides the 

(non)groimd for a series of dialectical "oppositions" such as 

presence/absence, serious/nonserious, sense/nonsense. TMs, 

however, iraplies ttet Derrida's Other bypasses the 

intrapMlosopMcal principle of existence and of Being: it is/not, 

it "iXs" an alterity, a "(General Ot-her" wldch has no essence nor 

does it contain sorae forra of truth. (Consequently, in contrast to 

Bakhtin's suggestion of one "essential alterity," Derrida's Ot.her 

in necessarily plural and cannot te (re)presented or imderstood 

witMn the traditional parameters and confines of logocentric 

raetaphysics. TMs alterity, for Derrida, tes raany "names," sorae 

of wMch have been explored tefore. In the discussion of the 

Pharmakon (in "Disseraination"). Derrida suras it up thus: 

Contradictions and pairs of opposites are lifted 
frora the tottora of tMs diacritical, differing, 
deferring, reserve. Already inhabited by 
differance, tMs reserve, even thou^ it "precedes" 
the opposition tetween different, effects, even 
though it preexists differences as effects, does 
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not have the punctual siraplicity of a coincidentia 
QPPOSitonyn. It is frora t M s fund that dialectics 
draws its pMlosopheraes. The pharmakon. without 
teing anyt.Mng in itself, always exceeds thera in 
constituting their tottoraless fimd. 
(Derrida. 1981, p.127) 

In M s analysis of the syraploke in Disseraination. Derrida 

coimterposes dialectics, as one art of weaving (syraploke), to 

.grammar and demonstrates how toth "raethods" (as "roads" to truth, 

in the Heideggerian sense) are themselves woven together into a 

general svmploke. as a nontotalizable (textual) and 

non-dialectical form of weaving. As a result, he concludes that, 

"the very condition of discourse—true or false—is the 

diacritical principle of svmploke" (Derrida. 1931, p.166). Tlie 

choice, therefore, is never tetween either dialec:tics or grarrmar 

(still in Derrida's account), tet a medi(t)ation tetween the two, 

as a double science, in wldch "both are cormected fhrou^ their 

interillurainated and interaniraating lines of difference, a science 

w M c h plays on two stages during a double session. T M s notion of 

syrrploke, as a (textual) non-totalizable and disserainating 

weaving, looras very importantly in all of Derrida's work—e.g. , 

the notions of Verflechtimg. Geflecht, Xa bande, and la greffe 

(grafting). However, syraploke, as an art. of weaving the <Jne and 

the Other, the Same and the Different together, is not a new 

foundation or origin: syraploke, as a "figure" for Derrida's notion 

of heterology, is not sub.jugated to (raethodological) conceptions 

of tr-uth or a raodemist desire towards cliraactic eraancipation 

crowned by superstructures of totality and unity. Moreover, as 
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t t e "very condition of discourse," i t corresponds, tet no longer 

in Kantian terras, to wtet Bakhtin suggests in Ms notion of 

dialogisra and i t s polyptenic (nontotalizable and raulti verse) 

"content." 

Deconstruction, frora a Bakhtinian point of view, i s notMng 

e lse tet a constant uneartMng of the ((11)logical) poss ib i l i ty of 

roonologisra, as i t has been practiced and defended in t t e 

roetaphysical discourse of Western pMlosophy. To put i t 

s i rapl is t ical ly: Derrida's efforts are an atterapt a t stewing how 

the t r ad i t iona l pMlosopMcal concepts teve become monologized and 

tew t t e i r dialogical roots teve been effaced; as such, Derrida i s 

an exercise in "Baklitlrdan" tMnking. [At t M s point, I need to 

add t t e t t he i r relat ionsMp i s not t t e t siraple: wldle Derrida can 

te .seen as teing invaginated into the Bakhtirdan world, Baklitin i s 

also invaginated by Derrida in Ms cr i t ique on Kantianism and Ms 

explorations "teyond" the boundaries of dialogisra. Baklitin was 

s t i l l c lear ly "ex i s t en t i a l i s t , " wMle Derrida goes teyond essence 

and exis tence.] (Consequently, for Derrida, t t e Mdden agenda of 

t t e "etMco-teleological" and t t e "etMco-ontological" values of 

rretaphyslcal Mstory clear ly concentrate on a (Platonic) 

pr ivi leging of uMty, t o t a l i t y , systematicity, s t a tes of 

noncontradiction in wldch tlie negative lias been (dia lec t ica l ly) 

•synttesized by t t e posi t ive , .self-identical s ta tes wMch are not 

contandnated ty ( t t e dissemdnative play of) differences. Or, in 

BakhtiMan terms, s t a t e s of rronologism and homopteny in favor of 
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states of polypteny and dialogisra. Or, in Burkean and Foucauldian 

terms, states of hegemony and repression over states of revolution 

and play. Or, sinply, states of stability over states of change. 

Tterefore, Derrida's project examines tte rtetorical processes 

wMch orient the production and the preservation of a logocentric 

pMlosopMcal discourse; in tMs vein, Derrida deraonstrates tew 

these discursive tropes are notMng tet a clever celebration of a 

particular form of rhetorical blindness (cfr. de Man), wMch 

results frora a complacent reluctance to question tte 

inconsistencies of the Mstorical and conteraporary pMlosopMcal 

session. In other words, tte contradictions and aporias, 

excavated throu^ deconstructive work, do not serve to destruct 

existing pMlosopMcal thou^t, tet to relativize it as 

arbitrary—Mstorically determined and cidtiurally invested— 

constructions. Deconstruction as tte Mstorical (hence textual) 

exaraination of man's constructed trutte. Such an "arcteeological" 

endeavor not only uncovers the rtetorical and textual strategies 

used to posit and consequently defend ttese conceptualizations, 

tet also, and roore inportantly, reinstates the importance of its 

opposite, its "fundamentally different," its "Otter." Indeed, 

pMlosopMcal concepts "live in a delusion and nonrespect for ,.. 

[their] own condition of origin." Tterefore, in contrast to tte 

desired temogeneity of pMlosopMcal discourse and its metaphors, 

Derrida shows how tte traditional pMlosopMcal concepts are 

formed witMn a discursive form-ation of differences, i.e., tew 
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they always incorporate the t race of i t s difference from i t s 

Other, Exaraples of t M s inscript ion of Alter i ty witMn t t e 

accepted self-transparency of Sameness are legion and teve been 

examined tefore (one needs only to te reminded of Derrida's 

analysis of a c te in of words etymological ly similar to each other 

tet with double raeaMngs ( l ike t t e pharmakeia-pharmakon-pharroakeus 

s e r i e s ) ) . I t i s iraportant to recognize t t e t , in a l l instances of 

deconstruction, Derrida i s guided by a notion of dialogisra, for 

the "true" raeaning of the t ex t s , segments or even s ignif iers i s 

always dependent upon the i r double-voiced confluence, upon an 

(e)valuation of t t e teterogeneous discursive eleroents in a moment 

of simultaneity (arcMtectoMcs or construction). Derrida not 

oMy demonstrates t t e innerworkings of such an arcMtectonics, but 

also shows how and why the construction i s bu i l t t t e way i t i s , in 

t t e way t t e t i t differs/defers frora i t s "otter" poss ib i l i t i e s and 

poten t ia l s . 

At t l d s point, i t i s obvious tliat t t e task/project of 

deconstruction i s not t t e reduction and assirailation of the 

diverse and teterogeneoias discursive elerrents into one, i . e . , 

urdf led and to ta l ized , pMlosopMcal version; i t i s not the goal 

of deconstruction to combine a l l fonos of teterogeneity and 

conceptiaal d ispar i ty into one raodel of divergency; quite to the 

contrary, deconstruction, as a teterology, i s an atterapt to 

account for the teterogeneity wldch consti tutes—in Derrida's 

case—pMlosopMcal discourse, not by trying to transcend t t e s e 
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differences but by celebrating fheir rhetorical stitcMngs: 

deconstruction as a respect for (the syraploke of) polyphony. In 

tMs way, Derrida falls witMn the Bakhtinian intention. 

Moreover, deconstr-uctive reading/writing sit.iaates itself within 

Bakhtin's ethic, as it is obviously a raeans to create "new 

raeanings," and witMn Burke's interpretive task, as it refuses to 

accept hegeroonical roonologisra as the ultiraate state of affairs. 

Indeed, in Positions (1982, p.41), Derrida insisted ttet 

in classical pMlosopMcal opposition we are not 
dealing with the peaceful coexistence of a vis a 
vis, tet rather with a violent Merarchy. One of 
the two terms governs the other (axiologically, 
logically, etc.), or has the upper hand. 

Derrida, in exploring the fissures wMch express these discursive 

dissyranetries, creates "new" raeanings—actually te raakes old, 

effaced, meanings visible again—and, as suc"h, M s herTneneutic 

strategy corresponds to the notion of tradition-maMng, explored 

in the work by Burke and Gadamer. Of course, it remains 

questionable how deconstriiction's textual endeavors add to a 

"real" political engagement (in Burke's definition), tet, on the 

other hand, it is clear how decoristr\iction situates itself witMn 

the Bakhtinian etMc: the construction of new roeanings as new 

voices in the polyphony of dialogical life, as a deterrent against 

nonological hegemony. TMs facet of deconstructive tMnMng is 

particulardy clear in Derrida's parodistic (like "Mraited Inc.") 

and intemally agonistic writings (like Glas, as the creation of a 

new raeaning flowing frora/through the interstices of the 
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confrontation tetween Hegel and Genet). As such, it is iraportant 

to recognize ttet deconstruction is never a neutral position, tet 

ttet it transcends the toimdaries of wtet is, 

intrapMlosopMcally, called "neutrality." Deconstruction, as 

the sovereign operation is not content with neu
tralizing the classical operations in discourse: in 
the raajor form of experience it transgresses tte 
law or proMbitions ttet form a systera with dis
course, and even with tte work of neutralization. 
(Derrida, 1978, p.274) 

In contrast to the popular (and superficial) opinion to the 

popular (and superficial) opinion ttet deconstruction promotes a 

nlMlistic de-struction of pMlosophy's dyads of contradiction by 

deflating tteir universalist pretensions—or, as understood by 

tte contextualists, the licence not to te engaged in either 

position as tlney are toth "false"—, deconstruction's basic aira 

raust te imderstood not as the primary probleraatization of 

pMlosopMcal concepts iii_se, tet as a renewed awareness of the 

terraeneutic rooroent in wMch these concepts carae into use. 

Subsequently, deconstruction seeras to te a warning against a 

supraMstorical perspective wMch transposes the Platonic or 

Kantian distinctions into tte present "as if" ttey still ted tte 

same raeaning, "as if" ttey could te divorced from their 

originating correspondence to real theoretical concerns, forces, 

ideologies, etc. In contrast, deconstructive "criticism," shares 

Gadaraer's and Bakhtin's feelings, in its awareness for tte 

pragmatic and Mstorical context in wMch these concepts were 

"uttered," not in an atterapt to derive their "real" meaning (like 
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ScMeiermacher or Di l t t ey) , tet in an atterapt to re-actual ize thera 

and raake thera nore "suited" for our iranediate forms of life—a 

"l iving terraeneutics" (a la Bakhtin). TMs seeras, in ray opinion, 

to te the deconstructive project—a project wMch i s opposed 

against any form of deMstoricized raonologisra, tet wMch enforces 

the iraportance (and inevi tab i l i ty ) of dialogisra in i t s examination 

of t t e production of discursive difference. 

Derrida's Infrastructural Heterology 

Previous ctepters concentrated on an in-depth investigation 

of Derridean deconstruction: t t e f inal r esu l t of a l l these 

projects was the posi t ing of an (non)ground wMch encoanpasses t t e 

production of teterogeneity. Tte "names" for these "grounds" are 

raultiple (differance, supplement, i t e r a b i l i t y ) , and are typical ly 

exeraplified by double-voiced words (such as hymen, tynpan, 

pharmakon, sMbtole th) . In a general sense, a l l t t e se 

(non)concepts make an attempt to "account" for the teterogeneity 

of (pMlosopMcal) discourse. Deconstruction, then, i s a "roethod" 

of "accounting" for t t e discursive inequal i t ies and t t e i r 

r t e t o r i c a l MerarcMzation by "grounding" them in 

"infrastructiires" (Derrida's terra, 1982) wMch are "im'covered 

t h r o u ^ the r t e t o r i c a l exegesis of t t e se conceptual 

"contradictions." "Infrastructures" are nonphenoraenologizable 

"quasi-synttet ic" concepts wMch accoimt for the 

rhe to r i ca l /po l i t i c a l economy of the conditions of poss ib i l i ty and 
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i raposs ib i l i ty of the tesic pldlosopheraes (Gasche, 1986). Or. in 

raore siraple terras: the infras t ructures—always p lu ra l—, as 

defined by Derrida in Pos i t i ons . r e f l e c t and r e f r a c t the f e r t i l e 

d i scu r s ive and d i a log i ca l groimd wMch produces the d i f ferences , 

c o n t r a d i c t i o n s , and apor ias , wMch charac te r i ze the t r a d i t i o n a l 

d iscourse of metaphysics. These i n f r a s t ruc tu re s represent the 

"open matr ix , in wMch these . . . opposi t ions and cont rad ic t ions 

a re engendered," (Derrida, 1980, p .45) ; or in Of Graranatology: 

"Here s t r u c t u r e raeans the i r r educ ib l e coraplexity witMn wMch one 

can only s M f t or shape the play of presence and absence: t t e t . 

wi t ldn wMch raetaphysics can te produced tet wMch raetaphysics 

cannot tMnk" (Derrida, 1976, p . 167). Consequently, 

infrastructJ-tres, as a teyond presence and absence ( the on tcoent r ic 

pMlosopherae of raetaphysics), a re teyond ontology and, hence, 

nonphenoraenologizable, 

In order t o tetter understand the not ion of "infrastnactiare" 

(and t o deraonstrate "how Derrida transcends Bakht in 's Kantianisro), 

t l i ree i n f r a s t r u c t u r a l c l i a r a c t e r i s t i e s need t o te exarrdned (Gasche, 

1986). F i r s t of a l l , i n f r a s t ruc tu r e s a re preontological and 

p r e l o g i c a l . As an i n f r a - s t r u c t u r e carmot telong t o the s t r u c t u r e 

i t accounts for . i . e . , t he conceptual dyads of binary opposi t ion, 

i t raast te regarded as a " rad ica l . a l t e r i t y , " i . e . , .alien or 

"other" t o wtet i t accounts for . As a r e s u l t , i n f r a s t ruc tu r e s 

rmast t ranscend presence and absence, sense and nonsense, log ic and 

i l l o g i c , . sens ib i l i ty (Hiorre) .and i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y (Leibniz) , .as 
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these are precisely the contradictions it attenpts to explain. 

Tlierefore, infrastructures are preontological and prelogical: 

(N)o constituted logic nor any nde of a logical 
order can .. provide a decision or irapose its norms 
upon these prelogical possibilities of logic. Such 
possibilities are not "logically" priraary or 
secondary with regard to logic itself. They are 
(topologically?) alien to it, tet not as its 
principle, condition of possibility, or "radical 
foundation. 
(Derrida, 1977, p.235) 

And, 

( t )here i s no essence of the differance [as an 
exaraple of an infrastnactiare]; not only can i t not 
allow i t s e l f to te taken up into the as such of i t s 
name or i t s appearing, bat i t tlireatens t t e 
au t t e r i t y of t t e as such in general, tlie t ldng 's 
presence in i t s essence. 
(Derrida, 1973, p . 158) 

Consequently, because infrastructures are not essences, they f a l l 

c^atside the teundaries of t rad i t iona l metaphysics (e .g . , Kantian 

transcendentalizirig), phenorrenology (e .g . , Husserlian 

transcendentalizing), or ontology (e .g . , Heideggerian 

ontologization). As such, they escape phenorrenologlzation, in 

t t e t they do not "present" theroselves as a phenoroenological 

Absctettung (of soros pare or originating idea l i ty ) . 

Secondly, because infrastnactiares serve -as t t e corarional 

breeding ground for toth sides of binary dyads of mutual 

contradiction, wit teut , however, obl i te ra t ing the tension of 

difference, they raa.st te tteiaglit (dialogically!) as present and 

absent, sensible and i n t e l l i g i b l e , errpirical and transcendental, 

because they are nei ther present nor absent, sensible nor 
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intelligible, empirical nor transcendental (Gasche). 

Infrastructures, as an "intermediary discourse" suspended tetween 

differends, is a unity of comtet, "the coratet zone tetween 

pMlosophy and its otter." Or, as Gascte (1986, p. 152), siuns up: 

The infrastructure is wtet knots together all the 
threads of correspondence araong certain 
heterogeneous points of presence witMn a discourse 
or text. It raust te understood as tte medium of 
differentiation in general of the teterogeneous 
possibilities, contradictory strata, lexicological 
disparities, and so on. 

Or, Derrida (1981, p.127): 

[An infrastructure] holds in reserve, in its 
imdecided stedow and vigil, the opposites and tte 
differends ttet tte process of discrimination will 
come to carve owt. 

TMrdly, infrastructures teve the "form" of a syraploke, in 

"ttet the Mnd of bringing-togetter here has the structure of an 

interlacing, a weaving, or a web, wldch would allow the different 

tlireads and different lines of sense or force to separate again, 

as well as teing ready to bind others togetter" (Derrida, 1973. 

p. 132). Tlie syraploke, as an untotalizable web of differences, not 

only provides the "economical" possibility for "local" explanation 

and monologism (sorae tlireads witldn certain clironotopic conditions 

congeal into an agreeroent), tet also the "strategic" liioitless 

potential for new meanings and interpretations. In tMs vein, 

deconstruction goes against the passive reception of tradition, 

and shows itself as an iiaportant interventioMst force in the 

active construction of meardngs given tte Mstorical and pragraatic 

contingencies of the "utterance." 
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In conclusion: infrastructures are "syntheses" wMch 

"originarily" inscrite the traditional raetaplysical distinctions, 

e.g. , of the One and the Many, the Self and the Other, essence and 

its phenomenal Absctettungen. These, however, are not dialectical 

syntheses: they do not regroimd these distinctions into a 

dialectical synthesis. Infrastructures synthesize and inscrite 

(but do not totalize) not only the (classical) oppositions tet 

also their dialectical synthesis wMch encompasses toth as 

realized potentialities of a more "originary" ground. 

Inscription, for Derrida, reflects the particular fasMon 

infrastructA.u:es ground or constitute ttet wMch they are 

infrastructitres of, or: tine way they constr\ict origins. However, 

because inscription refers to the constitution of constitution, 

and as constitution refers to a position frora wMch one 

constitutes soraetMng, inscription is a non-position. Tlds 

requires sorae further clarification. In Positions (1982), Derrida 

aptly suras up: "[Inscription] is not a siraple position: it is 

rather ttet by means of wMch every position is of itself 

confounded" (p.96). The following reasoning applies: (a) as a 

position is a form of constitution (see Bakhtin's "law of 

placeraent") by roeans of wMch soroetMng becĉ raes what it is throî gh 

its relation to soroetMng or soraeone other (cfr. arcMtectonic 

construction), and (b) inscription in general refers to tte 

constitution of (positional) constitutions, (a+b) inscription is a 

nonposition of positional constitution. As a result, inscription. 
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as the determination of the relation of the Same/Self to tte 

Other, demonstrates how t M s "arcMtectonic" refers to sometMng 

"Other" ttet cannot te posited—Derrida's Alteritv in 

General—since t M s alterity accounts for, grounds, or inscrites 

WitMn itself tte apriori possibility of a Self and its 

position(ing). Therefore, deconstructive dialogisra, translated as 

(a plurality of) irreducibly heterogeneous infrastructures, is 

(always already) a heterology. 

The question can te asked: if infrastructures are tte 

"grounds" of all potential rhetorical constructions, why then does 

Derrida posit the necessity of a ctein, a "general systera" of 

infrastructures, and is it, noreover, not possible to arrive at a 

imitary meta-infrastriicture, or tetter: infra-infrastructure w M c h 

would account for tte possibility of infrastructures? 

First of all, it can te imderstood ttet such an endeavor 

would go counter to tte deconstructive task, i.e,, tte 

deraonstration of the impossibility of uMfied and totalized 

structural closure (even though ttet closure woidd te witMn an 

"infinite space"). Secondly, in contrast tte Marxist concept of 

infrastructure, a Derridean infrastructure is not a "deep," in 

contrast to a "surface," structure: ttey are not more "profound" 

or "deeper" or even more "originary" grounds w M c h explain (or 

ground) ttese surface structures; for Derrida, infrastructures 

produce tte potential for a discourse on origins and tte 

rhetorical profits intrinsic to such a discursive formation, and, 
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as .such, carmot t e groimds tiieraselves. Tliey are "doubly .abyssal" 

s t ructures , in the sense tha t they are not the tottora of anytMng 

"atove" i t (an or ig in) , but, also, in the sense t t e t they 

themselves have no tottora (and are therefore themselves 

imgrounded). Derrida (1979, p.117): 

In such a s t ructure, wMch i s a non-fundaraental 
one. a t once superficial and tottoraless, s t i l l and 
always f l a t , the property i s l i t e r a l l y sunk. Even 
as i t i s carried away of i t s e l f by i t s desire, i t 
founders there in the waters of i t s own desire, 
imencoimterable—of i t se l f . I t passes into the 
other. 

Tlierefore, infrastructures are not deeper, supra-essential 

or igins , tet "are" "rrerely" wtet raakes possible the different 

disciarsive fono(ial)ations of t rad i t ional rretaplysics, such as. 

e.g. , the dial&jtic of Self and OtYier. 

Previous ctepters teve exarrdned in rrore depth a series of 

infrastnactiares; these wil l only be s'nortly suraoarized a t t lds 

point. Differance ref lec ts the originary inscription of the 

.spatio-terrporal ( i . e . , clirono-topic) rroveroents of differing, 

deferring, dif ferent ia t ion, e tc . wMch debunks the poss ib i l i ty of 

se l f - iden t i ty .and self-presence tcu the statias of self-delusions. 

Supplerrentaritv refers to the r"hetorical featiare of ( t radi t ional) 

MerarcMcal oppositions in tha t the poss ib i l i ty of the 

.self-identical fullness of one ent i ty i s dependent on the 

(effaced) absence of an (Jther wldch i t supplerrents. I t e rab i l i t y 

corobines the pos s ib i l i t i e s of repet i t ion, grafting and a l te ra t ion , 

and derronstrates the (iro)possibility of ident i ty and i t s margins 
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by exposing tte "parasitical" processes of citationality and 

quotation. The arche-trace suranarizes the relationsMp of the 

"Self" to the Self's effaceraent of its relation to Other. [Figure 

4, torrowed frora Gasche (1979, p.201), gives a brief overview of 

the "theoretical raatrix of deconstruction" as it pertains to the 

arche-trace, tet, nore iraportantly, it shows tew the 

infrastructures are folded into a general system,] Parergonality. 

introduced in the discussion of aesthetics and tte art of framing, 

refers to the infinite space in wMch the framing, i.e., tte 

"production," of tte (aesthetic) experience occurs. Finally, the 

re-raark. as structure wMch corabines the racvenents of doubling and 

effaceraent, proMbits any series of terms, concepts, marks, or 

even traces, to successfully ever reach full closure, as tte raark, 

as re-raark, is always already the raargin of tte raark, its 

"serai-opening" ("Disseraination"). Although each of these six 

infrastructures (there are nore) creates its own possibilities for 

creatirig origins and constitutive principles (wMch can then take 

on their own rtetorical traditions), they also create tte 

possibility of each otter's "existence" as ttey are organized in 

(a general systera of) cteins. Therefore, infrastructitres have a 

vertical ("originating") dimension, as well as a terizontal 

("dialogizing") dimension. How tMs dialogue, as "dissemination," 

evolves depends on tte Idstorical and pragraatic contingencies of 

the "general text." 
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As infrastructures corabine heterogeneous oppositions, and 

apply to themselves insofar as they imground themselves, they are, 

for Derrida following Godel's axiom, "undecidables." How Derrida, 

in Disserrdnation. t ranscr i t es Godel's theorem on the 

imdecidability of raetalogical stateraents and the irapossibility of 

closed axioraatic systems, has been discussed tefore. QuicMy 

summarized: infrastructural undecidables are 

the raedium in wMch opposites are opposed, the 
moveraent and the play that l in i^ thera araong them
selves, reverses thera or raakes one side cross over 
into the other. . . Their imdecidability, the i r 
f loat ing indeterraination, perraits the substi tut ion 
and the play of the conceptual binary oppositions, 
wMch, by t.uming into one another, beorae 
incapable of denorainating and defining t t e raediura 
frora wMch they emerge. 
(Derrida, 1981, p.127, p.93) 

In siun, the imdecidables are those "st.ruct.itres" wMch—due to 

the i r raetalogical featiu^es—incapacitate the poss ib i l i ty of 

decidabi l i ty in a l l i t s forTos (part icular ly in i t s d ia lec t ica l 

forra of synthetic Aufhebimg). 

Derrida 's open taxonony of infrastructures refers to an 

inevitable heterology, i . e , , to what i s , discursively, Ot.her tO) 

the togos, to what i s , in pMlosopMcal t radi t ion , yet imlieard-of 

and imspoken-atout. By opening pMlosopMcal discoitrse to an 

Other in wldch i t becoraes inscr i ted as an infrastructm-al (hence 

l indted) poss ib i l i ty , brings the t rad i t ional pMlosopMcal 
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pretensions of autonorry and roonologisra to a rapid close. I t i s , 

tewever, iraportant to enptesize t t e t the Otter i s not pMlosophy's 

a l t e r ego ( i t i s not i t s Other as an abstract d ia lec t ica l 

opposition—like, as i s often posited, " l i t e ra tu re" ) , tet 

"Alteri ty in General," i , e , , t t e t wMch proMbits pMlosophy's 

poss ib i l i ty of hegeraonical closure, t t e t of wMch i t i s only a 

( rhetor ical ly) realized potent ia l : the infrastructures. 

The General Text 

Coextensive with tte (non)concept of arcte-writing is 

Derrida's central notion of "tte general text." It is iraportant 

to recognize ttet with "the general text" Derrida is operating on 

tte infrastructural level. Tterefore, Derrida's ttesis, "II n'v a 

pas de liors texte" (1976, p. 158), cannot te understood as a 

"Theology of tte Text" (1981, p.258). 

[The] necessary generalization of tte concept of 
text, its extension with no siraple exterior limit 
(wldch also supposes the passage throu^ 
roetaphysical opposition) [cannot te considered] 
(under tte influence of very precise interests, 
reactive forces determined to lead work astray into 
confusion) .. as tte definition of a new 
self-interiority, a new "idealism" if you will, of 
the text, 
(Derrida, 1971, p,66) 

Consequently, Derrida's notion ttet ttere is notMng outside tte 

text, does not raean ttet all is textuality, ttet everytMng is 

text. Quite to tte contrary, tte infrastructiiral notion of a 

"general text." questions precisely the possible totality and unity 

of a text, and can, therefore, itself not te a unity or a 
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totality. The notion of "general text" needs to te understood 

against the teckground of the inside/outside distinction. The 

classical definition of a text always refers to a unity 

characterized by a closure upon itself, wMch distinguishes its 

inside (e.g, , its true roeaning) frora tte outside. As an 

infrastructure, the "general text" raust te seen as tte origin for 

tte possibility of the plays tetween inside and outside in textual 

arrangements, as well as its Aufhebung in e.g. , deconstructive 

readings—the "general text" represents tte apriori possibility of 

teving an inside and an outside of a text. However, as a result, 

the general text—as an infrastructure—can itself not teve an 

inside or an outside: in "Mving On: Borderlines." Derrida 

demonstrates ttet the general text is a torder, a mgirgin. frora 

"where" insides and outsides are constituted and assigned, as well 

as where tMs binary ultiraately collapses. Tine general text. 

cannot figure witMn tte dialectical either inside/or outside, tet 

raust necessarily fall witMn the realm of (dialogical?) inside/and 

outside. Consequently, wMle Derrida states ttet ttere is no 

"outside" of the text, there is, of course, also no "inside." 

Tterefore, te repeats ttet, 

(i)t was never oiu' wish to extend tte reassuring 
notion of tte text to a whole extratextual realra 
and to transform tte world into a library by doing 
away with all teundaries, all fraroework. all sharp 
edges .. tet ttet we sou^t ratter to work out tte 
theoretical and practical system of ttese margins, 
ttese torders, once more, from tte ground up. 
(Derrida, 1979, p.84) 
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Derrida 's explication of the general text iranediately incorporates 

a c r i t ique on the representat ionist pretensions of c lass ical 

pMlosophy: as a l l raeaning i s dependent upon an Other/outside to 

say what i t wants to say, se l f - referent ia l and sel f - ident ical 

raeaning i s irapossible ( tMs was already deraonstrated in t t e 

sections on suppleraentarity and i t e r a b i l i t y ) . In other words: 

miraesis does not acMeve wtet i t se ts out to do, i . e . , the 

re-presentation of t ru th . Or, in other words, t t e r e i s no 

ex t ra - tex t wMch could hope to saturate t t e intentional raeaning of 

the tex t . In t M s raoroent of non-saturation, we see tew Bakhtin's 

notion of the essent ia l dia logical i ty ( t t e interilliuoination of 

inside and outside) of language can be t ranslated within Derrida's 

project . Moreover, as textual rairaesis can never tepe to reach i t s 

goal, there i s in rairoesis always an essent ial rooroent of raethexis, 

i , e , , the creation of "new" or tetter, "otter" raeaMng. As such, 

one can understand t t e necessary confluence of rairaesis and 

raethexis (Maranteo, 1986). As t t e r e i s no longer t t e poss ib i l i ty 

of a " to ta l i ty" of the text , nor t t e potential for a 

transcendental sigMfied wMch would capture t t e t e x t ' s 

intent ions, t t e t ex t tes no ident i ty with wMch to coincide. 

Altteugh t t e t ex t , as a raark, necessarily refers to i t se l f , tMs 

referr ing movement, as re-raark, can never reach a to ta l i z ing 

completion. Moreover, t M s se l f - re fer ra l i s always already an 

endless ( in ter textual ) re fer ra l to other texts (suffering frora t t e 

sarae condition), wMch raakes se l f - ref lex iv i ty ultiraately and 
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structurally irapossible, TMs is the sarae notion wMch underlies 

Bakhtin's description of the arcMtectonics of 

self-identification, wMch, also, can never reach corapletion, and 

wMch, also, needs an outside, i.e., tte other person, to attain 

"existence." Moreover, the movement by wMch tMs (etMcal and 

aesttetic) "existence" is obtained is not one of dialectical 

fusion, tet tte preservation of the difference in a dialogical 

relationsMp. As such, the BakhtiMan and Gadamerian raoveraent of 

exotopy occurs on an infrastructural level (altteu^ it is not an 

infrastructure), in ttet it uses tte differences tetween 

Self/otter, inside/outside in order to create new (e)valuations 

for tte Self. These new roeanings are not triggered by a 

dialectical synttesis of Self/Other tet by tte added "supplement" 

of tte Otter to tte inside of one's own "surplus of seeing." 

Self-identification, wldch is never conplete, can oMy occur 

throu^ tte teterological relationsMp with the outside (Otter)—a 

relationsMp wMch does not atterapt to totalize tte opposition 

into a new S57nttesis, tet wMch acknowledges tte inevitable 

dialogic interactions. As such, Bakhtin's arcMtectonics can te 

translated into Derrida's explorations of textual 

self-reflexivity. [Moreover, Bakhtin's subject, pop^dated by 

dialogically interorienting discursive formations, is, like 

Derrida's deconstructed subject, already scattered over a myriad 

of text̂ -ial fragments (wMch are, for Bakhtin, "words of tte 

other.")] In coradng teck to the "general text," it can te 
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concluded ttet the general text in itself is not a transcendental 

signified wMch would ground all textual referentiality, tet ttet 

it is, again, an abyssal structure. Therefore, the absence of all 

extra-text, atout wMch one could decide the referential roeanings 

of texts, iraplies ttet there is no one final raeaning to the text. 

and that, hence, all raeanings need to te constantly constructed. 

Moreover, the "raethod" for tMs constnaction is provided by 

Gadaraer's pMlosopMcal hermeneutics, and is translated as an 

etMcal iraperative in the works of Burke and Bakhtin (who also 

sees it as an aesthetic formation). 

It needs, tewever, to te eraphasized, again, ttet tte absence 

of an extra-text only occurs on tte level of the general text, and 

not on the level of "raaterial" texts. More particularly, tte 

notion of a "general text" does not say ttet daily texts do not 

say anytMng (a nlMlistic stance), tet ttet ttey cannot say it 

all, ttet ttere are always cracks in tte referential structure of 

texts. In otter words, for daily texts ttere is an extra-text to 

wMch ttey can refer, tet it is never tte only extra-text, tte 

last "raonological" word on tte subject/c^bject. (Hence, also, the 

necessary connection of rairaesis and raettexis.) Moreover, tte 

general texts as an infrastructure is again preontological, it is 

not. "There is no present text in general, and ttere is not even 

a past present text, a text wMch is past as teving been present" 

(1978, p.211). Indeed, as all infrastructiires, tte general text. 

is a (marginal) position wMch accounts for the ontological stat̂ is 
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(or tetter, ontological illusion) of texts, and. as a result, can 

itself not telong to ontology. Consequently, the general text is 

not intelligible nor sensible for 

(a) text is not a text unless it M d e s frora tte 
first coraer, frora the first glance, tte law of its 
composition and the rules of its garae. A text 
reroains, however, forever inperceptible. Its laws 
and its rules are not, however, bartered in the 
inaccessibility of a secret; it is sinply ttet they 
can never te booked, in tte present, into anytMng 
ttet could rigorously te called a perception. 
(Derrida, 1981, p.63) 

As a result, the "general text" is not o M y "quasitranscendental," 

it is also "pre-ontological" and "nonphenoraenologizable." Or, as 

rrentioned previoiasly: "There is frandng, bat the frarae does not 

exist" (1978, p.93). W M c h roeans: the general text, as the torder 

of teing (wMch raakes possible the distinction tetween 

Being/Notldngriess), lias the potential for creatirig, i.e., bring 

into teing, insides and outsides (e.g., tetween art/non-art), tet 

it can, tterefore, not te (as. partake in teing) itself. As a 

result, tte general text—as the "frarae of textual difference"—is 

never present, tet in constant withdrawal and effaceraent: altteugh 

it creates tte possibility of ptenonenological appearance into 

teing (and tte oppositional distinctions ttet go with it), it 

itself carmot show itself, it is nonphenomenologizable as it 

carmot te of the order of appearance. In sum: tlie general text is 

tte quasi-synttetic text-ure of laws and inscription w M c h raakes 

the possibility of Being (and Notldngness) possible. 
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Furttermore, as all infrastructures, the general text is a 

syraploke, an erratic weaving w M c h links heterogeneous forces ttet 

imdermine the possibility of reacMng textual unity. Tte general 

texts as "generalized referentiality," is a system of 

(inter)textual referrals, of differences and of differences of 

differences, and can, therefore, never reach unity nor totality. 

As "generalized representation," the "general text" refracts 

ultimate dialogicality as reference always implies an Otter for 

its "corapletion," w M c h is never full tet in "becoraing." 

Consequently, tte Derridean exposition on infrastructures extends 

Bakhtin's telief in the primordiality of dialogisra and heterology, 

but inscrites it in a far broader sense. 

The Undecidability of Dialogue 

In tte previous ctepters it was (although only tangentially) 

suggested ttet the ptenoraenological experience of dialogue, w M c h 

is perpetually occulted as soon as it shows itself in tte presence 

of a practice of dialoguing, is o M y experienced eitlier as 

dialect(ic) or as a dialogist (or dialogically), tet never as 

dialogue or as dialogisra. T M s thesis needs sorae furtter 

imfolding. 

(jf course, it is possible to conceive of dialogue as in 

"Socratic conversation," "therapeutic interlocution" or 

(anthropological) Two-Folk-Speak, tjut tliese are only tlie 

discursive polymerizations, ttie diaplianous silk-screens w M c h bear 
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t t e (ira)print of dialogue. In short: instead of dialogue, there 

are only t t e chronotopic instances of dialogical i ty (as sorae sor t 

of Absctett^mg), as the grarana-tical brush-strokes on t t e canvas 

of para-graranatical heteroglossia. As the etymology of t t e word 

indicates , dia-logue combines—in sorae paradoxical meeting 

place—the saying of difference (dia) with t t e t of the identi ty 

and the in tent ional i ty of the word (logos), and, as such, goes 

teyond the teundaries of what i s (re)presented in the said to wtet 

i s evoked by the unsaid and i t s secret operators. Or, as 

Heidegger (1968, p.178) telieves: 

Every interpreta t ion i s a dialogue with t t e work, 
and with the word. However, every dialogue becoraes 
telting and f n d t l e s s i f i t confines i t s e l f oteu-
ra te ly to notMng tet what i s d i rect ly said—rather 
than t t e t t t e speakers in t t e dialogue involve in 
tliat realra and abode about wMch they are speaMng, 
and lead each o t t e r to i t . Such involvement i s t t e 
soul of dialogue. I t leads the speakers into t t e 
imspoken. 

As such, dialogue tepes for an "irruption into the unsaid," a 

question asked of the unspoken-about, t t e unlieard-of, and the 

not-yet-thought-of, i . e . , dialogue—in t M s Heideggerian 

seri.se—aims a t t t e unconcealrrent of teings (and, by extension, of 

Being). TMs, tewever, irrplies t t e t dialogue i tself—as t t e 

"process" wldch brings Being into teings—remains, by necessity 

forever concealed, in r e t r ea t , effaced: t t e internal dialogization 

of Spracte wMch, noraentarily, congeals (or t e r r i t o r i a l i z e s ) into 

i n t e l l i g i b l e teings, raast, i t se l f , remain invis ible , lansaid. 

Ojnsequently, dialogue—as the unsaid subtext of discursive 

http://seri.se�
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production—is not only wtet makes possible tte rhetorical 

distinction tetween roonologisra and dialectics, tet also wtet 

initiates—non-dialectical ly, tet as "inscription" within its own 

margins—the "dialectical" interanimations of 

(monologism/dialectics), and, a.̂  such, txscorres its Other, i.e., 

the Other of dialecticization. Therefore, dialogue teteves like an 

infrastructure— it reserables the operations of the arete-trace 

and of differance—and "is," consequently, pre-ontological (i.e., 

there is no such thing as dialogue) and nonptenoraenologizable 

(i.e., it appears only as absence as it is iranediately occulted by 

its chronotcjpic AbsctettA.mgen). Moreover, dialogue not o M y makes 

possible tte oppositional (and rhetoripolitical ly invested) dyad, 

(raonologisra/dialogisra)—and reverses its MerarcMcal preferences 

ty groimding it into a roore priraordial constitutive force 

field—tet accounts for the intrapMlosopMcal terminology of 

(Self/Other)—the hermeneutic/etMcal focus. Indeed, not only has 

the Sehnsucht for humanist and ontotheologlzing cults of a 

(transcendental) Self and Otter been sacrificed at tte decentering 

altars of deconstruction (Freud, Derrida), but the psychologistic 

notions of Self (and Ot.ter) teve been immasked as rtetorically 

monologized screens wldch conceal a camivalesque phantasmagoria 

of heteroglot voices (Bakhtin) and polyptenous riunoring (Deleuze). 

Self and Otter (and tteir ar-cMtectonic interactions) are notMng 

tet tte aleatory, tet rtetorically cathected, condensations of 

sorae imspecified corabinatory interlacing of infrastructiiral 

• ^ 
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threads; Self and Other as the essentialized products of a 

genealogical will to power (Foucault); Self and Other as tte 

lingidstified raaterialization of a Gordian knot of a pluralistic 

network of traces; Self and Other as the radti-sided unity of a 

particular^ systera of accounting (Derrida). Consequently, dialogue 

is far bro-ader than the interaction tetween Self and Other (like, 

e.g., in "therapeutic" dialogue): thus it can te understood why 

the (therapeutic) interaction—always already inscribed in 

dialogue as its potential—necessarily consists in the 

(iraaginative) evocation of the (imconscious, or tetter, unsaid) 

aspects of dialogisra (tecan). In tMs vein, we imderstand 

Crapanzano's conception of the Self as "an arrested raoraent in a 

continuous dialectical raovement," in wMch 

(t)'he self, like the other, [becoraes] an object of 
reference—of latelling or typification—without 
regard to the dialogical horizons in wldch the 
referencing, the naming, occurred and the 
rhetorical and pragmatic features of tliat dialogue. 
(Crapanzano, 1987, p.5) 

If tMs argument is "acceptable," i.e.. if (arc'he)dialogue is .an 

infrastructure wMch grounds mundane dialogue and raonological 

assertions, tte previously described "discursive therapy" can te 

recognized as an exercise in dialogicality, a "dia-legein" of 

welcoraing difference, a phantasraatic siradacrum of (stedow) 

dialogues. A siraulacrura is, for Foucault and Baudrillard, a copy 

of a copy without an original, a phantasra. i.e., a body without 

referential sub-stance (without organs?) tet at play with 

difference: it is not representation, tet self-presenting, a 
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playground of disciursive transmutations and irreverentiality, 

an—in Foucault's words—"event." No longer locked up in an 

Einsteinian tower with its raultiplicity of systeras of measureraent 

and certification, no longer teimted by the ghosts of the One Good 

and of (originary) Reality, tte siradacrura is "an epidermic play 

of perversity" (Deleuze), a camivalesque affirmation of the 

kemel of non-sense (tecan), a reverterating discourse of 

parodistic iraages—all airaed at seducing dialogue to give up its 

precious (and precocious) discursive (in)formations, to trigger 

new resonances in the discourse of and with the Otter, to literate 

difference. As such, tte (tterapeutic) siradacmio airos at 

inventing a critico-praxis grounded in "acategorial thou^t" 

(Foucault), i.e., a way of tMnMng in the language of dialogue 

and differance, an ananmesis or a disforgetting of wtet was 

forgotten, unheard (of) and unsMd. 

Conclusion 
The Question of Literature 

By introducing t t e level of infrastr\ictiire, pMlosophy—or 

any other tjrpe of "established" discursive practice—need not 

become a "kind of writing" or "literat^ire" (Rorty, 1982). Ttese 

suggestions remain witMn t t e realm of intra-pMlosopMcal 

oppositions; as a r e su l t , i t seeras inappropriate to erabrace 

l i t e r a r y cri t icisra or l i t e r a t u r e as a " te t te r" way out, as 

l i t e r a t u r e i t s e l f suffers from t t e sarae conceptual and r t e to r i ca l 

nonoglossia as does pMlosophy. Derrida's "end of pMlosophy" 
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does no t suggest another p ro j ec t "outside" of pMlosophy (wMch 

would t t e n , as a r e s u l t , te " ins ide" l i t e r a t u r e ) ; qu i t e t o the 

con t ra ry , i t seeras t o lead t o an e t M c a l telief in the 

i raposs ib i l i ty of c los ing any systera, wtether i t te pMlosophy. 

l i t e r a t u r e or sc ience, wldch raakes i t nonsensical t o replace one 

with t t e o ther as i f i t were a tetter a l t e m a t i v e . Tte only 

" rea l " a l t e m a t i v e , i t seeras t o rae, i s a d i a log ica l openness t o 

the Other, not as soraetMng opposi te t o "rae," tet as sometMng 

always a l ready "in" rae, i . e . , the Other as ny " te ing . " Here, 

then, r e s i d e s the avenue for e t M c s . 
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ABCHI-T1UCX : as condition of possibility of meuphysical dyads 

• g ^ « • maniftets itself PSZSKNCZ of an ABSENCE 
0 P orifiii of an r at mch as 
B 3. relation to the -
g. ̂  OTHXB •g is, as ABSENCE Constitutive PRESENCE 

3 ? <>t 
the ~ • manifests itself TXMX through the SVACX 
OTlglii of r as the experience of dead time of 

•o is, as SPACE constitutive TIME 
8 of 

the • manifesu itself SPEECH M a priori WBITTEN 
orifin of r a$ »uch as 
LANGUAGE 

•o is, as WEITING the form of SPEECH 

Figure 4. Gascte's Matrix of Deconstruction (1979, p.201) 



CHAPTER 12 

DIALOGICAL LIFE AND A PAGAN ETHIC OF .JUSTICE 

Introduction 

The Critique on Gadaraer's Hermeneutics 

Given the previous eraphases on dialogue and heterology, it is 

tirae to revise the rhetorical prejudices underlining Gadaraer's 

herroeneutic. Such a critique, whose starting point is offered by 

Crowell (1986), is threefold: 

From pMloIogy to anthropology 

Although critiquing the "objectivisra" inherent to the work of 

Dilthey and ScMeiermacher, Gadaraer preserves a distinct 

pMlological enptesis (especially in M s critique on Mstoricisra): 

the text reraains a privileged and active voice in the dialogue 

with tradition. Text and interpreter undergo a process of 

"prejudicial refinement" throu^ Mstorical dialogue, i.e., the 

question-and-answer structiure of the text.'s invitation leads to a 

hermeneutic re-cognition of the initial prejudices and 

projections of the interpreter. However, such a prejudicial 

project is clearly unilateral, as texts do not enter the dialogue 

392 
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with a set of anticipation, tet only "coroe alive" after tte 

dialogue has been started. TMs, of course, is not the case in 

the "anthropological" dialogue, characterized by a raultilateral 

pro-jectlon and an actual "face to face." 

From fixed textuality to disseradnative intertextuality 

Although Gadamer argued ttet tte true teing of tte text 

resides in its possible self-representations and interpretations, 

te clearly posits ttet interpreter and text "coroe to terms" with 

regard to a definite theme of tte text (wMch can admittedly 

portray itself in very different representations). TMs is 

particularly clear in Gadaraer's discussion of tte aesttetic 

theories of Valery and Lukacz (1975, pp.83-86). Tterefore, tte 

disclosure of "die Sache" (tte corrmon therae wMch transcends toth 

interpreter and text) throu^ a fusion of terizons tetrays a 

definite reference to an extra-textual self-presence, wMch, of 

course, has been deconstructed by tte previous discussions on 

intertextual deferral and differentiation, Althou^ Gadaraer's 

terraeneutic constitutes a laudable attempt at re-tMnMng tte 

huraan sciences (and although marxv of M s distinctions reraains, at 

least for roe, extreroely valuable), it still remains the very 

eloquent and erudite expression of tte logocentric tradition. 
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From ontology t o e t h i c s : 

Tliese two c r i t i q u e s wMch bas i ca l l y quest ion t t e onto logica l 

grounding of the t e x t as a sxdtable p a r t i c i p a n t in the dialogue 

detouch i n t o a t M r d c r i t i q u e , wMch—anticipating tevinas— 

suggests t t e t , p r i o r t o the p o s t - s t r u c t u r a l i s t crack in t t e 

on tocen t r l c dream, t he re " i s " an i n f r a s t r u c t u r a l dialogue with t t e 

Other (Bakhtin, Der r ida) . Therefore, in con t r a s t t o Gadaraer's 

t e x t u a l hermeneutics—a pMlo log ica l "dialogue" tetween t t e 

syraret r ical pa r tne r s of t e x t and i n t e r p r e t e r on t t e i r way t o 

fusion—, the e t l d c a l , i . e . , genuine, dialogue tetween tlie Self 

and t he Otlier " i s founded not in mutual o r i en t a t i on toward dlfi 

Sache. tet i n the i r r educ ib l e dynamics of t t e face- to- face , not in 

t he ontology of t t e r e f e ren t , tet i n t t e e t l d c s of the face" 

(Crowell, 1986, p . 1 0 ) . 

Tlie Ri.qe of Dialogical PMlosophv 

Dia logica l pMlosopMes and he te ro log ies , i n con t r a s t t o 

s c h o l a s t i c o r theo log ica l t heo r i e s on e t l d c s , teve c l e a r l y 

blossorred i n tlie developoent of 20tli century ptenorrenology and 

e x i s t e n t i a l i s m . As t t e d iscuss ion of t he evolut ion and 

i n t r i c a c i e s of t t e d i f f e r e n t teterologies would requ i re a 

d i s s e r t a t i o n in i t s e l f , I w i l l l i io i t nyself t o tevinas. 

Fiartherraore, i n t M s a rea , Tlieurdssen's work (1984) on t t e soc i a l 

on to log ies of Husserl , Heidegger, Sa r t r e and Buter provides an 
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iraportant in t roduc t ion , tet, as Heidegger and Husserl remained 

a t e e n t frora t t e d iscuss ion on Derrida, only Bu te r ' s (and Gabriel 

Marcel ' s ) thought on t t e d i a log ics of l i f e w i l l te explored, and 

t t e n only insofar as they a re incorporated, negat ively or 

p o s i t i v e l y , in tevinas' work. The preference for tevinas tes a 

double reason: M s novel i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t t e teterology of 

p a r t i c i p a t i o n in favor of d i a log ica l asyraroetry, and the important 

l i n k s (again, p o s i t i v e as well as negative) tetween tevinas and 

Lyotard with regard t o e t M c s and the "concept" of j u s t i c e . 

In order t o tetter understand the development of d i a log ica l 

tMnMng ( in Western Europe), i t seems necessary t o explore the 

teckgroimd of t t e Talraidic t r a d i t i o n in t t e twent ie th century; 

indeed, raany of the proponents of d i a log ica l anthropology share a 

coranon (Talmudic) teckground, e . g . , Rosenzweig, Buter, Heidegger, 

tevinas, Derrida, wMle raany postmodem wri t ings a re s i t ua t ed 

witMn t t e Judaeo-Chris t ian t r a d i t i o n ( e . g . , Lyotard). In 

c o n t r a s t t o C h r i s t i a M t y , Judaism provides humanity with a 

r e l i g i o n wtese eraphasis does not r e s ide in t t e redeeming thought 

of a s a lva t ion "hereaf ter" but in an engaged o r i en t a t i on toward 

t t e huraan needs and pragraatic ac t ions " t e re on ear th" (Neter, 

1963). WitMn t M s renewed Talraudic t r a d i t i o n two tMnkers a rose , 

Martin Buter and Franz Rosenzweig, wtese influence in t t e 

i n t e l l e c t u a l M s t o r y of Western pMlosophy tes oMy recen t ly te 

acknowledged. WMle Buter has a raore r econc i l i a to ry pos i t i on 

towards western huraanisra and Chr i s t i an va lues , Rosenzweig 
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incorporates a piurely Jewish tradition. It is exactly the latter 

who has ted raost influence on tevinas' own developraent. As a 

result, certain characteristic aspects of Rosenzweig's "New 

Wisdora" (Glatzer, 1961), need to te articulated in order to 

clarify some of tevinas' own developments, 

Rosenzweig's "Cteranon Sense" 

In contrast, to the terrorist pretensions of (rationalist) 

pMlosophy (in particular Hegel's monolitMc system) Rosenzweig 

reintroduces coranon sense ("gesunder Menschenverstand") as a "new 

wisdom" grounded in everyday life, wMch bypasses tte aridity of 

rationalism, Rosenzweig, obvioi:isly influenced by Kierkegaard's 

anti-Hegel lanism and Nietzsche's zest for tte celebration of life, 

defends huraan subjectivity—Bakhtin's uniqueness of human 

particularity and singularity—against rationalist etMcal systems 

(e.g., Kant's Second Critique). PMlosophy, for Rosenzweig, is an 

escape from pragraatic reality and its needs, a flight frora tte 

vitalistic contradictions of life into a sterile and barren world 

of deflMtions and essences. Against tte theoretical terror of 

rooMsm (cfr. Lyotard), Rosenzweig, in Per Stem der Erlosung 

(1921), introduces a "roetaphysical pluralisra" by emphasizing tte 

constructive interroedlations tetween tte different factors of 

reality: (3od, World, and Man (Kant's three Ideas). Rosenzweig 

starts off with a critique sirailar to ttet of Bakhtin: wMle for 

Kant raetaphysics resides on tte level of the atetract 
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transcendental. Rosenzweig (and Bakhtin) de-transcendentalizes tte 

three Ideas and acknowledges the M c et nunc properties of 

coramonsensical reality construction. W M l e Bakhtin utilizes the 

broad (Kantian) concept of the chronotope as tte raain driving 

force for M s arcMtectonics, Rosenzweig, very similarly, teses 

M s pluralisra on the fundaraental phenoraena of "tiroe" (Gadaraer's 

Mstory !) and "language" (Bakhtin's/Heidegger's foundation of 

(CO-)Being), of w M c h the conversation or dialogue is its everyday 

crystallization. Being for Rosenzweig—as for Heidegger and 

Gadamer—is equated with the "teppening of tte conversation," 

"dialogidng," through w M c h the World is named and "created," and 

in w M c h tte Self lives as a "unique singularity" and tte Otter 

reflects tte revelation of the World wtese origin is God. The 

correspondences tetween tte pMlosopMcal evolutions in Rosenzweig 

and in Bakhtin are uncanny, especially given Bakhtin 

religio-utopic emphases in tte description of DostoevsMan 

polypteny. Ttese ideas, however, provide tevinas with a starting 

point for tte developnent of M s own teterology. It needs to te 

eraphasized again ttet Derrida and Lyotard, althou^ not direct 

descendents of tte Rosenzweig thought, also incorporate maav of 

ttese ideas in tteir own developments (e.g., Derrida, 1986; 

Lyotard, 1984). It seeras to rae ttet raany of French 

post-structuralist writings, especially in tte domain of etMcal 

development, owe a great debt to and are a more elaterate 

articulation of Rosenzweig's dialogical seeds. 
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Levinas" PhilosopMcal Antliropology 

The anthropological vision of tevinas can "be suraoarized by 

two central themes: the Self (as the subject of enjoyment) and 

(the e tMcal primacy of) the Other. These two concepts cannot te 

simply juxtaposed, tet are essent ia l ly interconnected in the sense 

t t e t the Other represents the ultiraate experiential ground (ing) 

for the Self. Indeed, although the Self can essent ia l ly te 

characterized as a "teing-in-the-world" (In-sein) . the raost 

s ignif icant , or, raore precisely, "raeaningful" (and 

meaning-creating) s tructure of the Self (as human teing) i s Ms 

standing tefore the Face of the Other. In order to clar ify tMs 

(MerarcMcal) eraphasis, we need to explore tevinas' conception of 

Self and C)ther, whose interact ion i s (always already) l ing ids t ic , 

i . e . , const i tutes a primordially etMcal re la t ion, 

The Heterological Tapestry of Language 

Introduction 

Tte revolutionary tencliraark of Rosenzweig s New Wisdom 

consisted in a coramonsensical welding of the raetaplysical 

categories of M,story ( i . e . , tirre) .and dialogue ( i . e . . langiaage) 

and constitutes—due to a renewed erophasis on i t s antliropological 

and ontological sigMficance—the b i r th of "dialogical tMnMng" 

(Caspar, 1967). Indeed, no longer do the pMlosopMes of Totali ty 

need to te thought in terra of or grounded in the universal (and 
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r a t i o n a l ) opera tors of a t ranscendental subject (cfr . Kant. 

Husse r l ) . tet—teving forsworn the suffocat ing influence and the 

gr-andiose cons t ruc t i ons / cons t r i c t i ons of modernist 

desire—Rosenzweig and tevinas find themselves on a narrow t r a c t 

of forgot ten ground, i . e . , the d ia log ica l (and e t M c a l ) 

r eapprec ia t ion of the r e l a t i o n s M p tetween Self and Other, through 

wMch the Self becoraes the Self (cfr . Lacan). 

Language and the Other 

tevinas s t a r t s off with the tesic contention t t e t language i s 

e s s e n t i a l l y coraounication: the soc ia l or corariun-al r e l a t i o n i s 

dialogiae, i . e . , a t r ans l ing ia i s t i c haven where language and the 

epiphany of t he f.ace a re inev i tab ly co-iraplicatecl (.and 

coraplicated). Indeed, language, a t i t s core , i s not 

" .speaMng-atout, " ba t " speaMng-to ," i . e . , i n t e r p e l l a t i o n and 

Annaf. In o the r words: any t a l M n g - a t o u t requi res an a p r i o r i 

dirrension of t a l M n g - t o (or t t e t , as for Bakhtin. t he re i s f i r s t a 

t r a n s l i n g u i s t i c and then a l i n g u i s t i c ) . Or, the e t M c a l structiore 

of langiaage i s t t e foimdation for i t s log ica l s tnac ture ând not 

the o ther wav around—tlds po in t i s , of course, a l so rrade by 

Wit tgenste in . In order t o tetter understand the ex ten t and the 

iraportance of t l d s pe rspec t ive , i t i s necessary t o explore 

tevinas' d i scuss ion on "understanding" and "language." For 

Levinas, t he r e i s , in hioraan teings, a r e l a t i o n s M p wldch precedes 

landerst-anding, a rel.ation,sMp wldch i s re.alized in Langiaage. 
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Understanding can represent not only the (episterrxidogical) 

relation tetween subject-object, but also the (ontological) 

relation of the subject to the "openness" of Being, which itself 

is not an object, but the "place" where objects corae (in)to 

te(ing)—or become teings. Tlie latter facet of imderstanding 

clearly reflects Heidegger's (and Gadaraer's) sense of 

imderstanding, wMch is always a letting-te and a listening to the 

silent voice of Being ((^lassenheit). For tevinas, on the other 

hand, the essence of language, and particularly dialogue, is not 

primarily a letting-te of Being, but an interpellation (Anruf), 

i.e., the voice of the Ot-lier as an etMcal call. Language, then, 

is first of all an encoimter, a meeting with the Other, and raist 

fimdaraientally te distinguished frora a "knowle<ige of teings" (an 

episteraological focus), or even of "teing at horae in the cleardng 

of Being" (an ontological focus). Language, in a Derridean sense, 

is then a "teyond episteraology" and a "teyond ontology." 

As encoimter, language is essentially a "speaMng-to," wMch 

means it is "expression." For tevinas, "expression" tes a special 

roeaning. "Expression" cannot te imderstood, as in the raodemist 

tradition, as a raeans to transrait already present and constructed 

thoughts and feelings frora one transparent consciousness to 

another (cfr. Husserl); "expression" also does not refer, as for 

Heidegger and Gadaraer, to the articulation of total Being into the 

proliferating totality of understandable worldly teings or as the 

imveiling (and preservation) of a Mstorical world. Expression, 
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for tevinas, i s the ( e tMca l ) r e l a t i o n t o the Other wMch precedes 

a l l t.he worldly theraat izat ions as well as the imderstanding of t.he 

worldly raeanings. 

Moreover, language as i n t e r p e l l a t i o n and Anruf c l ea r l y 

reserables the henreneutic operator : f i r s t , the re i s a rroverrent 

from the Self t o the Other, from the .subject of enjoyrrent t o the 

(face of the) Other. There i s . however, a l so a second, and rrore 

"o r ig ina ry , " rroverrent, i . e . , the heteronorry of the Other in 

r e l a t i o n t o the Self. i . e . 

the sense of "teacher" and 

the Other appears as the "master" in 

as such, c o n s t i t u t e s , the primordial 

" e t l dca l nono." Tlie F.ace i s f i r s t and flondarrental, i t i s the 

".absolute woni." In shor t : the rretaplysical prirronli .al i ty of 

language i s I n f i n i t y , i . e . , rry o r i en t a t i on t o the Other 

pre.siappDses t h a t the Other i s or ien ted towards rre in langiaage. As 

a r e s u l t . 

it is not the mediation of the sign ttet forms 
signification, but signification (whose prirrordial 
event is the face to face) ttet raakes the sign 
function possible. Tlie priraordial essence of 
langiaage is to te souglit not in t'he corporeal 
operation ttet discloses it to rre and to others 
and, in recoiarse to language, teilds up a thought, 
bat in the presentation of rreaning. Tlds does not 
brings us teck to a transcendental consciousness 
constitiating objects, against wMch the theory of 
language we teve just evokê l pn-jtests with .such 
just rigor. For significations do not present 
therrselves to theory, ttet is, to the constitutive 
freedora of a transcendental consciousness; thfi 
teir.g of .°dgriification consLsts in Pitting JTAto 
question in an etMcal relation constitutive 
freedom itself. Meaning is the face of fhe ̂ Jther, 
and all recourse to words take place already Within 
the priraordial face to face of language. .. 
Signification is the Infinite, tet infinity does 
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not present i t s e l f to a transcendental thought, nor 
even to meaningful ac t iv i ty , but presents i t s e l f in 
the Other; the Other faces rae and puts roe into 
question and obliges rae by Ms essence qua 
in f in i ty . Ttet "soraetMng" we ca l l s ignification 
ar i ses in teing with language tecause the essence 
of language i s the re la t ion with the Ot.her. 
(T)he welcoraing of the teing t t e t appears in the 
face, the e tMcal event of socia l i ty , already 
coranands inward discourse. And the epiphany t t e t 
i s produced as a face i s not constituted as are a l l 
other teings, precisely because i t "reveals" 
in f in i ty . Signification i s inf ini ty , t t e t i s . the 
Other. 
(tevinas, 1969, p.181-182) 

Tlie Other as "Infrastructural" Experience 

Tlie notion of the "Absolute" i s , in "Totality and Inf ini ty ." 

ctoextensive with the social re la t ion with the Other: the SfXiial 

re la t ion i s an absolute experience. Tlie (phenoroenological) 

experience of the (face-to-face with t"he) Other differs 

fiaridairent.ally froro .any other experience because of i t s irtirie<iiacy. 

Tlds irrplies t t e t the Other i s not constituted tlirough a tMrd 

teno ( e .g . . Being), i . e . , the Other i s not secondarily "raade" 

accessible to us by rreans of sorre extemal principle, but 

"obsesses" us priraordially (tevinas, 1967, p.233-4). In contrast 

to the thematizing and objectifying experience. wMch only reaches 

phenorrenality and teing, the .absolute experience of the Other .as a 

face to face i s an "en so l . " the teing-in-itself. Tlie experience 

of the Other i s completely "different" tlian the experience of 

objects, in tha t the Other i s a "teing" wldch transcends and 

logical ly precedes the phenonenon: the Other i s a rretaphvsical 

Hirr^nsion wMch transcends ontology or phenomenology (kath'auto) • 
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Furthermore, the social relation provides the grounding for 

"objective" (and "epistemological") experience, in that it is the 

Ot."her who raakes our theraatizations of our sensorial world 

"objective" and, as such, "dictates" thera. (For example, I call 

tMs a piece of paper here in front of me, because you do that 

totj.) Consequently, the object-ivity of tldngs comes atout 

through language, more particularly, by raeans of dialogue with the 

Other. In other words: the objectivity of the object and its 

meaning(s) originate in the word, raore particularly they are the 

words spoken in dialogue with the Other. Or too: in our 

dialogidng (.and its narrative sediroents) we corae to "represent" 

the world. 

However, tlds episterrological association brouglit about in 

the dialogical weavings of the social relation, is. in essence, an 

et'Mcal relation. As a result, the tnath-clairrs of the 

(thematizations of the) world are tesed on the relation tetween 

the Self and the Other, wldch is an etMcal relation, wMch is, 

for tevinas, a rel.ation of justice. (Ccjnsequently, Levin.as 

contends ttet truth presupposes justice. 

(Central in tevinas conception of the etMcal relation is M s 

developrent of the (phenorrenological) Face of the C^her wtdc"h is 

not of the order of "unveiling" rdevoileroentl tet constitutes, due 

to its expressive plasticity, a constant "revelation" 

freveLationl. Extrerrely siraplifie<l: the epiphary of the Face is 

the flux of Being, in ttet the "tnae," i.e., etMcal. face is 
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constantly trans-fomed, is constantly expressive, i.e., resists 

its incor-poration into and encapsulation by a (totalized) form. 

•The real "teing of the (etMcal relation of the) face resides in 

the possibility of expression. Levinas obscures the issue thus: 

The way in wMch the other presents Mraself, 
exceeding the idea of the other in rae. we here narae 
face. This mode does not consist in figuring as a 
therae under ny gaze, in spreading itself forth as a 
set of images forraing an iraage. The face of the 
Other at each raorrent overflows the plastic iraage it 
leaves rae, the idea existing to ny own measure and 
to the rreasure of its ideatura—the adequate idea. 
It dees not manifest itself by these qualities, tet 
kath'auto- It expresses itself. The face brings a 
notion of truth wMch, in contradistinction to con
teraporary ontology, is not the disclosure of an 
impersonal Neuter, tet expression: the existent 
bre.aks t-lirough all tlie envelopings and generalities 
of Being to spread out in its "form" the totality 
of its "content," finally atolisMng the 
distinction tetween form and content. TMs is not 
acMeved by sorae sort of modification of the 
Imowledge ttet theraatizes, tet precisely by 
"theraatization" ti.tming into conversation, 
(tevinas, 1969, p.50-51) 

The EtMcal Relation: Discourse, Rhetoric and tte Other 

Levinas suranarizes all the previous cliaracteristics (face, 

expression, absolute experience, language) into one crowning 

raoraent: the etMcal nature of the social relation, wMch is test 

expressed by the fact ttet, "rroral conscience and desire are not 

modalities of consciousness among others, tet its condition. 

Concretely, tlney are the welcoraing of the C^her across M s 

judgeroent" (1967, p.101). Moreover, the Other is. siraaltaneously, 

the Master (Teacher) and the raoral Norm. For tevinas, 

consciousness finds its ultimate groimd in the Other as "infinite 
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culradnates in the imliraited responsibility the Self "has/is" in 

regard to the Ot.her. Moreover, 

the idea of infinity is produced in the opposition 
of conversation, in sociality. The relation with 
the face, with the other absolutely other wldch I 
can not contain, the other in tMs sense infinite, 
is nonetheless ray Idea, a coramerce. But the 
relation is raaintained without violence, in peace 
with tMs absolute alterity. The "resistance" of 
the other does not do violence to roe, does not act 
negatively; it has a pxjsitive structure: etMcal. 
(Levinas, 1969, p.197) 

As was explained tefore, the Other transcends the level of my 

abilities and my power. His alterity I cannot transcend or 

comprehend by means of episteraological or even pragraatist 

operations—as I do with the rest of the objective world. 

Therefore, tevinas concludes, the C)ther is the only "being whose 

negation must te coraplete, i.e., murder. As a result, 

to Mil is not to dorainate, tet to anniMlate; it 
is to renounce conprehension absolutely. Murder 
exercises a power over wtet escapes power. It is 
still a power, for the face expresses itself in the 
sensible, tet already inpotency, because the face 
rends tte sensible. The alterity that is expressed 
in the face provides the unique "raatter" possible 
for total negation, I can wish to Mil only an 
existent absolutely independent, wMch exceeds my 
powers infinitely, and therefore dees not oppose 
ttera tet paralyzes the very power of power. The 
Ĉ .ter is tte sole "tieing I can wish to Mil. 
(tevinas, 1969, p.198, eraphasis added) 

Tlds implies that the Other is "-arToed" with an "infinite 

resistance" against the deadly threat of raurder and violation—a 

resistance which he defies through M s "nakedness," i.e., by the 

fact ttet he is "for itself" (kath'auto). 
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TMs inf in i ty , stronger thai-i rrnarder, alre.ady 
r e s i s t s us in Ms face, i s Ms face, i s the 
primordial expression, i s the f i r s t word: "you 
shal l not coranit murder." The inf in i te paralyzes 
power by i t s in f in i t e resistance to ratrder. wldch, 
firm and insurmoimtable. gleams in the face of t t e 
<.>t.her, in the to^tal nudity of Ms defenseless eyes, 
in the nudity of the absolute openness of the 
Transcendent. Tliere i s here a relat ion not with a 
very great resis tance, t<ut with soroetMng 
absolutely other: the resistance of what has no 
resistance—the etMcal resistance. 
( tevinas, 1969, p.199, eraphasis added) 

For tevinas, the essence of discourse i s e tMcal , because i t i s 

founded on the asymmetry of intersubject ivi ty . Consequently, 

tevinas contends t t e t , 

the re la t ion with the Other, discoiarse, i s not only 
the platting in question of rry freedora, the appeal 
coradng froro the other to ca l l ne to responsibi l i ty, 
. . . t e t [also] an irreducible raoveraent of a 
discoiarse wldch by essence i s aroused, by the 
epiptiany of the face inasmuch as i t a t t e s t s the 
presence of the t ldrd party, the whole of humanity, 
in the yes tha t lcx)ks a t rre. 
( tevinas, 1969, p.213) 

Moreover, i f discoiarse i s prirrordially e t ldcal , the rnanipalation 

of discourse tlirough the power-plays of rhetoric i s a refraction 

of " in jus t ice ." As a resu l t , a "true" discourse of jus t ice avoids 

the snares of rhe tor ic . In contra.st. Levin.as (1969, p.70-71): 

( t )o renoionce the psychagogy, deroagogy, pedagogy 
rhetor ic involves i s to face the Other, in a 
ver i table conversation. . . Tlds disengagement 
from a l l object ivi ty rreans, posi t ively, tMs 
"being's presentation in the f.ace, Ms expression. 
Ms language. Tlie other aua other i s the Other. 
PL'Autre en t^ant au'aut^-e es t Autn.dl We Q .^1 
•Justice t M s f.ace tcj f.ace .approach, in 
conversation. If t ru th a r i ses in the absolute 
experience in wldch teing gleams with i t s own 
l igh t , then tnath i s prTjduce<i only in verit-able 
conversation or in jus t i ce . 
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As a r e su l t , discourse becoraes the meeting place with the Other. 

However, Levinas transcends Gadarrer's description of (textual) 

imderstanding as a recursion of question and answer, and 

introduces a "dialogical hermeneutic" (Crowell, 1985) or, raayte 

C'etter, "dialogical e t ldcs , " bas'ed upDn a serving of the Crc.her as 

kath ' .auto: 

The face I welcorre makes rre pass froro phenonenon to 
teirig in another sense: in discoiarse I expose 
rryself to the questioning of the Other, and t l d s 
lorgency of the response —acuteness of the present 
—engenders roe for responsibi l i ty; as responsible I 
am brought to rry final r ea l i ty . Being a t tent ive . . 
presupposes the ca l l of the other . . . , [as well as 
the recognition of] the raastery of the other, to 
receive Ms corrioand, or rrore exactly, to receive 
froro Mm the coranand to corrioand. When I seek ny 
f inal r ea l i t y , I find t t e t rry existence as a "tMng 
in i t se l f" tegins with the presence in rre of the 
idea of Inf ini ty . Bat t l d s re la t ion already 
consists in serving the 'Other. 
(Levinas, 1969, p.178-179) 

Tlie Asyrrrretrv of the EtMcal Relation 
of Justice arid Freedorf) 

By posit ing the e tMcal dirrension of the "face a face," .as 

the roost fundamental (1967. p. 79), tevinas introduces an iraportant 

Merarcly, in t t e t the ontology of the ;3elf becorres groionded in 

the e t ldca l re lat ionsMp with the fJt.her. Tlie l a t t e r i s clearly 

rrore fundamental and priraordial than the ontological re lat ion, 

wMch implies tha t (the rel-ation to) the C>ther i s not raeli.ated by 

Being, but. in contrast , operates analogously to a Derridean 

"infrastnactiare" in t t e t , only tlirough the e tMcal re la t ion, the 

Other offers rre the poss ib i l i ty for rry teing (or non-teing)—tlds 

was, of course, also the tesic reasoning in Bakhtin's heterology. 
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Tlie contribution of tevinas "becoraes rocjst .app.ai'ent when i t i s 

corapared to tine other proponents of dialogical thoi^ht, i . e . . 

Gabriel Marcel and Martin Buter. Contrary to wtet one raight 

telieve (they a l l seera to telong to a "school" of dialogical 

tMnMng), Levinas' c r i t ique on Buter i s not subtle, tet extreroely 

noticeable. Before pointing out the major differences, i t seems 

appropriate to recognize Levinas' posit ive appreciation of Buter 

and Marcel. Both Buter and Marcel make a clear (a pr ior i ) 

d is t inc t ion tetween the social re la t ion (Self/Other) and the 

"episteraological" re la t ion (subject/object). In tMs dis t inct ion, 

they are far raore radical than Heidegger, in t t e t the social 

re la t ion const i tutes an iranediate experience, i . e . , i t does not 

require a t ldrd , raediating, terra (e .g . , Being) witMn wtese folds 

the re la t ion tetween Self and Other coraes to te. Both for Buter 

and Marcel, the social re la t ion , "la vie en dialogue." i s a 

priraordial re la t ion frora Man to Man. tevinas (1968, p.57-58): 

Or, the encounter [tetween Self and Other] i s a 
par t icu lar case of a presence wldch i s not 
representation, tet wMch i s ateolutely di rect , as 
d i rec t as possible, an absolute iraroediacy wMch i s 
not theraiatized; tha t the irrmanent atroosphere can t e 
breached, t t e t an irreducible proxiraity can derange 
order, i s c lear ly the raajor therae of R i t e r ' s 
pMlosopliy. 

I t i s well known t t e t Bater di-stingiaishes tetween two tesic 

re la t ions : Ich-Es and Ich-Du. Tlie f i r s t i s the re la t ion tetween 

.subject and object (the "episteraological" re la t ion) ; the second i s 

the re la t ion of the subject to another Dasein. i . e . , a re la t ion of 

hJ-OTian intimacy and personal friendsMp. In the l a t t e r Buter, 
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Levinas f ee l s (1969), approximates raary of the e s s e n t i a l fea tures 

of the ( e t M c a l ) Other. 

TYie rr^in d i f ferences tetween Levinas and Bater/Man^el seera to 

stera frora tevinas ext raordinary conception of antliropology and 

rret-aplysics. [A discuss ion of Levinas' ai-gurrents aga ins t Bater 

can te found in Levinas (1968), and are surrroarized in Cohen 

(1986) . ] For tevinas, Bu te r ' s " ^ " or Marcel 's "tu" do not 

coincide with the Other, in t t e t they lack "loniversal cha rac te r , " 

i . e . , the e t M c a l iraioediacy and prirracy of tevinas' Other. Indeed, 

the (Other raast te seen as a Universal; the Other i s not—in 

Bater ian fasMon—a (group of) p a r t i c u l a r persori(s) with whora we 

.are cormefjted by the t i e s of blood, f r iendsMp or love, ba t the 

'Other i s a l l people. As such, for tevinas, the pleading eyes of 

the Other sparMe wit'h the prorrdse of .a " t ldrd" who ob l iga tes rae 

t o j u s t i c e . i . e . , the whole of "riumanity. Dialogiae i s j u s t i c e . 

Tlie phenorrenological epiptiany of the face i s the entrance of 

boroanity i n to dialogue. In t M s sense, the IM—a person—and the 

'J ther—the whole of hurr>ardty —.are cle-aidy d i f f e r en t , w'Mle only 

the l a t t e r provides access t o a discussion on e t l d c s . 

Furthenoore, the Cither i s not ray equal , tet rry super ior . For 

Levinas. the scocial rel-ation t o the Other "has .an asyrriretrical 

na tu re . In c o n t r a s t t o a corrplicated r e a l i t y of spec i f i c 

p e r s o n a l i s t i c r e c i p r o c i t i e s ( i . e . , the cacophonous fugue of the 

fogg7 voices of da i ly friends"Mps -and int imacy) , t'he voice of 

Levinas ' Other c l e a r l y resonates in oiar inner e a r s , as he iraposes 
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an inescapable duty t o respec t h i s l i f e and Ms person. As a 

r e s u l t , the e t h i c a l na ture of the soc ia l r e l a t i o n i s not founded 

on a deraocratic and rec iproca l concept of p a r t i c i p a t i o n , bat on 

•*̂ ĥ  obligatir^g s.ronctity of the Other. Indeed, wMle for Buter and 

Marcel, t"ne soc ia l r e l a t i o n rera-ains exclusively incorporated 

witMn t.he I-You r e l a t i o n , and they, consequently, operate from a 

platform of d i a log ica l reciprocity—hoping for tenevolent 

par t . i c ipa t ion and cooperation—, tevinas p o s i t s asyranetry as the 

pr imordial diraension of the soc ia l r e l a t i o n . The opposit ion 

asyranetry/reciproci ty tetween tevinas and Buter/Marcel i s , from an 

e t M c a l po in t of view, the raost iraportant difference in t h e i r 

r e spec t ive conception of dialogisra. For tevinas. the d i a l o g i c a l . 

i . e . . r e c i p r c o a l . r e l a t i o n of Ic"h-Du i s precreded and tased upĉ n a 

raetap'nvsical r e l a t i o n , in wMch the Other, as tord and Master. 

(always a l ready) p resen ts I t s e l f . Consequently, tevinas p o s i t s a 

pr i r rordial lieight-diraension wldch precedes and presupposes the 

p o s s i b i l i t y of d i a log ica l r ec ip roc i t y , tevinas: 

To te in r e l a t i o n s M p while absolving oneself frora 
t M s r e l a t i o n i s t o speak. The Other does not only 
appe.ar in "Ma face, as a phenorrenon subject t o the 
ac t ion and doradnation of a freedora; i n f i n i t e l y 
d i s t a n t frora the very r e l a t i o n he e n t e r s , "he 
p resen t s Mraiself t he re frora the f i r s t as an 
abso lu te . . . To hear M s d e s t i t u t i o n wMch c r i e s 
out for j u s t i c e i s not t o represen t an iraage of 
oneself , but i s to5 p o s i t oneself as responsib le , 
toth as nore and as l e s s than the teing t h a t 
p resen t s i t s e l f in the face, tess, for the face 
suraoons rae t o my ob l iga t ions atid judges rre. Tlie 
teing t t e t p resen ts Mraself in the face coraes frora 
a diraension of he ight , a dimension of transcendence 
. . Tlie Ot.her who doradnates rae in bds transcendence 
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i s thus the s t ranger , the wiriow, and the orwian, to 
whora I ara ob l iga ted . " 

(Levin.as, 1969, p.215, errpliasis adde<l) 

An excellent exaraple of tevinas teliefs and its iraplications for 

scxidal pMlosoply c.an te foiand in his critique on the well Imown 

slogan of the French Revolution, ''Freedora, Equalitv, FraterTdtv,' 

wMch necessarily needs to te abandoned (for tevinas), as it does 

not represent the fundaraental aspects of the social relation. 

Therefore, tevinas doubts whether the messianic presence of 

societal fraternity and equality can assure the etMcal repertory 

for a tndy just society. As the expression of the flatulent 

pretensions of a certain forio of political "enlightenrrent" Levin.as 

fears that, the sleeping fantasy of deraocratic participation will 

result in t."he deteseraent of cultural currency and. ultiraately, in 

.an etMcal necropolis. In contrast, only when the Cmher is a 

sanctity, i.e., raore than oneself (asyrrmetry), can we emerge frora 

the dusty tA.mnel of tyranny and exploitation onto a series of 

raised horizons wtere an etldcal corammity (in wldch true freedora, 

equality, and fraternity reign) can attain fruition. In other 

words: a just society is characterized by the revolutionary 

trlMty, tet it is not its foimdation, t̂ ut only the consequence of 

an apriori respect for the sanctity of the Other. Consequently, 

in contrast to the teatific quietisra and spiritual hermitage of 

Buter's ideal of human intimacy and fraternity, the obligation of 

the Other as (my) Master tevinas translates into a definite 

political and socio-econoraic engageraent. in order to construct a 
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concrete e t r d c o - p c d i t i c a l sy.tterrj for ac t ion . For Levinas. we 

cannot afford a Garboesque s leep in the comfort of an 

( incogni t ive) freedora, but we are obliged to follow the deep, 

prenoni to iy glow of the Face of the Ot."ner .and address the 

defec t ive jigsaw and t'he dizzy carousel imder-writing the human 

condi t ion . Consequently, for tevinas, the ( e tMca l nature of 

the) face- to- face iranediately iraplies the ideal of soc ia l j u s t i c e , 

wMch i s pr imar i ly an economical endeavor, i . e . , the humane 

concern for the c rea t ion of j u s t i c e witMn the ( r e ) s t r uc tu r a t i on 

of soc i e ty . Again, in con t r a s t t o Buter and Marcel and t h e i r 

eraphasis on a l i f e of intimacy and friendsMp—a l i f e of p o l i t i c a l 

conservatism and quietisra—. tevinas, by including the domain of 

economy in 'Ms e t M c a l cons idera t ions , takes a de f i n i t e p o l i t i c a l 

p o s i t i o n . 

Given the previous discuss ion, i t i s irrportant t o recognize 

how the not ion of "part icipat ion"—wldch w.as so iraport-ant for 

previous proponents of d i a log i ca l thought ( l i k e Buter and Marcel, 

ba t a l s o Burke and Baklitin)—is for tevinas a Denkfjgur wldch i s 

t/jt-ally inadequate t o imderstand the rretaplysical and 

e t M c a l r e l a t i o n tetween the 'Self and the "k^th^auto," wldch i s 

t he Other, and wMch precludes the p o s s i b i l i t y of an e t M c a l 

engagerrent toward scxjial j u s t i c e . 'Jnly i f the Other i s rrore tlian 

an equal p a r t i c i p a n t in the dialogue of Life , only i f the Other i s 

a s a i n t , i . e . , raore tlian oneself, i s an e t M c a l l i f e of j u s t i c e 

p o s s i b l e . 
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J u s t i c e in Levinas and Lvotard 

By deraonstrating tew raan's e t M c a l r e l a t i o n t o the Other 

precedes , on the one hand, M s ontological r e l a t i o n s M p to Mraself 

(egology), and, on the o t t e r hand, t t e episteroological 

r e l a t i o n s M p t o t t e r e s t of the world (cosroology), we d i s c e m in 

tevinas' work t t e iraportant jux tapos i t ion tetween 

"phenomenological i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y " and "e tMcal 

r e s p o n s i b i l i t y " — o r , in Lyotard 's (and Wit tgens te in ' s ) terms, 

tetween the desc r ip t i ve and the p r e s c r i p t i v e , of wtet i s "of t t e 

world" and wtet i s "not of t t e world," As such, for tevinas, t t e 

asymmetry of the e t M c a l r e l a t i o n s M p a l so precedes t t e synmetry 

and equa l i t y underscoring any notion of j u s t i c e , tevinas telieves 

that, t t e r e would te no need for cour t s and laws i f t t e r e were only 

two people in t t e world as the demarcations of r e s p o n s i b i l i t y a re 

obvious; tewever, as we do no longer l i v e in t t e Garden of Eden, 

as t t e world conta ins c l e a r l y roore tlnan two people, j u s t i c e i s 

required in order t o secure a p o l i t i c a l dramaturgy of the (3ood, 

For tevinas, t he e t M c a l r e l a t i o n of asyranetry i s the a p r i o r i 

foundation for t t e d e f l M t i o n of j u s t i c e as equa l i ty and 

p a r t i c i p a t i o n , tet t M s d e f i n i t i o n iranediately embraces t t e 

p o t e n t i a l for I n j u s t i c e , i . e . , t t e fo rge t t i ng of t t e e t M c a l 

r e l a t i o n , t t e f o r g e t t i n g of t t e hiunan face. Therefore, tevinas 

telieves t t e t t he o r i g i n of a l l corammity l i e s in a discourse 

(Teacter-Pupi l ) tefore disccjurse ( t l ieor ies of J u s t i c e and t t e 
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Good), in a "reason tefore reason." Consequently, i t i s t t e 

(e tMcal) dialogue wMch obligates us to enter into the (worldly) 

dialogue. 

Both Derrida (1978, pp.79-153) and Lyotard indicate several 

flaws in tevinas's thouglit. Wldle Derrida's cr i t ique 

concentrates, again, on the t a c i t presuppositions of a view such 

as tevinas', i . e . , the r t e t o r i ca l exclusion of violence out of 

e t ldcs and the ins t i tu t ion of the MerarcMcal opposition 

(et ldcs/violence) , Lyotard, in t u m , concentrates roore on the 

logical or discursive inconsistencies in tevinas' thought (e .g . , 

1986). As such, Lyotard views tevinas' proposal as an atterrpt to 

say the irrpossible witldn pMlosopMcal discourse, i . e . , to say 

(descriptive) wtet can only te shown ( prescr ipt ive) , as the 

langiaage of pMlosoply and et ldcs telong to different discursive 

orderings. Much l ike Derrida ta lks froro witMn the margins of 

pMlosophy of t t e t wtet pMlosophy carmot capture within i t s 

t ropes, tevinas ta lks (or tetter, evokes) where the early 

Wittgenstein decided to keep s i l en t , i . e . , t t e realio of the 

e t ldca l prescr ip t ive . Moreover, Lyotard questions the val id i ty of 

tevinas' argioirent on t t e asyraretry of the e tMcal re la t ion, as a l l 

" talk about" t M s asyrrrretrical relat ionsMp occurs within a 

descript ive language gaire, i . e . , in the "tldrd person:" indeed, 

Levinas' (rreta-)description of the prescriptions in t r in s i c to t t e 

"I/You" or "lohZl^" re la t ion i s always (a) a c i t a t ion of a 

prescr ip t ive in a descript ive langiaage-gaioe, and (b) a description 
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of t h e l A o u wMch graramatically r e f e r s t o a t M r d person. 

Lyotard pu ts i t t hus : 

Does [ tev inas" arguirent] not a l so requi re t l ia t what 
Levinas reproaches in Bater and t t e t wliat he ab te r s 
in Hegel, i . e . , t t e t , in wr i t ing and reading, the I 
and the You a re t o te taken in reference t o the 
universe of the sentences wldch d e s c r i t e s thera, and 
t t e t the l a t t e r d e s c r i t e s the one and the o ther , 
toge ther , as a whole, wldch can te asyrrinetrical 
without teing a whole? If t l d s i s the case, the 
specu la t ive in t M s coranentary a re tes the sarae 
r i g h t s as these of a r re ta-descr ipt ion. And, does 
tevinas not need t o recognize and observe these 
r i g h t s , he who makes an e f f o r t t o d e s c r i t e t o M s 
reader , in M s p lace , tlirougli the mediation of a We 
wMch effaces the asyrafretry of the I and t t e You, 
wtet t l d s asyroraetry i s a l l about? Tliat you w i l l 
never te rre. t t e t I w i l l never te you: can t l d s te 
thought or even wr i t t en r e f l e c t i ve ly? Written, of 
course, t t e t t he You can never te the I and t t e t 
t he I can never te the You. Tlie e t M c a l sentence 
ge t s l o s t in i t s wording: t he asyraretry of i t s 
pronoians, wldch i s i t s s ec re t , i s divulged and 
neu t r a l i z ed by t h e i r captaare in the t l d r d person. 
Tlie pa t ience of t he concept ar rMgns the irapatience 
of t he ( e t l d c a l ) deroand. I t tu rns irapatience 
aga in s t i t s e l f . 
(Lyotard, 1983, p.169) 

TMs, however, does no t rrean t t e t Lyotard d iscards teviri.as' 

heterology corapletely; qu i t e t o t t e cont rary , by corabining the 

tevinasian not ion of ob l iga t ion and deroand with the Kantian not ion 

of t he supra -sens ib le Idea of J u s t i c e , Lyotard develops .an 

e l a t e r a t e d e f i n i t i o n of pagardsro as a m u l t i p l i c i t y of disciarsive 

j u s t i c e s . Indeed, frorai tevinas Lyotard accepts the forceful 

a s s e r t i o n of the pr i r rordia l c l iaracter of t he e t M c a l request .and 

deroand, wMch iraplies, for Lyotard, t t e t t t e e t l d c a l can only te 

landerstood frora the d i s cu r s ive genre of t he p r e s c r i p t i v e and not 

o£ the desci-'iprtive'. e t M c s does no t r equ i re a radroetic def i r d t i o n 
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and desc r ip t ion of what j u s t i c e i s or wtet a j u s t soc ie ty iraplies, 

wMch suteequent ly can lead t o the p resc r ip t ion of j u s t 

( ca t egor i ca l ) iraperatives. J u s t i c e remains necessar i ly an 

imdecidable term. 

Modernist versus Postmodem EtMcs 

The EtMcal Imperative as 
a Moderrdst Meta-Narrative 

In the previous discuss ion on the "postioodem condition" 

(1984, 1986) i t was demonstrated tew Lyotard d e s c r i t e s 

p o s t - i n d u s t r i a l l i f e as r h e t o r i c a l l y founded and pemeated t y a 

s e r i e s of r re ta-narra t ives as the necessary guide-posts of 

modernist erdiglitenirent (AufMarung). Tliese a r e : 

a C^nristian n a r r a t i v e on the rederrption of the 
o r i g i n a l s i n througli neigl i ter ly love; a r a t i o n a l i s t 
ri.arrative on t he eroancipation of ignorance and 
oppression through knowledge and egal i tar iaMsro; a 
specu la t ive n a r r a t i v e on t t e r e a l i z a t i o n of t t e 
laniversal idea through a d i a l e c t i c s of t t e 
concre te ; a Marxist n a r r a t i v e on tlie eroancipation 
of e x p l o i t a t i o n and a l i ena t i on tlirough t t e 
s o c i a l i z a t i o n of l a t e r ; a c a p i t a l i s t n a r r a t i v e on 
t t e emancipation of poverty through a 
t ec lmo- indus t r i a l development. 
(Lyotard, 1986, p.47) 

Eraancipation and progress fono t t e tecktene of t M s c u l t u r a l 

r h e t o r i c , i . e . , t t e progress ive ^oancipation of reason and 

l i t e r t y , tlie progress ive or ca t a s t ropMc eraancipation of l a t e r , 

t h e enricliirent of a l l huioardty tlirougli t ec lmo-sc i en t i f i c progress , 

and t t e u l t i raa te s a lva t i on througli t he conversion of a l l souls to 

a Cl i r i s to loglca l n a r r a t i v e of roartyrly love (1986, p . 37) . 
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However, these promises can no longer te legitiraized by reality, 

i.e., the neo-analptetetisra (Bloora, 1987), the inpoverishraent of 

the TMrd World, the strikes and tte increased "failures of the 

Systera," the raeta-econoraical standard of increased growth and 

perforraativity —all these can no longer te called progress and 

eraancipation. The promise of a Hegelian totality is now forever 

teyond reach. 

Coincidental with tMs series of rreta-narratives, Lyotard 

posits a rreta-etldcal logic of etMcal tetevior, wtese structure 

of concatenations is offered by the Kantian idea: If (tte 

eroancipation and progress of society lies in tlds series of 

roeta-narratives), Tlien (act in such .a fasMon as to raake ttese 

narratives corae true). Apart from the dictatorial rhetoric wldch 

giaides such a dictiom, the question can te asked with regard to tte 

futiare of etldcs if the raeta-narratives—transcendental Ideas 

wldch offer the proradse of tte "test of all worlds"—are no longer 

valid(.ated). Tlie answer starts with Wittgenstein's definition of 

language-gaires. 

QjncatenatiorLS of Disciarsive Genres 

In .an atterrpt to break the silence of the Tractatus 

Wittgenstein (1953) introduced the notion of language-gaire, i.e., 

a use of language with its own logic and intentions. As such, 

ordinary language is a constant (re)concatenation of different 

language-garaes wMch all otey different rules and all teve 
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different truth clairas. Ordering a steak in a restaurant, 

describing a landscape, explaining the blueprint of a diesel 

engine, a proraise of marriage, a dissertation defense—all are 

different language-games or, to use Lyotard's terra, discursive 

genres, wMch teve particular characteristics and create 

particular expectations of their interlocutors. As a result, 

Wittgenstein posits ttet the language-garae of etMcs (of the 

"ought") is not the same as that of ontology (of the "is") or of 

epistemology (of tte "known"), i.e., ttere is a qualitative and 

imbridgeable gap tetween tte prescriptive and tte descriptive. 

Furttermore, it is inpossible to deduce one language-game (e.g. , 

the prescriptive) from another (e.g., the descriptive) as such an 

operation only results in a representation: 

It is proper to prescription to be left hanging in 
midair. . , Any discourse meant to accoimt for 
prescriptions, transforms them into conclusions of 
reasonings, into propositions derived frora other 
propositions, in wMch tte latter are raetaphysical 
propositions on teing and Mstory, or on tte soul, 
or on society. In such a derivation, or 
deducation, or prescriptions, wtet is derived or 
deduced is not tte prescriptive itself tet tte 
citation of the prescriptive: it is not "you raust," 
it is tte "you raust," ttet ttere te sorae " you 
raist." But tte proper of the prescription is ttet 
it anticipates or at least precedes its own iraage, 
(Lyotard, 1985. p.45) 

In M s discussion of "Tevinas' Logic" (1986), Lyotard goes on to 

demonstrate how tevinas atterapts (but fails) to bridge the gap 

tetween descriptive and prescriptive wMch ultimately proves to te 

unfeasible. 
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Armed with tMs distinction, Lyotard examines tte rhetorical 

processes gidding the concatenations (encteinements) of the 

different discursive genres. Indeed, at least theoretically it is 

possible to link one discursive genre with any other in the use of 

ordinary language. Therefore, the construction of specific 

concatenations of differends (Lyotard's generic name for the 

different discursive genres) tetrays a rhetorical intention, of 

wMch the Kantian If .... Tlien . . is only one possibility. Or in 

other words; 

If cer ta in concatenations are rrore expected than 
others, t l d s roeans t t e t a se t of concatenation 
rules teve been ins ta l led by t t e authority of 
t r ad i t ion . . . PMlosoply, then, i s a discourse 
with as i t s rule to find i t s own rules (and t t e t of 
o t t e r discoiarses). 
(Lyotard, 1984. p.64) 

In Ms discussion on total i tariardsio and t t e Nazi regiroe, Lyotard 

indicates t t e t the au t t e r i t a r i an cerrentatlon of cer tain nales of 

concatenation are only extrerae forms of wtet teppens in a l l 

moderrdst areas of l i f e . 

As an exairple (1983, p.214-217), Lyotard explores the 

concatenations wMch landergird the de l i t e ra t ive po l i t i c s of 

contenporary deioocracy, wldch he exposes as an arbi trary and 

f ragi le construction. Moreover, the arb i t rar iness of the 

deraocratic organigram s t resses t t e necessity of t t e 

raeta-narrative—i.e., the ideals of pract ical reason: l i t e r t y and 

eroancipation—for i t s legitiroation. Slrrdlarly, the work of 

Baudrillard exaradnes the concatenations (and the concoradtant 
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re i f ica t ion) of sign structures in the construction of the nytte 

of consumerisra (1969, 1970) and capitalisra (1976)—raore on 

Baudrillard l a t e r . 

Coextensive with the unraiasMng of the rhetorical operations 

wldch guide the preferential concatenations of roodemist desire, 

Lyotard deraonstrates how the genre of description, of miireais, lias 

gained a privileged s ta tus in the construction of theories on 

e tMcs . Indeed, as the roeta-narratives a t t e s t , et ldcs i s always 

predicated upon a description of an ideal , Utopian society, i . e . , 

upon the representation of soroetMng t t e t i s lacMng in society, 

soraetMng t t e t i s to te effected in order to coincide with a 

rrdraetic, though ideal , picture of t t e t society. Lyotard argues 

t'tiat, 

there are some iraplied discursive orderings t t e t 
detenrdne the rrea.sures to te taken in social 
r ea l i t y to bring i t into confonrdty with the 
representation of jus t ice t t e t was worked out in 
t t e theoretlfDal discoiarse. . . (T)tere i s the deep 
conviction t t e t there i s a t rue teing of society, 
and t t e t society wil l te jus t i f i t i s brought into 
conforraity with t l d s tnjie teing, .and therefore one 
can draw jus t prescriptions frora a description t t e t 
i s t rue , in t t e sense of "correct." 
(Lyotard, 1985, p.20/22) 

TMs iioplies t t e t due to the postioodem loss of t t e 

(loeta-) language of the legitiioatlng rreta-narratives, on the one 

liand, and due to the unbridgeable gap tetween rrdiresis and 

roettexis, on the other, there carmot te any knowledge in t t e 

matters of e t ldcs , and hence no knowledge in the raiatter of 

prac t ice . We always remain "in opirdon." Tlds, of coiarse, alrrost 
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iramediately raises the question with regard to the laws of etMcs: 

if we all teve our own opinion, tew is justice (and tte etMcal 

relation) possible. Here lies the iraportance of the confluence of 

Kant and tevinas in Lyotard's developraent of a "pagan" etMc. 

Differends and the Kantian Idea 

Given the gap tetween the rairaesis of description and the 

pragraatics of the prescriptive, etMcs, like tevinas' raaintains, 

precedes ontology, in that etMcs cannot depend on a description 

of the just (society) out of wMch etMcal rules or imperatives 

are deduced. Indeed, such a derivation of the just leads to 

different etMcal raodalities, e.g.. Christian, Aristotelian, 

Kantian, Hegelian, Marxist, etc.—as tte necessary expression of 

tte prevailing raeta-narratives. On the other hand, we learned 

frora tevinas ttet there is the primordial demand, the obligation 

imposed by the Ot.ter, wMch Lyotard translates as an "always 

already teing told" (1977a, 1985). Several questions arise at 

tMs point: (a) wte does tMs primordial talMng; (b) wtet are 

said to te tte rules of justice. Tlie answers Lyotard proposes 

are: (a) the suprasensible Idea of "a corammity of reasonable 

teings" and (b) justice constitutes an "enpty" set of rules 

particular to the language-game under consideration and guided by 

the "meta-law" of "disciursive propriety." 

For Kant, an Idea refers to ttet wtet cannot actually te 

represented (e.g,, tte Idea of the World as the totality of all 
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t t e t i s ) . Moreover, Kant ins t i tu ted the concept of Idea as t t e 

transcendental solution for the irreconcilable differences tetween 

the "faculties"—or different language-garoes as a l a t e r t radi t ion 

wil l teve i t . Tlierefore, the Idea—although not re-presentable 

—is the expression of the raodemist desire for t o t a l i t y and 

imity. Of course, the postmodem response to such a maneuver i s 

actual ly the opposite: the proraotion of the difference tetween t t e 

differends. 

Lyotard posi ts the use of a Kantian-like Idea in order to 

bypass the dangers wldch l i e in an etMcs tesed upon teterodoxy: 

instead of the coraron opinion ( just i s wtet I telieve to te just) 

the Ide-a function as a "regialator" of the jiast. In contrast to 

Kant's Idea of t o t a l i t y and lonlty, i . e . . the Idea of a 

cosrropolitically lonified and pacified liuioardty, out of wldch 

e tMcal nales can te derived, Lyotard posi ts the Idea of the 

suprasensible (lience non-representable) nature of "a t o t a l i t y of 

reasonable teings" wldch serves to protect the a p r io r i 

poss ib i l i ty of the prescr ipt ive larigu.age-g.aioe. I t i s irrptortant tcj 

recogrdze t t e t t l d s Idea does not refer to an errpirical r ea l i ty , 

bat to a "pract ical t o t a l i t y " in Kantian fasMon, as the 

raaxiialzation of the concept of freetlom. Tlie irrpcjrtant difference 

tetween Kant and Lyotard resides in the fact t t e t for the fonrer 

the Idea of «oancipated and pacified humanity, thougli not 

tjelongii-ig tco the re.alra of roirresis. i s considered to t e rea l , wMle 

Lyotard's Kantian-like Idea oMy serves as a horizon, a postulate 

http://larigu.age-g.aioe
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atout a possible reality, wMch, however, does not "posses" any 

reality. The Idea is only a regulator, a safeguard against the 

anarchy of pare heterodoxy; furthermore, tMs Idea does not 

provide us with a set of r-ules to follow: indeed, as tte Idea is 

"supra-sensible" it no longer telongs to the language-garae of 

description tet of prescription; therefore, it is irapossible to 

know what the content of that Idea raight te. As such, Lyotard 

proposal to "fill" up the Idea with "the totality of reasonable 

teings" is indeed intuitive and arbitrary, tet such a maneuver is 

acceptable witMn the language-garae of the prescriptive, as we are 

no longer in tte realra of the true and the correct tet in the 

realm of the verisimilar and the intidtion of the just. 

At tMs point, Lyotard joins tevinas again when te accepts 

the primordiality of the obligation and tte etMcal deraand (prior 

to ontology). For Lyotard, tevinas raarks where soraetMng is 

presort ted to roe, wtere I ara obligated tefore the possibility of 

freedora even arises (there is never an autonoray of power). By 

quoting tevinas, quoting frora the Talraid ("Do tefore you 

imderstand, and the Jews did, and then they imderst^xd"), Lyotard 

deraonstrates ttet obligation and not imderstanding coraes first: 

only after one has been spoken to, after one has heard tte deraand, 

then one can understand wtet needs to te done. Obligation is ra-)re 

priroordial than understanding. Applying these insights to M s 

theory on discursive genres, Lyotard argued ttet the language-game 
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of the prescr ipt ive i s one characterized by l is tening and tearing 

(Gadaraer's auhoren ?) instead of speaMng: 

For us, a language [-game] i s f i r s t and foremost 
soraeone talMng. But t t e r e are Language garoes in 
wMch the iraportant tMng i s to l i s t en , in wMch 
the rule deals with audition. Such a game i s the 
game of the jus t . And in tMs garae, one speaks 
only inasraich as one l i s t ens , t t e t i s , one speaks 
as a l i s tener , and not as an author. I t i s a a 
game without an author. 
And so i t i s because the recipient i s taken ateld 
of, i t i s because one i s taken ateld of by sorae
tMng tha t i s teyond us t t e t t t e r e i s obligation. 
Or tetter: i t i s because i t i s teyond us and 
because i t takes ahold of us t t e t there i s obliga
t ion. 
[Indeed,] ( i )n the garre of the prescriptive i t i s 
the f i r s t sender who i s occulted. I t i s not known 
who obligates; there i s nothing to te said atout 
i t ; i t carmot te brought over to the ri.arrative pole 
or to the referent. 
(Lyotard, 1985, p.71-72) 

By exarrdning the pragrratics of narrat ive discourse of the 

Ca.sMnaliiaa (1983, pp.219-223), Lyotard denonstrates how we grow up 

in s to r ies wMch are told to us (tlie sttory of t radi t ion as well .as 

"our own" s tory) , on wldch we can only "corrroent" in t t e t the 

s to r i e s precede us and wil l postdate us (cfr. Barke). Moreover, 

in rr^tters of prescript ion, i t i s irrpfjssible to roove over to the 

pole of "the one who speaks" as we do not t e l l the s tor ies bat are 

teing to ld (co-iirplicated) in them, .and hence .are not in a 

posit ion of autonoicy tet of heteronoiay (see also: de Certeau. 

1983). Tlds, of course, inpl ies t t e t the prescriter—as he carmot 

take a rretalinguistic posit ion out of the story he 

t e l l s / p r e s c r i t e s — i s iraoanent to the story he construct, and thus 

fi^^tially bxfumded by Ms prescr ipt ions. In tMs sense, i t i s 
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possible to raake one's own laws, but the ground of tMs raaMng, 

i . e . , the "concept" of jus t ice , i s imdecidable. 

A M l d t i p l i c i t v of Jn.qtioeg 

For Lyotard, as well as for tevinas, t t e r e i s an etMcal 

obligation wldch i s (phenorrenological ly) fe l t" (of the order of 

in tu i t ion and not of the order of knov7ing). However, in contrast 

to Kant, t l d s obligation i s errpty and cannot te f i l l ed with sorae 

rrdraetic content of emancipation, bat, as for Kant, t l d s content i s 

an Idea wMch serves as sorae "iraiagined f inal i ty" ( t e t unknown qua 

content) . Given tMs "description," absolute injust ice occiars 

when the pragraatics of obligation—the poss ib i l i ty of the 

(Langiaage-)gaioe of the jiast—would soraehow te liroited or 

abandoned: as .such the e tMcal re la t ion does not reside in an 

opposition of the lanjiast tcj the jus t (.as i f we could know what the 

content of those two tenns were) tet on the level of the .apriori 

poss ib i l i ty of playing a gaioe called "how to raise questions atout 

the jus t and t t e unjust." As such, every act (e .g . , terrorism or 

raarder) wldch prevents t l d s gaire froro narming i t s due coiarse, i s 

considered unetMcal. As a resu l t , unetMcal acts refer to t t e 

negat ivi ty or t t e siappre.ssion of a poss ib i l i ty , i . e . , the playing 

of the gaire of the jiast. 

Moreover, t M s e tMcal "raeta-law" of the poss ib i l i ty of the 

gaire of the j u s t carmot te a unitary endeavor. Indeed, given the 

raaltipliclty of discursive genres, every langiaage-garre inlierently 
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possesses its own rules and definition of what the "just" means. 

Tlierefore, in contrast to the Kantian Idea of totality wMch 

imderscores the etMcal iraperatives, Lyotard posits the syraploke 

of discitrsive genres ("a patchwork of language pragraatics ttet 

vibrates at all tiraes") as the other regidator of Justice. Instead 

of the convergence of an Idea of totality (Kant), Lyotard posits 

the divergence of the discursive genres wMch each carry their own 

"justice" witMn tteir pararoeters. As a result, tte priraary 

guideline for the Idea of Justice becoroes one of "purity," i.e., 

whether or not there is infiltration or intervention of one 

discursive genre onto another. In contrast to tte rhetorical 

concatenations of discursive genres wMch characterize raodemist 

theories on etMcs, the postmodern endeavor becoraes one of teasing 

apart the specific language-garoes and of pirdfying their intrinsic 

claims of "justice." As a celebration of "pare" differends, 

postraodenn etMcs is a prevention of Pleonexia. wMch iraplies 

ttet, 

( t ) t e person holding t M s discoiarse of knowledge, 
playing t l d s knowledge gaire, or the person playing 
t M s narrat ive gaire, i s exceeding the authority 
granted to her or to him by the rules of the garae 
and i s not abiding by the pragroatics "proper" to 
the gaire played, for exairple, the pragroatics tliat 
rules the game of the one who knows with t t e one 
who l i s t ens and wil l get to know—the raaster-and-
disciple-gaioe—or t t e pragraatics t t e t rule t t e garae 
of the one wte t e l l s with the one wte l i s t ens . And 
she or he i s introducing another pragraatics, t t e t 
of prescr ipt ions. . . But the Idea of jus t ice 
resides precisely in keeping prescription in i t s 
"proper" order, j u s t as i t does in keeping 
narrat ion and description in the order t t e t i s 
i'sspeiiitively "proper" to them. Ttet i s , i t 
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consists in raiaintaining thera as different garoes 
that carmot have the value of sources of imiversal 
obligation. Just as teing just is independent of 
telling the truth, so telling a story, in and of 
itself, has notMng to do with justice. 
(Lyotard, 1985, p.97) 

In other words—and in a tndy paganist sense—justice "always 

reraains the te seen in each case," and even then one cannot te 

sitre as truth clairas and criteria of "correctness" do not telong 

to the discitrsive genre of obligation (hence, the undecidability 

of etMcs). Consequently, there is a raultiplicity of justices, 

each of thera defined with regard to its specific rules and 

liraitations. 

P.agan Instnactions 

In contrast tco t'he .age-old Parrrenidian Langiaage-gaire of 

ontology wldch rrade .siare et ldcs always ted sorretldng to say atout 

wtet to do, a pagan e t ldc i s empty. Lyotard (with tevinas) 

re-introdiaces the pragmatics of Judaisro, "Be Just ," bat the 

content of t t e t jus t ice reroains absent, wldch gets to te 

t rans la ted (in a rrore Kantian fa.sMon), "Do Wliatever" .as long as 

i t i s corrpatible with the supra-sensible Idea of a society of 

reasonable teings, wldch serves as a regulatory horizon for 

action. As a r e su l t , the primary task then becorres the protection 

of the poss ib i l i ty of the language-garre of obligation, of the 

question with regard to jus t i ce . Injust ice, on the o t t e r hand, i s 

the disappearance of t l d s poss ib i l i ty , or—in a postrrodem 

sense—in a terxox-ist refusal of the teppening of the differends. 
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Corisequently, as justice does not telong to the genre of 

"truth" or even of "teing," we can never really know whetter we 

teve been JiiSt—it reraiains undecidable. Therefore, any notion of 

justice—as an answer to an occulted obligation—raist reraain 

local, i.e., pagan, i.e., con-textual. As such, society no longer 

figures as a "totality" en route to teleological eraancipation, but 

as a social imiverse of very diverse pragraatic (i.e., discursive) 

genres. To te pagan (as the refusal to occult oneself), of 

course, then inplies the unbridled raaxiraization of these 

differends, the imraasMng of hegemonical concatenations and tte 

construction of coimter-hegeraonical "new forms," as well as the 

(etMcal) project of discursive purification. 



ENVOI 
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"Traditionally," a con-elusion takes the "forra" of a confined 

recapitulation of "what tte previous text in essence wanted to 

say." As such, the Latin root "concludere" suggests an "ending," 

a "keeping quiet" witMn the established teundaries of the 

constructed text. Or. raore perversely, it suggests an end to 

intertextual play (Lat. : con-(c)-1nHere - to play together), i.e. . 

the final word, the closed finality and coherent unity of a 

con-elusion. If aryt.Mng was conveyed in the raany pages of the 

present text, it is that there is no closure: not only do we 

always start "in raedias res." we most also end ttere (the 

ter-raeneutic "roĉ ral"); no text ever escapes the intertextual play 

of the trace, the language of differance (the deconstructivist 

"raoral"). TMs iraplies ttet tMs dissertation ends "where I ara 

now," and, consequently, does not offer any final judgraents. If 

anyt.Mng, the text tes tried to explore the opening of new 

raeaning, a "different thought." 

Furttermore, tte "fact" ttet tMs text has explored many of 

the roeta-narrational roots of wtet is called "pMlosophy" and 

"therapy," does not entail ttet w position is soroetew raore 

rhetoric-free, tut only that it was gidded by "different" 

rhetorical pararaeters in its construction, i.e.. those of dialogue 

and differential infrastructure. As such, the "present" 

(inter) text, in its varying stedes of figural ity and 

rhetoricality, reraains open to "self"-deconstruction (wMch does 

not raean in-validation), 
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Therefore, instead of perpetrating a final "con" garae on 

(intertextual) "play," I would like to indicate, very briefly, 

sorae recent arguraents and developnents wMch teve "cau^t ny ear" 

and wMch seera to offer interesting avenues for further re-search. 

The Critique on Religious Criticism (Edward Said) 

At the end of "Tte World. The Text and The Critic" Edward 

Said (1983) expressed M s discorafort with the critical endeavors 

founded in heterologies of tte Other. Indeed, by dislocating the 

textual ground into realms of undecidability, in (its) Othemess, 

Said telieved ttet "true" ideological (secular) criticism is 

abandoned in favor of a nysticism of the secret and the occult 

(see also: Bnms, 1982). Said (1983, p.291) argued ttet. 

In our time there has been a curious transmutation 
by wMch the secular world—in particular, the 
human effort ttet goes into the production of 
literary texts—reveals itself as neither fully 
human nor fully apprehensible in human terms. (..) 
Wtet is more to tte point is a dramatic increase in 
the nurater of appeals to tte extrahuraan, the vague 
abstraction, the divine, tte esoteric and the 
secret. As I teve said, impossibly huge 
generalizations like tte Orient, Islara, Coninunisra, 
or Terrorisra play a significantly increased role in 
the conteraporary Manictean theologizing of "the 
Otter," and tMs increase is a sign of how strongly 
religious discourse has affected discourse 
pertaining to tte secidar, Mstorical world. 

Said's point is well raade, tet is seeras to spring frora a confusion 

of two (admittedly interdependent) issues, i.e., ttet of 

epistemology versus ttet of etMcs. As the two distinct parts of 

tMs dissertation testify, there is indeed a "difference" tetween 
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these projects. Tte section of hermeneutics and deconstruction 

clearly concentrates on a (secular) critique frora althln. i.e., 

the hermetic spiral of terraeneutics, the intemal fissuration of 

the sign, the intramolecular transgressions of the partial 

P-dsions, the intra-narrative plots of episteroological 

discourse—testimonies of the delusional quest for the origin of 

the narrative (as a narrative of the origin, as Rorty 

demonstrates). On the other hand, tte second section reflects a 

critique from the outside. i.e., the larger political/ideological 

requirements and their intemal dialogical tettles, tte 

imdecidable groimd of dialogisra and its InfrastrTactitral "nee<i" for 

its Ot.ter, As such, toth "sides" are joined togetter in a 

(secular/religious) coin, constantly susceptible to reciprocal 

suppleraentation. Thus, Said's terra, "religious criticisra," very 

aptly captures tMs recursion, tet M s discontent seeras to arise 

frora the fact ttet he does not regard tlds "coin" as a dialogue 

tetween two critical endeavors (an "and/and") but as a raitiially 

exclusive oholce (an either/or), Such a choice is indeed 

possible—even necessary if one "wants to get soraetMng done"—tet 

is always raade against tte teckground of its Ot.her, 

Clinaroen and the Par-aslte (Michel Serres) 

Although roanv of Serres' arguraents remain perplexing (and 

inaccessible) to me, M s general direction seems to te one of 

promoting local or "regional episteroologies." For Serres, order 
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is not the law of "tMngs," tet its exception: in contrast to tte 

violent and thanatocratic solutions of the Martial "art" of 

science, Serres counterposes a Venusian "ars corabinatoria.' i.e., 

an (always local/pagan) play of interferences and interreferences. 

Instead of the raonolitMc unity of science, Serres examines the 

irreducible polyrnorpMsra and polyvocality of 

episternological/scientific interconnections (e.g., tte parallels 

tetween Verne's and Zola's "literary" creations and (their) 

contemporary scientific inventions (mechanics, genetics)). Serres 

(1982a) maintains ttet dogmatic methodologies can never discover 

anytMng new, and ttet only a raulti vectorial cross-fertilization 

of discourses can lead to innovations and nonthanatocratic 

solutions. Tlierefore, instead of the terrorist ramifications of a 

science of progress (Lyotard), Serres loses Mraself in a journey 

of intersections and titrbidences, triggered by the sudden and 

imexpected appearances of a clinaroen, "tte rainiraun angle to tte 

laminar flow of an atora [ttet] IMtiates a turtelence" (1982a, 

p.99), The clinaroen. for Serres (using Prigoginian language), 

refers to tte biophysical process by wMch an atora deviates frora 

its course and subsequently collides with another atora, wMch 

leads to new "concatenations," -and, in Serres' case, new 

discitrsive orderings: 

Without tte declination [clinarren], there are only 
the laws of f.ate, ttet is to say, the cteins of 
order. Tlie new is torn of the old; the new is only 
the repetition of tte old. But the angle 
internapts tte stoic chain, breakjs the fcjedera 
£a±ii the endless series of cause and reasons. It 
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disturbs, in fact, the laws of natA.u:e. And frora 
it, the arrival of life, of everytMng that 
breathes; and the leaping of horses. 
(Serres. 1982a, p.102) 

More recently. Serres (1982b), in his studies on the 

(neg)entropy of corammicational processes, tes developed a theory 

of the parasite, as a Mnd of tMrd person ttet needs to te 

excluded in order to reach "full" coranunication. In M s 

discussion on "Platonic dialogue" (1982a, p.66-67) he described 

the situation thus: 

Such coranunication [dialogue] i s a sor t of garoe 
played by two interlocutors considered as united 
against the phenorrena of interference and 
confiasion. or .ag.airist individiaals with sorre stake 
in internaptirig corrirnanication. Tliese interlocutors 
are in no way opposed, as in the t rad i t ional 
conception of the d ia lec t ic gaire; on the contrary, 
they are one the saroe side, t i ed together by a 
rriatiaal in te res t : they tettle together against 
noise. (. .) Tliey excliange roles sufficiently often 
for us to view thera as straggling together against 
a corrfoon enerry. To hold a dialogue i s to suppose a 
t ld rd roan and to seek t^ exclude Mra; a successfial 
coraounication i s the exclusion of t t e t ldrd roan. 
Tlie rrost profound d ia lec t ica l problera i s not the 
Other, wte i s only a variety—or a variation--of 
the Saire. i t i s the problera of the t ldrd roan. 

Altlougli t l d s s i tua t ion resembles tha t of Gadaraer (the "coraron" 

therre of a t ld rd enerry) and contrasts with t t e t of Girard (an 

agonistics of doubles), i t , very interest ingly, expands the notion 

of dialogiae by irLserting a t ld rd party, a "derron" who aims tc> 

internapt the dialogical systero of "excliange." Tlierefore, wldle 

the notion of "parasite" re f lec t s for roary a disagreeable fona of 

noise and usurpation, of roal-corrwjmication, t l d s i s not the case 

£cir yei-'X'es ami 'his emphasis on the episteraological value of 
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perturtetions and turtelences. Indeed, the intrusion of the 

parasite, together with the subsequent maneuvers of exclusion and 

eliraination the two dialogical partners initiate in order to stave 

off corammicational interference, provides a "new angle," a 

clinaroen: in tMs triunity of parasitical coranunication, noise is 

not "static" (in its teleroetric sense), tet (the condition for) 

change. By experiencing (and subsequently assimilating) the 

periuartetions of the parasite, the corammicational systera 

necessarily evolves to a raore coraplex state of "homeostasis." In 

other words: by introducing a "source of the random" and of 

disorder, the parasite installs a new (Mgher) order of 

equilibriura. Serres (1982b, p.51): 

The parasite invents soraetMng new. It intercepts 
energy and pays for it with inforraation. It 
intercepts roast beef and pays for it with stories. 
These would te two ways of writing the new 
contract. The parasite establishes an agreement 
ttet is imfair, at least in terras of previous 
accoumting raethods; it constructs a new telance 
sheet. It expresses a logic ttet was considered 
irrational imtil now, it expresses a new 
episteraology, anotter theory of equilibriura. 

Consequently, tte parasite is not an "infection" ttet unilaterally 

preys upon its victims, but is priraardly a guest who exchanges 

noise for food and money, TMs is, for Serres— roeandering 

tlirough wondrous fables and stories of rats and other parasites 

— , in essence tte non-egalitarian striictA-ure of corammicational 

excliange in huroan relations. Consequently, wMle pMlosopMcal 

discourse remains caught in the web of tte object/subject 
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distinction, the parasitic (etMcal?) relation is intersubjective. 

Parasitisra is the life breath of corrmunication. 

Of course, the raain parallels with the parasitic practice of 

therapy are obvious, especially given the tenets of the systems 

paradigra. Therapy, then, becoraes the parasitic transformation of 

"phony" work (Tyler. 1984) for pecuniary (and other) exchanges. As 

a result, "dialogue is an enpty gallery where light and stedows 

play, where the noises of words reign, a little hell complicated 

with illusions and vanity" (1982b, p.245). 

The (Therapeutic) Siraulacrura (Jean Baudrillard) 

Althou^i Baudrillard' s thou^t is, as is Serres', very 

coraprehensive and sweeping in its examinations of political and 

social ideologies, there is a definite focal point, i.e., the 

idea of the siradacrum. In M s early worlds Baudrillard (1969) 

indicates how the "metallurgic" conception of objects (as "real" 

tMngs) tes been replaced—in fact, it was never "ttere"—by tte 

societal (rtetorical) operations of seraiurgy (tte "tMng" as the 

form or raeaMng of the sign), i.e., a (seraiotic) "systera of 

objects," Furtherraore, Baudrillard exaraines how tte systera of 

syiotols and signs was transforined, tlirough a political economy of 

the sign, into an "operational seraiology" wMch enphasizes the 

exchange of the sign based upon its functional use-value; 

coextensive with tMs developraent, Baudrillard (1970) deraonstrates 

the intextuating processes at word in people's self-definition as 
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"consuraers," As .an iraredi-ate result (and anticipating M s later 

development of hyper-reality), ttere is no "objective" reality 

such as consumerism or even "Capitalisra." but only the 

rhetorical/ideological appearance of what authority and power 

project as reality. TMs insight—the scandalous self-interests 

at work in the representations/constructions of reality—leads to 

Baudrillard's most fundamental claim ttet there is no "real 

reality" tet only a lyper-reality intebited by an undecidable 

cycle of simulacra (1976). How these simulacra are instituted and 

how they relate to primitive and contenporary culture [here 

Baudrillard coraes close to Girard], and its relation to the 

phenomenon of (the) death (drive) is too coraplex to te analyzed 

tere. However, Baudrillard's thouglit can easily te suranardzed in 

a siraple syllogism: if (M) the pMlosopMcal critique on rairaesis 

concluded that there is no connection of "reality" tetween tte 

sign and the object, and if (ra) tte deconstructivist critique 

concluded ttet even tte signs—no longer possessing rairaetic 

value—are themselves selves selves fissured, tten (C) tte 

lingidstic world in wldch we live is ir-referential, i.e.. no 

longer susceptible tô  a tr\ie/false distinction, and hence 

hyper-real, for tte distinction reality/non-reality can no longer 

be subsumed witldn tte abyssal signs. As such, Baudrillard 

distinguistes tetween three orders of simulacrum (1976, p.77; 

1981, p. 179): (a) natural (ist) simulacra, based upon a telief in 

tte validity of representation, and airoed towards a reconciliation 
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with the ideality of Nature (Renaissance); (b) productivist 

sinjalacra, tesed upon mechanization and raaterialisra, and geared 

toward industrial expansion and tecteical eraancipation 

(Modemisra); and (c) simulacra of simulation, based upon 

cytemetics and information theory, and directed toward 

perforraativity and total control (post-industrial society). 

For Baudrillard, simulation is the necessary outcome of the 

deconstruction of mimesis: if signs do no longer refer to tte 

real, and if, consequently, they cannot te said to refer to 

sometMng true (or false), then all signs play a game of 

siradation. Or, in otter words: not only does the sign not reflect 

the presence of reality (not even distorted), but it also dees not 

represent its ateence; there is no longer any connection with any 

"reality." Instead of tte Real we (only) find rhetorical 

sirmdations of tte real, or siradacra, FitrtherToore, wldle tlie 

priraary and secondary simulacra (representation and production) 

are clearly encompassed by the postraodem "project" (Iterrida's 

meta-radroesis and Lyotard's "end of idecdogy"), tidrd-order 

siradacra define the "true" realra of postroodemisra. The power of 

simulation, for Baudrillard, resides in the imdecidability not 

only of its own validity, but, roore importantly, of the validity 

of ttet wtet it puts into question. For exaraple, a person can te 

depressed or s/lie can siradate depression; in either case, tlie 

symptoras will te tte saroe. However, in a reality of 

representation, one needs to decide whether that person is 
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really" depressed or not; on the other hand, in the hyper-reality 

of the simulacra, one needs to decide whether the level of ttet 

decision is valid or not, or, raore fundamentally, wtet the 

rnetorical operators and power plays are wMch insure the 

"success" of a discourse pertaining to the synptoraatology of 

depression. As such, the siraulacrura annuls the priraary preraise on 

wMch a psycMatric "law" on "clinical depression" is tesed 

(because it cannot te a "law" if some of its evidence is 

imdecidable wit'n regard to the directions of ttet law). 

Therefore, " (h)yperreality and simulation are dissuasive with 

regard to all principles and all conclusions; they tum tMs 

dissuasion against the powers who themselves have used it for such 

a long tirae" (1981, p.40). 

In tlds vein, Baudrillard exairdnes how established power 

atterrpts to produce .and reproduce reality (and its credibility) in 

.an effort to avoid the abyssal prorrdses of lyper-reality. For 

Baudrillard, negentropic optiroization as well as cytemetic 

rrrxlelling are the priroary alibis of the reinstallrrent of re.ality 

in post-industrial .society (.see .also: 1981, pp. 185-203). However, 

all ttese "operate" in the realm—teyond the real and, also, 

teyond the imaginary—of the lyper-real: the non-transcendable, 

ijunsiorpassable universe of sirrnalation. 

Althougli previous discussions teve critiqued the nature of 

psychotherapy, it can, -at tlds point, also te described as a 

Clearly, tte rhetorical cynosure of "classical" texts 
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t'Ogetiier witli the rryt-hifyirig interbiogi'.aptiies c:f self-pxjsse.'=-se'd 

luminaries (an excellent exaraple can te foimd in the recent 

revivification (or is it taxidermy?) of the Batesonian Figure 

(1987)) creates the prorrdse (.and the trath") of a (family) 

"therapy reality." Rit in contrast to the rrdrretic world of choice 

(tetween tetter/worse therapies), therapy practice and theories 

reflect the rhetorical possibilities of the hyper-real. TMs is. 

of course, the thinMng teMnd what I have previously called 

"discursive therapy" ("mis"norner to te sure) in that it. 

constitutes a weaving of a hyperrealistic hologram of discursive 

interventions, waiting for their particular concatenation 

(Lyotard) by the dialogical interlocutors. Furthermore, to get 

teck to the point I was raaMng, it is easy to see how, for many, a 

cyteiTietic super-ego—versed in the acronyirdc Newspeai-i of computer 

science—not only creates and protects an appearance of the real 

as the Real (t'he ecology of Mind), tet also has becoraes the 

re.assmdng tool for the hegerronic co-optation and imification of 

disparate ideologies (i.e., individual, faraily, and group 

therapies all "huddle together imder the seraantic urabrella of cvne 

"vision"). Consequently, the positing of these totalizing and 

imifying raaneuvers tetrays not only the fear for t.he superfliLX of 

the cocult (Freud's last words) "but also serves as .an escape from 

and a denial of the rlietorical tableaiLX of hvTerreality, 
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Meta-Narrational Experiraentation 

Given these radtiple distinctions, the postmodern "position, 

aware of the vilified routine of Ptoleraaicism, is not a 

deprivileging "COUP d'etat" or a Boheraian opposition, "outside" of 

(hyper)reality, tet its celebration. Moreover, postmodemism is 

not a pretentious refusal to play the meta-narrational games; tet, 

instead, it becomes an act of experimentation witMn and at the 

margins of these narratives. Consequently, postmodemism does not. 

end up as intellectual paralysis, tet as a rascal "testing of the 

liraits." On what level tMs "raiscMef" occurs—in a therapy room 

or in a writing .atout that same event—is, of coiurse, ny (never 

conscious) choice. However, as the liyperreality of the postraodem 

is played witMn an "era of events without consequences (and of 

theories without consequences)" (Baudrillard. 1981. p.234), it is 

M g M y imlikely that those choices will have any effect on t.he 

rhetoric of in-difference supporting the larger rhetorical 

systems. 
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